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Colorado’s Jeb Berrier, whose looks and
sense of humor recall
t he T hree Stooges’
L a r r y Fi ne c rossed
with Seinfeld’s George
C o s t a n z a , wor r ie s
about the ubiquitous plastic shopping bags,
bottles, and packaging that surrounds him.
What is this stuff exactly? A petroleum
product (hence, a wasteful, nonrenewable resource), plastic is—according to critics—both
unsafe and nowhere near as recyclable as the
American Chemistry Council, an industry
lobbyist, likes to claim. Tons of it now eddies
in several “gyres” (circular currents) in the
ocean, where it poisons or kills fish, while
those concerned with health argue that the
leaching of toxins from plastic food containers can damage human physiology. Despite
Berrier’s Morgan Spurlock/Michael Moore
clowning, filmmaker Suzan Beraza’s Bag It is
still quite a disturbing documentary—a small
whale suffocating on ingested plastic makes
a particularly lucid case against this ecoscourge substance. Along the way, the film
works in the birth of Berrier’s first child as
an environmental bellwether and interviews
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According to the Bag
It press release: “The average American uses between 330-500 plastic
bags a year for an average of 12 minutes before
they are discarded (that
adds up to about 100150 BILLION plastic
bags used in 2010 in the U.S. alone).” A
good companion disc to Bag It is First Run
Features’ excellent documentary Plastic
Planet (VL-7/11), from director Werner
Boote, who—VL noted—“despite deep
familial roots in the synthetics industry
(his plastics-tycoon grandfather taught
him, Graduate-like, to worship the stuff),
exposes plastic’s myriad dangers—[roaming] the globe, from the California office
of a plastic surgeon to a manufacturing
plant in China, rooting out plastic’s historical origins and pervasive influence on
virtually every aspect of our lives.”
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several name-brand activists, including actor
Peter Coyote, author Annie Leonard, and
oceanographer Sylvia Earle. Commendably,
this Docurama release comes in an innovative Dutch-made DVD case formed out of
paper pulp. Highly recommended. Aud: H,
C, P. (C. Cassady)
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PRESENTS
PRESENTS

Dragonslayer
Dragonslayer
73
73minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915069D
915069D

Winner
Winner of
of the
the Grand
Grand Jury
Jury Prize
Prize for
for Best
Best
Documentary
Documentaryat
atSXSW
SXSW2011,
2011,Dragonslayer
Dragonslayer
documents
documents the
the transgressions
transgressions of
of Josh
Josh
“Skreech”
“Skreech” Sandoval,
Sandoval, aa local
local skate
skate legend
legend
from
from the
the stagnant
stagnant suburbs
suburbs of
of Fullerton,
Fullerton,
California,
California, in
in the
the aftermath
aftermath of
of America’s
America’s
economic
economiccollapse.
collapse.
“The
“Themeasured
measuredvérité
véritéstyle
styleof
of
Frederick
FrederickWiseman
Wisemanmeets
meetsthe
the
visual
visualpolish
polishof
ofTerrence
TerrenceMalick.”
Malick.”
-Indiewire
-Indiewire

“Riveting.”
“Riveting.”-The
-TheNew
NewYork
YorkTimes
Times

WHen
WHen THe
THe DrUM
DrUM
Is
Is BeaTIng
BeaTIng
84
84minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915106D
915106D

In
In Haiti,
Haiti, one
one band
band that
that has
has seen
seen itit all:
all:
Septentrional.
Septentrional. For
For six
six decades
decades this
this leglegendary
endary band
band has
has been
been making
making passionpassionate,
ate, beautiful
beautiful music
music through
through the
the chaos
chaos
of
of Haiti’s
Haiti’s history
history –– from
from coup
coup d’états
d’états and
and
dictatorships
dictatorships to
to an
an earthquake
earthquake that
that kills
kills
300,000
300,000 people
people and
and tears
tears apart
apart the
the social
social
fabric
fabric of
of the
the country.
country.
“Infectious
“Infectiousoutpourings
outpouringsof
ofharmony
harmony
in
inthis
thisbeautifully
beautifullysynched
synched
wedding
weddingof
ofmusic
musicand
andhistory.”
history.”
-Variety
-Variety

RECENT RELEASES
THe
THe Man
Man
noBoDy
noBoDy KneW
KneW

In
In THe
THe garDen
garDen
oF
oF soUnDs
soUnDs

104
104min.,
min.,color,
color,Blu:
Blu:SRP
SRP$29.95,
$29.95,FRF
FRF915052BD
915052BD
Standard
StandardDVD:
DVD:SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF914901D
914901D

90
90minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915021D
915021D

Directed
Directed by
by his
his son,
son, this
this riveting
riveting documendocumentary
tary uncovers
uncovers the
the hidden
hidden life
life of
of legendary
legendary
CIA
CIA spymaster
spymaster William
William Colby.
Colby. Featuring
Featuring aa
who’s
who’swho
whoof
ofthe
theintelligence
intelligencecommunity
communityas
as
well
well as
as top
top journalists
journalists and
and writers,
writers, Colby’s
Colby’s
story
story unmasks
unmasks the
the lies,
lies, myths,
myths, truths
truths and
and
casualties
casualtiesof
ofaaspy.
spy.
“Critic’s
“Critic’s Pick!
Pick! Operates
Operates on
on many
many levels,
levels, all
all
riveting.”
riveting.”-The
-TheNew
NewYork
YorkTimes
Times
“Powerful...absorbing...shattering.”
“Powerful...absorbing...shattering.”

Deprived
Deprived of
of his
his sight
sight at
at an
an early
early age
age and
and
awed
awed by
by the
the restorative
restorative powers
powers of
of sound,
sound,
Wolfgang
Wolfgang Fasser
Fasser establishes
establishes aa physical
physical
therapy
therapy retreat
retreat for
for disabled
disabled children
children where
where
they
theyuse
usemusic
musicand
andsound
soundvibrations
vibrationsto
tohelp
help
gain
gaincontrol
controlof
oftheir
theirbodies.
bodies.
“The
“Thehealing
healingpowers
powersof
ofaural
aural
therapy.
therapy.With
Withquiet
quietreverence,
reverence,
audiences
audienceswitness
witnessaaremarkable
remarkable
journey
journeyinto
intonew
newsensory
sensoryworlds.”
worlds.”
-Minneapolis-St.
-Minneapolis-St.Paul
PaulInt.
Int.Film
FilmFest.
Fest.

-Wall
-WallStreet
StreetJournal
Journal

eaMes
eaMes

THe
THe arCHITeCT
arCHITeCT
anD
anD THe
THe PaInTer
PaInTer
84
84minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF914925D
914925D

The
The husband/wife
husband/wife team
team of
of Charles
Charles and
and
Ray
Ray Eames
Eames are
are widely
widely regarded
regarded as
as
America’s
America’s most
most important
important designers.
designers.
Best
Best remembered
remembered for
for their
their plywood
plywood and
and
fiberglass
fiberglassfurniture,
furniture,the
theEames
EamesOffice
Officealso
also
created
created aa mind-bending
mind-bending variety
variety of
of other
other
products.
products. This
This isis the
the first
first film
film since
since their
their
death
death dedicated
dedicated to
to these
these creative
creative geniuses
geniuses
and
andtheir
theirwork.
work.

garBo:
garBo: THe
THe sPy
sPy
93
93minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915045D
915045D

The
The Allies
Allies called
called him
him Garbo.
Garbo. The
The Nazis
Nazis
dubbed
dubbedhim
himAlaric.
Alaric.Both
Bothsides
sidesin
inWorld
WorldWar
War
IIII were
were sure
sure Juan
Juan Pujol
Pujol Garcia
Garcia was
was their
their
man.
man. In
In reality,
reality, Pujol
Pujol was
was aa double
double agent
agent ––
and
and his
his elaborate
elaborate web
web of
of deceit
deceit helped
helped to
to
save
save thousands
thousands of
of Allied
Allied lives.
lives. This
This docudocumentary
mentary thriller
thriller artfully
artfully reveals
reveals the
the astonishastonishing
ingstory
storyof
ofWWII’s
WWII’sgreatest
greatestspy.
spy.
“Ingenious
“Ingenious&&engrossing!
engrossing!One
Oneof
of
the
theyear’s
year’sbest
bestdocumentaries.”
documentaries.”
-Roger
-RogerEbert
Ebert

“A
“Athorough
thoroughand
andvibrant
vibrantexamination
examination
of
ofthe
themaster
masterModernists.”
Modernists.”-Los
-LosAngeles
AngelesTimes
Times

“The
“Theflair
flairof
ofaaHollywood
Hollywoodspy
spy
movie:
movie:dramatic,
dramatic,and
andentertaining!”
entertaining!”

aMerICan
aMerICan TeaCHer
TeaCHer

THe
THe HITler
HITler CHronICles
CHronICles

80
80minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$24.95,
$24.95,FRF
FRF914949D
914949D

410
410min.
min.on
on44discs,
discs,color
color&&b/w,
b/w,$59.95,
$59.95,FRF
FRF915038D
915038D

The
The one
one thing
thing everyone
everyone agrees
agrees on
on is
is the
the
need
need for
for great
great teachers.
teachers. Yet
Yet teachers
teachers are
are
so
so underpaid
underpaid that
that almost
almost two-thirds
two-thirds must
must
work
work aa second
second job
job in
in order
order to
to make
make aa
living.
living. American
American Teacher
Teacher explores
explores how
how
we
we can
can re-value
re-value teaching
teaching and
and turn
turn itit into
into
aa prestigious,
prestigious, financially
financially attractive
attractive and
and
desirable
desirable profession.
profession.

This
This special
special edition
edition box
box set
set includes
includes four
four
riveting
rivetingdocumentaries
documentariesabout
aboutAdolf
AdolfHitler:
Hitler:
•• Hitler,
Hitler, AA Career
Career
•• The
The Architecture
Architecture of
of Doom
Doom
•• Dear
Dear Uncle
Uncle Adolf
Adolf
•• The
The Top
Top Secret
Secret Trial
Trial of
of the
the Third
Third Reich
Reich

“This
“Thisessential
essentialfilm
filmought
oughtto
tobe
be
seen
seenby
byanyone
anyoneconcerned
concernedabout
about
the
thefate
fateof
ofthe
thepublic
publicschool
school
system,
system,and
andthe
thenation
nationas
asaawhole.”
whole.”
-New
-NewYork
YorkDaily
DailyNews
News

-The
-TheNew
NewYork
YorkTimes
Times

“A
“A masterpiece
masterpiece of
of scholarship
scholarship and
and
imagination.”
imagination.” -Variety
-Variety
“This
“This re-examination
re-examination of
of the
the Nazi
Nazi past
past
isis aa revelation...never
revelation...never fails
fails to
to stun
stun
audiences.”
audiences.” -TIME
-TIMEMagazine
Magazine
“Shocking.
“Shocking. Includes
Includes all
all manner
manner
of
of Nazi
Nazi spectacles.”
spectacles.” -Village
-VillageVoice
Voice

To
To purchase,
purchase, please
please contact
contact John
John Bione
Bione at
at 800.229.8575
800.229.8575 x13
x13 or
or sales@firstrunfeatures.com
sales@firstrunfeatures.com
For
For Non-Theatrical/Institutional
Non-Theatrical/Institutional PPR,
PPR, contact
contact Nicole
Nicole Baer
Baer at
at 800.229.8575
800.229.8575 x1
x1
7
7 or
or edsales@firstrunfeatures.com
edsales@firstrunfeatures.com

NEW FROM FIRST RUN FEATURES
THe
THe PrUITT-Igoe
PrUITT-Igoe
MyTH
MyTH

HoW
HoW MUCH
MUCH
Does
Does yoUr
yoUr
BUIlDIng
BUIlDIng WeIgH,
WeIgH,
Mr.
Mr. FosTer?
FosTer?

Built
Built in
in 1956,
1956, Pruitt-Igoe
Pruitt-Igoe was
was
heralded
heralded as
as the
the model
model public
public
housing
housing project
project of
of the
the future,
future,
“the
“the poor
poor man’s
man’s penthouse.”
penthouse.”
Two
Two decades
decades later,
later, its
its razing
razing
became
became an
an iconic
iconic event
event that
that
was
was famously
famously called
called “the
“the death
death
of
of modernism.”
modernism.” The
The images
images of
of
its
its implosion
implosion have
have helped
helped to
to
perpetuate
perpetuate aa myth
myth of
of failure,
failure,
aa failure
failure that
that has
has been
been used
used to
to
criticize
criticize Modern
Modern architecture,
architecture,
attack
attack welfare,
welfare, and
and stigmatize
stigmatize
public
public housing
housing residents.
residents. The
The
Pruitt-Igoe
Pruitt-Igoe Myth
Myth sets
sets the
the record
record
straight.
straight.

Born
Born in
in Manchester,
Manchester, England,
England, on
on
the
the wrong
wrong side
side of
of the
the tracks,
tracks, NorNorman
man Foster
Foster rose
rose from
from aa humble
humble
working
working class
class background
background to
to bebecome
come one
one of
of the
the premiere
premiere modmodern
ern architects
architects of
of our
our time.
time. BeauBeautifully
tifully filmed
filmed in
in over
over ten
ten countries
countries
and
and honing
honing in
in on
on his
his most
most iconic
iconic
works,
works, this
this elegant
elegant documentary
documentary
isisan
anunprecedented
unprecedentedexploration
explorationof
of
the
the renowned
renowned architect.
architect.
“The
“TheMozart
Mozartof
ofModernism.”
Modernism.”

-Paul
-PaulGoldberger,
Goldberger,The
TheNew
NewYorker
Yorker

“Stings
“Stingswith
withan
anelectric
electric
poignancy.”
poignancy.”-The
-TheNew
NewYorker
Yorker

“Dazzling
“Dazzlingshot.
shot.The
Thefilm
filmisisan
an
architecture
architecturelover’s
lover’sdream.”
dream.”
-Los
-LosAngeles
AngelesTimes
Times

83
83min.,
min.,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915090D
915090D
Documentary
Documentary||Street
StreetDAte:
DAte:mAy
mAy15
15

80
80minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915137D
915137D
Documentary
Documentary||Street
StreetDAte:
DAte:JUNe
JUNe19
19

WInDFall
WInDFall

a
a MaTTer
MaTTer
oF
oF TasTe
TasTe

Wind
Wind power:
power: it’s
it’s sustainable...
sustainable...
burns
burns no
no fossil
fossil fuels...produces
fuels...produces no
no
air
air pollution.
pollution. At
At least,
least, that’s
that’s what
what
the
the people
people of
of Meredith,
Meredith, NY
NY first
first
thought
thought when
when aa wind
wind developer
developer
came
came to
to town
town with
with aa plan
plan to
to install
install
40
40wind
windturbines.
turbines.But
Butthen
thenaagroup
group
of
of townspeople
townspeople discover
discover the
the imimpacts
pacts that
that 400-foot
400-foot high
high windmills
windmills
could
could bring
bring to
to their
their community.
community.

servIng
servIng UP
UP
PaUl
PaUl lIeBranDT
lIeBranDT
An
Anintimate
intimatelook
lookinside
insidethe
theworld
worldof
of
an
an immensely
immensely talented
talented and
and driven
driven
young
young chef.
chef. At
At 24,
24, Paul
Paul Liebrandt
Liebrandt
was
was awarded
awarded three
three stars
stars by
by the
the
New
New York
York Times
Times for
for unforgettable
unforgettable
and
and hyper-modern
hyper-modern dishes.
dishes. He
He
soon
soon became
became aa chef
chef critics
critics loved...
loved...
or
or loved
loved to
to hate.
hate. Featuring
Featuring several
several
culinary
culinary luminaries,
luminaries, the
the film
film follows
follows
Liebrandt
Liebrandt over
over aa decade,
decade, revealing
revealing
his
hiscreative
creativeprocess.
process.

“Urgent,
“Urgent,informative
informativeand
and
artfully
artfullyassembled.
assembled.Its
Its
implications
implicationsare
areclear.”
clear.”
-The
-TheNew
NewYork
YorkTimes
Times

“Daring...intriguing...insightful.
“Daring...intriguing...insightful.
Attuned
Attunedto
tothe
thefolly
follyof
of
human
humaningenuity.”
ingenuity.”

“A
“Agastronomic
gastronomicthriller!”
thriller!”
-Wall
-WallStreet
StreetJournal
Journal

“Exhilarating!
“Exhilarating!
Foodies
Foodieswill
willlove
loveit.”
it.”

-Village
-VillageVoice
Voice

-The
-TheGlobe
GlobeAnd
AndMail
Mail
83
83minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915083D
915083D
Documentary
Documentary||Street
StreetDAte:
DAte:mAy
mAy15
15

68
68minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915151D
915151D
Documentary
Documentary||Street
StreetDAte:
DAte:JUNe
JUNe19
19

Man
Man on
on MIssIon
MIssIon

voICes
voICes oF
oF
THe
THe anDes
anDes

AA founding
founding father
father of
of the
the video
video
game
game industry,
industry, Richard
Richard Garriott
Garriott
can
can afford
afford to
to pursue
pursue his
his dreams
dreams
–– like
like following
following in
in his
his astronaut
astronaut
father’s
father’s footsteps.
footsteps. Rejected
Rejected by
by
NASA
NASA for
for being
being nearsighted
nearsighted but
but
still
stilldetermined
determinedto
togo
gointo
intoorbit,
orbit,he
he
buys
buys aa $30
$30 million
million seat
seat on
on aa RusRussian
sian rocket
rocket in
in order
order to
to become
become
the
the first
first “civilian”
“civilian” in
in space.
space. Man
Man
on
on aa Mission
Mission captures
captures Richard
Richard on
on
his
his quest
quest to
to be
be the
the second
second GarriGarriott
ott into
into space...and
space...and maybe
maybe come
come
back!
back!

Constructed
Constructedhundreds
hundredsof
ofyears
yearsago
ago
during
during the
the Inca
Inca Empire,
Empire, the
the Great
Great
Inca
IncaRoad
Roadruns
runs8,000
8,000miles
milesthrough
through
the
theheart
heartof
ofthe
theAndes
Andesall
allthe
theway
wayto
to
Machu
MachuPicchu.
Picchu.
This
This visually
visually striking
striking documentary
documentary
explores
explores the
the Road’s
Road’s contours
contours and
and
history,
history, as
as well
well as
as its
its modern-day
modern-day
symbolism.
symbolism. More
More so
so than
than other
other
remnants
remnants of
of the
the Inca
Inca civiliation,
civiliation, itit isis
aa symbol
symbol of
of aa common
common identity
identity of
of
the
theAndean
Andeanpeople
peopleand
andisiscentral
centralto
to
reviving
reviving their
their unique
unique cultural
cultural inheriinheritance
tance following
following centuries
centuries of
of EuroEuropean
peandomination.
domination.

“A
“A vicarious
vicarious thrill
thrill for
for anyone
anyone who
who
ever
ever fantasized
fantasized about
about becoming
becoming
an
an astronaut.”
astronaut.”

“Beautiful...sublime
“Beautiful...sublimecinematography!”
cinematography!”

-Austin
-AustinChronicle
Chronicle

-Emmanuel
-EmmanuelHussenet,
Hussenet,
Journalist
Journalist&&Adventurer
Adventurer

“Exhilarating!”
“Exhilarating!”

-Los
-LosAngeles
AngelesTimes
Times
83
83minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$27.95,
$27.95,FRF
FRF915076D
915076D
Documentary
Documentary||Street
StreetDAte:
DAte:mAy
mAy15
15

78
78minutes,
minutes,color,
color,SRP
SRP$24.95
$24.95FRF
FRF915168D
915168D
Documentary
Documentary||Street
StreetDAte:
DAte:JUNe
JUNe19
19

To
To purchase,
purchase, please
please contact
contact John
John Bione
Bione at
at 800.229.8575
800.229.8575 x13
x13 or
or sales@firstrunfeatures.com
sales@firstrunfeatures.com
For
For Non-Theatrical/Institutional
Non-Theatrical/Institutional PPR,
PPR, contact
contact Nicole
Nicole Baer
Baer at
at 800.229.8575
800.229.8575 x1
x1
7
7 or
or edsales@firstrunfeatures.com
edsales@firstrunfeatures.com

Families of the World
Two New Countries!

“Recommended.”
BL • SLJ • VL • LJ
www.familiesoftheworld.com
V1876 Germany
978-1-60480-113-2
V1875 Philippines 978-1-60480-112-5
$29.95 each • V1876S Set of 27 $749.99

Families of the World
Families of Afghanistan
Families of Australia
Families of Brazil
Families of Canada
Families of China
Families of Costa Rica
Families of Egypt
Families of France
Families of Germany
Families of Ghana
Families of Guatemala
Families of India
Families of Israel
Families of Japan

Families of Kenya
Families of Korea
Families of Mexico
More Families of Mexico
Families of Panama
Families of Philippines
Families of Puerto Rico
Families of Russia
Families of Sweden
Families of Thailand
Families of United
Kingdom
Families of USA
Families of Vietnam

Chinese for Children

Follow Jade! Learn Chinese
V1131 Visit Market 978-1-60480-083-8
V1130 Kindergarten 978-1888194-47-0
Award-winning DVDs $19.95 each
Recommended. – BL • SLJ • VL

Watch & Build literacy
with 32 bilingual DVDs
Chinese, English, French,
German, Gujarati,
Hindi, Italian, Portuguese,
Spanish & Russian
Animal Stories
Heartwarming Stories
Stories from Around the World
Enchanting Christmas Stories

1-800-765-5885
View trailers at:
youtube.com/MasterCommunications
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Video Newsbriefs
Chaplin’s “The Gold Rush,”
“Samurai Trilogy,” Hitchcock,
and More from Criterion on
June Slate
Cr iter ion’s
Ju ne slate k ic k s
off June 12 with
the 1925 comedy
master piece T he
Gold Rush (DVD:
2 d i s c s, $29.95;
Blu-ray: $39.95),
Charlie Chaplin’s
first feature-length
comedy, which chronicles a hapless
prospector’s search for fortune in the
Klondike. Incorporating both the 1925
silent original and Chaplin’s own 1942
re-issue with a soundtrack, bonus features
include an audio commentary, production
featurettes, and a booklet. Also slated
for June 12 is Danny Boyle’s witty 1994
breakthrough shocker Shallow Grave
(DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95), a diabolical thriller about three self-involved
Edinburgh roommates—played by Kerry
Fox, Christopher Eccleston, and Ewan
McGregor in his first starring role—who
take in a brooding boarder who dies of
an overdose. Bonus features include audio commentaries, cast interviews, and
a “making-of” documentary. Slated for
June 19 are Steven Soderbergh’s Gray’s
Anatomy (DVD: 2 discs, $29.95; Blu-ray:
$39.95), an inventive 1996 adaptation of
a monologue by the late Spalding Gray;
and Soderbergh’s moving and funny 2010
documentary about Gray’s life, And Everything Is Going Fine (DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray:
$39.95). Bonus features across the discs
include monologues by Gray. Coming
on June 26 is Hiroshi Inagaki’s sprawling,
Oscar-winning action epic The Samurai
Trilogy (DVD: 3 discs, $59.95; Blu-ray: 2
discs, $69.95), starring Toshiro Mifune in
1954’s Oscar-winning Musashi Miyamoto,
1955’s Duel at Ichijoji Temple, and 1956’s
Duel at Ganryu Island. Bonus features
include interviews. Also slated for June
26 is Alfred Hitchcock’s breathless 1935
spy adventure The 39 Steps (DVD: $29.95,
Blu-ray: $39.95), in which Richard Hannay
(Robert Donat) stumbles into a conspiracy
that eventually thrusts him into a hectic
chase across the Scottish moors. Adapted
from a novel by John Buchan, bonus
features include a British documentary
covering Hitchcock’s pre-war career, and
a radio adaptation.

National Media Market 2012
The 34th National Media Market will
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be held in Las Vegas, NV, at the Embassy
Suites from September 30-October 4.
Over 50 producers/distributors will showcase new educational and special interest
programming and technology during
the event, which in addition to on-site
screening of over 750 films will include
informal networking meetings for buyers
and exhibitors, and professional development sessions covering topics such as
preserving and de-accessioning 16mm
films, outreach techniques for promoting video collections, and using social
media marketing. For more information,
visit www.nmm.net, or contact Ursula
Schwarz at 520-743-7735 or director@
nmm.net.

Dickens’s “The Mystery of
Edwin Drood” Coming May 1
from PBS
PBS Distribution has announced a May
1 release for The Mystery of Edwin Drood
(DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray: $29.99). On June
8, 1870, Charles Dickens concluded a
full-day’s work on his latest novel and
died the next day, leaving The Mystery
of Edwin Drood a mystery indeed. This
Masterpiece Classic-aired production uses
clues left by the author himself, together
with inspired guesswork, to solve this
famous literary puzzle in a fitting tribute
to Dickens’s 200th birthday, which is
being celebrated this year. Adapted and
completed by Gwyneth Hughes, the story
opens in an opium haze, as John Jasper
(Matthew Rhys) smokes his way into
oblivion to take his mind off his detested
duties as a village choirmaster—and, more
importantly, fantasizes about murdering
his guileless nephew, Edwin Drood (Freddie Fox). Drood is engaged to marry the
beautiful Rosa Bud (Tamzin Merchant),
with whom Jasper is perversely in love.
Mysterious visitor Landless (Sacha Dhawan) also has an intense fascination with
Rosa, and his twin sister, Helena (Amber
Rose Revah), becomes her best friend.
Meanwhile, Jasper’s curiosity about possible resting places for the dead takes him
to the crypt beneath the cathedral where
he works with the eccentric stonemason
Durdles (Ron Cook). From there things
start to get spookier and spookier until
Edwin Drood suddenly and mysteriously
disappears.

Correction
In our review of Lionsgate’s Thunder
Soul on page 36 of the March/April 2012
issue, Jamie Foxx was incorrectly named
as the narrator instead of executive
producer.
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Kids @ Discovery is a DVD series that takes young viewers on exciting excursions
into the wondrous world of science and the environment.

Over 25 titles available

GRADES K-5

“Informative, inspiring, and
entertaining, this is recommended.”
- VIDEO LIBRARIAN (APRIL 2012)

SCAN TO FIND US ONLINE

Books Into Movies
The following films based on books
are slated to open during May and
June. Movie release dates are subject
to change.

Coming in May
T he Best Exot ic
Marigold Hotel (May
4) is based on English
author Deborah Moggach’s 2004 book These
Foolish Things. Directed by John Madden,
the India-set dramedy
about a group of retirees stars Bill Nighy,
Maggie Smith, Judi Dench, Tom Wilkinson, Dev Patel, and Penelope Wilton.
Hick (May 11) is
based on the 20 07
novel by screenwriter
Andrea Portes. Directed by Derick Martini,
this dramedy about a
small-town teen who
runs away to Las Vegas stars Chloë Grace
Moretz, Blake Lively, Alec Baldwin, Eddie Redmayne, and Juliette Lewis.
W hat to Expect
When You’re Expecting (May 18) is inspired by the popular
pregnancy guidebooks
by Heidi Murkoff. Directed by Kirk Jones,
the comedy stars Elizabeth Banks, Chris
Rock, Jennifer Lopez, Cameron Diaz,
Dennis Quaid, and Anna Kendrick.

Coming in June
Bel Ami ( June 8)
is an adaptation of
French author Guy
de Maupassant’s 1885
novel. Directed by
Decla n Donnella n
and Nick Ormerod,
this romantic drama
stars Robert Pattinson,
Christina Ricci, Uma Thurman, Kristin
Scott Thomas, and Colm Meaney.
Abraham Lincoln:
Va m p i r e H u n t e r
(June 22) is based on
the 2010 novel by Seth
Grahame-Smith. Directed by Timur Bekmambetov, the supernatural thriller stars
Mary Elizabeth Win-
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stead, Alan Tudyk, Dominic Cooper, and
Benjamin Walker as the 16th President.

Looking Ahead
Slated for July is Savages, based on mystery
author Don Winslow’s
2010 novel. Directed by
Oliver Stone, the thriller
stars Blake Lively, Taylor
Kitsch, John Travolta, and
Salma Hayek.
Also slated for July is
Trishna, director Michael
Winterbottom’s adaptation of Thomas Hardy’s
1891 classic novel Tess
of the d’Urbervilles, starring Freida Pinto and Riz
Ahmed.
Also slated for July is
Easy Money, a Swedish
crime thriller based on the
2006 organized crime noir
novel by Jens Lapidus. Directed by Daniél Espinosa,
the film stars Joel Kinnaman and Lisa Henni.
Slated for August is Total Recall, based on Philip
K. Dick’s 1966 short story
“We Can Remember It for
You Wholesale.” Directed
by Len Wiseman, this remake of the popular 1990
action film stars Colin
Farrell, Kate Beckinsale,
Bryan Cranston, and Jessica Biel.
Also slated for August
is Diar y of a Wimpy
Kid: Dog Days, based on
the 2009 fourth book in
author Jeff Kinney’s YA
series. Directed by David
Bowers, this third movie
in the series stars returning cast members Zachary Gordon, Devon
Bostick, Steve Zahn, and Rachael Harris.
Also slated for August
is Lawless, an adaptation
of Matt Bondurant’s 2008
historical novel The Wettest
County in the World. Based
on a true story, the Depression-era drama is directed
by John Hillcoat and stars
Tom Hardy, Guy Pearce,
Gary Oldman, and Jessica Chastain.
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Customize Your
Public Library
Take advantage of BWI’s expertise:
• Regional Account Managers
• Collection development librarians
• TitleTales specialists
• Customer service representatives
• Cataloging and processing
professionals
Make sure your collection best ﬁts
the needs of your patrons.

Call us today
800.888.4478, ext. 6266
titletales.com

Mixed Media
third-person action-RPG puts players in a
pivotal role in the battle for power in the
Seven Kingdoms.

diers who travel to the globe’s most deadly
warzones, where they hunt down the highest value targets.

May 27—June 2

Note: Entertainment Software Ratings
Board (ESRB) ratings for video games are: E
(Everyone), E10+ (Everyone 10+), T (Teen),
M (Mature), and RP (Rating Pending).
Some titles are not rated until just prior to
release date.

Max Payne 3 (Rockstar, PS3/X360: $59.99,
Rated: M). In this latest
entry in the third-person
shooter franchise, players control ex-cop Max
Payne, who takes a job
in Brazil protecting the
family of a wealthy real estate mogul in an
effort to finally escape his troubled past.

April 29—May 5

May 20—May 26

Sniper Elite V2 (505
Games, PS3/X360: $49.99,
Rated: M ). Set in the
middle of war-torn Berlin
amidst the frenzied final
battle between German
and Russian forces, this
third-person tactical WWII shooter sequel finds players taking on the role of
a sniper.

Dragon’s Dogma (Capcom, PS3/X360:
$59.99, Rated: M). Set in a vast open world
environment (featuring dragons, of course),
this third-person action-RPG fantasy game
lets players battle with three computer
partners known as Pawns—training them
to fit your fighting style—while embarking
on an epic storyline.

I nve r sion ( Na mco
Bandai, PS3/X360: $59.99,
Rated: M). Players master
the fundamental forces
of gravity in this thirdperson shooter while
controlling Davis Russel,
a young married cop and father who finds
himself thrust into war when his peaceful
city is invaded by an unknown enemy.

Mixed Media features new release
information on upcoming video
games and TV series on DVD/Blu-ray,
as well as notable older titles that are
re-priced or new to DVD/Blu-ray.

Video Games

May 6—May 12
Phantom Breaker (SouthPeak, X360:
$39.99, Rated: T). In this fighting game,
players choose amongst a cast of 14 characters who duel in the shadows of Tokyo
in hopes of having their ultimate wish
granted by the mysterious man named
Phantom.
Starhawk (Sony, PS3: $59.99, Rated: T).
From the creators of Warhawk, this thirdperson sci-fi shooter puts players into
the boots of Emmett Graves, an outcast
gunslinger drawn back to the planet that
abandoned him in order to face a fierce
outlaw and his band of followers.

May 13—May 19
Battleship (Activision,
PS3/Wii/X360: $39.99$59.99, Rated: T). Combining naval strateg y
simulation with first-person shooter gameplay,
players take on the role of
Cole Mathis in this game
tie-in to the feature film revolving around
an alien invasion.
Game of Thrones (Atlus, PS3/X360:
$59.99, Rated: M). Boasting an original
story written under the supervision of
novelist George R.R. Martin—with characters and locations drawn from the
titular HBO medieval fantasy series—this
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Men in Black: Alien Crisis (Activision,
PS3/Wii/X360: $49.99-$59.99, Rated: T). Set
to coincide with the upcoming release of
the feature film Men in Black 3, this thirdperson shooter has players suiting up to
uncover a new alien plot—scanning and
identifying aliens in disguise, neuralizing
any accidental civilian human witnesses,
and trying to defeat all enemies to in order
to save Earth.
Risen 2: Dark Waters (Deep Silver,
PS3/X360: $59.99, Rated: M). Set several
years after the end of Risen—when raging Titans have devastated the world and
monstrous creatures have risen from the
ocean depths—players step into the shoes
of a nameless member of the Inquisition
in this RPG that combines classic gameplay mechanics with a fresh pirate-based
theme spread over a huge variety of island
locales.
Sorcery (Sony, PS3: $39.99, Rated: E10+).
Using the PlayStation Move controller as
a magic wand, players control a sorcerer’s
apprentice tasked with mastering the
Magick of the Faerun and driving back
the darkness in this third-person fantasyadventure game.
Tom Clancy’s Ghost
Recon: Future Soldier
( U b i S of t, P S 3/ X 36 0 :
$59.99, Rated: M). In
this third-person action
shooter, players will join
an elite team of highly
trained special-ops sol-
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DiRT Showdown (Codemasters, PS3/
X360: $59.99, Rated: E10+). In this freestyle
racing game, players compete in no-holdsbarred races and demolition derby events
featuring adrenaline-fueled, paint-trading
action.

June 3—June 9

Madagascar 3: The Video Game (D3,
PS3/Wii/X360: $29.99-$39.99, Rated: E). In
this third-person action-adventure game
released as a tie-in to the latest entry in the
popular animated film franchise, players
can control Alex the Lion, Marty the Zebra,
Gloria the Hippo, or Melman the Giraffe
as they try to find a way home using the
perfect cover: a traveling circus.

June 10—June 16
Lollipop Chainsaw
( Wa r n e r, P S 3/ X 3 6 0 :
$59.99, Rated: M). With
her wickedly awesome
chainsaw in hand, cheerleader-attired zombiehunter Juliet Starling is
on a quest to uncover the
roots of a colossal zombie
outbreak in this highly-anticipated thirdperson action game.

June 17—June 23
Brave: The Video Game (Disney, PS3/
Wii/X360: $49.99, Rated: E10+). In this
third-person action-adventure tie-in game
to the upcoming animated film, players
take on the role of young Merida, who runs,
jumps, and battles her way across the rugged landscape of a mythical Scotland.
LEGO Batman 2: DC Super Heroes
(Warner, PS3/Wii/X360: $49.99-$59.99,
Rated: RP). In the latest third-person action-adventure game from the bestselling
LEGO franchise, players return as Batman
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New Video Collections from
Alexander Street Press
Classical Music
in Video

Classical Music in Video
Classical Music in Video is the definitive online collection for the study of
classical music in video format. The collection includes performances of all
forms of music, including major orchestral performances by leading orchestras, plus chamber music, oratorio, and solo performances, along with
masterclasses and interviews with master teachers from around the world.

COMING
SOON

The March of Time®

From 1935–1967, American theatergoers and television watchers were witness to Time Inc.’s unique and controversial film series, The March of Time®.
Now, for the first time, this groundbreaking series is available in online
streaming video in a single, cross-searchable collection designed specifically
to meet the needs of researchers, teaching faculty, and students.

COMING
SOON
Filmakers Library Online
2011 BOOKLIST EDITOR’S CHOICE!
For more than 40 years, Filmakers Library has worked to find and bring
you high-quality, issue-based documentaries and independent films from
around the world. Now more than 1,000 of these titles are available online
in a single, easy-to search, multidisciplinary collection of streaming video
designed specifically to meet the needs of researchers and teaching faculty.

Be one of the first to try these new collections at:
http://alexanderstreet.com/vlnew

REQUEST A DEMO, TRIAL, OR PRICE QUOTE TODAY

sales@alexanderstreet.com • 703.212.8520 • http://alexanderstreet.com • www.filmakers.com

and Robin, who are joined by Superman,
Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, and other
DC Comics characters as they try to stop
the destructive plans of the Joker and Lex
Luthor.
The Last Story (XSEED,
Wii: $49.99, Rated: RP).
In this third-person action fantasy RPG featuring real-time combat,
players take charge of
a band of mercenaries
and journey with them
to Lazulis Island—a part of the besieged
Empire—where they embark on a sprawling adventure.

June 24—June 30
Darksiders II (THQ,
PS3/X360: $59.99, Rated:
M). Stepping into the
role of Death—the most
feared of the legendary
Four Horsemen—this
highly-anticipated thirdperson action-adventure
sequel sends players on a quest to undo
Armageddon during the End of Days.
Record of Agarest War 2 (Aksys, PS3:
$49.99, Rated: T). In this strategy-based
RPG, players fight on a grid-based world as
they control Weiss, a man who has lost all
memory of himself, but must become the
“Vessel” in order to atone for his crime.
Spec Ops: The Line (2K Games, PS3/
X360: $59.99, Rated: M). Six months after
a sandstorm wiped Dubai off the map, a
mysterious radio signal is picked up and a
Delta Recon Team is sent to infiltrate the
city to locate survivors in this third-person
shooter.
The Amazing Spider-Man (Activision,
PS3/Wii/X360: $49.99-$59.99, Rated: T). Set
shortly after the events of the upcoming
feature film release, this tie-in game once
again puts players into the superhero tights
of Peter Parker, aka Spider-Man, who can
free-roam throughout New York City as
he protects the metropolis from numerous
threats launched by his most lethal foes.

TV on DVD/Blu-ray
Available Now
Car 54, Where Are You? The Complete
Second Season (Shanachie, DVD: 4 discs,
$39.98). Joe E. Ross and Fred Gwynne star
as bumbling New York police officers in
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this 1962-63 second and final season of the
Emmy-winning comedy, featuring guest
appearances by Charles Nelson Reilly,
Ossie Davis, and Margaret Hamilton.
My Living Doll: The Official Collection, Volume One (MPI, DVD: 2 discs,
$24.99). Julie Newmar stars as top secret
robot Rhonda in this 11-episode first
volume from the 1964-65 Golden Globenominated comedy sci-fi series.

action series starring Piper Perabo, Christopher Gorham, and Peter Gallagher.
The Invisible Man:
Complete Series (First
L o ok , DV D: 4 d i s c s,
$29.98; Blu-ray: $29.98).
Starring David McCallum as a scientist who
doubles as an invisible
agent, this 1975-76 series
from creator Steven Bochco features guest
appearances by Jackie Cooper and Farley
Granger.

Only in America with
Larry the Cable Guy,
Volume Two (A&E, DVD:
3 discs, $19.95). Comedian Larry the Cable
Guy travels the U.S. in
this second compilation
from the History Channel series that includes “Larry Deep Fries
Everything,” “Larry in Hillbilly Country,”
and “Larry & the Superpig.”

Kojak: Season Four (Shout! Factory,
DVD: 6 discs, $44.99). Telly Savalas stars
as the titular bald detective in this compilation from the 1976-77 penultimate
fourth season of the Golden Globe-winning mystery series, featuring guest stars
including Roxie Roker, Hector Elizondo,
and Jeffrey Tambor.

Picker Sisters: Season One (A&E, DVD:
2 discs, $19.95). Hosts Tracy Hutson and
Tanya McQueen look for home décor bargains they can later sell in their own new
business venture in this 2011 first season
of the Lifetime-aired series.

Suits: Season One (Universal, DVD: 3
discs, $44.99). A college dropout becomes
motivated while working with a corporate
attorney in this 2011 USA Network legal
dramedy starring Patrick J. Adams, Gabriel
Macht, and Gina Torres.

Poirot: Series 4 (Acorn, DVD: 3 discs,
$39.99; Blu-ray: 3 discs, $49.99). Newly
remastered and bowing on high-definition
Blu-ray, this 1992 fourth series compilation
starring David Suchet as Agatha Christie’s
debonair Belgian sleuth includes “The
ABC Murders,” “Death in the Clouds,” and
“One, Two, Buckle My Shoe.”

The Virginian: The Complete Season
Six (Timeless, DVD: 9 discs, $79.98). This
1967-68 sixth season of the Western series
starring James Drury features guest appearances by Joan Collins, Harrison Ford, and
Leslie Nielsen.

Titanic (eOne, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.98).
This 2012 TV miniseries
chronicling the tragedy
of the ill-fated ocean liner
stars an ensemble cast
that includes Toby Jones,
Geraldine Somerville,
and Linus Roache.
Torchwood: Miracle Day (BBC, DVD:
4 discs, $49.98; Blu-ray: 4 discs, $59.98).
Starring John Barrowman and Eve Myles,
this 2011 fourth season of the Doctor Who
spin-off following a team of alien hunters
adds Mekhi Phifer and Bill Pullman to
the cast.

May 1
Covert Affairs: Season Two (Universal,
DVD: 4 discs, $39.99). A CIA operative balances her personal life with her risky profession in this 2011 second season of the
Golden Globe-nominated USA Network
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Wagon Train: The Complete Season
Five (Timeless, DVD: 10 discs, $79.98).
Guest stars for this 1961-62 fifth season
of the Emmy-nominated Western drama
include Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Culp,
and Fay Wray.
Who Do You Think You Are? Season
2 (Acorn, DVD: 2 discs, $39.99). Historians
and genealogists shed light on ancestry in
this 2011 second season of the reality series
that features the family trees of celebrities
including Gwyneth Paltrow, Steve Buscemi, and Lionel Richie.
A Woma n of Sub stance Trilogy (Acorn,
DVD: 4 discs, $39.99).
Adapted from the bestselling novels by Barbara
Taylor Bradford, this compilation includes three
miniseries: 1984’s A Woman of Substance (starring Jenny Seagrove,
Deborah Kerr, and Liam Neeson), 1986’s
Hold the Dream (adding Stephen Collins,
James Brolin, John Mills, and Claire Bloom
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to the cast), and 1992’s To Be the Best
(featuring Lindsay Wagner and Anthony
Hopkins).

Shirley Booth is back as the titular mischievous maid in this 1963-64 third season of the
Golden Globe-nominated comedy series.

May 8

Riverboat: The Complete Series (Timeless, DVD: 6 discs, $39.98). Darren McGavin,
Burt Reynolds, and John Mitchum star in this
1959-61 Western adventure series.

The Big C: The Complete Second Season
(Sony, DVD: 3 discs,
$ 4 5 .9 9). T h i s 2 011
sophomore season of the
Showtime-aired cancer
dramedy series stars Laura Linney, Oliver Platt,
Gabourey Sidibe, and Hugh Dancy.
Chuck: The Complete Fifth and Final
Season (Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $39.98;
Blu-ray: 2 discs, $49.98). Computer nerd
Chuck attempts to become a real spy in
this 2011-12 fifth and final season starring
Zachary Levi, Yvonne Strahovski, and
Joshua Gomez.
Doctor Who: Nightmare of Eden
(BBC, DVD: $24.99). Tom Baker stars as
the titular time-traveler in this four-part
1979 story arc from the popular sci-fi
series. Also newly available are Doctor
Who: Dragonfire and Doctor Who:
The Happiness Patrol, both featuring
Sylvester McCoy as the Doctor.
Fantasy Island: The Complete Second
Season (Shout! Factory, DVD: 6 discs,
$39.98). Starring Ricardo Montalban
as the whimsical overseer of paradise,
this 1978-79 second season includes
guest appearances by John Astin, Danny
Bonaduce, Troy Donahue, Maureen McCormick, and Michelle Pfeiffer.
Vega$: The Third
Season, Volume 1 (Paramount, DVD: 3 discs,
$36.99). Vegas detective Dan Tanna (Robert
Urich) is back in this
11-episode first volume
from the 1980-81 third
season of the Golden Globe-nominated
crime series.

May 15
Flashpoint: The Fourth Season (Paramount, DVD: 3 discs, $39.99). Culled
from the 2011 fourth season, this 13episode set focusing on the action-packed
adventures of a unique tactical team stars
Amy Jo Johnson, Enrico Colantoni, and
Hugh Dillon.
Hazel: The Complete Third Season
(Shout! Factory, DVD: 4 discs, $34.95).
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The Runaway (BFS, DVD: 2 discs, $39.98).
Starring Jack O’Connell, Joanna Vanderham,
and Alan Cumming, this six-episode 2010
crime miniseries is based on the novel by
Martina Cole.
The Universe: The Complete Season Six (A&E,
DVD: 4 discs, $39.95; Bluray: 3 discs, $44.95). This
2011 sixth season of the
popular History-aired cosmology series includes the
episodes “Catastrophes That
Changed the Planets,” “Nemesis: The Sun’s
Evil Twin,” “UFO: The Real Deal,” and “God
and the Universe.”
Victorious: The Complete Second Season
(Paramount, DVD: 2 discs, $19.99). Victoria
Justice stars in this 2011 second season of
the Emmy-nominated Nickelodeon-aired
musical series set at Hollywood Arts High
School.

May 22
My Babysitter’s a Vampire: The First
Season (Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $24.99). A
boy learns a supernatural secret about his
caregiver in this 2011 first season of the Canadian series starring Atticus Dean Mitchell
and Vanessa Morgan.
The River: The Complete First Season
(Buena Vista, DVD: 2 discs, $29.99). A family
goes on an Amazonian adventure in search of
their missing wildlife expert patriarch (Bruce
Greenwood) in this 2012 first season of the
action series.
Rizzoli & Isles: The Complete Second Season (Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $39.99).
Based on the novels by Tess
Gerritsen, this 2011 second
season of the crime drama
series stars Angie Harmon,
Sasha Alexander, and Lorraine Bracco.
Route 66: The Complete Series (Shout!
Factory, DVD: 24 discs, $129.99). This boxed
set features the complete 1960-64 adventure
series starring Martin Milner and George
Maharis.
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Sherlock: Season
Two (BBC, DVD: 2 discs,
$29.98; Blu-ray: 2 discs,
$39.98). Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin
Freeman star as famous
super sleuth Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson
in this 2012 second season of the BAFTA
and Peabody Award-winning mystery
series.
S.W.A.T.: The Final Season (Shout!
Factory, DVD: 6 discs, $44.99). Steve Forrest and Robert Urich star in this 1975-76
second and fi nal season of the actioncrime series from executive producer
Aaron Spelling.
Teen Wolf: The Complete Season One
(Paramount, DVD: 3 discs, $39.98). Aired
on MTV, this 2011 debut season stars
Tyler Posey as a high school student who
becomes a werewolf.

May 29
Drop Dead Diva: The Complete Third
Season (Sony, DVD: 3 discs, $30.99). The
escapades of a vapid model reincarnated
as an overweight lawyer continue in this
2011 third season of the Lifetime series
starring Brooke Elliott and Jackson Hurst,
with guest appearances by Wanda Sykes,
Clay Aiken, and Deidre Hall.
Chocolate News: The Complete Series
(Olive, DVD: 2 discs, $39.95). This 2008
Comedy Central-aired series stars David
Alan Grier in a spoof of pop culture
magazine shows.
Degrassi: Season 11, Part 1 (Echo
Bridge, DVD: 2 discs, $19.99). This compilation includes episodes from the 2011-12
11th season of the Gemini Award-winning Canadian teen drama series.
Dog Bites Man: The Complete Series
(Olive, DVD: 2 discs, $39.95). Starring
Zach Galifianakis, Matt Walsh, and
Andrea Savage, this 2006 series offers
a mockumentary-style look at a news
team.
Maver ick: The
Complete First Season (Warner, DVD: 7
discs, $39.99). James
Garner stars in this
Emmy-winning action
series’ 1957-58 debut
season, with guest appearances by Doug McClure and Werner
Klemperer.
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w w w. t rue m in d .tv
True Mind proudly presents
Dr. Tara Allmen’s Menopause in an Hour
as a 2-DVD + Guidebook Combo Unit.
As seen on the Dr. Oz ShOw, ABC’S GOOD MOrninG
AMeriCA, CBS newS AnD FOx newS ChAnnel’S
heADline heAlTh, Tara Allmen, MD has been on
American radio shows from coast to coast.
By covering different approaches to diet and exercise and incorporating simple lifestyle modifications that can help reduce and eliminate symptoms,
Menopause In An Hour: An Appointment With Tara
Allmen, MD pursues the ultimate objective, to enjoy
more health and happiness as soon as you can for as
long as you can:

Menopause in an Hour: An Appointment with
Tara Allmen, MD is the first product of its kind:
two informative DVDs and a Guidebook that work
together giving all women access to a specialist.
it offers medically sound, up-to-date information
& advice.
TMr-DV074 / US$24.98 liST / AVAilABle nOw
UPC: 8262620067492 / iSBn: 978-1-934708-85-9

Disc 1: Dr. Allmen explains menopause and perimenopause and
answers questions about hormone therapy, the risks of various treatments, non-prescriptive alternatives that work, and what to avoid.
Disc 2: What’s Up With You-Know-Who? is a specially developed
program for the partner, friends and family of the woman experiencing menopause. The DVD was designed to help them understand and gain perspective on what the woman is going through
and what they can do to help minimize the effects.
The 48 page guidebook, Symptoms and Solutions, addresses hot
flashes, night sweats, vaginal dryness, sexual interest, weight gain,
mood changes, cognitive issues and more.

A l s o AvA i l A b l e
Managing Menopause Naturally is a comprehensive, feature-length program
with a proactive, alternative take on the midlife years of women.
This unique documentary focuses on holistic alternatives without ignoring
the current established medical treatments a woman might choose.
Complementary Healthcare doctors, herbalists, nutritionists and midwives
share their knowledge and wisdom about herbal remedies, supplements
and diet, including Andrew Weil, MD, Tierona Low Dog, MD,
Adriane Fugh-Berman, MD, and Isis M. Medina DC.
TMr-DV068 / US$19.98 liST / AVAilABle nOw / UPC: 826262006891 / iSBn: 978-1-934708-71-2 / nTSC

order from

distributed by

Mon roe: S er ie s 1
(Acorn, DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99). Featuring six
episodes, this 2011 first
season of the British
medical drama stars
James Nesbitt as titular
neurosurgeon Gabriel
Monroe.
Murdoch Mysteries: Season 4 (Acorn,
DVD: 4 discs, $59.99; Blu-ray: 3 discs,
$59.99). Bringing scientific advances
such as ballistics and profiling to solving
crimes, Yannick Bisson stars as Detective
William Murdoch in this 2011 fourth
season of the Victorian-era series set in
Toronto.
Rookie Blue: The Complete Second
Season (eOne, DVD: 4 discs, $44.98;
Blu-ray: 4 discs, $49.98). Missy Peregrym and Gregory Smith star in this
2011 sophomore season of the Gemini
Award-winning police drama set in
Toronto.
Royal Pains: Season Three, Volume
Two (Universal, DVD: 2 discs, $26.99).
Dr. Hank Lawson (Mark Feuerstein)
practices his profession in the Hamptons
in this second volume from the 2011-12
third season of the USA Network Original
comedy series.
Tr u e B l o o d : T h e
Complete Fourth Season (HBO, DVD: 5 discs,
$59.99; Blu-ray: 5 discs,
$79.98). The town of Bon
Temps, LA, continues to
be the stomping ground
for various supernatural
characters in this 2011 fourth season of
the popular HBO-aired series starring
Anna Paquin, Stephen Moyer, and Alexander Sarsgård.

June 5
American Pickers, Volume Three
(A&E, DVD: 2 discs, $19.95). This third
volume from the History Channel series
follows antiques collectors Mike Wolfe
and Frank Fritz as they travel across the
U.S. looking for valuables.
Breaking Bad: The Complete Fourth
Season (Sony, DVD: 4 discs, $55.99;
Blu-ray: 3 discs, $65.99). Chem teacher
turned meth maker Walter White (Bryan
Cranston in an Emmy-winning role) goes
up against the DEA in this 2011 fourth
season of the acclaimed Golden Globenominated AMC drama.
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Burn Notice: Season Five (Fox, DVD: 4
discs, $49.98). Jeffrey Donovan, Gabrielle
Anwar, and Bruce Campbell star in this
2011 fifth season of the USA Network-aired
espionage series.
Curb Your Enthusiasm:
The Complete Eighth Season (HBO, DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99). Created by star
Larry David, this 10-episode
2011 eighth season of the
improvisational HBO series
features appearances by Jo
Anne Worley, Rosie O’Donnell, J.B. Smoove,
and Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
Doc Martin: Series 5 (Acorn, DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99). Starring Martin Clunes as the titular
English doctor, this 2011 fifth series includes
eight episodes from the British Comedy
Award-winning program.
Falling Skies: The Complete First Season
(Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $39.98; Blu-ray: 2
discs, $49.99). Aired on TNT, this 2011 debut
season of the sci-fi alien action series stars
Noah Wyle and Moon Bloodgood.
Hell’s Kitchen 7 (First Look, DVD: 4 discs,
$14.99). Cantankerous chef Gordon Ramsay
is featured in this 2010 seventh season of the
culinary competition series.
New Tricks: Season Seven (Acorn, DVD:
3 discs, $39.99). A trio of retired cops go back
on the beat in this 2010 seventh season of the
British crime dramedy series starring James
Bolam, Alun Armstrong, Dennis Waterman,
and Amanda Redman.
Pretty Little Liars: The Complete Second
Season (Warner, DVD: 6 discs, $59.99). Four
teens dodge suburban scandal in this 2011-12
second season starring Lucy Hale, Ashley Benson, Chad Lowe, and Holly Marie Combs.
Washing ton Behind
Closed Doors (Acorn, DVD:
3 discs, $59.99). This Emmywinning 1977 political drama miniseries features a
star-studded cast including
Jason Robards, Cliff Robertson, Robert Vaughn, and
Andy Griffith.
White Collar: Season Three (Fox, DVD:
4 discs, $49.98). Matt Bomer, Tim DeKay,
and Tiffani Thiessen star in this 2011-12
third season of the USA Network mystery
crime series.
Workaholics: Season Two (Paramount,
DVD: 2 discs, $19.99). Co-worker roommates
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enjoy various escapades in this 2011 10episode second season of the Comedy
Central series starring Adam DeVine,
Anders Holm, and Blake Anderson. Also
newly available is Workaholics: Season
1 & 2 (Blu-ray: 2 discs, $29.99).

June 12
Doctor Who: Resurrection of the
Daleks—Special Edition and Doctor Who:
The Seeds of Death—
Special Edition (BBC,
DVD: 2 discs, $34.98
each). These compilations from the popular long-running
sci-fi series are newly available in special
edition two-disc sets.
Entourage: The Complete Eighth
Season (HBO, DVD: 2 discs, $39.98;
Blu-ray: 2 discs, $49.99). Adrian Grenier
stars as movie star Vincent Chase in this
2011 eighth and final season of the Hollywood series, featuring appearances by
Andrew Dice Clay, Christian Slater, and
Alex Rodriguez.
Episodes: The First Season (Showtime, DVD: $29.99). A married British
writing team (Stephen Mangan and Tamsin Greig) find their work butchered by a
wacky American actor (Matt LeBlanc) in
this seven-episode 2011 first season from
the Showtime series.
GCB: The Complete First Season
(Buena Vista, DVD: 3 discs, $39.99). A
widow (Leslie Bibb) returns to her gossipy
Dallas hometown in this 2012 first season—based on the book Good Christian
Bitches by Kim Gatlin—that also features
Kristin Chenoweth and Annie Potts.
Gene Simmons—Family Jewels:
Season 6, Volume 1 (A&E, DVD: 3 discs,
$19.99). KISS frontman Gene Simmons,
his longtime love Shannon Tweed, and
their two children are the focus of this
first volume from the 2010-11 sixth
season of the A&E reality series. Also
newly available at the same price is Gene
Simmons—Family Jewels: Season 6,
Volume 2: The Wedding.
Missing: The Complete First Season (Buena Vista, DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99). Former CIA
agent Becca Winstone
(Ashley Judd) pulls out
all the stops in a race
to search for her miss-
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The USS Franklin (CV-13). The men in the American Pacific fleet knew her as “Big Ben.”
She is known throughout history as “The Ship That Wouldn’t Die.”

“Military-history fans will enjoy the technical
details and heartfelt survivor stories.” - Booklist

USS Franklin: Honor Restored brings to life the compelling saga
of USS Franklin. Directed by award winning director Robert Child
(Silent Wings), and narrated by actor-director Dale Dye (Platoon,
Saving Private Ryan, Band of Brothers, The Pacific), USS Franklin:
Honor Restored constitutes the most extensive and vivid visual
account of USS Franklin and the carrier war in the Pacific. Coupled
with these striking images are interviews of Franklin survivors. You
will hear and see the battle as seen through the eyes of the men
who were there, as they share their most intimate and emotional
memories of the disaster and reveal the anguish from accusations
that linger still.
MSRP $24.95 • Length: 72 Minutes • CATALOG # 20489 • UPC # 6-4603204899-5

Theodore Roosevelt: A Cowboy’s Ride to the
White House is the exciting story of a physically
challenged young man from Harvard who came to the
western frontier in 1883.
Theodore Roosevelt bought a ranch, learned how to
ride, shoot, hunt and acquired the skills that would
make him a war hero and American President. It was in
the Badlands of Dakota where young Roosevelt became a cowboy and
learned about democracy and the American West.
Filmed on location at the Roosevelt ranches in the heart of the beautiful
and wild Badlands of North Dakota, the growing of age life experiences
of the nation’s 26th President, brought to life by nationally acclaimed
historians H.W. Brands, Douglas Brinkley, Clay Jenkinson, and greatgrandson Tweed Roosevelt.

As seen on
Public Television

“The production quality of this film is top flight. The content was exhaustively researched
and brilliantly assembled. The narration is very energetic, like no other documentary. This
work offers a unified series of engrossing stories of the man who celebrated the Fourth
of July every day. Highly Recommended” – Educational Media Reviews Online (EMRO)

MSRP $24.95 • Length: 75 Minutes
CATALOG # 20480 • UPC # 6-4603204809-4

“Environmental studies, history, and government classes can utilize
this informative, insightful program.”– School Library Journal

View trailer online:
www.youtube.com/jansonmedia
Become a fan on Facebook
www.facebook.com/jansonmedia

“... engaging documentary. Highly recommended.”
Three and a Half Stars -Video Librarian

AVAILABLE FROM ALL MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS
www.janson.com • info@janson.com

ing son in this 2012 first season of the
action series.
The Sarah Jane Adventures: The
Complete Fifth Season (BBC, DVD:
$19.99). This 2011 fifth and final season
of the Doctor Who spin-off starring
Elisabeth Sladen as the titular investigator
includes the story arcs “Sky,” “The Curse
of Clyde Langer,” and “The Man Who
Never Was.”
Scandal: The Complete First Season
(Buena Vista, DVD: 2
discs, $29.99). A professional problem solver
and her talented crew
take care of business in
this 2012 debut season
of the drama starring Kerry Washington,
Katie Lowes, and Henry Ian Cusick.
The Tribe: Series One, Part Two
(Shout! Factory, DVD: 4 discs, $29.95).
Teens attempt to recreate society after a
mysterious virus wipes out the adults in
this second compilation from the 1999
first season of the New Zealand cult
sci-fi series.

June 19
Franklin & Bash:
The Complete First
Season (Sony, DVD: 3
discs, $45.99). Breckin
Meyer and Mark-Paul
Gosselaar star as a lawyer duo recently transplanted to a large firm
in this 2011 first season
of the TNT legal comedy series, which
also features Malcolm McDowell and
Garcelle Beauvais.
Hey Dude: Season 3 (Shout! Factory,
DVD: 2 discs, $19.99). This 1990 third
season of the Nickelodeon series set at
the wacky Bar None Ranch stars Christine Taylor, David Brisbin, and Jonathan
Galkin as new character Jake.
Trial & Retribution, Set 5 (Acorn,
DVD: 2 discs, $49.99). Created by author
Lynda La Plante, this fifth set from the
courtroom crime drama stars David Hayman and Victoria Smurfit.
Tyler Perry’s House of Payne, Volume
9 (Lionsgate, DVD: 3 discs, $29.98). Starring LaVan Davis, Cassi Davis, and Allen
Payne, this latest compilation from the
popular TBS series includes episodes
173-192.
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Web Therapy: The Complete First Season (eOne,
DVD: 2 discs, $29.98). Lisa
Kudrow stars as webcam
therapist Fiona Wallice in
this 2011 first season of
the Showtime series that
also features guest appearances by Lily Tomlin, Jane Lynch, and Alan
Cumming.
June 26
Law & Order: Criminal Intent—The
Seventh Year ’08-’09 Season (Shout! Factory, DVD: 5 discs, $49.98). This 2008-09
seventh season of the Dick Wolf legal
drama spin-off stars Vincent D’Onofrio and
Kathryn Erbe.
Meet the Browns: Season 6 (Lionsgate,
DVD: 3 discs, $29.98). David Mann, Tamela
J. Mann, and Lamman Rucker star in this
compilation of 2010 episodes (101-120, which
actually hail from the fourth season) from
the sitcom created by Tyler Perry.

Looking Ahead
Coming in July are the first two seasons
of The Big Bang Theory on Blu-ray, the
first volume from the third season of The
Streets of San Francisco, the sixth season
of Dynasty, the seventh season of Mannix,
and the 20th set of Midsomer Murders.
Slated for August is the fourth volume of
American Pickers.

Repriced or New to DVD/Blu-ray
America Goes to War: World War II
(PBS, DVD: 2 discs, $29.99). Produced by
Anthony Ross Potter, this 1990 PBS-aired
series combines period music, exclusive
newsreels, propaganda clips, cartoons, and
more in episodes including “While the
Storm Clouds Gather,” “A String of Pearls,”
“Right in Der Fuerher’s Face,” and “It’s Been
a Long, Long Time.” Also newly available is
the NOVA episode Lincoln’s Secret Weapon
(DVD: $24.99).
Bill Moyers: Capitol
Crimes (Athena, DVD: 2
discs, $49.99). Peabody
Award-winning journalist
Bill Moyers hosts this PBSaired 2006 program exploring political scandals and
secret deals in American
government, with a particular focus on the Jack Abramoff fiasco.
Extras include the bonus program Buying
the War, and a viewer’s guide.
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Fresh (Docurama, DVD: $29.95).
Director Ana Sofia Joanes provides a
balanced look at studies that show how
medium-size organic farming operations can be more productive than big
industrial enterprises in this 2009 documentary (VL-7/10 HHH1/2) that features
numerous examples of sustainable solutions achieved by marrying technology
with traditional wisdom.
Jack Kerouac: King
of the Beats (Kultur,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99). Newly remastered in high-definition, John Antonelli’s
2001 documentary (VL5/02 HH1/2) incorporates exclusive archival footage, readings,
and interviews with contemporaries
including Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence
Ferlinghetti to offer a detailed look at the
life of author Jack Kerouac. Also newly
available for $19.99 each on DVD are
Philippe Herreweghe: And the Word
Became Song and Prokofiev: The Unfinished Diary.
NoBody’s Perfect (Kino Lorber, DVD:
$24.95). Niko von Glasow’s sometimes
hilarious 2008 documentary (VL-5/10
HHH1/2) examines the effects of the
prescription drug Thalidomide on pregnant women during the 1950s-60s,
which resulted in severe birth defects in
children, including the dozen now-adults
here—von Glasow, among them—who
get together for a nude awareness-raising
photo shoot. Also newly available at the
same price is Tim Wilson’s National Film
Board of Canada production Griefwalker
(VL-5/10 HHH).
The Spectre of Hope (Icarus Films
Home Video, DVD: $24.98). Art critic
John Berger and Brazilian photographer
Sebastião Salgado discourse on Salgado’s
culturally rich book project Migrations in
this 2000 documentary from filmmaker
Paul Carlin.
Surviving Hitler:
A Love Story (Osiris,
DVD: $24.98). Filmmaker John-Keith Wasson’s engaging 2009
documentary (VL-3/11
HHH1/2) combines Super 8 home-movie footage, excerpts from
the couple’s letters, and present-day interviews to chronicle the WWII survival tale
and long-distance relationship between
a half-Jewish exile and an anti-Hitler
junior German officer.
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Dr. David Livingstone

John Newton

More than Chocolate and Cheese

Dr. David Livingstone went to Africa in the 1800s,
when it was known as “the dark continent.” As a
medical doctor he treated the sick, earning him
the trust and respect of many Africans. Then
Livingstone turned his attention to exploration.
Facing danger and sickness, he forged routes
deep into the African interior, sparking the
imagination of many who would follow. Hailed as
one of the greatest European explorers of all time,
Livingstone’s commitment and eventual
martyrdom helped bring an end to the slave trade
and opened a continent for other missionaries.
Documentary, 59 minutes.

John Newton was a minister, supporter of the
abolition of slavery, and writer of many hymns,
including “Amazing Grace.” This documentary,
featuring interviews with Newton scholars Brian
H. Edwards, Jonathan Aitken and Tony Baker,
thoroughly explores Newton’s life from his
turbulent youth to his involvement in the 18th
century African slave trade, his dramatic
conversion aboard a sinking ship and on through
his remarkable ministry as an evangelistic
preacher, hymn writer and abolitionist.
Documentary, 45 minutes.

What comes immediately to mind when you think
about Switzerland? The majestic Alps, Swiss watches,
international banking, chocolate and cheese?
Switzerland encompasses all these things and more.
Take an armchair journey through the sites and
sounds of the real Switzerland in this fast-paced, fun
and informative documentary. Learn about
Switzerland’s heritage, its unique form of democracy
and its sometimes controversial position of neutrality
in world affairs. From small quaint villages to
magnificent mountain landscapes you’ll see why
Switzerland is so much more than chocolate and
cheese. Documentary, 28 minutes.

DVD - #501458D, $19.99, UPC 7 27985 01458 6

DVD - #501402D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01402 9

DVD - #501421D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01421 0

Patrick

Encounter at the Summit Cross

This heart-wrenching documentary tells about the
current plight of the Christian minority in Muslim
Iraq. Thousands are facing persecution at the
hands of Islamist extremists, including
kidnapping, rape, church bombings, barbaric
torture and murder. The film estimates that one
million Iraqi Christians have been forced from
their homes in recent years, and it documents the
indifference of the Iraqi government to the
situation. Narrated by Jim Caviezel of The Passion
of the Christ. Documentary, 34 minutes.

He’s been shrouded in myth for centuries, but
who is the real Saint Patrick of Ireland? This
DVD explores the true story behind the legends
and inspects the life of a real man who lived in
the fifth century. As a sixteen-year-old boy he was
captured and sold as a slave to Ireland. After
escaping enslavement he went home, but later
returned to pagan Ireland as a missionary. Learn
about Patrick’s extraordinary life in this docudrama, featuring enlightening interviews with
noted scholars and captivating reenactments of
Patrick’s life. Docu-drama, 45 minutes.

This beautifully produced travel/adventure
documentary features stunning photography as it
follows several mountain climbers as they
attempt to summit one of the highest peaks in
the Swiss Alps. Witness how their struggles and
triumphs become powerful metaphors for their
faith journeys. Spiritual seekers will be
challenged and inspired by the life lessons these
climbers encounter at the Summit Cross. Lovers
of extreme sports and nature will be especially
fascinated by this striking documentary.
Documentary, 43 minutes.

DVD - #501395D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01395 4

DVD - #501401D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01401 2

DVD - #501441D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01441 8

Facing Extinction:
Christians of Iraq

Vision Video
PO Box 540
Worcester, PA 19490
1-800-523-0226 • 610-584-3500
Fax: 610-584-6643
E-mail: info@visionvideo.com
Web: www.visionvideo.com

OUR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE:
If, for any reason, a product does not meet your expectations, return
it to us, and we will exchange it or give you a refund. All DVDs are
guaranteed against any defects. Available from Baker and Taylor,
Midwest Tape, or directly from Vision Video.

Video Movies
This section features reviews of studio, independent, and foreign feature films. Each review
includes pricing information, as well as running
time, rating, subtitling information, and street
dates for yet-to-be-released titles. Most titles
reviewed here are widely available through
most distributors.

HHHH= Excellent
HHH= Good
HH= Fair
H= Poor
@SuicideRoom HH

Wolfe, 110 min., in Polish
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $24.95

Polish writer-director
Jan Komasa’s @SuicideRoom
serves up stylish teen angst
drama to tell a tale of a humiliated high school student’s emotional
descent. Popular rich kid Dominik (Jakub
Gierszal) finds his privileged life wrecked
when a video clip capturing a drunken party
joke—Dominik accepted a dare by friends to
kiss a male pal—is posted on the Internet.
Antagonized by his classmates, dropped by
his girlfriend, and barely acknowledged by
his oblivious parents, Dominik retreats into
cyberspace, where he connects with other
teens at a website called the Suicide Room—a
digital sanctuary that lets teens share details
of their persecution while shedding their
real-life identities in favor of slick avatars.
@SuicideRoom boasts amazing animated
sequences that almost throw it off-kilter,
since the live-action stretches lack the style
and imagination on display in the film’s
virtual world. Gierszal gives a so-so performance—the handsome young actor looks
great on camera, but he never truly plumbs
the anguish of Dominik’s pain or embodies
the empowerment of his avatar rebirth. Of
course, in view of the growing number of teen
suicides related to merciless bullying, this
film could also be seen as being somewhat
questionable in taste. Optional. (P. Hall)

Act of Valor HH

Fox, 111 min., R, DVD: $29.98,
Blu-ray: $39.99, June 5

The idea for this trueto-life action-adventure
emanated from Navy brass,
who gave former stuntmenturned-producers/directors
Mike McCoy and Scott Waugh unprecedented
access to the world of the SEALs in order to
show the public how the secretive commando
forces work and also detail the sacrifices they
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make to combat global terrorism. Rather than
audition actors, McCoy and Waugh recruited
eight anonymous real-life SEALs whom they
felt represented a cross-section of the corps,
while screenwriter Kurt Johnstad created a generic plotline in which the team would rescue
a captured/tortured CIA operative (Roselyn
Sanchez) and stop Chechen suicide bombers
from obliterating American cities. Because
the SEALs were on active duty during filming,
many of the action scenes served as part of
their training regimen and the Navy reserved
the right to make any cuts for reasons of security. No Hollywood studio was interested
initially, forcing McCoy and Waugh to raise
the budgeted $20 million themselves. With
serendipitous timing, however, just as filming concluded, the SEAL Team 6 that killed
Osama bin Laden became internationally
acclaimed heroes and Relativity Media immediately snapped up the rights. Lacking any
real structure or character development, the
focus in Act of Valor rests entirely on violent,
chaotic combat sequences, but it’s never clear
whether we’re watching recruitment propaganda or a ponderous quasi-documentary.
Optional. (S. Granger)

The Adventures of Tintin
HHH
Paramount, 107 min., PG,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $44.99

Director Steven Spielberg
has fashioned a wondrous,
breathtaking thrill-ride in
this photorealistic, motioncapture animated film inspired by the adventures of Belgian comic strip hero Tintin,
a plucky young reporter. At an outdoor flea
market, wide-eyed Tintin (voiced by Jamie
Bell), accompanied by his white terrier,
buys a model of an old war ship, the Unicorn—which suddenly attracts the attention
of both sinister Ivanovich Sakharine (Daniel
Craig) and an American named Barnaby (Joe
Starr). Tintin is now curious about the value
of his mysterious acquisition—as are two
incompetent, identical Interpol officers (Nick
Frost and Simon Pegg). Before long, Tintin
and his canine sidekick are kidnapped and
tossed aboard the Karaboudjan, a steamer
supposedly under the command of Capt.
Archibald Haddock (Andy Serkis). But the
salty, inebriated Captain is actually being
held hostage because he’s a direct descendant
of a 17th-century naval commander who lost
his ship—the Unicorn—to pirates led by the
evil Red Rackham (also voiced by Daniel
Craig). Eventually, Tintin and Capt. Haddock
join forces on a chase through the North
African desert to the fictional Moroccan city
of Bagghar, hoping to discover the location of
a treasure trove. Based on graphic novels by
Georges Remi, who wrote under the pseudonym Hergé, this exhilarating escapade is
filled with dashing derring-do and dastardly
villainy. Recommended. (S. Granger)
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Attenberg HHH

Strand, 93 min., in Greek
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $27.99, June 19

Filmmaker Athina Rachel
Tsangari’s Attenberg opens
with an awkward kiss between virginal 23-year-old
Marina (Ariane Labed) and her more experienced friend, Bella (Evangelia Randou), before
establishing that Marina is just trying to learn
how to perform a simple act that other adults
take for granted. With her terminally-ill
architect father, Spyros (Vangelis Mourikis),
in and out of the hospital, Marina is largely
on her own in their dank seaside town, and
her knowledge of life—culled from the nature
documentaries of Sir David Attenborough—
proves insufficient (Bella mispronounces his
name “Attenberg”). When she isn’t visiting
Spyros or working as a driver-for-hire, Marina
and Bella act like overgrown kids: singing,
spitting off balconies, and insulting each
other. Marina also likes to play foosball at
the hotel restaurant where Bella tends bar.
Although she tells her father that she doesn’t
desire men or women, Marina hits it off
with a visiting engineer at the bar (Giorgos
Lanthimos), who also likes the art-punk
band Suicide. In its odd mix of minimalism
and seriousness, Tsangari’s work feels like a
Greek version of Miranda July’s, with whom
the filmmaker shares a background in performance art. Attenberg may not be as funny as
a July film, but it’s every bit as quirky, which
makes for some decidedly uncomfortable, if
also occasionally poignant, viewing. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Before Your Eyes HHH
Film Movement, 102 min., in
Kurdish & Turkish w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$24.95

Filmmaker Miraz Bezar’s
feature debut takes on the
plight of Kurdistan’s orphans through the story of a young girl
left to fend for herself after being dealt a
tragic blow. Gülîstan (Senay Orak) lives in
Diyarbakir, where her political activist aunt,
Yekbun (Berîvan Eminoglu), often visits. One
night, while driving home from a wedding,
the family is pulled over by paramilitary
officers who shoot the parents dead, leaving
Gülîstan alone with her brother, Firat (Muhammed Al), and their baby sister. At first,
Yekbun helps the children out, but then she
leaves to try to secure passage for them to
stay in Stockholm. Before long, the kids are
forced to sell off their parents’ belongings,
and eventually they lose access to water and
electricity, and the landlord kicks them out.
Now homeless, Gülîstan winds up befriending Dilara (Berîvan Ayaz), a call girl who pays
the child to distribute flyers, while Firat falls
in with a band of thieves. When Gülîstan
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Freely Inspired by the Beloved New York Times
Bestseller by Muriel Barbery

The Elegance of the Hedgehog
© 2006 Editions Gallimard

Available on Blu-Ray ™ & DVD

Drama/98 min./Not Rated / French with English Subtitles

PRE-ORDER DATE: 5/1/12

STREET DATE: 6/12/12

SRP: $34.98
UPC: 8-18455-01008-2 ITEM# NCFHDG009

Available at Baker & Taylor and Midwest Tape.
SRP: $29.98
UPC: 8-18455-01007-5 ITEM# NCFHDG008

discovers that one of Dilara’s clients—a man
with a wife and child of his own—killed her
parents, it sets into motion a plan for revenge.
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Being Elmo: A
Puppeteer’s Journey
HHH

Docurama, 76 min., PG, DVD:
$29.95

Who doesn’t love Elmo—
the familiar, furry, red Muppet character from Sesame
Street? But did you know that Elmo is the
only non-human ever to testify before the
U.S. Congress? That and other fascinating
info-nuggets are related in this documentary
profile of Kevin Clash, best known as Elmo’s
hand, voice, and soul. Narrated by Whoopi
Goldberg, the story begins outside Baltimore
where, after watching Captain Kangaroo,
young Clash cut up his father’s raincoat to
construct a monkey character to animate
for family and friends. Although initially
mocked for playing with dolls, by the time
Clash graduated from high school, he’d created more than 70 puppets and landed his first
gig on Maryland children’s TV. Supported by
his parents, puppetry-obsessed Clash snagged
a breakthrough job with Captain Kangaroo before working on PBS’s The Great Space Coaster,
which gave him a foothold into the Sesame
Street universe, where Jim Henson became his
friend and mentor (Clash would become the
first African-American to join the Children’s
Television Workshop). Clash was not Elmo’s
first puppeteer, but he’s the one who contributed the helium-infused, falsetto voice
and developed the personality of a perpetual
three-year-old, speaking in the third person.
Adapted from Clash’s autobiography My Life
as a Furry Red Monster: What Being Elmo Has
Taught me About Life, Love and Laughing Out
Loud, director Constance Marks’s engaging
portrait is recommended. (S. Granger)

Chasing Madoff HHH

MPI, 91 min., not rated, DVD:
$24.98, Blu-ray: $29.98

Despite Bernie Madoff’s
na me i n t he t it le, Je f f
Prosserman’s documentary
isn’t so much about the notorious Wall Street swindler
but rather analyst Harry Markopolos, who
became convinced that the fund manager
was a fraud and was obsessed with proving
it. Combining interview segments with flashy
visuals (including impressionistic recreations
reminiscent of Errol Morris’s style), Chasing
Madoff portrays Markopolos as a heroic whistleblower—a David taking on Goliaths, not
only Madoff but the SEC, which dismissed
his warnings about Madoff’s chicanery. The
film argues that Madoff was ignored because
there were too many powerful people whose
interests would be harmed by his fall. And al-
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though Markopolos has been feted for having
discovered the financier’s malfeasance early
on, he considers himself a failure for not having succeeded in taking Madoff down earlier
(it wasn’t until after the 2008 economic collapse that Madoff was forced to confess and
Markopolos’s evidence of his wrongdoing
was vindicated). What makes Markopolos
interesting isn’t just his compulsiveness but
also his quirkiness and proclivity for melodramatics. Convinced that he was a marked
man, Markopolos armed himself, fearing
that he and his family might be killed by
intruders (here Prosserman crosses the line,
not by simply recording Markopolos’s fears,
but by re-enacting events as if they’d actually
happened). A flawed but fascinating portrait
of an unusual crusader, this is recommended,
overall. (F. Swietek)

Chronicle HH1/2

Fox, 84 min., PG-13, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.99, May
15

Blending adolescent sci-fi
fantasy and timely commentary about bullying with The
Blair Witch Project’s foundfootage concept, director Josh Trank’s mockumentary revolves around three teenagers
who acquire mysterious superpowers. Nerdy,
volatile Andrew (Dane DeHaan)—whose
digital camera records most of the story—is
a tormented, troubled loner. His intellectual
cousin, Matt (Alex Russell), has a penchant
for quoting philosophers, including Plato and
Schopenhauer. And Steve (Michael B. Jordan)
is the cool popular kid in their high school.
After a party, they discover a huge hole in the
ground, leading to an underground tunnel
that harbors a mysterious, glowing artifact.
Suddenly, the kids are able to move things
with their minds—including themselves.
After a joyous, self-propelled flight through
the clouds, the morality-based plot focuses on
how each boy chooses to use his telekinetic
powers…and the subsequent consequences.
Delighted, Matt and Steve amuse themselves
with levitating pranks and stunts, goofing
around with various inanimate objects, such
as Legos and a baseball. Matt wants them to
follow sensible rules, like “No using it on
living things” and “You can’t use it when
you’re angry.” But Andrew’s path is more
sinister: beaten by his alcoholic, disabled
ex-firefighter father and left to care for his
dying mother, he becomes intoxicated with
his own omnipotence, culminating in a murderous rampage. Presenting believable (if also
overly formulaic) coming-of-age characters,
this dark superhero tale is a strong optional
purchase. (S. Granger)

Cirkus Columbia HHH

Strand, 113 min., in Bosnian w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $27.99, May 1

Director Danis Tanović’s tragicomic tale
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set in the former Yugoslavia
begins in 1991, a time when
life was relatively peaceful
following the departure of
the communists. But then
the military draft begins
as unrest erupts in Serbia
and Croatia. Divko (Miki
Manojlovic) returns to his
hometown after a 20-year exile in Germany,
arriving in a tank-like Mercedes with attractive young fiancée Azra (Jelena Stupljanin),
who wants to settle down and start a family.
While Lucija (Mira Furlan)—to whom Divko
remains married—frets about their 20-yearold sexually-frustrated ham radio enthusiast
son, Martin (Boris Ler), Divko evicts mother
and son from the family townhouse (Divko
is more concerned about showing off Azra
and doting on his beloved black cat, Bonny).
Although Divko’s friend, Leon (Miralem
Zupcevic)—the mayor—would prefer not to
get involved, he grudgingly gives Lucija the
keys to a shabby municipal flat, so that she
and Martin will have a place to stay. If Divko
doesn’t want to have anything to do with
Lucija, he does make an attempt to get to
know his son. But when Bonny runs away, he
offers a reward and drowns himself in drink
as Martin and Azra look for the cat, establishing a delicate bond along the way. Divko
“rescued” Azra much as he rescued Bonny,
but the longer he ignores her needs, the more
she seeks satisfaction elsewhere. As a political
allegory, Tanovic’s adaptation of Ivica Djikic’s
novel doesn’t always work, but as a portrait of
a dysfunctional extended family featuring a
fine cast, Cirkus Columbia delivers the goods.
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

The Conquest HHH

Music Box, 105 min., in French
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.95

Since Nicolas Sarkozy is
currently involved in a reelection campaign for the
French presidency, this film
about his rise to the office between 2002
and 2007 is particularly timely—and rather
frightening. Sarkozy is painted as a ruthless
striver with a chip on his shoulder who
decides every issue on the basis of electoral
expediency rather than principle, although
others—particularly sitting President Jacques
Chirac, in whose cabinet Sarkozy serves, and
Sarkozy’s party rival Dominque de Villepin—
come off no better, constantly denigrating
Sarkozy’s family background and diminutive size behind his back while conniving to
derail his meteoric rise. The Conquest serves
up a thoroughly cynical view of the French
political process, not to mention Sarkozy’s
domestic life—his marriage to his longtime
chief advisor was disintegrating just as his
career was starting to take off. But the script
is clever, director Xavier Durringer stages
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the story like a breathless high-speed chase,
and the leads—Denis Podalydès as Sarkozy,
Bernard Le Coq as Chirac, and Samuel Labarthe as De Villepin—are dead ringers for the
politicians. An entertaining critique of Gallic
politics, this is recommended. (F. Swietek)

Coriolanus HHH

Anchor Bay, 124 min., R, DVD:
$26.98, Blu-ray: $34.99, May
29

Ralph Fiennes transforms
Shakespeare’s war tragedy
into a violent, contemporary action movie, full of
bloody battles and torture scenes. Caius
Martius Coriolanus (Fiennes) is an arrogant,
disdainful, patrician general who, pushed by
his formidably ambitious, rigidly controlling
mother, Volumnia (Vanessa Redgrave), must
ingratiate himself to the common citizens of
Rome, whom he despises, in order to become
a Consul. When he’s repudiated by the lowly
masses, Coriolanus’s anger prompts his expulsion from The Republic, so the outraged,
banished warrior then allies himself with his
sworn enemy, Tullus Aufidius (Gerard Butler),
to wreak revenge upon the city’s wretched
rabble…much to the chagrin of his hapless
wife Virgilia (Jessica Chastain) and trusted
friend Menenius (Brian Cox). First-time

feature director Fiennes reprises the role he
played so successfully on the London stage
in 2007, retaining much of the Bard’s classic
dialogue with occasional rephrasing. Shot in
Yugoslavia, Coriolanus is set in an alternative
Roman universe, complete with machine
guns and rockets, cars and armored tanks,
and riots reported via TV interviews and updates on news channels. This Coriolanus, like
its hero, is sharp and stubborn, and clearly
aimed at art-film aficionados. Recommended.
(S. Granger)

The Descendants
HHH1/2

Fox, 115 min., R, DVD: $29.98,
Blu-ray: $39.99

Simultaneously heartbreaking and life-affirming,
this intelligently written,
beautifully photographed,
intensely emotional Oscar-winning family drama from writer-director Alexander
Payne chronicles an absurdist, funny, and
smart journey of self-discovery. Tracing his
lineage back to Hawaiian ruler Kamehameha,
wealthy Matt King (George Clooney) is a
workaholic lawyer who’s suddenly thrust
into caring for his rebellious daughters—17year-old Alexandra (Shailene Woodley) and
10-year-old Scottie (Amara Miller)—after his

wife (Pattie Hastie) suffers a waterskiing accident that puts her in a coma. In the midst
of this crisis, Matt must not only decide how
to dispose of a scenic 25,000-acre plot of extremely valuable, undeveloped land held in
a family trust, but also how to deal with the
disclosure from angst-filled Alexandra that
she recently saw her mother with another
man, a realtor named Brian Speer (Matthew
Lillard). Based on a novel by Kaui Hart Hemmings, the compelling screenplay is painful,
provocative, and filled with subtle satire.
Clooney never strikes a false note in a highly
combustible mix of emotions involving guilt,
anger, frustration, betrayal and bereavement,
while Woodley is astonishing. Also featuring
Robert Forster, Beau Bridges, and Judy Greer,
The Descendants balances tough truth with
compassionate understanding of what it
means to love, to forgive, and to be a family.
Highly recommended. (S. Granger)

The Devil Inside H

Paramount, 83 min., R, DVD: $30.99, Blu-ray:
$37.99, May 15

This derivative, micro-budget tale is the
latest entry in the “found footage” subgenre
of faux documentaries—allegedly inspired
by true events—launched by The Blair Witch
Project. In 1989, after Maria Rossi (Suzan
Crowley) confesses to committing a triple
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homicide in Connecticut,
she’s dispatched to Centrino
Hospital for the Criminally
Insane in Rome, mainly
because of its ties to the
Vatican and the fact that
her three unfortunate victims were two priests and
a nun attempting to exorcise the demon
within Maria. Flash forward 20 years: Maria’s
daughter, Isabella (Fernanda Andrade),
travels to Italy to find out if her mother is
mentally ill or demonically possessed. Accompanied by videographer friend Michael
(Ionut Grama), Isabella delves into what’s
described as the Vatican School of Exorcism.
While the Catholic Church is unwilling to
assist in this investigation, two rogue clerics
(Simon Quarterman, Evan Helmuth) invite
the pair to observe as they cast the devil from
a young Italian woman (Bonnie Morgan).
But when the priests attempt to perform a
similar cleansing on Maria, the results are
quite different. Writer-director William
Brent Bell conjures up some spooky, perilous
scares, but makes a fatal error by abruptly
ending the film, making it come across as an
unsatisfying supernatural satanic stunt. Not
recommended. (S. Granger)

The Divide H

Anchor Bay, 122 min., not
rated, DVD: $26.98, Blu-ray:
$29.99

When a nuclear strike
hits Manhattan, terrified
residents of an apartment
building push and shove
each other in a frantic dash to the basement,
which Mickey (Michael Biehn) the janitor
converted into an underground bomb shelter
following 9/11. Quickly taking command,
Mickey orders the door bolted, allowing no
one to leave until the danger of radiation
has passed. Of course, he’s confronted by a
motley assortment of egocentric individuals,
including troublemaker Josh (Milo Ventimiglia), his stepbrother Adrien (Ashton Holmes),
and enterprising Devlin (Courtney B. Vance),
who’s determined to make outside contact
via two-way radio. Plus, there’s bullying
Bobby (Michael Eklund) and passive Sam
(Iván Gonzáles). On the distaff side, there’s
Marilyn (Rosanna Arquette), protecting her
whining daughter, Wendy (Abbey Thickson),
and Eva (Lauren German), Sam’s level-headed
wife. Trapped for days with no hope of rescue,
the survivors grow increasingly helpless as
supplies of canned food and bottled water
dwindle—ultimately turning on one another
to inflict both physical and psycho-sexual
torment. As they perish one-by-one, The
Divide’s sole mystery becomes who (if anyone)
will ultimately emerge from the bunker.
Working from an incoherent script, French
filmmaker Xavier Gens stumbles with this
bleak, low-budget, sci-fi thriller, failing to
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establish empathetic characters or sustain
claustrophobic suspense before serving up
a disappointing conclusion. What Gens
chooses to dwell on instead is the graphic,
violent horror of human desperation and
debasement, involving sadism, torture, dismemberment, rape, and murder. A depraved,
repugnant film, this is not recommended.
(S. Granger)

Domain HH1/2

Strand, 110 min., in French
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $24.99

First-time feature director Patric Chiha explores
the relationship between a
self-destructive mathematician and her impressionable nephew in
this probing, if occasionally pretentious
character piece. Nadia (Béatrice Dalle) and
her 17-year-old student Pierre (Isaïe Sultan)
meet regularly to walk around Bordeaux
and the surrounding countryside, as she
shares her cynical philosophies about life.
Nadia explains her interest in mathematics
by noting that “words are disorder,” while
Pierre mostly listens to her as dutifully as
an acolyte. Although the situation seems
innocent enough, Nadia doesn’t hesitate to
talk about her sexual encounters, including
her first assignation with her late physicist
husband. During the course of the film,
the protagonists segue from a parent-child
situation to something more ambiguous,
although never conventionally romantic,
since Pierre is gay. While Nadia, who drinks
too much, is attentive to Pierre, she’s also
critical, dishonest, and dismissive of almost
everyone else, including her “dangerous”
older friend Samir (Alain Libolt). Pierre’s
mother worries they spend too much time
together, claiming that “her originality is an
illusion,” but Pierre finds his age-appropriate
friends boring by comparison. With Nadia
increasingly found in a drunken stupor,
however, his role changes from companion
to caretaker—a situation that shifts when
Pierre meets someone new. A strong optional
purchase. (K. Fennessy)

Elite Squad: The Enemy
Within HHH

New Video, 115 min., in
Portuguese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $29.95, Bluray: $34.95

Brazil’s highest-grossing film ever, director José
Padilha’s sequel to his 2007 blockbuster Elite
Squad may look like a shoot-’em-up actioner
but actually comes across more like angry
reportage. The original film created the
character of Roberto Nascimento (Wagner
Moura), a Dirty Harry–like captain of Rio
de Janeiro special-ops lawmen who, in his
uncompromising war on drug lords, became
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a controversial figure and saw his marriage
disintegrate. In this follow-up, Nascimento
once more attracts media attention when
his men kill savage cartel kingpins who are
behind a prison uprising. Although corrupt
officials see in this turn of events an opportunity to fire Nascimento, overwhelming
public support instead leads to his promotion
as head of surveillance operations, where he
runs up against human-rights activist Diogo
Fraga (Irandhir Santos), who has taken up
with Nascimento’s ex-wife. Unfortunately,
police and government corruption runs even
deeper than Nascimento suspected, and the
power vacuum left by the smashed cartels
is soon filled with crooked cops and militia
gangs, who are virtually untouchable because
they deliver the politicians the slum votes.
Delivering a scathing indictment wrapped in
a high-octane action package, this is recommended. (C. Cassady)

Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close
HHH1/2

Warner, 129 min., PG-13,
DVD: $28.98, Blu-ray: $29.98

While political thrillers
and documentaries abound,
Stephen Daldry’s precariously balanced melodrama is one of the
first films to delve into the painful, personal
tragedy of the 9/11 terrorist attacks and how
they affected American families who lost
loved ones. Adroitly adapted by Eric Roth
from Jonathan Safran Foer’s 2005 bestseller,
the story revolves around how an isolated
young boy’s imagination eventually allows
him to come to terms with a traumatic loss
for which there is no rational explanation.
Curious, sensitive 11-year-old Oskar Schell’s
(Thomas Horn) equilibrium was shattered
when his beloved father (Tom Hanks) died
on September 11th, “the worst day,” as Oskar
refers to it. Withdrawn from his anxious,
widowed mother (Sandra Bullock), Oskar
may have Asperger’s syndrome, although
“tests were inconclusive.” But when Oskar
finds a key in a hidden envelope that’s labeled
“Black,” he becomes obsessed with finding
the lock it fits, which involves interviewing
every New Yorker with the last name Black.
While pursuing this mysterious, citywide
quest, grieving, neurotic Oskar interacts
with an eclectic assortment of people, including his resilient German grandmother
(Zoe Caldwell), her mute renter (Max von
Sydow), Stan the doorman (John Goodman),
and an estranged couple (Viola Davis, Jeffrey
Wright). An extraordinarily life-affirming tale
that packs a wrenching emotional wallop,
this Oscar-nominated film is highly recommended. (S. Granger)

Farmageddon HHH

Passion River, 86 min., not rated, DVD: $24.95

Raw milk is the controversial focus of
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this rabble-rousing documentary by Kristin Canty,
a concerned mother whose
a l lerg y-su f fer i ng c h i ld
was healed by the holistic
properties of raw milk. But
since raw milk may carry
the potentially lethal E.coli
bacteria, it’s not only difficult to acquire in
many states but is also banned from interstate
commerce. Canty claims a conspiracy exists
involving big government and big agri-business. According to her, the USDA and FDA are
quietly waging war against America’s small
farmers, even when they can prove that they
are contributing healthy products to our
food supply. These farmers and organic food
distributors, along with their families, have
been subjected to such excessive harassment
and forcible seizures that surveillance videos
resemble terrorist attacks—with the apparent objective of forcing the subjects out of
business. All of the organic farmers Canty
interviews appear to be highly educated,
dedicated, and responsible individuals. One
Vermont couple imported 28 sheep from New
Zealand at a cost of $5,000 apiece, animals
that were not only properly quarantined
but certified as healthy by all standards.
Nevertheless, without explanation, the herd
was confiscated and killed, even though it
was proven that they were never exposed to
or infected by “mad cow” disease. A Mennonite farmer in Pennsylvania was arrested
as armed federal agents took $65,000 in
food and equipment, although his sustainable farming practices were ruled absolutely
legitimate. Unfortunately, Canty gives little
time or credence to moderates, such as foodsafety consultant David Acheson, a former
FDA food safety chief, who takes a more
comprehensive, balanced stance. Still, even
though Farmageddon does not present all sides
with equanimity, it is an effective example
of agitprop filmmaking that is sure to spark
discussion. Recommended. (S. Granger)

Film Socialisme HHH

Kino Lorber, 101 min., in
French, German & English
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $34.95

Legendary film director
Jean-Luc Godard says that
Film Socialisme—a typically
dense, discursive, and idiosyncratic work—
will be his final movie. In classic Godard
mode, the film is less conventional narrative
than cinematic essay, serving up a contemplation of social politics in today’s capitalist society through character debates and satirical
episodes. The nominal plot follows a diverse
group of characters on the cruise ship Costa
Concordia (made infamous in the disastrous
shipwreck earlier this year) as they wander the
decks and endless passageways like a society
lost in anonymous affluence. Godard then
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turns to a family—running a struggling
French highway gas station—who debate
politics and history while a TV crew tries
to film. Highly praised for its challenging
style and criticized for its strident dialogue,
elusive meanings, and Jewish stereotypes,
Film Socialisme features appearances by rock
legend Patti Smith and guitarist Lenny Kaye.
While this may be the last word from Godard
(who ends the film with the cheeky “No
Comment”), it’s not the best introduction
to the director for those unfamiliar with his
work, although it is essential for any serious
foreign cinema collection. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Gainsbourg: A Heroic
Life HHH

Music Box, 122 min., in French
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $34.95, Blu-ray: $43.95

This witty, surreal, and
often sexy biopic tells the
story of the late Serge Gainsbourg, France’s beloved singer-songwriter,
record producer, and actor who died at age
62 in 1991. Eric Elmosnino pulls off the
very difficult task of portraying the dark
and seductive superstar in writer-director
Joann Star’s Gainsbourg: A Heroic Life (based
on Star’s own graphic novel). Incorporating
a little magic realism along the way, this
portrait begins with Gainsbourg’s years as a
Jewish kid in 1940s occupied France, tweaking Nazi bosses and defying his father over
music lessons. Viewers next see Gainsbourg
as a pianist in a transvestite bar, dabbling
without purpose in music and painting,
but finally committing to songwriting and
creating winning pop hits. The subsequent
chapters of Gainsbourg’s success and personal life include his romance with Brigitte
Bardot (Laetitia Casta), 13-year partnership
with British actress-singer Jane Birkin (Lucy
Gordon), controversial political bent late in
his life, and eventual self-destructiveness and
ill health. The director perhaps presumes too
much that non-French viewers will know
enough about Gainsbourg to fill in some
gaps, but even if some will be left a bit in the
dark over what Gainsbourg did and why he
was culturally important, this is a winning
profile overall, and Elmosnino is superb as
the lead. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance H

Sony, 109 min., PG-13, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $35.99, June
12

Nicolas Cage reprises his
character of Johnny Blaze,
a daredevil stunt motorcyclist who—desperate to save his dying
dad—made a deal with the devil, Roarke
(Ciarán Hinds). Subsequently, Blaze has been
occasionally subject to transformation into
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an eerie biker skeleton with a blazing skull.
As this supernatural tale begins, Blaze is
hiding somewhere in Eastern Europe, where
he’s ultimately tracked down by alcoholic,
motorcycle-riding monk friend Moreau (Idris
Elba). Moreau needs Blaze’s help in finding
gypsy grifter Nadya (Violante Placido), and
protecting her young son, Danny (Fergus
Riordan), who may be the devil’s earthling
spawn. Blaze is promised redemption—a
reversal of his Faustian bargain—if they’re
successful. Directed by Mark Neveldine and
Brian Taylor, Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance is
bloodthirsty (often incoherent) drivel that is
full of cheesy CGI effects and laugh-inducing
lines like Blaze’s inquiry to Nadya: “You’re
the devil’s baby-mama?” Whether or not the
devil made him do it—more likely, Cage’s
decision to make this movie is tied to recent
multiple foreclosures on his properties—this
is another bad career choice for the actor. Not
recommended. (S. Granger)

The Girl With the Dragon
Tattoo HHH
Sony, 158 min., R, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $40.99

David Fincher’s American
version of Stieg Larsson’s
phenomenal bestseller pairs
disgraced Stockholm financial journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Daniel
Craig) with androgynous, enigmatic computer hacker Lisbeth Salander (Rooney Mara).
The duo are hired by aging, wealthy industrialist Henrik Vanger (Christopher Plummer)
to solve the mysterious disappearance of his
beloved grand-niece during a family gathering back in 1966. The common belief is that
she was murdered by a family member. But
who? Living on isolated Hedeby Island in
the remote north, the Vangers are a bizarre
assortment of dysfunctional characters. Taking over the family business from his late,
anti-Semitic father, there’s genial Martin
(Stellan Skarsgård), whose sister Anita (Joely
Richardson) left for London to become an
investment banker. Also on hand are Cecilia (Geraldine James), the siblings’ curious
cousin, and Henrik’s attorney, Frode (Steven
Berkoff). Meanwhile, 24-year-old, bisexual
Lisbeth is still a ward of the state and forced
to report to a bullying, exploitive bureaucrat,
Bjurman (Yorick van Wageningen), when her
long-time guardian suffers a stroke. Working
from Steven Zaillian’s compressed adaptation, Fincher sets a fast pace, keeping the
adrenaline pumping with savage violence,
including rape, graphic torture, and brutal
retribution. Craig scowls convincingly, Oscar nominee Mara is brilliant as the defiant,
multi-pierced, dragon-tattooed, grungy goth
girl, and Robin Wright scores as Blomkvist’s
married editor/lover. Of course, for the
multitudes who’ve read Larsson’s novels
and/or seen the highly successful Swedish
film versions, this remake will not only feel
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familiar but also lacks any inherent whodunit
suspense. Still, this well-done do-over is sure
to be popular. Recommended. (S. Granger)

Gone H1/2

Summit, 95 min., PG-13, DVD:
$26.99, Blu-ray: $30.49, May
29

A silly damsel-in-distress
thriller that would barely
pass muster as basic cable
fare, Gone stars Amanda
Seyfried as Jill, an emotionally fragile waitress
whose claim that she was abducted by a serial killer but escaped his grasp a year earlier
was dismissed by cops. Now, after returning
from a stint in a mental hospital, Jill finds
that her sister has disappeared. When the
police refuse to believe Jill’s story that her
tormentor is back, she grabs a gun and goes
off to save her sibling, a search that features
ludicrously lucky breaks, a series of foot
and car chases, and numerous split-second
escapes, all leading to an absurd protracted finale in the woods. When the villain is finally
unmasked (and his idiotic purpose revealed),
most viewers will react with incredulity,
especially since the revelation makes all of
the red herrings strewn about earlier seem
absolutely arbitrary (and casts serious doubt
on the nemesis’s actual competence in his
work). The movie is apparently intended as
some sort of feminist revenge fantasy, but it
suffers from poor plotting and the fact that
Seyfried is a bland, unconvincing heroine.
Not recommended. (F. Swietek)

Happy, Happy HH1/2

Magnolia, 88 min, in
Norwegian w/English subtitles,
R, DVD: $26.98, Blu-ray:
$29.98

Aside from a Greek chorus (more specifically, a
Norwegian chorus) commenting through up-tempo
English-language gospel numbers, director
Anne Sewitsky’s comedy-drama depicting
infidelity as a healing force offers little new,
although the Norse setting, culture, and deadpan gravitas are a welcome switch from the
customary Franco-Italian cheekiness in other
foreign extramarital romps. Schoolteacher
Kaja (Agnes Kittelsen) hasn’t had sex for a year
with her high-school-crush-turned-husband,
Eirik (Joachim Rafaelsen), who seems more
interested in watching men’s wrestling on TV
(hint-hint). Then new next-door neighbors
arrive from Denmark—handsome Sigve
(Henrik Rafaelsen), glamorous blonde lawyer
wife Elisabeth (Maibritt Saerens), and their
adopted African baby boy. At a break-theice dinner party, Sigve falls for unappreciated Kaja, and we learn that the Danes have
moved to these snowy boondocks to save
their marriage after Elisabeth had an affair.
Partner-swapping ensues, but even with the
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resultant emotional hurt, both households
ultimately seem healthier for it. Scandinavian
filmmakers are also apparently not immune
to Hollywood’s chronic tropes, as ravishing leading lady Kittelsen is supposed to
be dumpy but sure doesn’t look it. A strong
optional purchase. (C. Cassady)

Haywire HH

Lionsgate, 93 min., R, DVD:
$29.95, Blu-ray: $39.99, May 1

As the story goes, director
Steven Soderbergh became
so impressed with ravenhaired Gina Carano while
watching women’s mixed
martial arts on TV’s American Gladiators
that he decided to develop a grim revenge
thriller, casting the fighter as a globetrotting
lethal operative. Introduced in a prologue
during a confrontation with another hired
assassin (Channing Tatum), Mallory Kane
(Carano) is a freelance black-ops agent
who seeks vengeance after being doublecrossed. Working for a shadowy, private
sector agency run by nerdy ex-boyfriend
Kenneth (Ewan McGregor), Mallory is sought
after by high-placed government operative
Coblenz (Michael Douglas). A specialist in
international intrigue, Mallory’s previous
covert assignment—to rescue a kidnapped
Chinese dissident held hostage in Barcelona—went terribly wrong, as she relates to
Scott (Michael Angarano), whose car she’s
hijacked. Revealed in a flashback, that fiasco
is somehow connected with a Dublin hotel
brawl with a suspicious client (Michael Fassbender). Not surprisingly, Mallory is now
paranoid, and the only person she trusts is
her ex-Marine-turned-fiction writer dad (Bill
Paxton). Although she evinces little acting
talent, Carano’s physical presence puts her
in a kick-ass warrior category with Uma
Thurman and Angelina Jolie, as she brings
her MMA skills to an inordinate number of
action-packed street/alley chase sequences.
Unfortunately, there’s not a shred of humor
to be found amidst the ferocious, senseless,
and ultimately tedious mayhem and violence
on display here. An optional purchase.
(S. Granger)

The Hedgehog HHH1/2
NeoClassics, in French w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: 29.95, Blu-ray: $34.98,
June 12

Director Mona Achache’s
affecting adaptation of Muriel Barbery’s bestselling
novel The Elegance of the
Hedgehog stars Garance Le Guillermic as
Paloma, an 11-year-old with artistic tendencies, who lives with her mother, father, and
older sister in a “rich person’s apartment.”
As Paloma films her family with her dad’s
camcorder, her first-person narration reveals
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the depth of her disdain for these bourgeois,
over-medicated individuals (although she can
be equally condescending and truculent).
The way Paloma sees it, “life is absurd” and
“nothing has meaning,” so she plans to kill
herself when she turns 12. This stereotypically French affectation sets the plot in motion, as Paloma begins talking to building
concierge Renée (comedienne Josiane Balasko
in a strong dramatic turn), whom she finds
far more interesting. A widow, Renée would
rather read books, hang out with her cat, and
eat chocolate than socialize. When an elderly
tenant passes away, Japanese widower Kakuro
Ozu (Togo Igawa)—who shares Renée’s affection for Tolstoy—moves into the vacated flat.
Paloma describes the prickly Renée to Kakuro
as a “hedgehog,” although the latter suspects
she has a softer side, and solicits Renée’s companionship (which, in turn, encourages her
to spiff up her drab image). As Renée gradually comes out of her shell, Paloma learns to
drop a few of her own pretenses. A smart,
powerful coming-of-age film, this is highly
recommended. (K. Fennessy)

The Heir Apparent: Largo
Winch HHH1/2
Music Box, 108 min., not rated,
DVD: $29.95

Director Jérôme Salle’s
glitzy Franco-Belgian actioner aims to out-Hollywood Hollywood with
high-octane land-sea-air chases, fight
scenes, parkour, international locales, and
plot twists worthy of a spy flick. But it’s really a business thriller—albeit one in which
the majority-stockholder shares take the
place of the customary missile blueprint or
secret formula—based on a European comic
book. The killing of billionaire tycoon Nerio
Winch (Miki Manojlovic) means that his $30
billion multinational conglomerate will fall
to his estranged adopted son, Largo (Tomer
Sisley), who is more of a rebellious sweatshirted adventurer than an MBA. While a
hostile takeover looms for the Hong Kongbased Winch empire, Largo—disdainful of
mega-wealth and power—pursues his own
investigation of the murder, running into
boardroom duplicity, shifty allies, vicious
enemies and more than one pretty girl.
This is sumptuous summer-movie entertainment featuring a photogenic ensemble
of European actors. Highly recommended.
(C. Cassady)

Immortals HH

Fox, 110 min., R, DVD: $29.98,
Blu-ray: $39.99

Promoted as a sequel to
300, this shallow, swordand-sandals spectacular
celebrates nothing more
than the ferocious gods
of gore. A mythological tale of treachery
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and vengeance set in 1228 B.C., the story
opens with the Greek gods of Olympus
having defeated the Titans, trapping them
in a giant box where they’re organized in
rows, joined at the mouth by rods. After the
greedy Heraclean King Hyperion (Mickey
Rourke) releases them, the Titans prepare
to make war on the gods and retrieve the
fabled Epirus bow, which bestows supreme
power. Although his mother slept with both
Poseidon and Aegeus on the night he was
conceived, buff-bodied young stonemason
Theseus (Henry Cavill) hasn’t yet figured out
that his father is a god. But he is determined
to wreak revenge on Hyperion for slitting his
mortal mother’s throat—enlisting the aid of
his impudent friend Stavros (Stephen Dorff),
the Sibylline Oracle Phaedra (Freida Pinto),
and Zeus (Luke Evans). Unfortunately, director Tarsem Singh is far more interested in
creating violent computer-generated visuals
than he is in coherent storytelling. Optional.
(S. Granger)

Into the Abyss HHH

MPI, 107 min., PG-13, DVD:
$24.98, Blu-ray: $29.98

German filmmaker Werner Herzog has become
almost as famous for his
provocative documentaries
(such as Grizzly Man and
Cave of Forgotten Dreams) as
for his visionary fiction films like Aguirre:
The Wrath of God. In Into the Abyss, Herzog
focuses on the death penalty in America,
serving up a profile of the human beings
on both sides of a verdict in Texas through
interviews with the killer, survivors, officials, and others. Death row inmate Michael
Perry, convicted of triple homicide in the
course of a car theft with another perpetrator, is clearly no innocent man. Herzog
clinically lays out the senseless brutality of
the murders, drawing on crime scene video
and a police detective’s commentary to reconstruct events (but showing no violence
or dead bodies onscreen). At the same time,
we also see a field of graves with markers
(numbers only, no names on the executed
criminals’ crosses) and listen to the remembrances of a prison pastor and a former state
executioner. The documentary also serves
up a devastating portrait of the culture of
crime, drug and alcohol abuse, and broken
families that Perry and his companions
grew up in. “I don’t believe human beings
should be executed,” Herzog says early on,
but he doesn’t preach or make political
arguments—merely asking that the audience engage with the people involved here
(including Perry himself, interviewed eight
days before his execution) and ask their own
questions. A moving and thoughtful film
about a hot-button topic from a director
who doesn’t shy away from hard questions,
this is recommended. (S. Axmaker)
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Janie Jones HH1/2

New Video, 101 min., not rated,
DVD: $26.95

A temperamental musician meets his 13-year-old
daughter for the first time
in director David M. Rosenthal’s Janie Jones. While on
tour with his band in Little Rock, Ethan
(Alessandro Nivola) reconnects with former
fling Mary Ann (Elisabeth Shue), whom he
doesn’t remember. When Mary Ann splits to
enter rehab, their child, Janie (Abigail Breslin), winds up in Ethan’s care. Aside from the
fact that Mary Ann named him on the birth
certificate, Ethan doesn’t want to abandon
Janie, so he takes her along on the road. Since
the girl is an aspiring musician, she practices
her songs while Ethan does sound checks; but
after he makes a disastrous display of himself
on stage one night, the troupe loses both
lead guitarist Billy (Rodney Eastman) and
keyboard player Iris (Brittany Snow). That
leaves bass player Dave (Joel David Moore),
drummer Chuck (Frank Whaley), and faithful, if exasperated, manager Sloan (Peter
Stormare). Soon Ethan is playing solo gigs, a
move that doesn’t click with audiences until
he adds Janie to the act, allowing the pair to
bond both musically and emotionally. If the
happy ending seems too predictable, Nivola
and Breslin nevertheless work well together
and sing decently enough (Gemma Hayes and
Clem Snide’s Eef Barzelay wrote their songs).
A strong optional purchase. (K. Fennessy)

Joyful Noise HH

Warner, 118 min., PG-13,
DVD: $28.98, Blu-ray: $35.99,
May 1

Channeling Glee, this
formulaic film follows a
small-town Georgia church
choir trying to get to a national singing competition in Los Angeles.
After their beloved choirmaster, Bernard
Sparrow (a cameo by Kris Kristofferson),
suffers a fatal heart attack during the titular
annual showcase, members of the Pacashau
Sacred Divinity Choir are stunned when
Pastor Dale (Courtney B. Vance) appoints Vi
Rose Hill (Queen Latifah) to succeed Bernie.
Particularly upset is Bernie’s wealthy widow,
G.G. Sparrow (Dolly Parton), who expected
to inherit her late husband’s position. Strongwilled, spiritual Vi is a stubborn gospel traditionalist, espousing conservative Christian
values and snapping “Don’t you bring all that
Mariah/Christmas mess in here!” when her
16-year-old daughter, Olivia (Keke Palmer),
riffs during rehearsal. In contrast, spunky
G.G. wants to shake things up by injecting
more contemporary pop culture into their
music. Meanwhile, G.G.’s rambunctious,
rebellious grandson Randy (Jeremy Jordan)
has a hankering for songbird Olivia and
volunteers to give piano lessons to Vi’s self-
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absorbed, Asperger’s-afflicted, teenage son
Walter (Dexter Darden). Actor-turned-writer/
director Todd Graff is treading familiar turf,
serving up campy, barbed dialogue with lots
of exuberant singing, including hits by Paul
McCartney, Michael Jackson, Sly and the
Family Stone, and Usher, among others. But,
basically, it’s a bunch of familiar hallelujah
gospels glued together by caricaturist Southern-fried performances and an overwrought
story. An optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Karen Cries on the Bus
HHH1/2

Film Movement, 98 min., in
Spanish w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.95

In this drama from Colombian writer-director
Gabriel Rojas Vera, Karen
(Angela Carrizosa) leaves a bad marriage after
10 years with almost no money or sense of
self. She rents a room in a grungy boardinghouse and befriends Patricia (Angelica
Sanchez), a younger free spirit living in the
same building. Through their friendship,
Karen slowly begins to move toward a more
independent life, while also meeting new
people. Karen Cries on the Bus is a very quiet
movie that is also exhilarating to watch, both
for the beauty and grime of Bogotá and the
flowering of human dignity that unfolds
onscreen as Karen becomes an agent of her
own rescue and steward of her own morality.
A powerful and inspiring film, this is highly
recommended. (H. Seggel)

Little Girl HHH

First Run, 100 min., in Italian
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $27.95

Italian-Austrian documentarians Tizza Covi and
Rainer Frimmel return to
a milieu previously scrutinized in their 2005 film Babooska—the
private lives of European circus performers—for this docudrama-style fictional
narrative that features real people more
or less playing themselves. A tiny traveling carnival-caravan in Italy is home to
Walter and Patti (Walter Saabel, Patrizia
Gerardi)—a middle-aged husband-and-wife
team (in her wild, dyed-red hairdo, Patti is
the target in his knife-throwing act)—and
fatherless teen Tairo (Tairo Caroli), whom
the couple endeavor to give some useful
schooling. One day, Patti finds an adorable
and seemingly abandoned 2-year-old girl
and brings the toddler into their ersatz
household. Walter fears what might happen
if police—who are already suspicious of the
gypsy-like circus folk—discover that they’re
harboring a foundling, but the small troupe
grows to love the child, named Asia (Asia
Crippa), and wind up procrastinating about
informing authorities. A gentle, engaging
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Italian neorealist film, this is recommended.
(C. Cassady)

Machine Gun Preacher
HH1/2

Fox, 129 min., R, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.99, June 5

Although the title might
suggest a grindhouse exploitation movie, director
Marc Forster’s Machine Gun
Preacher is actually a would-be Stanley
Kramer-style message movie, a true-life story
starring Gerard Butler as Sam Childers, a
born again Hell’s Angels type who embarks
on a missionary trip to Sudan, where he
establishes a sanctuary for youngsters who
might be kidnapped to become child soldiers.
Childers also begins using force against the
vicious thugs of the Lord’s Resistance Army,
who destroy whole villages in their campaigns to conscript children into their ranks.
Had the film dared to address the question
of whether Bibles and bullets should ever
mix—the conflict between a religious calling
and responding to violence with violence—it
might have been a compelling “issues” film.
Unfortunately, however, this winds up being
a morally muddled movie that treats serious
issues much too simplistically. Optional.
(F. Swietek)
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Man on a Ledge HH

Michael HH1/2

Wrongly convicted excop Nick Cassidy (Sam
Worthington)—now a recently escaped prisoner—
checks into Manhattan’s Roosevelt Hotel,
devours a lobster lunch with champagne,
opens the window and climbs out on the
ledge, threatening to jump and attracting
a gawking crowd. But is he really suicidal?
That’s the question facing a disgraced NYPD
negotiator (Elizabeth Banks), her cynical
cohort (Edward Burns), Nick’s former partner
(Anthony Mackie), and a jaded TV reporter
(Kyra Sedgwick) who wants to exploit the
standoff as long as possible. What is Nick’s
relationship with a villainous real estate
tycoon (Ed Harris) whose offices are nearby?
And will Nick’s younger brother (Jamie Bell)
and his Hispanic girlfriend (Genesis Rodriguez) be able to pull off a stealthy $40 million
diamond heist that’s fraught with comic danger? As the plot unravels, things turn out to
be not what they seem, but the conclusion is
utterly predictable in filmmaker Asger Leth’s
contrived, cliché-riddled, far-fetched twist
on the fugitive-on-the-run formula. Not a
necessary purchase. (S. Granger)

Although it’s hard to
imagine too many ways in
which a filmmaker could
make a movie about a pedophile that wasn’t difficult to watch, director Markus Schleinzer certainly gives it his
best shot here. Michael, a 35-year-old child
molester, is an everyday 9-to-5 worker bee
who just happens to have kidnapped a 10year-old child and is holding him prisoner
in the basement. While Schleinzer is cagey
in the way he handles this twisted relationship—more subtly than explicitly, allowing
the viewer’s imagination to supply all the
ugly details—the restraint doesn’t make
the film any less disturbing. But unlike the
characters in directorial kindred spirit Todd
Solondz’s movies about damaged people,
Michael is completely devoid of any trace
of humanity other than his ability to have a
relatively successful working life in a garden
variety office job—a scenario that seems to
beg the question of how many other seemingly normal workaday people hide sinister
secrets under perfectly normal business
etiquette? Ultimately, Michael’s persistently
suggestive style begins to feel gimmicky and

Summit, 102 min., PG-13,
DVD: $26.99, Blu-ray: $30.49,
May 29
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Strand, 96 min., in German
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $27.99, May 15
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the viewer is left with another depressing
indie film, albeit one that favors an artsy approach over cheap shock value. An optional
purchase. (M. Sandlin)

The Mighty Macs HHH

Sony, 99 min., G, DVD: $26.99

In t h is inspirat iona l
sports story based on actual events, a blonde Carla
Gugino plays Cathy Rush, a
former player who arrives at
Philadelphia’s Immaculata
University, a Catholic institution, to coach
the basketball team. It’s 1971, and she wants
to make a difference, an aspiration her NBA
referee husband, Ed (David Boreanaz), doesn’t
understand, but Cathy is an unstoppable
force. Unfortunately, the school is in terrible shape, but after scaring off a few girls
who aren’t accustomed to hard work, she
finds willing players. Mother St. John (Ellen
Burstyn) isn’t able to help with new uniforms,
so the team makes do with pleated jumpers. Due to a fire months before, the school
doesn’t even have a gym, so the girls clear out
the rec room and Cathy finds an assistant in
Sister Sunday (Marley Shelton), who has been
questioning her calling (and played basketball
in high school). As the team starts to rack
up wins, Ed becomes more supportive of his
wife’s vocation, and even the other nuns
start to take an interest. But Immaculata is
in particularly dire financial straits when the
team makes it to the state championships.
Fortunately, they scrape together enough
cash to send most of the players to Maryland,
where they make their mark (and not for the
last time). Gugino makes Rush believable,
Shelton provides solid support, and the end
credits nicely catch up with the real players.
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Mission: Impossible—
Ghost Protocol HHH1/2
Paramount, 132 min., PG-13,
DVD: $30.99, Blu-ray: $40.99

Tom Cr uise not only
scales the dizzying heights
of the world’s tallest building, Dubai’s Burj Khalifa,
but also successfully re-energizes this durable,
high-octane franchise. As the story begins,
super-secret agent Ethan Hunt (Cruise) is
languishing in a Russian prison cell, until he’s
unexpectedly extracted by an intrepid IMF
team—computer/gadget whiz Benji Dunn
(Simon Pegg) and revenge-seeking rookie Jane
Carter (Paula Patton)—to embark on a new
assignment which includes burglarizing the
Kremlin. When the operation goes seriously
wrong—evoking memories of the Cold War—
their task is deemed so risky that the IMF
Secretary (Tom Wilkinson) initiates Ghost
Protocol, meaning the American government
will disavow all knowledge of this job. Enigmatic analyst William Brandt (Jeremy Renner)
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joins the team on a mission to intercept stolen
missile launch codes in order to trick and
stymie nefarious nuclear extremist Kurt Hendricks (Michael Nyqvist) and his clever cohort,
a sultry French assassin (Léa Seydoux), who
are determined to initiate WWIII. Inventively
directed by Oscar-winning Pixar animator
Brad Bird, the film is full of globetrotting tension and vertigo-inducing suspense, a palmsweating popcorn flick featuring spectacular
feats of derring-do. Highly recommended.
(S. Granger)

My Joy HHH

Kino, 127 min., in Russian
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.95

There is no joy in the
Russian film My Joy, which
serves up an insidiously
dark portrait of an innocent
young truck driver named Georgy (Viktor
Nemets), who takes a detour in the middle
of nowhere across a so-called cursed road
and winds up trapped in a village. While
it’s neither a horror film (in any traditional
sense), nor a social realism portrait of hard
times in post-Soviet Russia, both of these
strands are apparent in this mesmerizing (and
beautifully shot) journey that takes Georgy
into a coldly vicious world of thieves, bullies,
opportunists, and murderers who prey upon
anyone who shows the slightest vulnerability.
Unfortunately, Georgy is an easy victim for
everyone he meets along the way in director Sergei Loznitsa’s film, which features a
wicked sense of black humor running under
the matter-of-fact cruelty and corruption on
display. The filmmaker builds this nightmarish social satire through tangled narrative
strands, flashbacks, and a bit of surrealism.
A dark and violent film that deals with unsavory behavior of all kinds, My Joy is not for
everyone, but more adventurous viewers with
a taste for daring and offbeat filmmaking will
appreciate it. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

My Tehran for Sale
HHH

Global Film Initiative, 95 min.,
in Farsi & English w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$24.95

Secretly shot in Iran using
digital video equipment,
Granaz Moussavi’s My Tehran for Sale serves
up a disturbing look at the subject of free
expression, told largely through flashbacks
as the main character—a terminally-ill
theatrical actress named Marzieh (Marzieh
Vafamehr)—recounts her story. Banned from
performing by the government, Marzieh is
able to find work in Tehran’s thriving underground arts scene. During an illegal rave
party, she meets Saman (Amir Chegini), an
Iranian with Australian citizenship. When
the gathering is raided and its participants
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brutalized by police, Marzieh resolves to
leave Iran and reunite with Saman in Australia. She attempts to emigrate through
legal channels, but the Iranian system does
not encourage female citizens to voluntarily
leave the country. When Marzieh finally
does reach Australia, she’s apprehended as
an illegal alien and placed in a situation in
which she has even less freedom than she
experienced in Iran. My Tehran for Sale offers
an intriguing glimpse into the barely seen
pockets of artistic and emotional rebellion in
the Iranian capital, while Vafamehr delivers
an astonishing performance (she actually
wound up serving prison time for appearing in this film) as a person at war with her
culture. Recommended. (P. Hall)

Neverland HHH

Vivendi, 169 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.98, Blu-ray: $29.95

This Syfy-aired original
movie from writer-director
Nick Willing serves up a
Peter Pan origin story involving mysterious orbs,
dimensional portals, and a crew of Dickensian street urchins led by a Fagin-like mentor
in Victorian England. Rhys Ifans plays the
genuinely paternal and protective James
Hook, who embarks on a search for rumored
treasure that whisks him and his boys to a
neverland where pixie-like spirits fly through
the air, pirates roam the sea, and no one ages.
While Hook throws his lot in with the pirates
(commanded by a female captain played
by Anna Friel), Peter (Charlie Rowe) sides
with the Indians (similarly sucked through
a portal from their peaceful pre-Columbian
existence), after which his striving to win the
respect of his foster father turns into conflict.
Granted, the narrative seems a little padded
at nearly three hours, and the TV-scale special effects occasionally come across as a bit
cheesy, but Neverland is a clever prequel to
J.M. Barrie’s beloved novel and the backstory
presented here smartly complements Barrie’s
lost boys, while suggesting a plausible source
of the eternal struggle between Peter and
Hook. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

New Year’s Eve HH

Warner, 118 min., PG-13,
DVD: $28.98, Blu-ray: $35.99,
May 1

Set on December 31, 2011,
director Garry Marshall’s
unabashedly sentimental
film follows several interconnected New Yorkers as they prepare for
the New Year’s countdown. In charge of
the “ball drop” is nervous, newly promoted
Vice President Claire Morgan (Hilary Swank)
of the Times Square Alliance, aided by an
NYPD officer (Chris “Ludacris” Bridges) and a
recently laid-off employee (Hector Elizondo).
Headlining rock-star Jensen (Jon Bon Jovi)
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is carrying a torch for celebrity cook Laura
(Katherine Heigl), whom he jilted, and she’s
catering a posh media event hosted by an
executive (Josh Duhamel) who’s planning
to meet a special woman at midnight. But
Jensen’s new backup singer (Lea Michele) is
stuck in an elevator with a grumpy, cynical
slacker (Ashton Kutcher). After a terrifying
brush with mortality, meek-mannered
secretary Ingrid (Michelle Pfeiffer) quits
her job, determined to fulfill all her past
New Year’s resolutions with the help of
inventive bike messenger Paul (Zac Efron).
Meanwhile, 15-year-old Hailey (Abigail
Breslin) tries to persuade her overprotective,
divorced mother (Sarah Jessica Parker) to
allow her to join friends in Times Square.
In a nearby hospital, photojournalist Stan
(Robert De Niro) is dying of cancer, tended
by lonely nurse Aimee (Halle Berry). And
in Brooklyn, two pregnant couples (Jessica
Biel/Seth Meyers and Sarah Paulson/Til
Schweiger) vie over who will give birth to
2012’s first baby. Festive? Yes. Star-studded? Yes. Treacle? Yes. Recommended? No.
(S. Granger)

One for the Money HH

Lionsgate, 91 min., PG-13,
DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.99,
May 15

This tonally clumsy adaptation of the initial title
in author Janet Evanovich’s
popular mystery series stars
Katherine Heigl as Stephanie Plum, a divorced unemployed woman
who badgers her bail-bondsman cousin into
giving her a gig as a skip tracer. Stephanie sets her sights on Joe Morelli (Jason
O’Mara), a cop on the lam for purportedly
killing a drug-dealer off-duty. Although
Stephanie nurses a personal grudge against
Morelli—who took advantage of her back
in high school—it’s pretty clear early on
that the man is innocent and that he and
Stephanie are destined to get together. But
on the way to their preordained romance,
the pair have to solve the mystery of the
shooting for which Morelli’s been indicted,
and that turns out to be a complicated business involving a hooker who’s disappeared,
her pugilist boyfriend, his sleazy manager, a
disfigured truck driver, and a motor-mouth
witness (although the identity of the villain is quickly obvious). Over the course
of unraveling the crime, Stephanie learns
her trade, courtesy of an experienced tracer
called Ranger (Daniel Sunjata). While One
for the Money is far from a comedy, farcical
elements involving Stephanie’s sitcom family are awkwardly mixed in, and the action
and comic elements don’t really gel. While
not a complete disaster, this is certainly bad
enough to make any plan for a franchise
highly improbable. Not recommended.
(F. Swietek)
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Private Eye HHH

Pathfinder, 108 min., in Korean
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $24.98

Korean filmmaker Park
Dae-Min’s film noir mystery is set in pre-1910 Seoul,
when Japan controlled but
had not yet annexed the peninsula. Hong
Jin-Ho (Hwang Jung-Min), an ex-cop now
eking out a living as a shamus specializing in
crummy cases involving adulterous spouses,
hopes to save enough money to emigrate to
the U.S. Offered a large reward, the disheveled detective is enticed to investigate the
murder of a powerful official’s son. A young
medical student who discovered the body
serves as his nervous Dr. Watson, while a
studious noblewoman with a scientific bent
helps with expert advice whenever they hit
an impasse. The search eventually leads to a
sinister circus, coupled with disclosures of
corruption at the highest levels of the Japanese occupying government—including the
local collaborationist police force from which
our hero was expelled. The plot of Private
Eye is pure pulp, but the film is handsomely
mounted with lavish sets, colorful costumes,
and lots of action-packed street chases and
fights. The result is part homage to ‘40s Hollywood fare and part would-be contemporary
blockbuster—a combination that doesn’t
entirely convince. But even though it’s no
Chinatown, this is enjoyable enough to be
recommended. (F. Swietek)

Rampart HH1/2

Millennium, 107 min., R,
DVD: $28.99, Blu-ray: $29.99,
May 15

Sleazy L.A. noir has become an atmospheric subgenre of the cynical crime
t h r i l le r, ra ng i ng f rom
Dashiell Hammett’s The
Maltese Falcon to James Ellroy’s L.A. Confidential. In Rampart, Woody Harrelson plays an
angry, bullheaded, rogue cop on a downward
spiral, both professionally and personally.
Working as part of the notoriously intolerant,
militaristic, and corrupt Rampart Division of
the LAPD in the late 1990s, chain-smoking
Officer Dave Brown (Harrelson) regularly
takes the law into his own hands when the
courts fail to exact justice, much to the chagrin of the scandal-plagued assistant district
attorney (Sigourney Weaver), mayor (Steve
Buscemi), and Internal Affairs investigator
(Ice Cube). Given the nickname “Date Rape
Dave” after he shot and killed a serial rapist,
the 24-year-veteran vigilante finds himself in
hot water when he’s videotaped brutally beating a motorist who slammed into his police
cruiser—footage that goes viral, igniting a
protest among those who feel the LAPD is
out of control. Misanthropic Dave has been
married twice—to sisters (Cynthia Nixon,
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Anne Heche)—and he lives with them and
his two daughters in a small, stucco family
compound. Complicating matters are Dave’s
various entanglements with a boozy lawyer
(Robin Wright), a crooked ex-cop/informant
(Ned Beatty), and a wheelchair-bound vet
(Ben Foster) who roams the streets. But the
emotional climax arrives when his rebellious
older daughter accuses him of being a macho,
sexist, racist, homophobic, chauvinist bigot
—which he is. Co-written by Ellroy and director Oren Moverman, Rampart is an uneven
film exploring the psychology of a flawed,
deeply troubled protagonist, whose movements telegraph what’s going to happen next.
A strong optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Red Tails HH1/2

Fox, 125 min., PG-13, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.99, May
22

CGI-enhanced aerial dogfights and a final moment of
respect paid are the highlights of this uneven tribute
to the courageous Tuskegee Airmen of World
War II. Back in 1925, a U.S. Army War College
survey determined that “colored personnel
[were] unfit for military service,” but during
WWII, the Army needs skilled airmen with
the bravery and discipline to accompany and
protect B-17s (the Flying Fortresses) on bombing runs. We meet the African-American
pilots in the 332nd Fighter Group—based
at Ramitelli Airfield in Italy—who combat
racism and eventually win the respect of
their Caucasian counterparts. Joe “Lightning” Little (David Oyelowo) is a rebellious
daredevil, while Marty “Easy” Julian (Nate
Parker) is his stressed-out, hard-drinking
superior officer. Yet the pair have formed an
unlikely friendship. Maj. Emmanuel Stance
(Cuba Gooding Jr.) is the squadron’s pipesmoking commander, serving under defiant,
Washington-based Col. A.J. Bullard (Terrence
Howard), who persistently lobbies for newer
planes and more substantive missions, despite
objections at the Pentagon from Col. Mortamus (Bryan Cranston), a bigoted Southerner.
Various subplots—one about an interracial
romance, another involving a heroic young
pilot who became the first black prisoner-ofwar—make for more melodrama but can’t
compete with the airborne action sequences.
Executive produced by George Lucas and
directed by Anthony Hemingway, the film
is based on Red Tails, Black Wings: The Men
of America’s Black Air Force, referring to the
distinctive markings on their P-51 Mustangs.
A strong optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Retreat HH1/2

Sony, 90 min., R, DVD: $30.99

A taut thriller with a somewhat familiar
premise, Retreat stars Cillian Murphy and
Thandie Newton as Martin and Kate, a
London couple who suffered a recent mis-
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carriage. The two seek isolation on a remote, windy
island off the west coast of
Scotland, a rugged place
where adventurers can rent
a lone, generator-powered
stone house. Here, miserable
Kate and laconic Martin
separately grieve—largely in silence—until a
bloody, unconscious man named Jack (Jamie
Bell) turns up on shore. Claiming to be a
soldier who barely escaped a sudden, global
pandemic caused by a killer virus, Jack terrorizes his hosts into turning the house into
a fortress that will keep infected refugees
from entering. For a while, this is all dark
fun, with Martin and Kate squabbling over
the veracity of Jack’s claims, Jack intrusively
prodding them about their relationship issues, and everybody caught up in paranoia
and subterfuge. Co-writer and director Carl
Tibbetts’s familiar narrative strategy of placing estranged spouses in danger and forcing
them to help one another works well for a
while, but the script’s various twists and turns
eventually lead to an unsatisfying ending. An
optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Roadie HHH

Magnolia, 96 min., R, DVD:
$26.98, Blu-ray: $29.98

After his career as a roadie
ends, Jimmy Testagross (Ron
Eldard) reluctantly returns
to his Queens hometown. It
says something about their
relationship that Jimmy doesn’t inform his
widowed mother (Lois Smith) about his
upcoming visit. Jimmy tells her that he’s
still working for Blue Öyster Cult (although
the band has just let him go), adding that
he’s been managing, producing, and writing
for them, none of which is true. Although
skeptical, Jimmy’s mother humors him,
albeit sensing that something isn’t quite
right. Jimmy, meanwhile, notices the gaps
in her short-term memory, but keeps it to
himself. Things go from bad to worse when
Jimmy runs into his former girlfriend, Nikki
(Jill Hennessy), and his old nemesis, Randy
(Bobby Canavale): married for 17 years, she’s
a struggling singer/songwriter and he runs
his family’s car dealership. Randy gets on
Jimmy’s nerves by calling him “Testicles”
(a high school nickname), but Jimmy bonds
with Nikki over the bands and shows of their
youth. Although he insists he got over her
years ago, it’s clear Jimmy is lying again, and
when he ends up at a motel room party with
the couple, large quantities of cocaine and
alcohol dislodge 26 years of pent-up jealousy
and resentment. Roadie is stagier than Michael Acuesta’s previous films (L.I.E., Twelve
and Holding), making it an actor’s showcase;
fortunately, the cast is fine, particularly
Eldard, in his most challenging role to date.
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)
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Safe House HH1/2

Universal, 115 min., R, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $34.98, June 5

Tobi n Fro st ( D e n z e l
Washington) is a rogue
CIA agent-turned-traitor
who suddenly appears at
the U.S. Consulate in Cape
Town, South Africa. Frost is dispatched to
a company safe house under the aegis of
ambitious CIA rookie Matt Weston (Ryan
Reynolds) for interrogation. But others don’t
want Frost to reveal why he’s turned himself
in after spending years on the run, so he’s
waterboarded—as wide-eyed Weston watches
with incredulity—but the interrogation is interrupted when a gang of mercenaries invade
the premises. Eager to prove himself, Weston
stashes Frost in the trunk of a car and careens
around the city, stopping off for a cat-andmouse chase in a crowded soccer stadium,
after which Frost—who has injected under
his skin a valuable microchip that reveals the
names of compromised agents all over the
globe—takes off to get forged papers from a
longtime friend (Rubén Blades). During all
the chaos, Weston must figure out whom to
trust—enigmatic, highly manipulative intelligence officer Frost, who has sold military
codes to enemies of the state, or cynical fellow
operatives (Brendan Gleeson, Vera Farmiga,
Sam Shepard) who threaten to betray him.
Filmmaker Daniel Espinosa’s Safe House is
an overly complicated spy thriller in which
predictably loud and explosive shoot-outs
coupled with relentless, repetitive action
sequences completely overwhelm the plot
and characters. Optional. (S. Granger)

Senna HHH

Arc, 106 min., PG-13, DVD:
$22.99, Blu-ray: $26.99 (avail.
July 10)

For this ESPN-produced
biography of three-time
Formula One racing champion Ayrton Senna, director
Asif Kapadia mostly selected wisely from the
available archival footage and audio interview
tape to present a hit-and-miss survey of the
racer’s life, from his childhood enthusiasm
for go-carts to his death in a crash during
the 1994 San Marino Grand Prix. Senna is
described as a Brazilian child of privilege in a
society marked by extreme disparity between
the ultra-rich and the brutally poor (viewers
frequently see members of Senna’s family but
never really learn about the source of their
wealth). The documentary also touches on
the politics of Formula One racing in terms
of Senna’s rivalry with racer Alain Prost,
including actions taken by the organization—headed by Jean-Marie Balestre—that
seemed calculated to assist the French driver
against his challenger (the suggestion of corruption is repeatedly put forward, but never
fully investigated). Also missing here is any
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serious consideration of Ayrton’s very public
religiosity. Still, while Senna could have dealt
more substantially with these various facets
of its subject’s life, the film covers Senna’s
racing career well and should appeal to carracing enthusiasts. Recommended, overall.
(F. Swietek)

Sherlock Holmes: A
Game of Shadows
HHH

Warner, 129 min., PG-13,
DVD: $28.98, Blu-ray: $35.99,
June 12

Picking up where Guy
Ritchie’s 2009 original left
off, the director’s sequel finds Dr. John Watson (Jude Law) recalling his “last case” with
genius detective Sherlock Holmes (Robert
Downey Jr.), whose manic and eccentric
behavior verges on the psychotic. In 1891,
Strasbourg and Vienna are rocked by a seemingly unrelated series of bombings, which
escalate tensions between France and Germany. When an Indian cotton tycoon falls
in a scandal, a Chinese opium trader suffers
an apparent overdose, and an American steel
magnate dies, Holmes suspects that these
seemingly disparate events are the work of a
criminal mastermind: diabolical Oxford Professor James Moriarty (Jared Harris)—and the
game is afoot. Matters are complicated when
Watson’s marriage to Mary (Kelly Reilly) leads
to a Brighton honeymoon trip—a romantic
holiday venture that goes awry after Holmes
unexpectedly turns up in the couple’s train
compartment and tosses Mary overboard so
the crime-fighting duo can pursue conspiracy
clues gleaned from a mysterious gypsy fortune teller (Noomi Rapace). After Mary is
rescued by Holmes’s older brother Mycroft
(Stephen Fry), Watson and Holmes embark
on a merry chase through Europe that takes
them from a peach orchard onto the stage of
the Paris Opera before culminating at a diplomatic gathering in a precariously perched
castle straddling Reichenbach Falls in the
Swiss Alps. Seductive Irene Adler (Rachel
McAdams) also returns as a courier in this
sassy, stylish, rollicking bromance action
romp. Recommended. (S. Granger)

Summer Holiday
(Boogie) HHH

Zeitgeist, 102 min., in
Romanian w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $29.99

A Romanian furniture
manufacturer relives his
carefree past while vacationing with his wife and son in director Radu
Muntean’s Summer Holiday (Boogie). Even
when lounging on the beach, Bogdan (Dragos
Bucur) can’t put away his cell phone, but then
he runs into a couple of high school friends,
who remember him as “Boogie.” Although
his pregnant wife, Smaranda (Anamaria
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Marinca), would prefer to spend time with
her family, she and Bogdan get together
with Penescu (Mimi Branescu) and Iordache
(Adrian Vancica), who regale her with tales
of Boogie’s insensitive, impatient nature
during the early 1990s. Smaranda keeps her
thoughts to herself, but doesn’t seem to like
their dining companions much—or the man
Bogdan becomes when he’s with them. After
Smaranda leaves with their 4-year-old son,
Boogie drinks, exchanges insults, and flirts
with an attractive local. After returning to
Smaranda, Boogie defends his actions, but
she says she feels neglected, which only inflames his frustration, so he rejoins his single
pals, leading to a sad disco interlude and a
sojourn in a hotel room, where a prostitute
joins the trio. The more time he spends with
Penescu and Iordache, the more Boogie starts
to realize the emptiness of their lives: the
poverty, the desperation, and the aimlessness
(to say nothing of the casual misogyny). A
caustic dark-night-of-the-soul journey into
one troubled marriage, this is recommended.
(K. Fennessy)

Sweet Little Lies HHH

FilmWorks, 81 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.98

A sweet little dramedy,
this independent feature
from director William J.
Saunders is a bit of a mishmash story-wise, but goes
down smoothly thanks to the charm of its
lead actors. Caitlin Kinnunen stars as teenage orphan Bess, who goes on the lam with
her surrogate moony younger brother Waldo
(Joseph Montes) when a state caseworker
comes looking for her. Stealing a car, Bess
and Waldo head toward Las Vegas in hopes
of meeting up with the former’s estranged
father, a one-time Elvis impersonator. Along
the way, they meet Roach (Bill Sage), a likable
con man with a heart of gold, who weaves
in and out of their adventure and tends to
turn up just when they need him (or when
he needs them). Saunders employs a few
cartoonish effects, some of which are funny
(a villain who communicates through the
mail slot of his front door), while others feel
forced (a panhandler-thief who tries to turn
the kids into his own Artful Dodgers). The
filmmaker also uses pure animation to fairly
good effect, bringing to life the wire toys
Waldo uses for escapist fantasies. While the
ending seriously strains credulity, the actors
ultimately make it all worthwhile. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Tales from the Golden Age HHH

Zeitgeist, 141 min., in Romanian w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $29.99

Writer-director Cristian Mungiu, whose
4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days was an early
masterpiece of the Romanian New Wave,
is the guiding force behind this anthol-
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ogy film (co-helmed by
four colleagues) that serves
up six sardonic “legends”
about life under communist
strongman Nicolae Ceauçescu, all of them marked by
deadpan absurdity. The first
tale chronicles a village’s
preparations for a possible
visit from a government motorcade—ending with the planners trapped on a carousel.
The second piece is a workplace comedy in
which frazzled newspaper staff frantically
try to doctor a photo of the dictator to meet
ideological standards, while the third is about
a true-believer who goes to a village to teach
illiterate adults to read, only to encounter
hostility. The fourth story revolves around a
cop who tries to kill a pig in his apartment
without alerting neighbors that he possesses
such a succulent prize, and the fifth follows
two young scammers fleecing comrades
by posing as government inspectors. The
final segment centers on a conscientious
truck driver who is persuaded by a beautiful
restaurateur to pilfer eggs from his cargo of
chickens. As with all omnibus efforts, Tales
from the Golden Age—the term the regime
used to refer to the Ceauçescu era—is sometimes uneven, and the laidback tone won’t
appeal to everyone, but the overall standard
is high, deftly capturing the mood of a nation
emerging from an oppressive past, with a
mixture of wit and sad resignation. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

This Means War HH

Fox, 98 min., PG-13, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.99, May
22

This romantic action
comedy about a couple of
CIA operatives who fight
over a pretty woman obviously wants to channel the loony exuberance
of old Looney Tunes shorts but fails miserably.
It opens with the sort of razzle-dazzle setpiece that director McG specializes in—a
splashy rooftop caper in which two James
Bond-ish CIA partners—FDR (Chris Pine)
and Tuck (Tom Hardy)—break up an international villain’s big score. The duo represent
the very personification of jokey macho
camaraderie…until they discover that they’re
both involved with Lauren (Reese Witherspoon). Although the pair agree to a “may
the best man win” arrangement, they shred
it almost immediately, using the agency’s
surveillance tools to discover Lauren’s likes
and dislikes and sabotage each other’s dates
with her. A romcom about stalking is a hard
sell under any circumstances, but one that
employs the government’s anti-terrorist apparatus to spy on the object of one’s affection
requires a sharp satirical edge that is totally
lacking here. Despite its engaging trio of
stars and slick production values, this War
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fizzles out quickly. Not a necessary purchase.
(F. Swietek)

Tiny Furniture HH1/2

Criterion, 99 min., not rated,
DVD: 2 discs, $29.95; Blu-ray:
$39.95

Lena Dunham can be
praised for the honesty
of her first, semi-autobiographical feature, presenting natural characters who are neither overly
articulate literary types nor amazing physical
specimens, but rather credibly imperfect human beings. Unfortunately, they’re also not
terribly interesting or likable. Writer-director
Dunham also stars as Aura, a recent Oberlin
graduate who returns to her family’s Tribeca
apartment with a degree in film studies. The
pudgy, rather drab Aura is welcomed, though
without much warmth, by her photographer
mother (Laurie Simmons, Dunham’s real
mom), and treated with alternating affection
and dismissal by her snarky, overachieving
sister (Grace Dunham, her actual sibling).
Tiny Furniture follows Aura’s clumsy attempts
to deal with the real world post-college,
taking an unsatisfying job at a restaurant,
where she falls for a laidback cook (David
Call), and reconnecting with a classmate
who’s a pseudo-sophisticated party girl. Most
importantly, she bumps into an out-of-town
“video artist” (Alex Karposky) whom she
impulsively invites to crash with her while
her mother and sister are away. While the
script boasts a homely integrity, it also occasionally suffers from preciousness. Recent
college grads might sympathize with Aura’s
plight, but many others will consider this an
example of self-indulgent navel-gazing. An
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Vasermil HHH

Film Movement, 95 min., in
Hebrew, Amharic, & Russian
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $24.95

A thoughtful Israeli film
centering on three teenagers from marginalized
communities in the town of Be’er Sheva,
director Mushon Salmona’s Vasermil offers an
illuminating view of second- and third-generation immigrant life. Adiel (Adiel Zamro)
is an Ethiopian Jew more inclined toward
Rastafarianism and regularly subjected to
racism and attacks. Dima (David Taplitzky),
a Russian Jew from a troubled family, is
caught up in his neighborhood’s drug trade.
Shlomi (Nadir Eldad) is an impulsive kid
who not only feels trapped and frustrated by
unfair treatment at the hands of an abusive
boss, but is also under the thumb of local
enforcers. Their paths cross on one fateful
night—resulting in all three being forced to
play on a youth soccer team headed toward
a championship. Unexpected alliances and
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loyalties develop that will have surprising
consequences for each boy. While this may
sound like yet another Rocky-esque tale
of misfit losers who face obstacles and are
redeemed by a sport, Vasermil (named for a
Be’er Sheva stadium) is much more complicated, serving up a story of destinies at least
partially determined by inescapable ties and
family roots. An award-winning festival
favorite, this powerful slice-of-life drama is
recommended. (T. Keogh)

The Vow HH

Sony, 104 min., PG-13, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $40.99, May 8

Even though it’s based
on a true incident in which
a woman suffered memory
loss as the result of a brain
trauma, filmmaker Michael
Sucsy’s romantic melodrama comes across
as pure female wish-fulfillment fantasy. As
the story begins, Paige (Rachel McAdams)
and Leo (Channing Tatum) are enjoying an
evening out in Chicago, but it’s snowing, the
roads are slippery, and a dump truck plows
into their car, sending Paige through the
windshield and into the emergency room.
When she awakens, Paige doesn’t recognize
Leo and has no memory of their four years
together, including her studies at the Art
Institute. Their North Side loft is unfamiliar, her sculpture studio is bewildering, and
their bohemian friends seem like strangers.
Curiously, Paige is able to relate more to her
uptight, controlling parents (Jessica Lange,
Sam Neill) from whom she was previously
estranged, so she moves back into their posh
suburban home. Paige is now also more
comfortable drinking blueberry mojitos with
her old high-school classmates, even flirting
with her torch-carrying ex-fiancé, Jeremy
(Scott Speedman), whom she’d dumped
five years ago when she dropped out of law
school. Determined to woo and win her all
over again, devoted Leo goes into courtship
mode, reminding her how they’d met at the
DMV, scribbled wedding vows on the back
of a restaurant menu, etc. While McAdams
dimples delightfully and chiseled Tatum
oozes earnestness, The Vow drowns in hearttugging, tear-jerking, syrupy sentiment. Not
a necessary purchase. (S. Granger)

W.E. HH

Weinstein, 119 min., R, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.99, May 1

Viewers familiar with the
details of the Duke of Windsor’s 20th-century abdication as Britain’s king in order to marry twice-divorced
American socialite Wallis Simpson should be
able to follow this convoluted film—co-written and directed by Madonna—that ineptly
blends dual stories, with W.E. standing for
Wallis and Edward. In 1998 Manhattan,
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unhappily married Wally Winthrop (Abbie
Cornish) is obsessed with the upcoming
auction of the estate of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, with whom she fantasizes a
personal connection, since she was named
after Wallis Simpson (Andrea Riseborough),
the charismatic, calculating social-climber
who captured the heart of King Edward VIII
(James D’Arcy) in the 1930s. During her daily
visits to Sotheby’s, where she’s befriended by
a Russian-émigré security guard (Oscar Isaac),
Wally learns more about the scorn Wallis
suffered and sacrifices she made to marry
Edward. After traveling to London to read
private letters owned by Mohamed Al-Fayed
(father of Dodi, Princess Diana’s lover), Wally
follows Wallis’s “get a life” advice, mustering
the necessary courage to leave her abusive
psychiatrist husband (Richard Coyle) and
pursue her own happiness. Although the
Windsors were arguably shallow, materialistic
Nazi sympathizers—entertained by Hitler at
his Berchtesgaden sanctuary in 1937—W.E.
takes a simpler view of history, emphasizing glossy production design, cliché-riddled
dialogue, and glamorous garb, with the occasional anachronistic touch (in one imagined sequence, Wallis dirty-dances to the
Sex Pistols’ “Pretty Vacant”; in another, she
gyrates to Chubby Checker’s “The Twist”). A
flimsy disjointed drama, this is not a necessary purchase. (S. Granger)

War Horse HHH1/2

DreamWorks, 146 min., PG-13,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99

Steven Spielberg’s epic,
emotionally triumphant
adaptation of Michael Morpurgo’s 1982 novel War
Horse is set in rural England
and Europe during WWI. The story begins
as a colt is born in the Devon countryside
and later purchased at auction by Ted Narracott (Peter Mullan), a drunk, foolhardy
tenant-farmer. As his long-suffering wife
(Emily Watson) points out, what they really
need is a plow horse, not a thoroughbred, a
sentiment echoed by their sneering, insensitive, overbearing landlord (David Thewlis).
But their teenage son Albert (Jeremy Irvine)
falls in love with the bay with four white
stockings and a white cross on his forehead,
naming him Joey. When England goes to
war with Germany, Joey is conscripted and
turned over to cavalry Capt. Nicholls (Tom
Hiddleston). Tenaciously determined to bring
his cherished horse home, Albert eventually
enlists, and discovers that Joey is now behind
enemy lines, where he’s sheltered by a French
farmer (Niels Arestrup) and his granddaughter
(Celine Buckens), before becoming entrapped
on a “no-man’s-land” battleground. Historically, between one and two million British
horses were sent to the frontlines during
WWI; only about 65,000 came back. In 2007,
Nick Stafford’s stage adaptation became a
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sensation on London’s West End, presenting
Joey as a fantastic, life-size puppet. Superbly
stirring and sentimental, War Horse joins
Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan and Schindler’s
List in issuing a universal plea for peace.
Highly recommended. (S. Granger)

War of the Arrows
HHH1/2

Well Go USA, 123 min., in
Korean w/English subtitles, R,
DVD: $24.98, Blu-ray: $29.98

Directed by Kim HanMin, this invigorating film
is one of the more engaging entries in the growing genre of Korean
historical action-adventure epics. Set in the
17th century, War of the Arrows opens with a
harrowing chase involving a young brother
and sister who flee for their lives after their
father is accused of being a traitor and is
murdered. Years later, Nam-Yi (Hae-il Park)
has grown up to become arguably the best
archer in Korea, while his sister, Ja-In (Moon
Chae-Won), has matured into a lovely beauty.
But war comes to Korea during a Chinese
invasion, and Ja-In’s wedding is disrupted
when foreign soldiers take her prisoner.
Nam-Yi heads into enemy territory to track
his sister down, only to be pursued by a small
army of Chinese archers. As a combination of
chase film, revenge flick, costume drama, and
history lesson, War of the Arrows is a nonstop
rush, with the use of the bow-and-arrow as
homicidal tool brilliantly explored in a seemingly endless number of possible scenarios.
Highly recommended. (P. Hall)

We Bought a Zoo HHH
Fox, 126 min., PG, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray: $39.99

Six months after his wife’s
death, adventure-writer Benjamin Mee (Matt Damon) is
having trouble coping with
his truculent 14-year-old
son Dylan (Colin Ford), who’s been expelled
from school not only for drawing grotesque
pictures but also for stealing. And his precociously adorable 7-year-old daughter, Rosie
(Maggie Elizabeth Jones), spends far too much
time just being sad. So Benjamin decides
that it’s time to leave suburban Los Angeles
and move to somewhere new: a picturesque,
crumbling old country farmhouse that is
part of the now-defunct Rossmoor Animal
Park. The property comes with a menagerie
of 200 animals (some endangered), including
several tigers, a grizzly bear, and a lion, along
with their devoted, if also eccentric keepers.
Headed up by hard-working, no-nonsense
Kelly Foster (Scarlett Johansson), the staff
also includes Kelly’s naïve, free-spirited teenage cousin Lily (Elle Fanning), ill-tempered
Peter (Angus Macfadyen), and amiable Robin
(Patrick Fugit). Despite repeated warnings
from his pragmatic accountant/older brother
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New Releases from IcaRus FIlms
PRESUMED GUILTY

FROM THE OTHER SIDE

A film by Roberto Hernandez & Geoffrey Smith
88 minutes / Color / Spanish w/English subtitles
$24.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00137-4

A film by Chantal Akerman
99 min. + 70 min. / Color / 2002 + 1999
Spanish, French, & English w/ English subtitles
TWO-DISC SET / $34.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00141-1

Toño Zuniga was picked up off the street in
Mexico City, Mexico, and sentenced to 20 years
for a murder he knew nothing about. Shot
over three years with unprecedented access to
the Mexican courts and prisons, this dramatic
story is a searing indictment of the Mexican
justice system.

Using technology developed for the military, the
flow of illegal immigration into San Diego has
been stemmed. But for the desperate, there are
still the dangerous deserts of Arizona, where
Chantal Akerman shifts her focus.
Bonus: SOUTH – another Akerman film that
looks at the racially motivated murder of James
Byrd, Jr. in Jasper, Texas.

2011 EMMY AwARD wInnER

“Stunning! … Unforgettably forceful.”
—The Nation

MILESTOnES + ICE

RED PERSIMMOnS

A film by Robert Kramer & John Douglas
199 min. + 128 min. / Color + B&W / 1975 + 1969
TWO-DISC SET / $34.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00133-0
Bonus features: 16-page booklet

A film by Shinsuke Ogawa & Peng Xiaolian
90 + 62 min. / Color / Japanese w/English subtitles
$29.98 / UPC # 8-54565-001404

Follows dozens of characters through America’s
vast landscape as they try to reconcile their ideals
with the realities of post-Sixties life.
“The most important American director
you’ve never heard of.” —The New Yorker
OFFICIAL SELECTIOn, DIRECTOR’S
FORTnIGHT, CAnnES FILM FESTIvAL 1975
SPECIAL SCREEnInG, DIRECTOR’S
FORTnIGHT, CAnnES FILM FESTIvAL 2008

A visually elegant paean to the cultivation and
harvesting of the sweet red fruit, and the disappearance of a traditional way of life in rural
Japan. The DVD will also include a bonus film,
A VISIT TO OGAWA PRODUCTIONS.
“Fascinating! Exquisitely beautiful.”
—TVGuide.com

RABBIT À LA BERLIn

THE SPECTRE OF HOPE

A film by Bartek Konopka & Piotr Roslowski
39 min. / B&W / 2010
$29.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00143-5
Pre-book: 4/10/12 Street Date: 5/15/12

A film by Paul Carlin
52 minutes / Color / 2000
$24.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00139-8

Critic and writer John Berger (author of Ways of
Seeing) and photographer Sebastião Salgado. A
searing examination of imagery and images, the
abyss, hope, and globalization.

The 2010 Academy Award-nominated story
of thousands of wild rabbits which lived in the
Death Zone of the Berlin Wall. The history of
the Berlin Wall from the rabbits’ point-of-view.

“An elegant introduction to
the photography and thinking
of Sebastião Salgado.”

“A fun and thoughtful film to watch,
and I would expect that it would spawn
some lively discussion and analysis.”

—Bridges, An Interdisciplinary Journal

—Anthropology Review Database

2010 ACADEMY AwARD nOMInEE

THE nInE MUSES

THE InvISIBLE FRAME

A film by John Akomfrah
TWO DISC SET / 94 min. + 45 min. + 52 min.
Color / 2010 + 1996 + 1993
$34.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00144-2
Pre-book: 5/15/12 Street Date: 6/19/12

Starring Tilda Swinton
A film by Cynthia Beatt
60 min. + 28 min. / Color / 2009 + 1988
$24.98 / UPC # 8-54565-00135-0
Bonus film: CYCLING THE FRAME

John Akomfrah’s remarkable meditation about
chance, fate and redemption. Plus, 2 bonus films!

In 1988 director Cynthia Beatt and the young
Tilda Swinton embarked on a filmic journey
along the Berlin Wall into little-known territory.
Over 20 years later, Beatt and Swinton reteamed
to retrace the entire 160 km line of the Wall that
once isolated Berlin.

THE LAST ANGEL OF HISTORY
Explore the frontiers of Pan-African culture:
science fiction, Computer technology, and intergalactic travel. With DJ Spooky.
SEVEN SONGS FOR MALCOM X
An homage to the inspirational AfricanAmerican civil rights leader.

“A love letter to the battered city.”
—EPD Film

Order from your preferred distributor or Call: 1.800.876.1710 • Email: Orders@IcarusFilms.com

Homevideo.IcarusFilms.com

(Thomas Haden Church), Benjamin is determined to repair and reopen the wildlife
preserve by July 4th. Based on British journalist Mee’s England-set memoir, the story has
been transplanted to Southern California
by writer-director Cameron Crowe, who has
a penchant for melodramatic, somewhat
melancholy stories about love and longing.
Affectionate and amusing, this is uplifting,
feel-good family entertainment. Recommended. (S. Granger)

We Need to Talk About
Kevin HHH

Oscilloscope, 112 min., R,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $34.99,
May 29

Lynne Ramsay’s film,
based on the titular novel
by Lionel Shriver, is a powerful drama about a parent’s grief and shame
in the wake of a child’s unspeakable crime.
Tilda Swinton stars as Eva, who moves with
chipper husband Franklin (John C. Reilly)
from the city to the suburbs when they have
a child. Not the naturally mothering type,
Eva resents giving up her career, and toddler
Kevin proves to be a colicky kid who screams
incessantly—except when daddy is around.
Kevin grows into a surly tyke who takes
perverse pleasure in tormenting his mother
while playing the darling with his father. By
the time he’s a teenager, Kevin (Ezra Miller)
has become a frightening figure to Eva while
manipulating others into believing that he’s
a normal—indeed extraordinary—kid. Ramsay lays all of this out in non-chronological
fashion, including a timeframe in which
Eva is treated as a pariah because Kevin has
committed some horrible act. Swinton brings
her talent for high-strung intensity to her
role, but what really gives the film punch is
the chilling performance of Miller, whose
unfathomable malice perfectly complements
Swinton’s tortured incomprehension. Serving
up a fearless vision of the more acidic and
cruel aspects of the human condition, this
is recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Woman in Black
HH1/2

Sony, 95 min., PG-13, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $35.99, May
22

In his first major postHarry Potter film role, Daniel Radcliffe stars as Arthur Kipps, a cashstrapped, guilt-ridden widower who leaves
his son Joseph (Misha Handley) with a nanny
in London after he is dispatched as an estate
solicitor to a remote seaside village to sort out
the papers of recently deceased Alice Drabkow. Elderly recluse Alice lived in a decrepit
Victorian mansion that—as Arthur soon
discovers—is haunted by a solitary, revengeseeking ghost (Liz White). Shunned by most
of the terrified townsfolk, who are fearful
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that the wicked spirit will wreak vengeance
on their children, Arthur is befriended by
skeptical Sam Daily (Ciarán Hinds) and his
grief-riddled wife (Janet McTeer). Adapted
from Susan Hill’s 1983 novella (which became
a long-running West End play and a British
TV movie), filmmaker James Watkins’s The
Woman in Black was shot near Osea Island in
Northern England—a superbly creepy locale,
often obscured by sea mists. But Radcliffe
hardly looks old enough to be a miserable,
bereaved husband whose wife died in childbirth years ago, and it’s admittedly difficult to
separate the diminutive, blue-eyed actor from
his famous Potter image. Still, this should
be considered a strong optional purchase.
(S. Granger)

Yakuza Weapon HHH
Well Go USA, 106 min., in
Japanese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $24.98, Bluray: $29.98

Director Tak Sakaguchi
casts himself in the starring role of Shozo Iwaki,
a former yakuza hitman whose father is
murdered by a top crime honcho. Shozo’s
one-man war against the killers initially gets
off to a successful start, but his efforts are
interrupted when a gunfight literally costs
him an arm and a leg. But that doesn’t stop
Shozo—whose prosthetic limbs include a
gun for his missing arm and a bazooka for
his shot-off leg. Yakuza Weapon mixes yakuza
protocol with Tex Avery–style lunacy full
of speed and noise. Sakaguchi is more than
capable as both a kick-butt leading man and
an action/adventure helmsman, although the
CGI effects used to turn the limbless Shozo
into a walking-talking-shooting machine
are only so-so. Still, this is an enjoyably silly
excursion that will please fans of Japanese
nihilism. Recommended. (P. Hall)

Young Adult HH1/2

Paramount, 93 min., R, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $36.99

Charlize Theron stars in
this disheartening, dysfunctional character study of a
brazen, narcissistic former
prom queen whose life has
gone steadily downhill since high school.
Taking stock of her dissolute, disheveled
existence in Minneapolis, where she ghostwrites pulpy fiction for young adults, 37-yearold, recently divorced Mavis Gary (Theron)
recalls that she was happiest when she was a
teenager, going steady with her football star
sweetheart, Buddy Slade (Patrick Wilson). A
self-absorbed, alcoholic Mavis drives back
to her small, nondescript hometown of
Mercury, MN, to try to revive that romance,
despite the fact that Buddy is now married to
Beth (Elizabeth Reaser) and the couple have
a newborn daughter. After checking into a
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motel and finding a neighborhood bar, Mavis
runs into nerdy, crippled Matt Freehauf (Patton Oswalt)—brutally beaten by classmates
many years ago—in whom she confides her
deranged home-wrecking plans. Although
he cautions her that Buddy is happily married, Mavis disregards Matt’s warnings and
manipulates clueless, straitlaced Buddy
into meeting her the next day for a drink,
setting off a cycle of emotional chaos and
hurtful confusion. Writer Diablo Cody and
director Jason Reitman—collaborators on
Juno—strike a wry vein of glossy, dark humor
beneath the pathetic pathos, but Mavis’s bitter, reprehensible bitch never approaches any
sort of redemption. Optional. (S. Granger)

Young Goethe in Love
HHH

Music Box, 102 min., in
German w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $29.95

As long as it’s not mistaken for a history lesson,
Philipp Stölzl’s film is an
enjoyable period piece that revels in its
goofy extravagance. The script takes Johann
Wolfgang Goethe’s early novel The Sorrows
of Young Werther as autobiographical—except, of course, for the tragic denouement
involving the hero’s suicide—adding a
heaping helping of bawdy humor to the
opening scenes while reserving the book’s
floridly romantic tone for the later ones.
The plot follows young Goethe (Alexander
Fehling)—a law student addicted to writing
plays and poetry—in his first post as a clerk
at a minor provincial court, where he falls in
love with Lotte Buff (Miriam Stein). Unfortunately, Lotte’s father arranges for her to marry
Goethe’s employer, Albert Kestner (Moritz
Bleibtreu). In a nod to Cyrano, the tongue-tied
boss asks his eloquent underling for help in
writing his proposal to Lotte, and Goethe
happily complies without knowing the intended recipient…initially. Echoes of Tony
Richardson’s classic Tom Jones can be found
throughout the engaging Young Goethe in
Love, which features lovely cinematography
and a fine score based on Schubert melodies.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Online
Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) during May and
June for DVD/Blu-ray-specific comments added to the video movies reviewed here, as well as new reviews,
including Absentia, Albert Nobbs, Certified Copy, Contraband, Great Expectations,
The Grey, Tim & Eric’s Billion Dollar Movie,
Underworld: Awakening, The Wicker Tree,
The Yellow Sea, and much more!
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“STRIKINGLY UNSENTIMENTAL AND HAUNTING.”

Brazil, 2010,
128 min., Color/B&W,
In Portuguese with
optional English subtitles.

DVD Cat. #: NYD 116312
UPC: 7-17119-11634-7
ISBN: 1-56730-505-9

“Unprecedented… likely to become a classic.”
—Dennis West,

THE SKY TURNS
A FILM BY MERCEDES ÁLVAREZ

BEST FILM

Rotterdam Film Festival
Buenos Aires Film Festival
Infinity Film Festival

BEST
DOCUMENTARY
Turia Awards
ADIRCAE Awards

GRAND
PRIZE

USA, 2009,
DVD Cat. #: NYD 116412
100 min., Color/B&W,
UPC: 7-17119-11644-6
In Spanish with
ISBN: 1-56730-504-0
optional English subtitles.

WINNER

Cannes Film Festival
Jury Prize Un Certain Regard

octubre
a film by Daniel and Diego Vega

Cinema du Reel Film Fest

Peru, 2010, 83 min., Color,
In Spanish with optional English subtitles.

Spain, 2005, 106 min., Color, In Spanish with English subtitles.
DVD Cat. #: NYD 110712 UPC: 7-17119-11074-1 ISBN: 1-56730-502-4

Opera in Three Acts by Arnold Schoenberg

DVD Cat. #: NYD 114512 UPC: 7-17119-11454-1 ISBN: 1-56730-501-6

The World According to
presents

Shorts

NINE NATION
ANIMATION
NINE ANIMATED SHORTS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Germany, 1975, 107 min. Color,
In German with optional English subtitles.
DVD Cat. #: NYD 89108 UPC: 7-17119-89174-9
ISBN: 1-56730-459-1

Various Countries, 2010, 82 min., Color,
Various Languages with English subtitles.
DVD CAT. #: NYD 115211 UPC: 7-17119-11524-1
ISBN: 1-56730-499-0

“A reverie on the concept and
addictive nature of celebrity.”

CRITICS’ PICK

“I URGE EVERYONE TO SEE THIS FILM.”

– Lobsang Nyandak, The Representative of His Holiness THE DALAI LAMA

hael Sládek

A film by Mic

A ﬁlm by Ngawang Choephel

U.S.A., 2010, 86 min., Color,
In English and Tibetan with English subtitles.
DVD CAT. #: NYD 115511 UPC: 7-17119-11554-8
ISBN: 1-56730-500-8

U.S.A., 2010, 84 min., Color, In English.
DVD CAT. #: NYD 114611 UPC: 7-17119-11464-0 ISBN: 1-56730-498-2

“THE LOVE STORY OF THE YEAR.”
– Vanity Fair

Christopher Plummer Lynn Redgrave
Isabella Rossellini
Written, directed and animated by
Paul and Sandra Fierlinger

NOW AVAILABLE
ON DVD FROM
NEW YORKER FILMS

U.S.A., 2010, 82 min., Color, In English.

DVD CAT. #: NYD 114411
UPC: 7-17119-11444-2
ISBN: 1-56730-496-6

www.NewYorkerFilms.com

1 DVD Unit

$29

95
S.R.P.
each

Classic Films TV
Anatomy of a Murder
HHH1/2

Criterion, 161 min., not rated,
DVD: 2 discs, $29.95; Blu-ray:
$39.95

Jimmy Stewart is superb
as attorney Paul Biegler,
who argues the defense side
on a tricky murder case in Otto Preminger’s
mesmerizing 1959 legal thriller, a film that
revels in the ambiguities of justice and is
adapted from the same-titled novel by Michigan Supreme Court justice John Voelker (who
wrote under the pen name Robert Traver). Ben
Gazzara costars as the defendant, Lt. Frederick
Manion, a hot-headed army officer, with Lee
Remick playing Laura, his wife, whose assertion that she was raped by the victim supports
Manion’s claim of temporary insanity. The
stellar cast also includes Arthur O’Connell
as Biegler’s pal, Parnell McCarthy; Eve Arden
as secretary Maida; and rising star George C.
Scott in a small but pivotal role as Claude
Dancer, an assistant state’s attorney general
who takes over the prosecution late in the trial (scenes crackle when Stewart and Scott spar
with witnesses and one another—the folksy
but cagey country lawyer versus the smart,
sarcastic, thoroughly urban legal eagle). Duke
Ellington provides the swinging score (and
makes a cameo appearance). Remastered for
DVD and bowing on Blu-ray, this Criterion
Collection edition features extras including
new and archival interviews, a featurette on
graphic designer Saul Bass (who designed the
credits sequence), behind-the-scenes footage,
excerpts from a work-in-progress “making-of”
documentary, and a booklet. Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Annie Hall HHH1/2

MGM, 93 min., PG, Blu-ray:
$24.99

After a series of successful
comedies that combined
spoof, farce, and satire,
Woody Allen delivered his
first personal film and most sophisticated to
date: Annie Hall. Like his earlier works, this
now-classic 1977 film features memories seen
through the lens of a comedian’s exaggerated
perspective, coupled with wish-fulfillment
fantasy, and even an animated sequence, but
in this case ties them all to a love affair viewed
from the perspective of a New York comic not
unlike Allen himself (intellectual, neurotic,
socially clumsy). Writer-director Allen stars
as Alvy Singer, and Diane Keaton—Allen’s
then real-life paramour—is Annie Hall, a
free-spirited singer who is equally anxious
and endearingly kooky in her own right.
The two are introduced by Alvy’s best friend,
Rob (Tony Roberts), and the storyline follows
their relationship from that first meeting to
their (inevitable?) break-up, with Allen tossing out the usual rom-com conventions for
his own brand of humor. But under the gags
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and self-effacing jokes is an affecting portrait
of two people who fall in love but then, as
they grow and follow their own careers and
desires, go their separate ways. Annie Hall
won four Academy Awards—Best Picture,
Best Director, Best Actress, and Best Original
Screenplay—and announced to the world
that Allen was a filmmaker with greater ambitions than spoofing foreign movies, Russian
literature, and Jewish neuroses. Handsomely
remastered for Blu-ray, this is highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Bellissima HHH1/2

eOne, 114 min., in Italian
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.98

The third film from Italian auteur Luchino Visconti
is set amidst Rome’s working
class, but his earlier neorealist style is replaced here with a much denser
dramatic approach. Anna Magnani powers
this 1951 movie with a full-bodied portrayal
of Maddalena Cecconi, a hardworking wife
and mother who grooms her 5-year-old
daughter, Maria (Tina Apicella), for a screen
test—spending money the family can’t afford
on a longshot dream of success. Although
Bellissima is both satire and sad commentary
on the tawdry reality of the monetary side
of show business, the characters’ desperate
attempts to survive hard times in postwar
Rome make it more painfully human than
humorous. Visconti deftly choreographs the
chaos and cacophony of the city’s vibrant
culture, and at the center of every scene is
Maddalena, a force of nature muscling her
way through the maze of auditions and lessons, tossing off comments and complaints
in a nearly nonstop stream-of-consciousness
monologue that at times builds to shouting
matches with neighbors, film personnel,
and fellow stage mothers. Maddalena can be
maddening, her will and her fantasies riding
roughshod over good sense, but you have
to respect her impassioned determination
and love, and Magnani delivers a showcase
performance in the role. A masterpiece of
Italian cinema, this is highly recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Big Love: The Complete
Fifth Season HHH
HBO, 4 discs, 600 min., TVMA, DVD: $59.99

“Why are you trying my
family unmercifully?” Bill
Henrickson (Bill Paxton)
asks God during the fifth
and final season of the HBO series Big Love.
Better he should ask himself, since it’s largely
his actions and decisions that have created for
Bill a tower of tribulation. As fans know, Bill’s
a polygamist, with three wives (Jeanne Tripplehorn as Barb, Chloe Sevigny as Nicki, and
Ginnifer Goodwin as Margene), a whole pas-
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sel o’ children, and a stubborn, idealistic, and
sometimes rather dim disposition. Having
previously won a seat in the Utah State Senate,
he’s decided to reveal that his brood observes
“the principle of plural marriage”; he’s also
determined to fight a steep uphill battle for
public acceptance. Serious consequences
ensue: many who voted Bill into office,
including employees at his Home Plus store,
feel betrayed; he may be impeached as soon
as he’s sworn in; his kids are bullied; and the
mainstream Mormon church actively shuns
him and his family. Meanwhile, the wives are
squabbling again: Barb starts drinking and
considers joining a reform sect that opposes
polygamy, Marg loses her gig pitching products on TV (she also makes a confession that
puts Bill in serious legal jeopardy), and Nicki,
by her own description, is “spiteful, jealous,
and mean.” Artfully written, acted (others in
the outstanding cast include veterans Bruce
Dern, Mary Kay Place, Grace Zabriskie, and
Ellen Burstyn), and directed, Big Love was a
consistently first-rate show. Compiling all 10
episodes of the 2011 final season, DVD extras
include episode mini-commentaries and
a retrospective featurette. Recommended.
(S. Graham)

Borgia—Faith and Fear:
Season One HH
Lionsgate, 3 discs, 690 min.,
not rated, DVD: $39.98

Initially titled just Borgia, this series— created
and produced by Tom Fontana for European TV and
originally shown in the U.S. as a Netflix
streaming exclusive—was rebranded for
home video in order to avoid confusion with
Showtime’s The Borgias—an understandable
concern, since the two cable historical dramas are based on the story of the notorious
Borgia family. While this version tries to
titillate with obligatory cable-TV sex mixed
in with the corruption and rampant religious
hypocrisy, Borgia is simply not as smart or
as dramatically compelling as Showtime’s
series, let alone as savvy in its portrayal
of politics (furthermore, the background
history is harder to follow). John Doman
lacks the thespian command and complexity brought by Jeremy Irons to the leading
role of Rodrigo, who uses his political wiles
to become Pope, while the portrayal of the
Borgias here as a clan of unpredictable,
unrestrained individuals scrapping among
themselves is less interesting than the more
complicated relationships of the Showtime
version. In addition, Borgia fails on the most
basic level to explain how these wild cards
managed to become the most powerful family in Italy. Compiling all 12 episodes from
the 2011 debut season, DVD extras include
a “making-of” featurette. Bottom line: The
Borgias is the better series to collect. An
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)
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Come Blow Your Horn
HH1/2

Olive, 112 min., not rated,
DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95

Frank Sinatra headlines
this 1963 film based on
Neil Simon’s first Broadway play, Come Blow Your
Horn—essentially a sex romp by way of a
coming-of-age comedy. Ol’ Blue Eyes is Alan
Baker, a freewheeling sales exec who fled his
suburban home (and the wrath of his father,
played by a bellowing Lee J. Cobb) for New
York City, where he is now joined by his
younger brother Buddy (Tony Bill)—whom
Alan instructs in the fine art of womanizing. Playing like a cartoonish version of the
Mad Men ethos, where philanderers treat the
female sex as a buffet for their enjoyment,
this adaptation by screenwriter Norman Lear
and director Bud Yorkin simply ups the ante
on the stereotypes, from Jill St. John as a
dizzy bimbo, to Yiddish theater legend Molly
Picon as the quintessential Jewish mother,
to the lavish fantasy of a spacious New York
apartment. Sinatra has a few too many years
under his belt to realistically play 21-yearold Buddy’s older sibling, but otherwise it’s
a natural part for the crooner, who’s all easy
confidence and wolfish charm. Like many a
stage adaptation from the era, this one rarely
wanders away from the set (namely, the big
bachelor-pad), and the story itself is weighed
down by dated clichés. What it does have
going for it, however, is Simon’s masterful
comic dialogue and the chemistry of the cast.
Presented on DVD and Blu-ray, this is a strong
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

CSI: Grave Danger
HHH

Paramount, 2 discs, 85 min.,
not rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$24.99

Quentin Tarantino directed this 2005 two-part
finale to the fifth season of the hit procedural
series, and it’s arguably the high-water mark
of the show to date, kind of like a mini-movie
set within the CSI universe. You can see the
Tarantino touch in his pop-culture references, entertaining dialogue digressions, and
inspired celeb guest spots (Tony Curtis, Frank
Gorshin, John Saxon), but the auteur’s real
contribution lies in the way he connects to
the characters and draws on their backstories while they search for their kidnapped
colleague, Nick (George Eads). Gil (William
Petersen) uses his entomology expertise,
Catherine (Marg Helgenberger) calls on her
gangster father, Sam (Scott Wilson), and the
rest of the crew pitches in to do whatever
needs to be done. Tarantino slows the pace
and stirs in plenty of narrative play and sharp
turns, but he remains true to the style of the
show and integrity of its characters. Previously available as part of CSI: The Complete
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Fifth Season, extras on this Blu-ray/DVD
combo set include the featurette “CSI—Tarantino Style” (also found on the earlier set).
For those who don’t already own season five,
this is recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The David Susskind
Show: How to Be a
Jewish Son HHH

S’More, 90 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.98

You don’t have to be Jewish to get a kick out of this
legendary 1970 episode from
The David Susskind Show. Although Susskind
has faded into obscurity, his talk show—especially during the 1960s—distinguished itself
for its often abrasive host, who readily tackled
hot-button topics…but not on this night.
Here, the panel includes producer/director
Mel Brooks, comedian David Steinberg, actor
George Segal, How to Be a Jewish Mother author
Dan Greenburg, “pizza king” Larry Goldberg,
and designer Stan Herman (who has since
come out, making Susskind’s inquiries about
his romantic life a little cringe-worthy).
Much, it seems, to the chagrin of Steinberg
and some of the others, Brooks steals the
show, whether he’s channeling Myron Cohen
and Fred Astaire, lapsing into characters, or
making the offhand joke (his non-Jewish
wife, Anne Bancroft, he observes, “doesn’t
have to convert; she’s a star”). Don’t expect
deep insights into the Jewish psyche beyond
the inevitable gags about guilt, although there
is a wonderful moment when Susskind jumps
in because he thinks “chuppah”—a canopy
used in Jewish weddings—is an obscene
word. The best moments, however, come
from the heart, such as when Brooks praises
his “gutsy” mother, who emigrated from
Russia. Although dated, this is time-capsule
television for viewers of a certain age—the
comedy equivalent of chicken soup for the
soul. Recommended. (D. Liebenson)

Downton Abbey: Season
2 HHH1/2
PBS, 3 discs, 540 min., not
rated, DVD: $44.99, Blu-ray:
$49.99

Following the enormous
success of the first season
of the BBC’s elegant period
soap opera, writer Julian Fellowes picks up
where the previous run ended, with the
aristocratic Crawleys and their many servants facing the outbreak of World War I.
The second season of Downton Abbey covers the years of conflict, during which the
estate presided over by Robert Crawley, Earl
of Grantham (Hugh Bonneville), and his
American wife, Cora (Elizabeth McGovern),
is transformed into a hospital for wounded
veterans, although the emphasis remains on
the household’s emotional entanglements.
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Will headstrong Lady Mary (Michelle Dockery) wed ruthless press baron Sir Richard
Carlisle (Iain Glen) to save her family from
scandal, or will she wind up with her true
love, cousin Matthew (Dan Stevens), who
is engaged to sweet Lavinia (Zoe Boyle) but
comes home from the front seriously injured?
Will the earl’s long-suffering manservant
Bates (Brendan Coyle) secure a divorce from
his nasty wife in order to wed loyal housemaid Anna (Joanne Froggatt)? Will Lady Sybil
(Jessica Brown Findlay) ever be allowed to
marry lowly chauffeur Branson (Allen Leech)?
Happily, the scene-stealing Maggie Smith is
still on hand as dowager Lady Violet, ready
to puncture even the most serious moment
with some nugget of waspish wit. Presenting all nine episodes as originally aired on
British television (before being re-edited
for American broadcast on PBS’s Masterpiece
Classic series in 2011), DVD extras include
three behind-the-scenes featurettes. Highly
recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Fades: Season One
HHH
BBC, 2 discs, 338 min., not
rated, DVD: $34.98, Blu-ray:
$39.98

Britain’s latest foray into
supernatural TV is a mix
of ghost story and zombie
tale, a spooky, palpably creepy show about:
spirits of the dead trapped on Earth (the
“Fades” of the title), the humans who can
see them (called “Angelics”), and the possibility of apocalypse. At least that’s what
high school outcast Paul (Iain De Caestecker)
worries about when his newfound Angelic
abilities manifest and immaterial spirits
start devouring people in order to become
reborn as physical beings—some kind of mix
of vampire, zombie, and immortal. Social
anxieties and young love seem rather small
next to an end of the world scenario, but try
telling that to a hormonal Star Wars geek in
love with the best friend of his popular twin
sister, Anna (Lily Loveless). Paul winds up
becoming a reluctant member of a scruffy
cabal of Angelics who are out to destroy the
Fades (essentially by condemning them to
eternal death), and eventually collides with
the Angelics’ leader, Neil (Johnny Harris),
before proposing a different approach. In
some ways The Fades plays like a darker version of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, only with less
cheeky humor and more spectral atmosphere.
Compiling all six episodes—airing in the U.S.
in 2011 on Blu-ray and DVD, extras include
a behind-the-scenes featurette, interviews,
deleted scenes, and outtakes. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Far From the Madding Crowd HHH1/2
PBS, 208 min., not rated, DVD: $24.99

This Masterpiece Classic-aired adaptation
of Thomas Hardy’s 19th-century novel
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of jealousy, murder, and
marriage in England’s rural
West Country makes for
fine costume-drama fare.
Where John Schlesinger’s
1967 big-screen version emphasized star power over
faithful adherence to the
text, this production makes
Hardy’s Wessex sheep country seem like a
dismally claustrophobic pressure cooker—a
place where secrets aren’t kept for long.
Paloma Baeza shines as young farm-owning
mistress Bathsheba, alternating shades of
strong feminine self-assertion and complete
vulnerability to effectively nail the dual essence of her character. Bathsheba’s coquettish charm, power, and seeming availability
initially seduce quietly intense farmhand
Gabriel Oak (Nathaniel Parker), who works
for her as a shepherd. But her bad judgment
results in a neighboring wealthy landowner—the elderly, simpering Mr. Boldwood
(Nigel Terry)—falling madly in love with
her. Bathsheba then—defying all logic and
sense—becomes attracted to one of the most
callous scum-buckets in literary history, the
sword-playing peacock, Sergeant Troy (Jonathan Firth), who’s in love with someone else
but sees Bathsheba as a challenge to be won.
Soon enough, Bathsheba’s seemingly endless

series of ill-judged choices lead to disastrous
and deadly consequences. While this production is sauced up a bit in the bedroom, it’s also
deftly attuned to the more graphically morbid
aspects of the novel. Highly recommended.
(M. Sandlin)

Game of Thrones: The
Complete First Season
HHHH

HBO, 5 discs, 600 min., TVMA, DVD: $59.99, Blu-ray:
$79.99

Pay cable is always looking for the next buzz show—
one that will get people talking, watching,
and subscribing. HBO’s Game of Thrones
delivers, serving up an epic fantasy set in a
medieval world of warring kingdoms, cutthroat royal families, barbarians, dragons,
and some undefined evil kept at bay (at least
until now) behind a massive wall taller than
a skyscraper. Based on George R.R. Martin’s
ongoing fantasy series A Song of Ice and Fire
and faithfully adapted for TV with big-screen
production values, Game of Thrones features
a vast canvas of characters, stories, and
landscapes, as dynasties plot their way to
power through marriages, war, and political
gamesmanship, and an exiled princess unites
the barbarian hordes of a land across the

water to take back her familial legacy. The
casting is superb (especially Peter Dinklage
in an Emmy-winning performance as Tyrion
Lannister, the ruling clan’s “black sheep”—a
man with a fierce intelligence hidden under
a clownish front), the production values are
amazing, and the writing is intelligent and
surprising, with major figures sacrificed to
the ruthlessness of the story. Garnering 13
Emmy nominations (and winning two), the
10-episode 2011 debut season bows on DVD
and Blu-ray with extras including select audio
commentaries, behind-the-scenes featurettes,
and character profiles, while the Blu-ray
version adds exclusive bonuses such as an
interactive guide and an in-depth episode
anatomy. Highly recommended. Editor’s
Choice. (S. Axmaker)

The Indian Doctor: Series
1 HHH
BFS, 2 discs, 225 min., not
rated, DVD: $34.98

This 2010 first season of
the BBC-aired series follows
the personal and professional odyssey of Dr. Prem
Sharma (Sanjeev Bhaskar), an Indian physician who comes to Great Britain in 1963
with his wife Kamini (Ayesha Dharker). Prem
arrives as part of a British government effort

Once a noble samurai, he is now the most feared assassin in Japan, known
only as Lone Wolf. Along with his young son and a heavily-armed baby cart,
he travels the back roads of feudal Japan in search of vengeance.
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to import doctors to fill gaps in the National
Health Service, but rather than serving as
expected in London, he’s assigned to the
Welsh coal mining village of Trefelin. Not
surprisingly, a culture clash divides the Indian couple and the Welsh villagers—both
sides have problems understanding the others’ accents and distinctive approaches to the
English language. But the initial confusion
quickly gives way to somewhat thorny plots
that touch on mining health hazards, the
relationship between Prem and a miner’s widow, and the sense of physical and emotional
isolation that gnaws at Kamini. Both Bhaskar
and Dharker turn in wonderful performances
as immigrants who try to navigate unfamiliar surroundings, while Mark Williams is
particularly strong as mine manager Richard
Sharpe, who doesn’t always have his workers’
best interests in mind. The Indian Doctor manages to avoid soap opera histrionics, thanks
to Bill Armstrong’s intelligent screenplays
and thoughtful co-direction by Tim Whitby
and creator Deep Sehgal. This five-episode
first season ends with a few cliffhangers that
will undoubtedly make viewers eager for the
follow-up. Recommended. (P. Hall)

Jane By Design: Volume
One HH1/2

Buena Vista, 2 discs, 435 min.,
TV-14, DVD: $29.99

This ABC Family series
stars Erica Dasher as teenaged orphan Jane Quimby,
who applies for an internship at a fashion house and—as a result of
mistaken identity—winds up being hired
as the personal assistant to top executive
Gray Chandler Murray (Andie MacDowell).
Think of it as the high school answer to The
Devil Wears Prada, with Dasher somehow
juggling the roles of student and globe-trotting professional. Not surprisingly, office
politics and workplace competitiveness are
essentially mirrored in the social cliques of
high school, where our teenage style guru is
considered an oddball with offbeat tastes.
Complicating matters is the fact that she’s
keeping the whole double-life thing a secret
from big brother Ben (David Clayton Rogers)—the only family she has left—although
she’s aided by her best friend, Billy (Nick
Roux), another outcast who’s secretly dating
Lulu (Meagan Tandy), the most popular girl
in school. Like a lot of ABC Family shows,
the stories are familiar, while the characters
are plucky and likable—leading lives that
don’t slip into the viciousness, salaciousness,
and melodramatic excesses of their cousins
on nighttime network soaps like Gossip Girl.
While Jane By Design is not the best example
of the formula, it’s a perfectly harmless and,
at times, rather charming show. Compiling
the first 10 episodes from the 2012 debut
season, this is a strong optional purchase.
(S. Axmaker)
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The Killing: The
Complete First Season
HH1/2

Fox, 587 min., not rated, DVD:
4 discs, $39.98; Blu-ray: 3
discs, $49.99

AMC’s remake of the
Danish police detective series Forbrydelsen relocates the dark murder
mystery from Denmark to Seattle, where
veteran homicide investigator Sarah Linden
(Mireille Enos)—on what was to be her
last day on the job—is assigned a case: the
slaying of 17-year-old Rosie Larsen (Katie
Findlay). This particular killing will become
all-consuming to Linden, a twisty-turny
investigation that involves a local political
campaign, a covert romance, a possible terrorist threat, and a prostitution ring. Linden
comes across as a very different kind of TV
cop; neither smart-alecky nor neurotically
brilliant, she’s a workaday detective who
tends to become too personally involved
(she’s supposed to be leaving for California
to get married). Michelle Forbes is heartwrenchingly effective as Rosie’s mother,
whose grief slips into crippling depression;
Joel Kinnaman is appropriately annoying as
the former vice squad officer who was supposed to replace Linden and instead joins
her in the investigation; and Billy Campbell
is both sympathetic and suspect as the city
councilman and mayoral candidate who
struggles to maintain his integrity after he’s
indirectly linked to the crime. At its best, The
Killing is a moody, handsomely shot show that
observes the ripples of devastation affecting
survivors; at its worst, it slips into clichés
and drawn-out sequences that occasionally
stall the story. Presenting all 13 episodes of
the 2011 debut season on DVD and Blu-ray,
extras include an extended cut of the finale,
audio commentaries, a behind-the-scenes
featurette, deleted scenes, and a gag reel. A
strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Last of the Mohicans
HHH

Hen’s Tooth, 92 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.95

Randolph Scott stars as
Hawkeye—a trapper-frontiersman roaming the wilds
of the New World during
the French and Indian wars—in filmmaker
George B. Seitz’s 1936 version of James Fenimore Cooper’s adventure classic. Hawkeye
travels with Chingachgook (Robert Barrat),
the last chief of the Mohican tribe, and Uncas (Phillip Reed), Chingachgook’s son, and
initially refuses to join the conflict against
the French but does become involved when
he rescues a British officer and two British
women from an ambush. Philip Dunne’s
screenplay takes some liberties with the
novel, notably adding a romance between
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Hawkeye and Alice (Binnie Barnes), the
daughter of a British colonel fighting on the
frontier (Michael Mann credits this script as
a source for his 1992 adaptation with Daniel
Day-Lewis), which overshadows the relationship between Uncas and Cora, Alice’s younger
sister, as portrayed in Cooper’s story (and the
1920 silent version). Scott is a strong-willed
but civilized Hawkeye, and some impressive
outdoor footage mixed in amidst stage-bound
scenes in studio forests adds to the effectiveness. Clearly a product of its era (white actors
play the Native Americans), this version
nevertheless offers a dignified presentation
of the tribes, and—for all the nation-building
patriotism at the end—an interesting take on
a particular time and place. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Malcolm X HHH1/2

Warner, 2 discs, 201 min., PG13, Blu-ray: $34.99

Spike Lee’s most ambitious film to date, 1992’s
Malcolm X is an epic biographical drama centered
on the controversial civil rights leader, with a
superb Oscar-nominated Denzel Washington
in the title role. Lee traces his subject’s life
and education from his early days as a street
criminal, through his days as a fiery orator
charging up the Black Pride movement, and
up to his ultimate falling out with the Nation
of Islam. Throughout, Lee presents Malcolm
as a thoughtful leader, challenging and confronting racial injustice with both words and
action, but also evolving through the years, as
we see in the last act of his life when Malcolm
embraces a more humanist and nonviolent
approach, a shift inspired by his journey to
Mecca just before his assassination. Bowing
on Blu-ray in an illustrated digi-book edition,
Malcolm X features the same supplements
as the earlier DVD special edition: audio
commentary by Lee and his collaborators,
deleted scenes, a “making-of” featurette, and
a bonus DVD with the 1972 Oscar-nominated
documentary Malcolm X—a superb nonfiction companion to the dramatized portrait
of this major 20th-century figure. Highly
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Manhattan HHH1/2

MGM, 96 min., R, Blu-ray:
$24.99

Shot in widescreen blackand-white and set to the
music of George Gershwin,
1979’s Manhattan is a serious
movie about troubled relationships and failing marriages, with filmmaker Woody Allen
starring as Isaac, a twice-divorced, middleaged TV writer still fighting with his ex-wife,
Jill (Meryl Streep), and dating an adoring
teenage girl, Tracy (Mariel Hemingway), who
doesn’t challenge his fragile ego. Isaac is far
from admirable, especially when he also
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falls for Mary (Diane Keaton), mistress of his
married best friend, Yale (Michael Murphy).
Writing with his Annie Hall collaborator, Marshall Brickman, Allen plays it all in a comic
key, but under the jokes are sharp and painful
observations of hypocrisy, cynicism, and a
fear of genuine emotional engagement—at
least among the males—in modern relationships. The characters are for the most part
intellectuals and artists, men and women
who use words and ideas as shields—as
well as to seduce—with the exception of
Hemingway’s high school student, whose
plainspoken manner conveys trust, honesty,
and an endearing naïveté. The handsome
cinematography (by the great Gordon Willis)
and the romantic employment of music have
also made this a valentine to New York City;
perhaps more than any other film, Manhattan has identified Allen as a Big Apple artist.
Nicely remastered for Blu-ray, this is highly
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Mystery Science Theater
3000: XXIII HHH
Shout! Factory, 4 discs, 480
min., not rated, DVD: $59.98

Although the formula for
this low-rent TV series—
namely, a guy and a couple
of robots making caustic
remarks about bad movies they’re watching—practically screams short shelf life,
Mystery Science Theater 3000 turned into a cult
smash, with die-hard devotees exhibiting an
insatiable appetite for more, hence this 23rd
collection of DVDs culled from the series.
This set boasts two efforts from notorious
exploitation-movie producer Robert L. Lippert—1955’s King Dinosaur, a hilariously cheap
combination of sci-fi epic and prehistoric
adventure, and 1948’s Last of the Wild Horses,
a low-budget, cliché-ridden western. Also
included are 1969’s The Castle of Fu Manchu,
probably Christopher Lee’s worst film, rightly
described by fan Frank Conniff in his brief
introduction as incoherent; and a busted TV
pilot from prolific producer Quinn Martin,
1977’s Code Name: Diamond Head, about a
secret agent (Roy Thinnes) in Hawaii. All four
entries are accompanied by the customary
derisive commentary, as are the introductory
shorts (including one about a farm family’s
visit to the state fair, and another about the
dangers of reckless driving). DVD extras
include featurettes on Lippert and Martin,
and MST3K promos. Sure to please fans, this
is recommended. (F. Swietek)

A Night to Remember HHH1/2

Criterion, 123 min., not rated, DVD: 2 discs,
$29.95; Blu-ray: $39.95

Two years after Twentieth Century Fox
released the melodramatic 1953 disaster
film Titanic, Walter Lord’s meticulously researched book A Night to Remember became
a phenomenal bestseller. Three years after
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that, the book was brought
to the screen in this riveting 1958 British production
that remains the definitive
realistic dramatization of
the tragedy, adhering to the
known facts of the time and
achieving a documentarylike immediacy that matches (and in some
ways surpasses) James Cameron’s beloved
epic that was released 39 years later. While
the film erroneously perpetuates the oncecommon belief that Titanic sunk in one piece
(instead of breaking in half as its bow began
to plunge), many other misconceptions are
accurately corrected, and the intelligent
screenplay by thrill-master Eric Ambler is
a model of factual suspense. Although the
film features a handful of recognizable actors—including Kenneth More, Honor Blackman, and a young David McCallum—the
real star of director Roy Ward Baker’s film is
the Titanic itself, a symbol of the excessive
confidence of the booming industrial age.
Presented on DVD and Blu-ray, this Criterion
Collection release features extras including
an audio commentary, a 1993 “making-of”
documentary, the 2006 BBC documentary
“The Iceberg That Sank the Titanic,” archival
interviews with survivors, and a booklet.
Highly recommended. (J. Shannon)

Nurse Jackie: Season
Three HHH

Lionsgate, 334 min., not rated,
DVD: 3 discs, $39.99; Blu-ray:
2 discs, $39.99

Television thrives on
damaged heroes. Showtime’s Jackie Peyton (Edie
Falco)—head nurse in a New York hospital
emergency room—is an extreme example:
wife, mother, fiercely dedicated professional,
and wickedly vindictive woman, Jackie is
also addicted to pharmaceutical painkillers. The 2011 third season opens with TV’s
most functional drug addict walking out of
an intervention arranged by her husband,
Kevin (Dominic Fumusa), and her best friend,
Eleanor (Eve Best)—the flinty doctor who was
also one of her reliable drug sources—after
which she takes more desperate measures
to secure her supply while the walls of her
once-compartmentalized life come falling
down. Nurse Jackie is ostensibly a comedy,
although the humor is often painful, with
Falco’s character both resilient and flawed,
at once generous and self-centered. “We
have got to stop trying to save people who
don’t want to be saved,” complains Jackie at
one point, saying more about herself than
her patient. The repercussions of her actions
reverberate through her marriage, her friendships, and finally (causing the most hurt) her
relationships with her two daughters, Grace
(Ruby Jerins) and Fiona (Mackenzie Aladjem).
Serving up a perceptive take on the nature of
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addiction, this set compiling all 12 episodes
from season three also features select audio
commentaries, behind-the-scene featurettes,
and a gag reel. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Out HHH

Acorn, 2 discs, 302 min., not
rated, DVD: $39.99

A gritty gangland British
TV drama, this six-part 1978
miniseries centers on Frank
Ross (Tom Bell), released
after an eight-year prison
stretch for a botched robbery and so intent on
tracking down the snitch responsible for the
job going sour that he has little time to deal
with his institutionalized wife, troubled teenaged son, needy mistress, or a buddy who’s
deeply in debt to dangerous creditors. Ross’s
convoluted search for the truth involves a
wide array of criminal types—as well as corrupt cops—and by the time the credits roll
many have been severely injured. Although
Bell’s central performance is rather impassive,
Out features an excellent supporting cast,
including Norman Rodway as Ross’s steely
nemesis, DI Bryce, and a young Brian Cox
as crime lord Tom McGrath. And the atmosphere of London’s dark side in the 1970s is
well captured, although due to the program’s
age the visuals aren’t very crisp; night scenes
in particular look somewhat murky. Regardless, viewers interested in British crime drama
will easily make allowances in view of the
engrossing narrative which steadily ratchets
up the tension. DVD extras include episode
audio commentaries by writer Trevor Preston,
director Jim Goddard, and producer Barry
Hanson. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Spiders HH1/2

Kino, 173 min., not rated,
DVD: $29.95

Fritz Lang was one of the
most influential directors of
the silent era and arguably
the most important German filmmaker of his time,
but before he made his most enduring epics—including Metropolis—Lang specialized
in globetrotting adventure serials such as The
Spiders, a two-part silent thriller from 1919–20
featuring hidden treasures, criminal gangs,
daring robberies, and expeditions to the
jungles of South America and India. The title
refers to a crime syndicate ruled by femme
fatale Lio Sha (Ressel Orla), whose nemesis
is a far less colorful figure, San Francisco
adventurer Kay Hoog (Carl de Vogt), who has
set off in search of a lost Incan civilization
shown on a map drawn by a missing Harvard
professor. The complicated plots—with stolen
clues, kidnappings, and last-minute daring
escapes from disaster—seem to be inspired
by the works of Louis Feuillade in France, but
the exotic locations (suggested by impressive
sets) are pure Lang, and the conspiratorial
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schemes anticipate the filmmaker’s fascination with secret organizations and ruthless
crime bosses revealed in later works such as
Dr. Mabuse and M. In the arc of Lang’s career,
this is a minor work, more of a lark than a
classic, but an awfully entertaining silent
serial nonetheless. Featuring a synthesizer
score by Ben Model, this is a strong optional
purchase. (S. Axmaker)

A Star Is Born HHH1/2

Kino, 111 min., not rated,
DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95

The original 1937 version
of A Star Is Born introduced
the quintessential showbiz
drama—a grand fable of
Hollywood stardom done up with romantic
glamour and tragic melodrama and a cynical
undercurrent of caustic wit (the script was cowritten by Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell,
and Robert Carson). Janet Gaynor plays Esther Blodgett, whose Cinderella-story rise to
movie stardom is counterbalanced by the fall
of her husband, former-matinee-idol-turnedbitter-alcoholic Norman Maine (Fredric
March). Gaynor’s milk-fed wholesomeness
is a tad corny next to March’s worldly cynicism, but she’s a star through and through,
and Adolphe Menjou brings a lively spark to
the proceedings as Oliver Niles, a mercenary
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agent with a singsong patter. An Oscar-winner for both story and cinematography, A Star
Is Born was another prestige project from the
prolific William A. Wellman, who directed
Wings (which won the first-ever Oscar for
Best Picture), and it remains one of the great
Hollywood self-portraits (remade twice, once
in 1954 with Judy Garland and James Mason,
and again in 1976 with Barbra Streisand and
Kris Kristofferson). While there are numerous DVD editions of this version available,
most are mediocre or downright poor. Kino
has remastered this early Technicolor feature
for both Blu-ray and DVD from an original
nitrate 35mm print, and while the image
appears soft and somewhat mushy next to
better-preserved color films of the era, it’s still
the best-looking home video edition on the
market. Extras include a stills gallery. Highly
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

A Streetcar Named
Desire HHHH

Warner, 125 min., PG, Blu-ray:
$34.99

Elia Kazan’s 1951 cinematic version of Tennessee
Williams’s classic play is a
Hollywood landmark, both for pushing the
subject matter envelope and for showcasing
the more naturalistic “method” performance
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approach that Kazan and actors Marlon
Brando, Kim Hunter, and Karl Malden
brought to the original Broadway production. The film was both controversial (the
Legion of Decency pressured Warner to cut
Kazan’s original final-release version by
three minutes) and a sensation, earning 12
Academy Award nominations and taking
home four Oscars, including Best Actress for
Vivien Leigh as Blanche DuBois, a deluded
flower of the old South; Best Supporting
Actress for Hunter as Stella, Blanche’s sister;
and Best Supporting Actor for Malden as
Mitch, Blanche’s gentleman caller. But it
was Kazan’s searing direction and Brando’s
raw performance as Stella’s working-class
husband, Stanley Kowalski, that riveted
audiences and made Streetcar a vibrant work
for the ages. The deleted scenes were rediscovered in the early 1990s and restored for a
new release in theaters and on home video,
and in 1999 the film was selected by the
Library of Congress for preservation in the
National Film Registry. The Blu-ray debut
features the restored work, along with extras
including the feature-length documentary
Elia Kazan: A Director’s Journey, audio commentary by Malden and film historian Rudy
Behlmer, five featurettes, outtakes, and
Brando’s screen test. An essential addition
to any library of great American cinema, this
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is highly recommended. Editor’s Choice.
(S. Axmaker)

Underdog: Complete
Collector’s Edition
HH1/2

Shout! Factory, 9 discs, 1,290
min., not rated, DVD: $69.98

Oh where, oh where has
my Underdog gone? The
once high-flying superhero
has only previously been available on VHS
and DVD in episode compilations and his
iconic balloon incarnation no longer graces
Macy’s Thanksgiving parade. But Underdog
is restored to his former glory in this compilation of all 62 episodes from the show’s presyndication three-year run from 1964-1967,
a set that will especially resonate with Baby
Boomers. That being said, a little Underdog
goes a long way: while it features the crude
stylized look of the Jay Ward school of animation, it lacks the sly and subversive wit that
made Rocky and Bullwinkle a hit with kids as
well as college students. Underdog (indelibly
voiced by Wally Cox) was the heroic alter-ego
of humble and loveable Shoeshine Boy, who
transformed into the caped canine with each
call for help. Kids loved both his rhyming
couplets (“There’s no need to fear/Underdog
is here”) and memorable villain Simon Bar
Sinister’s “Simon says” threats. Filling out
each episode were lesser cartoons, including Go Go Gophers and Commander McBragg,
which feature unfortunate cultural and
racial stereotypes. DVD extras include select
cartoon commentaries, a retrospective featurette, two bonus cartoons, and a booklet. A
strong optional purchase. (D. Liebenson)

Vanya on 42nd Street
HHH

Criterion, 119 min., PG, DVD:
$29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95

Neither documentary,
theatrical performance, nor
traditional screen adaptation, Vanya on 42nd Street
reunites Louis Malle with his My Dinner
with Andre stars—Andre Gregory and Wallace Shawn—for a performance of Anton
Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya as a rehearsal/reading. Gregory had been staging this private
exploratory exercise for years with a group
of actors whenever their schedules would
permit, and Malle was invited to film the project, which was performed in street clothes
with impromptu props. Shawn, Julianne
Moore, Brooke Smith, George Gaynes, and
Larry Pine take the lead roles, with Gregory
directing and, occasionally, providing basic
narration between acts. Malle captures a
creative collaboration that has a life of its
own, a production staged for the pleasure of
the artists themselves, resulting in an intimate film that is as much about the actor’s
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art as the playwright’s drama. While the
outside world of New York City, circa 1994,
is never more than an echo of street noise or
a contemporary logo away, Malle reminds us
that the spell of a well-told story eclipses our
awareness of modern garb or minimal sets.
Making its second appearance on DVD and
first on Blu-ray, this handsome Criterion
Collection release features a new retrospective documentary with cast and crew interviews, as well as a booklet. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

The War Room HHH1/2

Criterion, 96 min., PG, DVD: 2
discs, $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95

In this classic 1993 documentary, legendary filmmakers D.A. Pennebaker
and Chris Hegedus take
viewers behind the scenes
of Bill Clinton’s 1992 presidential run,
from the New Hampshire primary to his
election-night win. The War Room isn’t so
much a hard-hitting exposé as it is a nutsand-bolts look at the way campaigns are run
on a day-to-day level, as staffers schedule
appearances, field questions/requests from
reporters, and react to breaking stories and
the continual eruption of new challenges.
In fact, the candidate is largely off-screen
here, while odd-couple consultants James
Carville and George Stephanopoulos dominate the film, which in many ways made
them into stars. Carville, with his striking
features, heavy Southern accent, and constant stream of quotable remarks (such as
calling Ross Perot’s third-party effort “...the
biggest single act of masturbation in the
history of the world”), takes the lead, while
the quieter Stephanopoulos is the bedrock
behind the scenes. Almost 20 years old, the
documentary depicts an already quaint era
of media politics, marked by a slower news
cycle, smaller landscape of cable news channels, and no defining Internet presence.
But the basic internal workings still have
contemporary relevance, and the cinema
vérité style favoring the almost larger-thanlife personalities makes it a very entertaining
as well as revealing film. Making its second
appearance on DVD and first on Blu-ray, this
Criterion Collection edition features plenty
of excellent supplements, including the follow-up 2008 documentary Return of the War
Room, a panel discussion (with surprise guest
Clinton), interviews, and a booklet. Highly
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Wizards HHH

Fox, 81 min., PG, Blu-ray:
$34.99

Maverick American animator Ralph Bakshi’s 1977
futuristic fantasy—a mix
of Tolkien-esque quest epic
and ’70s attitude set in the aftermath of the
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apocalypse—was the director’s first attempt
at a mainstream movie. The plot elements
are simple: centuries after nuclear war has
poisoned Earth, mutant monsters in the radioactive badlands are gathered into an army
by a dark wizard named Blackwolf (voiced by
Steve Gravers), which forces his good brother,
Avatar (Bob Holt), to embark on an odyssey
to stop Blackwolf and save the fairies and
elves and other cute beings populating the
reborn lands. Shot with a limited budget at
a time when animated features were considered kid’s stuff, it plays like a PG version of
an underground comic book made for the
big screen: Avatar is like Mel Brooks’s 2000
Year Old Man in a pointed cap; his protégé
Elinore (Jesse Welles) is a giggly, buxom fairy
girl; Blackwolf is a walking corpse who turns
to Hitler for inspiration; and robot assassin
Peace (David Proval) comes right out of the
imagination of legendary underground comics artist Vaughn Bode. Bowing on Blu-ray in
an illustrated digi-book package, this 35th anniversary edition features audio commentary
by Bakshi, the excellent interview featurette
“The Wizard of Animation,” and a stills gallery. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

More Boxed Sets
Da rk Shadows: T he
Complete Original Series (MPI, DVD: 131 discs,
$599.98). Timed to coincide
with the release of Tim
Burton’s feature film starring Johnny Depp as Barnabas Collins, this mammoth
box set compiles the entire 196671 fantasy soap series set in the mysterious
town of Collinsport, ME.
I, Claudius: The Complete Series—35th Anniversary Edition (Acorn,
DVD: 5 discs, $59.99). Winner of Emmy, BAFTA, and
Royal Television Society
awards, this newly-remastered 1976 classic BBC miniseries based on novels by Robert Graves
features a star-studded cast including Derek
Jacobi, Siân Phillips, and John Hurt.

Online
Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews
during May and June, including: Breakout
Kings: The Complete First Season, Come Fly
with Me: Season One, The Commander: Set
2, The Corsican Brothers, Hazel: The Complete Second Season, Letter Never Sent, The
Moment of Truth, Todd & the Book of Pure
Evil: The Complete First Season, World on a
Wire, and much more!
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Meet the New Source!

Rare, Hard-to-Find & Out-of-Print Titles from Stanford Media Group
MASTERFUL FILMS • REVEALING DOCS • CLASSIC TV

FANTASTIC PLANET Cannes Film Festival winner
and landmark of European animation. Rare DVD!
1973 / Accent Media • Letterboxed • 120 mins.
Animation • UPC: 73689911092 • $29.95

SHOAH Claude Lanzmann’s powerful French
Holocaust documentary. 1985 • 9 hours 26 mins.
Documentary • UPC: 717119510343 • 4 DVD Box
Set $159.95

JOHNNY LEGEND Presents THE ULTIMATE DRAGNET
Six programs, including the DVD premiere of the
long-lost first episode of one of the most popular
show of the 50s. 2009 • 75 min. • B&W • TV Classics
UPC: 895809001606 • $19.95

WEEKEND Hailed as one of Godard’s most important
films, it is a dark, comic, apocalyptic vision of the
end of capitalist society. 1967 • 105 mins.
UPC: 717119249540 • $39.95

THE POLISH AMERICANS Using vintage film footage,
family photos, personal recollections and experiences,
this documentary embodies Polish pride. 1998 • 90
mins. • Documentary • UPC: 658577007252 • $24.95

JONATHAN WINTERS: BIRTH OF A COMIC GENIUS
Jonathan Winters reinvents the concept of live comedy
in his early breakthrough roles. BONUS FEATURES!
2011 • 75 min. • B&W • TV Classics -UPC: 895809001521 • $19.95

NO MINIMUMS! FREE SHIPPING* WITHIN 72 HOURS!
CALL
(818)
824-4340

Ask for our full line listings
of CDS, DVDs, Blu-Ray, VHS
sales@stanfordmediagroup.com
P.O. Box 186, Du Quoin, IL 62832
*for all orders in the continental U.S. Some titles are in limited supply.
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Video Reviews
Ordering information for the videos reviewed in
this section can be found in the “Distributor
Addresses” listings at the back of the magazine.

HHHH= Excellent
HHH= Good
HH= Fair
H= Poor
PPR = Public Performance Rights
DD = Digital Download
Aud = Audience
K = Preschool-Kindergarten
E = Elementary (grades 1-3)
I = Intermediate (grades 4-6)
J = Jr. High (grades 7-8)
H = High School (grades 9-12)
C = Colleges & Universities
P = Public Libraries

CHILDREN’S
Adventures in Lalaloopsy Land: The
Search for Pillow HH1/2

(2011) 70 min. DVD: $16.98. Lionsgate (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Based on the insanely popular rag doll
toy franchise, this first movie showcases the
original eight cutesy girl characters, their lookalike young siblings, and their adorable pets.
The button-eyed-saccharine group is excited
when exhibitionist Peanut Big Top promises
the other girls a special surprise (anticipation
runs high, since her last revelation of an icerink-sized bowl of popcorn was a major hit).
However, plans are interrupted when practically narcoleptic pal Pillow Featherbed—who
even sleeps within her dreams—suddenly
disappears, and the rest of the gang come
up with character-trait-related ways to find
her (i.e., Crumbs Sugar Cookie wants to bake
Pillow’s favorite goodies and lure her with a
trail, while Mittens Fluff ‘N’ Stuff uses her skis
in the search). Thin on story while spotlighting toy accessories such as the school bus and
the Ferris wheel, this commercial pabulum is
sure-to-be-popular, but strictly optional. Aud:
P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Children Make Terrible Pets HHH1/2

(2011) 8 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide included).
Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed captioned.
ISBN: 0-545-39835-5.

Narrated by Emily Eiden, with rollicking
music by Jack Sundrud and Rusty Young,
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this animated adaptation of the 2010 book
by Peter Brown (honored as the New York
Times Best Illustrated Book of the Year) won
the 2012 Carnegie Medal for Excellence in
Children’s Video. While singing and twirling her way through the forest, tutu-clad girl
bear Lucy comes across the “cutest critter”:
a young human boy. Taking him home to
Mama, the high-energy Lucy swears to take
responsibility for her new pet, “Squeaker.”
At first, Lucy and Squeaker are inseparable;
however, mounting irritants such as potty
training troubles, ruined furniture, and
tantrums, bring a twitch to Lucy’s eye, along
with the ultimate realization that Squeaker
might be better off with his own kind.
Animated by Soup2Nuts, the silly and sweet
Children Make Terrible Pets—featuring a readalong option—also includes an interview
with Brown. Highly recommended. Aud: K,
E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Curiosity Quest Goes Green: Battery
Recycling HHH

(2011) 30 min. DVD: $39.95. Green Planet Films.
PPR.

This episode of the educational PBS-aired
show Curiosity Quest Goes Green takes host
Joel Greene to Battery Solutions, a California-based company that recycles all kinds of
batteries in a “zero-waste” facility—meaning
that at the end of the day no garbage is left
behind; even the paper and plastic overwrap
are separated out for recycling. Greene is
a funny, high-energy presenter who helps
manager Justin Jungman explain the science
behind batteries in accessible language. The
show is broken up with “person on the street”
interviews asking kids and adults questions
about these ubiquitous energy devices. And
it’s shocking to witness the quantity of material Battery Solutions processes in a day,
although—despite the fact that it’s illegal
to throw away batteries in California—the

amount the company successfully recaptures
for recycling is still only a fraction of what
routinely ends up in landfills, with potentially dire consequences for land and water.
Other titles newly available in the Curiosity
Quest Goes Green series include: Cheerleading,
Fishing for Energy, Salmon, and School Lunch
Tray Recycling. Offering an interesting look at
an unusual green business while also serving
up a primer on a mostly unnoticed piece of
technology that is part of our daily lives, this
is recommended. Aud: E, I, P. (H. Seggel)

Family Pack HHH1/2

(2011) 17 min. DVD: $49.95 (study guide
included). Nutmeg Media. PPR. ISBN: 1-93393881-3.

Featuring realistic illustrations by Alan
Marks, this iconographic-animated adaptation of author Sandra Markle’s 2011 picture
book is based on the true-life tale of Yellowstone National Park’s “Leopold” wolf pack.
The story begins with a young female wolf
that grew up in Canada, but was trapped
along with her mother and taken to Yellowstone. While the mother took up with a
stranger, the castaway youngster set off on
her own. Viewers follow along as she adapts
and learns to hunt, tracks a male wolf, and
gives birth to the first generation of a naturalformed pack in the park. Featuring naturerelated sound effects (panting, blowing wind,
etc.) and vivid imagery (such as chewing
on a carcass), Family Pack also includes an
“Author’s Note,” “Gray Wolves Are Amazing”
facts, and a “Sharing My Story” segment with
Markle. Highly recommended. Aud: E, P.
(J. Williams-Wood)

Little Angels ABC’s HHH

(2011) 31 min. DVD: $14.98. Fox Home
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).
Closed captioned.

Part of an educational series for preschool-

ArtObet: A Magical Adventure of Artists from A to Z!
HHHH

(2011) 42 min. DVD: $19.95. Little Great Thinkers. PPR. ISBN: 978-09787312-3-6.

In this enchanting and charming production, a babysitter uses
a box of 26 magical beads to teach a group of bright and energetic
kids about art and artists from A (Anguissola) to Z (Zorach), with
well-known figures such as Da Vinci, Goya, Monet, Van Gogh, and
others featured along the way. With an appealing musical score,
animated special effects superimposed over the live action, and
lovely images of selected works, the program presents art concepts
in a fun and accessible manner for children ages 3 to 8. For example, Japanese master
Hokusai and his 36 paintings of Mount Fuji are used to teach about perspective and the
effects of seasons on a single subject; other segments illustrate how Monet’s impressionism conveys emotion, and how the eyes of Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa seem to follow viewers
across the room. Each master’s approach or style is encapsulated in a simple rhyme, while
youngsters ask good questions, make silly comments, giggle, and add to the fun. Based
on an inspired early-reading curriculum by Eleanor Palm and masterfully directed by
award-winning filmmaker Carol Pineau, this is highly recommended. Editor’s Choice.
Aud: K, P. (C. Block)
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Your youngest patrons won’t believe
their eyes when they see the newest
addition to your children’s video collection.
Playaway View® is the new, all-in-one video player that lets
kids enjoy their favorite videos with the push of a button.
And because it’s only available through libraries, they’ll have
no one but you to thank! Just imagine that!

SEE MORE AT LIBRARY.PLAYAWAY.COM

ers, Little Angels ABC’s follows the adventures
of siblings Alex and Zoe as they’re guided
through life by fun angels painted on their
bedroom ceiling. In five short episodes, the
eight angels (winged children, essentially)
help the duo deal with issues of jealousy,

lying, and forgiveness by telling stories from
the Bible and making creative use of the
alphabet (“F is for faith, G is for God,” etc.).
All of the stories boast a pleasing energy and
colorful look, and will likely appeal to little
ones in Christian families. Bonus features

The Little Old Lady Who Was Not Afraid
of Anything HHH

John Deere Action 3 HHHH

(2011) 40 min. DVD: $14.99. TM Books & Video (avail. from most
distributors). PPR. ISBN: 978-1-932291-05-7.

In this third entry of the series featuring John Deere machines
doing what they do best, the focus is as much on education as it
is on the fun of watching the big machines—tractors, hay balers, cotton pickers, sprayers, and more—at work. Viewers learn
that the U.S. produces more food than any other country, with
more corn grown than any other crop (followed by soybeans and
wheat), occupying more than a billion acres from sea to shining
sea. The program also points out that most young farmers are
following the family tradition, and that about a third of those who till the soil today
have attended college, which is not surprising, since modern agriculture requires
knowledge of chemistry, weather, computers, and, of course, high-tech equipment.
A method called “precision farming” minimizes the impact of machinery on the soil
(not to mention the amount of fuel needed) as the company’s GreenStar GPS system
helps guide vehicles over the land in a way that saves costs and increases yield. Also
covered is the difference between row- and field-crop farms, as well as a look at where
various products (such as cotton) are grown across the globe. Also featuring a catchy
soundtrack of sing-along songs accompanying the live-action footage, amusing clips
showing the machines working in reverse (called “Backwardsville”), and a segment
spotlighting historic tractors, this sure-to-be-popular program is highly recommended.
Editor’s Choice. Aud: P. (C. Block)

Get Ready to Ride the Rails

Everyone’s favorite train series is back with
all new adventures. Kids will laugh and learn.

I Love Toy Trains – All Aboard!
ISBN: 978-1-932291-95-7

Learn about the Streamline Era and visit the Grand
Canyon Railroad. So many train adventures to see.

I Love Toy Trains, Parts 7-9.
ISBN: 978-0-937522-41-7
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(2011) 11 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide
included). Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 0-545-37413-8.

Based on the 1986 picture book by author
Linda Williams and illustrator Megan Lloyd,
this animated adaptation combines spirited
narration by Barbara Rosenblat with music
from Ernest Troost (coupled with sound effects) to tell the story of the titular cottagedwelling senior, who goes into the forest to
collect herbs and spices. The little old lady
feels no trepidation after it grows dark and
she must rely on a sliver of moon to light
the way home…until she comes across a
pair of shoes that “clomp! clomp!” and follow
her. But she’s not a bit scared, especially not
after being approached by wiggling pants,
a shaking shirt, clapping gloves, a nodding
top hat, and an ominous creepy jack-o-lantern head. Still, she definitely starts to walk
more quickly, and after breathlessly reaching
her house, she hears a sudden knock at the

An Amazing Journey

A captivating trip to the train exhibit at the
Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago.

The Great Train Story
ISBN: 978-1-932291-66-7

Available from all major distributors
Watch trailers at: www.tmbv.com

TM BOOKS & VIDEO • (800) 892-2822
Box 9228, Michigan City, IN 46361
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include “Little Lessons with Roma Downey”
with the executive producer, sing-along music
videos, and downloadable activity sheets.
Also newly available are Little Angels: 123’s
and Little Angels: Animals. Recommended. K,
E, P. (T. Keogh)
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door. An entertaining rhythmic tale about
confronting fears—featuring a read-along
option, and a bonus interview with Williams—this is recommended. Aud: K, E, P.
(J. Williams-Wood)

The Lorax: Dr. Seuss’s Deluxe Edition
HHH

(1973) 25 min. DVD: $19.98, Blu-ray: $24.98.
Warner Home Video (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 0-7806-8401-X (dvd), 0-78068433-8 (blu-ray).

Based on author and co-producer Theodor
“Dr. Seuss” Geisel’s 1971 children’s book, this
1973 short features an intro by Eddie Albert.
The premise follows the story of an ambitious
entrepreneur called the Once-ler, who arrives
in a lush new locale and promptly chops
down a bright puffy Truffula tree. However,
inside the stump is the miffed Lorax, a walrus-y looking little creature who makes it his
duty to “speak for the trees,” even as Once-ler
cuts more and more, using the crop to create
“thneeds” (a kind of knitted multipurpose
hot-ticket item). As the popularity of thneeds
rises, the Once-ler pulls out all the stops to
further the industry, introducing advanced
machinery for axing the trees, building roads,
and dumping pollution. While the Lorax
repeatedly attempts to talk some sense into
the Once-ler—even showing him the sad effects of displacement for formerly flourishing
creatures such as the Brown Bar-ba-loot and
Humming-Fish who go hungry and become
ill—the cigar-wielding Once-ler only has
profit on the brain…until it’s too late. A forward-thinking ‘70s environmental fable—rereleased to coincide with the arrival of the
theatrical film—The Lorax features extras
including “The Trees! The Tress! The Voice
of the Trees” featurette and the bonus Seuss
stories “Pontoffel Pock & His Magic Piano”
and “Butter Battle Book.” Recommended.
Aud: P. (J. Williams-Wood)

tion and the dark sinister Nightmare Moon
appears, Twilight and the others must work
together in Part 2, “Elements of Harmony,” to
restore order in the land through the power
of friendship and cooperation. In addition to
the bonus episodes “Over a Barrel,” the holiday-ish “Hearth’s Warming Eve,” and “The
Last Roundup,” extras include a sing-along,
pony profiles, and a coloring page. Recommended. Aud: P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Private Eyes HHH

(2011) 15 min. DVD: $79. National Film Board of
Canada. PPR.

Nicola Lemay’s animated short Private
Eyes—a 2012 ALSC Notable Children’s
Video—is a mostly black-and-white (with
brief splashes of color) adaptation of Gilles
Tibo’s 1999 children’s book about a visuallyimpaired boy named Matt, who draws on
his other senses (the “eyes” in his ears, nose,
fingers, and toes) to snoop around for his
birthday present. Scenes begin with shots of
Matt, before filling in his surrounding environment as he interacts with various objects,
such as reaching for the recorder he uses
to take notes, or following him as he rifles
through closets. In true private eye fashion,
Matt continues to badger his parents for clues,
learning that his present will be something
he has wanted for a long time and that it
will be soft and warm. While the gift itself
is not much of a surprise, Matt’s quest will
surely resonate with similarly curious young
viewers. Presented with both the English and
French language versions on the same disc,
this solid story about a resourceful tyke is
recommended. Aud: K, E, P. (R. Pitman)

Sing-a-Long Beatlesongs HH

(2012) 60 min. DVD: $9.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

The Beatles are shamelessly co-opted in
this 10-track compilation of sing-along songs.

My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic—
The Friendship Express HHH

(2011) 120 min. DVD: $14.95. Shout! Factory
(avail. from most distributors). ISBN: 978-1-60399710-2.

Compiling episodes from the reboot of the
animated series aired on the Hub children’s
channel, this compilation features the twoparter “Friendship is Magic.” Part 1, “Mare in
the Moon,” finds bookish unicorn Twilight
Sparkle and her dragon pal Spike sent by Princess Celestia to help the denizens of Ponyville
prepare for the Summer Sun Celebration.
Twilight is preoccupied with an old prophecy
about two disparate sisters, one of whom
wants to cloak the world in eternal darkness,
so she resents having to work with those in
charge of refreshments, weather, decorations,
music, etc., including country-ish Applejack,
loyal Rainbow Dash, fashionable Rarity,
timid Fluttershy, and fast-talking Pinkie Pie.
However, when the prophecy comes to frui-
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Featuring lead vocals by Bobby Cowsill (of the
‘60s group The Cowsills, which inspired The
Partridge Family)—or karaoke versions—the
rudimentary Sing-a-Long Beatlesongs superimposes lyrics of hits including “Good Day
Sunshine,” “Let It Be,” “Yesterday,” “Hey
Jude,” “Penny Lane,” and “Help” over weird
poor quality clips of public domain animation from Fleischer Studios. Extras include
archival clips of the real-life Beatles. More
likely to appeal to stoned Boomers than the
target audience of young would-be readers
(what are kids going to make of “Paperback
Writer”? “It’s a dirty story of a dirty man
/ And his clinging wife doesn’t understand.”), this is not a necessary purchase, at
least not for children’s collections. Aud: P.
(J. Williams-Wood)

Tennessee Tuxedo and His Tales: The
Complete Collection HH1/2

(2012) 6 discs. 960 min. DVD: $49.98. Shout!
Factory (avail. from most distributors). ISBN: 9781-60399-712-6.

This 1963 animated series—from the creators of King Leonardo and His Short Subjects
and the much more fondly remembered
Underdog—has aged reasonably well, thanks
to a combination of fine voice talent and
the series’ educational component (which,
dated though it may be, could still pique the
curiosity of little scientists). A pre-Get Smart
Don Adams voices Tennessee, a South Pole
penguin who craves the excitement of the
big city. After Tennessee and his dim-witted
walrus pal Chumley are sent to a zoo, they
consistently manage to escape and either
seek jobs or learn at the 3D blackboard of
Phineas J. Whoopi (Larry Storch) about a
myriad of subjects, including how electricity, car engines, and telephones work. DVD
extras include eight audio commentaries
with animation historian Mark Arnold and
members of the voice cast (most notably,

Wallace & Gromit’s World of Invention HHH1/2

(2010) 174 min. DVD or Blu-ray: $14.98. Lionsgate (avail. from most
distributors).

Any fan of the beloved plasticine duo Wallace and Gromit—
stars of numerous stop-motion-animation comedy shorts and the
feature film Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit—know
that the pair are inveterate inventors, making them ideal hosts
for this highly entertaining, kid-friendly British TV-aired science
series. World of Invention focuses on some of the most interesting
contemporary scientific research and experimental inventions
around the globe, offering filmed profiles of an assortment of
innovators who describe their clever solutions to various problems (with details scaled
down for kids’ understanding). The framing animation provides the humor, with
Wallace doing all the talking and Gromit acting as the silent straight man (er, straight
dog). Each episode is organized around a different theme: transportation, safety, the five
senses, contraptions for the home, flight (including space travel), and ideas inspired by
nature. Presenting a wide array of marvelous innovations—with a little bit of stop-motion whimsy between the reports—Wallace & Gromit’s World of Invention nicely celebrates
creativity in science and engineering, making this an inspirational, informative, and
entertaining watch. Highly recommended. Aud: E, I, P. (S. Axmaker)
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Storch), along with a generous sampling
of bonus cartoons featuring the King and
Odie, Tooter Turtle (“time for this one to
come home”), the Hunter, and Klondike Kat.
While it still boasts some kid appeal, this
may also attract nostalgic Boomers wanting
to relive some treasured Saturday morning
memories. A strong optional purchase. Aud:
P. (D. Liebenson)

Yucky Worms HHH

(2011) 17 min. DVD: $49.95 (study guide
included). Nutmeg Media. PPR. ISBN: 1-93393884-6.

Scott Nilsen narrates this adaptation of the
2009 picture book by author Vivian French
and illustrator Jessica Ahlberg. Using a framing device of a boy helping his granny work
in the garden, Yucky Worms illustrates the
daily lives of worms and their environmental
usefulness—with some silly worm commentary shown in word bubbles—exploring what
worms eat, the way their “cast” poop recycles,
and the benefits of their tunnels (which aerate the soil), while also looking at the various
predators of worms (and dispelling the falsehood that a worm cut in half will regenerate).
Also featured are “Wormy Facts” about these
underground farmers, including a diagram
with detailed vocabulary (clitellum?!); a “How
to Be a Wormologist” segment on respectful
experiments that can be done at home; and
a conversation with French. Recommended.
Aud: K, E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

PSYCHOLOGY & SELF-HELP
Forgetting Dad HHH

(2011) 84 min. DVD: $150: public libraries; $295:
colleges & universities. Rickfilms. PPR.

What may first appear as a portrait of
dementia turns out to be something different. In 1992, California motorist Richard
Minnich, 45-year-old father of co-director
Rick Minnich, was in the driver’s seat when
a Sacramento city vehicle rear-ended his
car at an estimated 50 mph. Despite a brief
blackout, Richard appeared to be unharmed,
but a week later, he told his wife that he
no longer knew who she was. More lapses
in function and memory followed, until
Richard seemed to have developed complete
amnesia, despite the fact that no brain injury was revealed during med-tech imaging.
Nonetheless, Richard received an insurance
settlement, divorced his wife and remarried—his third time—to a Bohemian-type
woman, and moved to Oregon. Co-directed
by Matt Sweetwood, Forgetting Dad follows the
younger Minnich as he revisits the unhappy
old home front, re-examining the events and
presenting a troubling theory: namely, could
his father—facing employment setbacks and
stuck in a blended-household he really didn’t
want—have used the accident to fake perma-
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nent neuro-damage and escape? In a truly
dark twist, we learn that Richard not only
worked for a tainted savings-and-loan giant
but also might have had reason to believe that
crooked financiers were planning to kill him.
But ultimately the film focuses less on any
criminal aspect than it does on the suspect
parent’s character, motive, and opportunity
to skip out on his domestic responsibilities.
Also available in an abbreviated 59-minute
version (priced at $125 for public libraries
and $250 for colleges and universities), this
tantalizing real-life mystery—albeit one with
more questions than answers at the end—is
a captivating saga of family dysfunction.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

been working out of the same Italian town for
16 years, where he jams with local musicians.
A brief journey with one young patient to a
more stark, computerized, institutional-learning environment provides a contrast with
Fasser’s gentler methods; but as to which
approach is more successful, well, viewers are
left in the dark. DVD extras include footage of
Fasser in performance, a director text bio, and
a resource guide. A strong optional purchase.
Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

In the Garden of Sounds HH1/2

(2011) 81 min. DVD: $149 ($249 w/PPR). Kino
Lorber Edu.

(2010) 90 min. In Italian & Swiss w/English
subtitles. DVD: $27.95. First Run Features (avail.
from most distributors).

Filmmaker Nicola Bellucci’s In the Garden of
Sounds serves up a profile of Wolfgang Fasser,
who gradually lost his sight due to retinitus
pigmentosa and is now a specialized therapist
who uses sound to get through to disabled
and severely autistic children. Although he’s
a multi-instrumental musician, Fasser also
incorporates noises from the natural world,
which he records, and then introduces to kids
at his rural retreat, additionally employing
the sensations of touch and vibration. A few
breakthroughs occur (including a boy dancing with his mother), but there’s no input
from medical experts about the efficacy of
this therapy; indeed, Fasser seems to be regarded in the community as a mystic healer.
The documentary works best as a study of
Fasser’s world, noting that he—paradoxically—became much more “liberated” after
going completely blind at the age of 22. Living independently (his retired seeing-eye dog
dies during the course of the film), Fasser has

RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY
Being in the World HHH

Although Martin Heidegger’s (1889–1976)
reputation may be tainted by his Nazi sympathies, and many find his magnum opus Being
and Time to be nearly impenetrable, his thinking has unquestionably had enormous influence on contemporary philosophy. The great
strength of this documentary by Tao Ruspoli
is its accessible illustration of Heidegger’s idea
of Daesin—that distinctively human mode of
existence characterized by direct participation with the objective world. Ruspoli begins
with a brief historical sketch distinguishing
Heidegger’s phenomenological epistemology from the paradigms put forth by Plato
and Descartes—which were predicated on
an absolute demarcation between thinking
subject and object of thought. Ruspoli concentrates on the arguments of one of his own
teachers, Herbert Dreyfus of UC Berkeley,
concerning the inevitable failure of scientists
to perfect artificial intelligence drawing on
rationalistic Cartesian premises. Ruspoli then
demonstrates Heidegger’s view that true human knowledge must be based not on some

Facing Extinction: Christians of Iraq HHH1/2

(2011) 34 min. DVD: $14.99. Robert Marcarelli (dist. by Vision Video).

As reported in this documentary narrated by actor Jim Caviezel
(The Passion of the Christ), more than a million Iraqi Christians
have been forced from their homes by Muslim extremists, with
churches bombed and believers and religious leaders kidnapped,
tortured, raped, and murdered. Told largely through eyewitness
accounts from victims and their families, the stories related here
are brutal; Middle East policy expert Dr. Eden Naby says the level
of violence, which she describes as “barbaric,” makes the situation
unique (many of the incidents also involve extortion). Refugees
have been fleeing to Jordan, Syria, and Turkey, but in doing so they become illegal
aliens; work is difficult or impossible to secure, and their children aren’t allowed to go
to school. Iraqi and American officials don’t acknowledge the refugee problem, and
provisions of the U.S. Patriot Act (which is violated when a family member pays ransom
to a terrorist organization for a loved one’s life) prevent many from immigrating to the
United States. With Iraqi Christians tracing their heritage back more than 2,000 years
(the last remaining speakers of Aramaic—the language spoken by Jesus Christ), their
plight is dire, and the documentary concludes with a call to action, asking for letters
of “outcry” to be sent to President Obama. DVD extras include audio commentary by
filmmaker Robert Marcarelli. Highly recommended. Aud: P. (C. Block)
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abstract observation of objects but rather on
direct interaction, focusing on individuals
who have mastered skills using worldly materials in particularly expressive ways. Among
those interviewed are Hiroshi Sakaguchi, a
Japanese carpenter; Manuel Molina, a legendary flamenco guitarist, composer, and poet;
and Leah Chase, a master cook of Creole
cuisine. Academic philosophers may dismiss
Being in the World as oversimplified, but this
visually attractive documentary will probably
succeed in conveying the dense Heideggerian
argument more successfully than most college lecturers manage to do. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

John Newton HHH1/2

(2011) 45 min. DVD: $14.99. Gary Wilkinson
(dist. by Vision Video).

Featuring a trio of historians—Brian H.
Edwards, Jonathan Aitken, and Tony Baker—
who describe the amazing twists and turns
in John Newton’s remarkable story, this outstanding documentary profiles the life of the
18th-century figure who evolved from slave
trader to abolitionist (becoming a hugely
popular pastor-teacher in the Church of
England along the way). Newton’s picaresque
adventures begin with his being the protected
young son of a devoutly Christian woman
and a seafaring captain. Following the death
of his mother at an early age and an aborted
education, Newton took to the waves and became a rough-and-tumble sailor who suffered
the lash on his back and endured a stint as a
white slave in West Africa. Shuffled from one
vessel to the next by a Royal Navy that had
press-ganged him into compulsory service,
Newton eventually gained his freedom and
captained a brutal slave ship until ill health
forced him ashore. Back on land, Newton’s
earlier religious epiphany that came during
a shipwreck blossomed into a rich spiritual
life, in which he preached eloquently, wrote
hymns (most famously “Amazing Grace”),
and became a principal in the growing
movement to outlaw slavery in England. A
compelling biography, this is highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)

visited by FBI agents wanting to confiscate
the tape to see if there was any incriminating
evidence. Wolf knew there wasn’t anything
of value on the recording, yet he stood up for
his First Amendment rights as a journalist at
a time when the draconian Bush regime was
pulling the levers of anti-terror politics, a
policy position that naturally filtered down to
the local levels of state and city government.
So, Wolf wound up spending a ridiculous
seven months in jail for contempt of court.
The interview subjects here, many either
local San Francisco journalists or activist
bigwigs, engage in an entertaining debate
about what constitutes a “journalist” in legal
terms and whether or not Wolf should have
been compelled to hand over any sources or
potential criminal evidence to the meddlesome government agents. Recommended.
Aud C, P. (M. Sandlin)

The Amerindians HHH1/2

(2010) 40 min. DVD: $59.95: public libraries &
high schools; $175: colleges & universities. Third
World Newsreel. PPR.

Contemporary Caribbean documentaries
are a relatively rare commodity in U.S. distribution channels—whether art house theaters
or cable—which makes this film from the
island nation of Trinidad (which includes
the smaller island of Tobago) a welcome ar-

rival. Serving as both first-time director and
on-camera narrator, journalist Tracy Assing
presents a compelling overview of the history
of Trinidad’s indigenous population, which
barely survived the Spanish colonial occupation and was nearly erased from the history
books as the country evolved from a British
colony into an independent republic. Today,
the Santa Rosa Carib Community is Trinidad
and Tobago’s only officially recognized native
community, with Assing’s great aunt holding
tribal chieftain authority as Carib Queen.
But her reign may be coming to an end (she
speaks about preparing to join “the Great
Spirit”) and the community is challenged to
consider the election of a new leader. Assing
details how the native peoples—referred to
as Amerindians—kept their customs alive
via oral history and how they merged their
cultural celebrations with Western concepts
of theology and economics. Offering a fascinating look at a subject little documented
on film, this is highly recommended. Aud:
C, P. (P. Hall)

Ancient Culture: People HHH1/2

(2011) 40 min. DVD: $29.95. Worldwide
Academic Media. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-59163-217-7.

In this video tour of some of the world’s
indigenous cultures, viewers are treated to
bite-sized vignettes of the unique qualities,

SOCIAL & POLITIC AL ISSUES
Activist Blogger: The Josh Wolf Story
HHH

(2008) 29 min. DVD: $60: high schools & public
libraries; $150: colleges & universities. Donna Lee
(dist. by Transit Media). PPR.

Although relatively short, filmmaker
Donna Lee’s documentary tackles some
pretty heavy-duty First Amendment issues
while telling the story of blogger Josh Wolf,
ostensibly an anarcho-socialist activist operating far out of the mainstream. After filming
a minor scuffle in San Francisco in 2005
between local protestors and police, Wolf was
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habits, and habitats of humans around
the planet, starting in Africa and working
around the globe to North America (where
Inuits and Navajo are featured) and many
places in between, including central Asia,
India, Iraq, Japan, Hawaii, New Zealand,
Easter Island, South America, and more.
Each segment begins with a contextual
slide providing information (name of the
country or continent, primary religions,
geographic size, and population), after
which voiceover narration and stunning
footage from the BBC Motion Gallery
are combined to tell the story. Religious
practices are given special attention, as are
creative uses of abundant resources (such
as the reeds in Mesopotamia) or impressive adaptability in areas that appear to be
barren (such as Australia’s outback). Sharp
writing accompanies the sometimes quick
visuals; in one instance, the narrator says
the Japanese give freshness (referring to
sushi) a new meaning at the same moment a
severed fish head on a beautifully arranged
plate of food flares its gills! This, along with
shots of Australian Aborigines eating large
grubs, may deter the squeamish, but for
those seeking glimpses of cultural diversity beyond the familiar, this will be most
welcome. Highly recommended. [Note: also
newly available is Ancient Culture: Sites.]
Aud: H, C, P. (C. Block)

Better This World HHH1/2

(2011) 89 min. DVD: $295. Loteria Films (dist.
by Bullfrog Films). PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN:
1-59458-819-8.

Directors Katie Galloway and Kelly Duane
De La Vega’s documentary about two unfortunate young political activists serves as yet
another frightening reminder of just how
much 9/11 changed everything in America,
relating the sad case of twentysomething

Texans David McKay and Bradley Crowder,
who were caught up in a plot to allegedly firebomb the Republican National Convention
in 2008. McKay and Crowder were recruited
for an Austin-based left-wing activist group
and encouraged by a charismatic leader
who—unbeknownst to them—was also a
former radical political organizer-turnedgovernment informant. Better This World
plays out like a carefully plotted noir film:
the young naïfs are duped by the turncoat
snitch who secretly tapes statements tying
them to the plotting of a violent action at
the RNC. But before any Molotov cocktails
can actually be concocted, the police arrest McKay and Crowder, who claim they
had already given up the idea of bombing
anything. When the trial begins, viewers see
the Bush-era political gears start to crank, as
the federal prosecution attempts to make the
case a shining example of how the War on
Terror is working. Exposing the critical post9/11 shift in information-gathering tactics,
Better This World disturbingly illustrates how
easily the government’s expanded powers of
coercion and inducement can be exploited
for all the wrong reasons. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (M. Sandlin)

The Grove HHH

(2011) 57 min. DVD: $85: high schools & public
libraries; $249: colleges & universities. Open Eye
Pictures. PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-09841407-1-8.

Virtually unknown outside the Bay Area,
America’s official national memorial to
AIDS victims resides in Golden Gate Park
as an off-the-beaten-track seven-acre grove
of trees, gardens, and stone pavements.
Inaugurated under the Clinton Administration—ultimately pushed through with
some legislative legerdemain by Nancy Pelosi (who appears here)—the National AIDS

Force of Nature: The David Suzuki Movie HHH

(2011) 93 min. DVD: $24.98. eOne Entertainment (avail. from most
distributors). Closed captioned.

Comparisons to An Inconvenient Truth are inevitable for this
Canadian production—largely a filmed multimedia “Legacy Lecture” in Toronto given by David Suzuki, a geneticist and popular
college academic and eco-activist who rose to celebrity on the
long-running CBC science program The Nature of Things. Suzuki
likens human population growth to bacteria overrunning a test
tube, using simple math to demonstrate that even though ample
food, space, and resources might seem to exist, an exponential
birth rate could exhaust everything in a mere generation or two. Humanity itself has
become a “force of nature” capable of changing the planet—mostly for the worse,
although Suzuki hopes his audience will adopt the example of Canada’s “First Nation”
Indian tribes who hold long-term environmental views. The documentary also takes
viewers through Suzuki’s biography: his Japanese-Canadian family in British Columbia
was sent to internment camps after Pearl Harbor (their property confiscated), while
other relatives were lost forever, to deportation followed by the Hiroshima-Nagasaki
bombings. While urgent, Suzuki’s apocalyptic message is not presented in a polemical
manner, making it more likely to be listened to by a wide range of viewers. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)
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Memorial Grove is scarcely as famed as the
vast AIDS quilt. Hoping to raise more awareness, the Grove’s board of directors decides
to hold a competition for a suitable monument to the hundreds of thousands of AIDS
casualties. But even with a winner among
the 261 entries, nobody seems satisfied, and
arguments arise charging that the design
violates the peaceful sanctity of the place.
Squabbling Grove guardians look to Maya
Lin’s famed (and controversial) Vietnam
Memorial as an example of what they would
like to accomplish, but the goal remains out
of reach by the end of this solemn sidebar
to the AIDS saga, which suggests that any
mere human construct will be inadequate
to convey the attendant tragedy—or at least
satisfy a picky committee. Filmmaker Andy
Abraham Wilson’s The Grove is a powerful
tale that also reminds viewers of Lincoln’s
oft-quoted dictum about the impossibilities
of pleasing all of the people all of the time.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

The Kingdom of Survival HHH

(2011) 92 min. DVD: $79: public libraries; $299:
colleges & universities. Seventh Art Releasing. PPR.

Categorizing 21st-century society as corrupt to the core and controlled by corporate
agendas, disaffected filmmaker M.A. Littler
here crosses the USA (to a twang-grunge
soundtrack) seeking alternatives from the
words of anarchists, liberal scholars, and
others who would seem to be guiding lights
for the Occupy Wall Street movement.
Usual suspect Noam Chomsky is on hand
here, but others are likely to be less familiar
to viewers, including Idaho’s underground
(literally) home-building pioneer/author
Mike Oehler, dawn-of-the-1960s dissident
Bob Meisenbach (singled out as the San
Francisco protester who toppled HUAC),
and rural California singer-songwriter Will
“the Bull” Taylor. Although the interviewees attack differing targets, some common
themes recur: namely, that the ideals of
‘60s flower children—especially related to
environmental concerns—remain relevant;
materialism should be shunned; and personal spirituality should be embraced. Altbroadcaster Sasha Lilley notes that for-profit
media not only supports the current twoparty political structure for monetary reasons, but also actually believes the big lies.
Perhaps the most astringent and memorable
nonconformist is one who sadly succumbed
to cancer in 2011, Virginia author Joe
Bageant, a product of “ignorant” workingclass-community values who nonetheless
makes his home among the Appalachians
who don’t even read his books. According
to Bageant, elitist liberals have failed his
people just as much as the right-wingers
who send them out to die in mines or on
battlefields. A thought-provoking portrait of
wide-ranging discontent in contemporary
America, this is recommended. Aud: C, P.
(C. Cassady)
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Locked Out HHH1/2

(2010) 60 min. DVD: $20: individuals; $50 w/
PPR: institutions. Alternavision Films.

Featuring narration by actor-activist Peter Coyote, filmmaker Joan Sekler’s Locked
Out tells an all-too-familiar story about a
land-raping corporation that plunders with
impunity and treats grunt workers like
Ancient Egyptians (mis)treated slaves. Only
in this case, the workers at the Borax mine
located in the Mojave Desert city of Boron,
CA, aren’t about to be stomped on by their
new arrogant bully of a boss—the infamous
multinational mining company known as
Rio Tinto. The new honcho has torn up
the workers’ longstanding contracts with
demands that they sign a new contract that
would strip away most of their rights. The
local union refuses to sign the contract,
prompting a three-month-plus lockout,
during which viewers get a glimpse into the
lives of these defiant workers and witness
the creatively nonviolent ways they fight Rio
Tinto. The film also serves up a disturbing
history lesson on the legacy of Rio Tinto:
the company’s roots lie in helping the fascist
cause during the Spanish Civil War, and in
the late 1980s the corporation essentially
instigated a full-scale civil war on the island
of Bougainville in Papua New Guinea with
their unethical mining activities. But even a
$5-billion-a-year company has a lot to learn
about American working-class solidarity,
which they do in this powerful testament
to the continued relevance of organized
labor. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P.
(M. Sandlin)
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Announces
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Lost in Detention HHH

(2011) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.95 w/PPR). PBS
Video. ISBN: 978-1-60883-589-8.

Written and directed by Rick Young
and hosted by reporter Maria Hinojosa,
this PBS-aired Frontline episode takes viewers to the heart of one of America’s most
divisive issues. When Barack Obama ran
for President in 2008, he promised to fix
America’s immigration problem, combining increased security with a compassionate
path to citizenship for those already in the
country. However, several years later, Latino
voters feel betrayed by what they consider
to be an unnecessarily hard policy which
divides families and deports undocumented
individuals for trivial infractions (such as
driving a car with a broken taillight). While
critics call the immigration policy “enforcement on steroids,” the target for many civil
rights activists is the “Secure Communities”
program, supposedly a dragnet to identify
and deport criminals guilty of violent crimes.
Unfortunately, some parents have been detained for fairly trivial offenses, with their
children—many of whom have grown up in
the U.S.—relegated to the status of collateral
damage. If the undocumented adults are not
quickly deported, many are warehoused
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PDF teacher’s guide. Recommended. Aud: J,
H, C, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

The Purity Myth: The Virginity Movement’s War Against
Women HHH

EDUCATION

(2011) 45 min. DVD: $34.95: public libraries; $125: community colleges;
$250: colleges & universities. Media Education Foundation. PPR. ISBN:
1-932869-56-5.

In The Purity Myth, author and feminist blogger Jessica Valenti
argues that conservatives are pushing an emphasis on virginity
to nurture passivity in women and ultimately deprive them
of hard-won civil rights. In this adaptation of her bestselling,
same-titled 2009 book, Valenti appears onscreen and narrates
around footage of abstinence educators, politicians, evangelists,
and pro-purity activists; movie and TV clips; and excerpted news reports, offering
countless examples of people touting chastity and traditional homebound roles for
females. Valenti ties social conservatives’ support of abstinence and “purity” to their
opposition to feminism, working mothers, Planned Parenthood, and legislation such
as Roe v. Wade. She cites statistics on the failure of abstinence-only education, links
pro-virginity/purity activists with political movements aimed at banning abortion, and
presents footage of “purity balls” (formal father-daughter dances at which young girls
take a pledge of abstinence before their dads). Although some of the references here are
outdated (such as one to Britney Spears’s 1998 music video “…Baby One More Time”),
this is a thought-provoking presentation of a many-faceted subject. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (M. Puffer-Rothenberg)
in detention centers run by private prison
contractors. Hobbled by the language difference— coupled with a lack of money and no
legal representation—many women are prey
to physical harassment and sexual abuse,
but officials interviewed here seem more
interested in hitting their target figures of
400,000 deportations per year. Shaping up
as a hot election issue, this timely, thoughtprovoking look at an urgent national problem
is recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

Suburban America: Problems & Promise
HHH

(2011) 57 min. DVD: $169.95. Films Media Group.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62102-139-1.

Ron Rudaitis’s public-television-aired
documentary focuses on the history of U.S.
suburbia, from its genesis in the late 19th
century through the present, detailing the
attendant social and economic changes.
Assorted policy experts provide insight
while narration plays over the historic and
contemporary footage showing the evolving
landscape, including the post–World War II
boom fueled by federal government loan programs for returning veterans (uglier aspects
of the era are also touched upon, including
real estate covenants that restricted many
neighborhoods to white Christian families).
Issues such as infrastructure, transportation,
housing, community revitalization, and environmental concerns are covered, with highlights of some of the best practices. The film
also shows how the suburbs have developed
considerable political clout, as exemplified by
their influence in recent presidential elections
and their overrepresentation in Congress.
Currently, half of the U.S. populace resides
in the “gray areas” between urban and rural,
and the shifting demographics are illustrated
with visits to Muslim-American, Latino,
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and Asian-American communities. From an
economic standpoint, the recession’s toll on
suburbanites is measured by the proliferation of “for sale” signs outside once-coveted
homes. Providing interesting insights into
an important aspect of America’s post-WWII
development, this is recommended. Aud: H,
C, P. (P. Hall)

TEEN ISSUES
Me and My 500 “Friends”: Staying Safe
on Social Networks HHH

(2012) 20 min. DVD or VHS: $149.95 (teacher’s
guide included). Human Relations Media. PPR.
Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-55548-933-5 (dvd).

Designed for grades 7 through college, this
concise program combines relevant commentary, specific examples, and interviews with
real young people as it examines the risks of
social networking. The new social media—accessed through computers, smart phones, and
online gaming—has joined people worldwide in rewarding activities, but has also
opened the door for bullying, rumors, and
misrepresentation. Featured vignettes focus
on various situations, from being tormented
online about being gay, to a girl forwarding a
topless photo to an ex (who spread it to others), while a segment on teen Kacie Woody,
who was abducted and killed by a predator
she met online in 2002, underscores the real
possible dangers of social networking. Offering helpful precautionary tips (including
notifying parents, website administrators,
or police if you feel threatened), adhering to
stringent privacy settings, and looking out for
others, Me and My 500 “Friends” serves up a
timely and necessary reminder about using
common sense online. DVD extras include a
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Digital Media HHH

(2010) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.95 w/PPR).
PBS Video. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-60883598-0.

The Internet and other digital media have
redefined learning and given young people
in the 21st century new tools. Written and
produced by Stephen Brown, this PBS-aired
documentary looks at game-based learning,
virtual interest groups, texting, and tweeting.
Although parents continue to worry about
online addiction, Digital Media suggests that
it’s more a matter of finding the right balance,
both inside and outside the classroom. Using
five examples, the program describes the
powerful role of “stealth learning,” in which
young people work with peers to tackle big
problems, breaking them down into smaller
tasks, while having fun during the process.
Various disciplines suitable for online learning are discussed, including history, art,
literature, and music. Students shown here
visit museums with problem-based “scavenger hunts,” and are encouraged to use public
library resources—”taking ownership of their
learning,” while also pooling information.
The participants wind up feeling empowered,
becoming more confident as they follow their
own course. In Wisconsin, “location-based
learning” is tried, as students use digital
media to tackle issues such as community
parking problems and the creative re-use of
historic buildings. Adult interviewees from
institutions including Quest to Learn and
Digital Youth Network claim that society has
evolved in pace with the technology, and that
action and commitment are necessary now if
we want to avoid a haves vs. have-nots digital
divide. Bonus features include extended interviews. Informative and timely—although
sometimes jargon heavy—this is recommended, overall. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

IndoctriNation H1/2

(2011) 102 min. DVD: $19.99. Gunn Productions
(dist. by The AV Cafe).

This road documentary follows ScottishAmerican dad Colin Gunn (who co-directed
the film with Joaquin Fernandez) as he drives
around the U.S. with his family in a decommissioned school bus to illustrate how public
education is filling children’s heads with
a radical secular ideology that banishes all
mention of God from the schoolroom. A
few of the scenes—including a conversation
with a retired New York teacher who bemoans
unimaginative curriculum choices—make
valid points; but most of IndoctriNation is
devoted to anecdotes concerning: principals
frustrated by rules they must follow, teachers
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penalized for trying to turn their classrooms
into pulpits, and students prevented from
offering valedictory addresses that resemble
Sunday school sermons. These observations
are supplemented by a skewed “history”
of the development of public schooling in

America, replete with dark references to
characters like Marx, Freud, and Dewey, and
periodically interrupted by grave warnings
from preachers that parents are entrusting
their offspring to a system that will doom
them to perdition. The whole thing ends

American Teacher HHH

(2011) 80 min. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features (avail. from most
distributors). Closed captioned.

Critics of America’s educational system often level their attacks
at teachers. Vanessa Roth’s documentary offers a response, arguing
that the folks who staff the classrooms put up with low pay and
demanding working conditions to do a job made all the more
difficult by a lack of public understanding and political support.
Although American Teacher serves up an array of statistics and
comments from knowledgeable analysts and administrators, the
focus here is on five individuals whose experiences exemplify the
profession’s problems. One, a small-town Texas history instructor, finds his marriage
deteriorating as he’s forced to take on extra jobs to make ends meet; another reluctantly
abandons teaching for a position in real estate; a third has to balance her classroom
obligations with her own pregnancy; the fourth keeps a video journal about trying to
work effectively in an overcrowded class; and the fifth is fortunate enough to be selected
for a position in a special program that rewards exceptional teachers. Soberly narrated
by Matt Damon, American Teacher doesn’t suggest that greater funding alone will solve
the problems of public education, but it persuasively argues that sufficient financial
support for schools—even at a time of stringent budgets—and greater respect for the
effort and sacrifice that educators put into their jobs are essential to achieving the improvement coveted by all. DVD extras include additional interviews, and a discussion
of what constitutes great teaching. Recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (F. Swietek)

KidSafety of America
proudly presents

with Gunn literally destroying the vehicle
he’s been traveling in—followed by a pious warning against violence. In the final
analysis, Gunn and his co-religionists desire
the institutionalized teaching of Christian
fundamentalism, but being convinced that
the existing taxpayer-supported enterprise
is incapable of improvement, they—not
surprisingly—recommend home schooling. DVD extras include deleted scenes and
brief promos for the “Exodus Mandate” (to
remove children from public schools) and
the Christian Liberty School System. Not
recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

LAW & CRIME
The Anthrax Files HHH

(2011) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.95 w/PPR).
PBS Video. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-60883588-1.

Coming on the heels of the terrorist attacks
of 9/11, a deadly strain of anthrax was mailed
to Congress and other institutions, resulting
in the deaths of several people and leading
to a costly investigation by the FBI. Was
this another example of overseas terrorism
coming to our shores or could the answer
be found closer to home? Co-produced by
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Crime After Crime HHHH

(2011) 93 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail. from most distributors).

The alternately enraging and inspiring story of Deborah
Peagler—a battered woman and 25-plus-year California prison
inmate—is told with integrity and empathy in this documentary
by filmmaker Yoav Potash. In early 1980s South Central Los
Angeles, Peagler fell for a charismatic young man named Oliver
Wilson who wound up not only physically abusing her but also
forcing her into prostitution. Fearing for her life, Peagler arranged
for some gangland friends to give him a much-needed revenge
beating, but the gang members ended up killing Wilson, after
which Peagler was charged with having Wilson murdered to get his life insurance
policy money. Some 20 years later, two young, untested attorneys learned of potential
injustices surrounding Peagler’s imprisonment and reopened the case on a pro bono
basis. From this point on, Peagler’s dedicated legal team experienced a head-spinning
baptism into the entrenched corruption in the L.A. county district attorney’s office: over
the next eight years the two legal eagles would painstakingly uncover more and more
astonishing cover-ups, lies, and oversights in what would turn out to be a fraudulent
conviction. But it’s Peagler’s heroic endurance through all the twists and turns of this
many-headed hydra of a case—even while she battles lung cancer—that makes this a
must-see. DVD extras include an introduction by Oprah Winfrey and Rosie O’Donnell,
extended scenes, a behind-the-scenes featurette, and a Sundance Film Festival Q&A.
Highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. [Note: this is also available for $95 w/PPR for
public libraries, and $295 w/PPR for colleges and universities from Ro*co Films Educational (www.rocoeducational.com).] Aud: C, P. (M. Sandlin)
ProPublica and McClatchy Newspapers,
director Michael Kirk’s PBS-aired Frontline
program explores the massive inquiry that
ensued. Although under intense pressure
from President Bush to close the case, the
FBI was poorly prepared to handle biological
terrorism. Slowly realizing that this might
be an inside job, the Bureau focused on a
researcher named Dr. Steven Hatfill, who
became the target of an inquiry featuring
public surveillance, searches and seizures,
the use of bloodhounds, and even the draining of a local pond the FBI felt had been used
as an underwater lab. Hatfill fought back,
suing for invasion of privacy, and ultimately
received a multimillion dollar settlement.
Attention shifted to Dr. Bruce Ivins, an
anthrax researcher who ironically consulted
with the government’s investigation. A man
with a good work record but also a history
of psychiatric problems, Ivins was subjected
to harassment, but while he denied involvement, the harried researcher would eventually kill himself. Now, several years after
his death, journalists and investigators are
casting doubt on the mostly circumstantial
evidence. A probing documentary, this is
recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

LANGUAGE ARTS
Steps in Planning and Conducting
Research HH1/2

(2011) 38 min. DVD: $199. Insight Media. PPR.
Closed captioned.

This introduction to research covers a
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multitude of graduate-level concepts using
voiceover narration illustrated with animation, live footage, and (primarily) onscreen
lists (two educators also appear periodically
to explain certain terms and approaches).
Differences between observational, correlational, and experimental research are
discussed as the program moves chronologically through eight steps: choosing a topic,
developing a hypothesis, selecting and
defining dependent and independent variables, identifying participants or a sample
population, designing a study, planning
and conducting the actual research, analyzing data and drawing conclusions (including the importance of being able to replicate findings), and sharing the outcome.
Examples of topics range from measuring
the effect of watering on a plant’s growth to
studying the genetic transmission of schizophrenia. Some effort went into making the
material visually interesting (particularly
through animated mathematical formulas
and examples), but this brief introduction
to research methods would only make sense
paired with more in-depth instruction.
A strong optional purchase. [Note: also
newly available is Research Design: Observational and Correlational Studies. Aud: C.
(M. Puffer-Rothenberg)

What Are You Thinking? Conferring in
Reader’s Workshop HHH1/2

(2011) 96 min. DVD: $295. Stenhouse Publishers.
PPR. ISBN: 978-1-57110-880-7.

Patrick A. Allen, author of Conferring: The
Keystone of Reader’s Workshop, models oneon-one conversations here with children
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that are aimed at helping them become
“wise readers.” In two “crafting lessons,”
Allen interacts with a small group, asking
the young participants to make a chart
based on what they notice about his reading behaviors. In classroom footage, Allen
works with individual students on vocabulary, expository text choice, text discovery,
metacognition, and word-level issues, demonstrating how he guides them through
mistakes with specific words as well as challenges related to overall comprehension.
The kids make written notes about their
efforts, and Allen encourages them to talk
about both what and how they read—what
sparked their book choices, what part of a
text they’re focusing on and why, what they
are discovering, and how they investigate
unfamiliar terms. Allen’s genuine interest
in how his young charges think about
their reading makes for inspiring viewing.
A detailed PDF guide is also included on a
separate CD-ROM. Aimed at professionals
working with young readers, this is highly
recommended. [Note: also newly available
for $99 is How Can I Support You? Strategies
for Effective Writing Conferences.] Aud: E, I,
C, P. (M. Puffer-Rothenberg)

Writing Narratives HHH1/2

(2011) 18 min. DVD: $54.95: public libraries;
$99:95: high schools; $129.95: colleges &
universities. VEA. PPR. Closed captioned.

Writing Narratives guides viewers through
the main points of writing good narratives:
character development, hooking the reader,
establishing tone and mood, crafting realistic dialogue, structuring a good plot,
building tension, and devising a successful
ending. The engaging young male narrator
appears onscreen at a desk, in a café, on busy
streets, and in various other locales as he
observes and listens to people around him
(possible characters!), jotting down ideas in
a notebook while delivering core principles,
such as the importance of creating believable
figures (imperfections included) and delineating the motivation of the main protagonist (solving a crime, for example). He also
offers helpful tips, such as differentiating the
speaking style of various characters depending on age, education, profession, and life
experiences (and suggests reading dialogue
aloud to determine if it sounds right). Also
covered are such subtleties as the difference
between tone and mood, and their role in
genres such as romance and horror. Viewers are advised to “read as a writer”—both
good fiction and bad—to learn what works
and what doesn’t, and reminded to write
simple, clear sentences that express only one
key thought at a time. Presenting a surprisingly thorough overview compressed into a
short program, this is highly recommended.
[Note: the companion volume Elements of
Narrative is also newly available.] Aud: J, H,
C, P. (C. Block)
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NATURE, MATH & SCIENCE

Brain Zapped Science: Volume One
HHH

(2011) 25 min. DVD: $15. Brain Zapped. PPR.

Animal Babies HHH

(2011) 2 discs. 96 min. DVD: $29.95. Worldwide
Academic Media. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-59163-219-1.

Featuring nature footage culled from the
BBC Motion Gallery, this two-disc compilation showcases the habits of various young
animals. Serving up onscreen facts related to
gestation, life span, diet, size, and top speed,
Animal Babies focuses on creatures including the capybara (with a visit to a Brazilian
nature reserve and the tidbit that vultures
gather as the large rodents give birth because
only about 1 in 20 infants survive), lions in
action (with a baby cub sadly killed by a
buffalo stampede), the “not very well mannered” langur monkey of India, fluffy SoCal
sea otters who rest on mom’s belly, lemur,
penguins, polar bears, foxes in England’s
New Forest, orangutans in Boreno (many of
whom are orphans due to human activities
such as deforestation and the pet trade), and
little joey kangaroos who love garlic bread.
Including info on daily life, predators, and
living conditions, this interesting visual
animal encyclopedia is recommended. Aud:
J, H, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Betty White: Champion for Animals
HH1/2

(2011) 89 min. DVD: $19.98. Image Entertainment
(avail. from most distributors).

The presence of durable comic actress Betty
White is a little misleading here. Although
a well-known animal advocate, White only
pops up sporadically amidst this shapeless
mix of wildlife and conservation segments
(heavy on the penguins, especially) filmed
around the world. We see ornithologists in
South Africa, rangers in Yellowstone National
Park tranquilizing and radio-banding wolves,
and visit the world’s largest public aquarium
in Atlanta. White most actively participates in
footage of an Illinois program using horses as
therapy. Near the one-hour mark the subject
of animal welfare and abuse brings disturbing images of African rhinos killed for their
horns, seals shot and clubbed for fur, and
cockfighting and dogfight casualties. Regarding the latter, White diplomatically expresses
mixed feelings about the Michael Vick scandal, saying that the tarnished athlete’s public
repentance has done much good in curbing
the horrific practice. No mention is made
of livestock slaughter or factory-farming,
but neither is screen time spent away from
the animals for showbiz gossip and on-set
anecdotes (although it would have been nice
to hear White discuss her self-parodying role
as the kindly keeper of monster crocodiles in
the horror film Lake Placid). Not being a Betty
White biography in any sense, this somewhat
mis-named documentary is an optional purchase. Aud: P. (C. Cassady)
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This appealing program for early-elementary students features four brief kid-hosted
segments focusing on various science lessons.
“Reason for the Seasons” explains how the
Earth’s tilted axis is responsible for the four
distinct times of year on the planet, as well as
why the northern and southern hemispheres
have opposite seasons. “Mom, Laundry, Computers, Aliens!” explores the causes of erosion and weathering, while “Swimming for
Science” explains how theories evolve from
hypotheses that can be tested, applying the
method to a study of a swimmer’s most productive stroke. Finally, “Game Show: Renewable or Non-Renewable Resources” presents
a staged quiz show about fossil fuels versus
other energy sources. DVD extras include a
Spanish-language version of “Reason for the
Seasons” and “BZ Quick Tip: The Trick of 9s,”
which details an easy way to multiply by 9.
Recommended. Aud: E, P. (T. Keogh)

Finding Life Beyond Earth HHH1/2

(2011) 120 min. DVD: $24.99 ($44.95 w/PPR),
Blu-ray: $29.99 ($44.95 w/PPR). PBS Video. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-60883-519-5 (dvd), 978-160883-571-3 (blu-ray).

For centuries, humans have looked to the
sky, wondering whether life exists beyond
Earth. In recent decades, powerful telescopes
and probes have enabled us to look further
into space for relevant signs. Directed by
Oliver Twinch, this PBS-aired NOVA episode
weighs the odds, pointing out the necessity
of certain life-sustaining chemical elements
such as nitrogen and water, as well as an energy source like the sun. Theorizing that the
building blocks for life could have been car-

ried by asteroids and comets—coupled with a
massive collision between Earth and another
celestial body, which released steam and produced rain to fill our oceans—the program
notes that while neighboring planets such
as Mercury and Venus feature inhospitable
desert environments, life might be able to
take hold on the cold, far distant realms of
our solar system. Of course, this is unlikely to
be intelligent life as we know it, but “planet
hunters” are already looking forward to a
future launch of a telescope three times more
powerful than Hubble. Combining knowledgeable scientific testimony with first-rate
graphics, this fascinating documentary on
space exploration is highly recommended.
Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

Spring HHH

(2011) 12 min. DVD: $69.95 (teacher’s guide
included). Visual Learning Systems. PPR. ISBN:
978-1-59234-657-8.

Produced by Dr. Brian A. Jerome, this
addition to Visual Learning Company’s The
Seasons series focuses on the renewing properties of springtime. Using onscreen vocabulary
and footage to illustrate spring’s relation to
the other seasons, this short introduction
looks at signal changes in various areas:
weather (warmer, with plenty of rain), days
(longer, with shorter nights), effects on animals (such as the migration of creatures such
as geese and elk, and an increase in births),
plants (warmer soil allows for farming, as well
as the growth and blossoming of flowers),
and people (who engage in more sports and
outdoor activities). Also defining the equinox
and regional differences (places closer to the
equator have less noticeable changes), this
informative program is bundled with a solid
curriculum that includes discussion ques-

Frozen Planet HHH1/2

(2011) 3 discs. 300 min. DVD: $39.98, Blu-ray: $54.98. BBC Worldwide
Ltd. (avail. from most distributors). ISBN: 0-7806-8518-0 (dvd); 0-78068519-2 (blu-ray).

This visually stunning BBC series on the Arctic and Antarctic
regions is narrated by the redoubtable David Attenborough, who
braved the frigid climes of the North and South Poles to host the
seven-part program. The first episodes present an overview of
each location and history of early exploration, followed by four
programs illustrating the seasonal changes. The sixth segment
deals with the incredibly hardy human residents of the polar
regions, while the seventh presents Attenborough’s analysis of the impact of climate
change on these areas and the potentially devastating effect on both the indigenous
animal life and Earth as a whole. Each chapter is supplemented by a featurette recording obstacles faced by the crew while filming—ranging from life-threatening storms to
bureaucratic red tape. The cinematography throughout is breathtaking, with footage
above ground, beneath the snow, and in the waters under the ice capturing a wide array
of land-based and aquatic life—including penguins, polar bears, wolves, and whales,
but also many rarer specimens—in their struggle for survival against predators (the
“circle of life” isn’t Disney-fied here, although the kills are handled with some discretion). Bowing on DVD and Blu-ray, extras include a featurette on current scientific work
at the South Pole, video diaries, and a highlights reel. A triumph of natural history
documentary filmmaking, this is highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (F. Swietek)
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tions, a glossary, slides, and a PDF instructor’s
manual. The other titles in the series are Fall,
Summer, and Winter. Recommended. Aud: E,
P. (J. Williams-Wood)

HEALTH & FITNESS
Aligned and Well: “Down There” for
Women HHH

(2009) 40 min. DVD: $14.95. Well Balanced
Media (dist. by Janson Media). PPR. ISBN: 978-156839-419-5.

This addition to the Aligned and Well series—drawing on biomechanics principles
to troubleshoot “misuse of your (body)
machine”—features prescriptive exercises
for female pelvic floor health. Host and scientist Katy Bowman recommends an under
tucking posture to strengthen the muscles
and help with alignment, and demonstrates
deceptively simple “Rx…ercise” movements
that include calf stretch, pelvic list, knee
squeeze, and “legs on the wall.” Underscoring
the importance of changing habits in order
to alleviate various ailments—including
menstrual cramps, sexual dysfunction, and
incontinence—while also promoting general
sacral and hip health, this informative guide
includes a bonus lecture by Bowman, and
printable “Rx…ercises.” Recommended. Aud:
P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Burzynski HH1/2

(2011) 2 discs. 118 min. DVD: $29.98. Passion
River (avail. from most distributors).

A rather needlessly informercial-esque tone
pervades this medical-advocacy documentary about Polish-born, Houston-based Dr.
Stanislaw Burzynski, who came to the U.S.
in 1970, and has promoted an alternative,
non-toxic cancer treatment with his “anti-

neoplaston” medications—reputedly achieving remission in the most aggressive and
hopeless of cases. But throughout the 1980s
and 1990s, the Texas Medical Board—under
pressure from the FDA—sought to revoke
Burzynski’s license and reportedly ignored his
successful clinical trials, as well as an alleged
attempt by the mainstream pharmaceutical
industry to steal one of Burzynski’s formulas. We hear a by-now-familiar refrain that
none of Burzynski’s detractors or opponents
agreed to appear, leaving this documentary
absolutely one-sided. Various supporters and
Burzysnki patients who also fled political
repression say that no foreign dictatorship
in their experience treated doctors the way
the American Medical Association persecutes
Burzynski. Regardless of where the truth lies,
the cozy, old-boys-network relationship depicted here between orthodox medicine and
giant, greedy corporations does come across
as a serious malignancy within the medical
profession. A bonus disc features even more
patient testimony, Burzynski biographical
details, and FDA-bashing. A strong optional
purchase. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Eat Less! The Upside of Downsizing
HHH

(2012) 29 min. DVD: $109 (downloadable
teacher’s guide available). Learning Seed. PPR.
Closed captioned. ISBN: 1-55740-606-4.

Americans are eating more and getting
fatter, like many in the rest of the developed
world (an estimated 1.5 billion people on
the planet are overweight). Eat Less looks
at several reasons why this is happening,
including—at least in the U.S.—bigger portions at restaurants and fast-food outlets; the
supersizing of everything from drive-thru
meals to bagels and pizza; the increasing
consumption of fat, sugar, and high-fructose
corn syrup; more couch (TV-watching) time;

Baring It All HHH1/2

(2011) 47 min. DVD: $19.95. Passion River (avail. from most
distributors).

Fashion photographer David Jay’s job involves making people
look as beautiful as possible—often artificially so—but when his
girlfriend’s twin sister was diagnosed with breast cancer, he found
a different kind of beauty in her body’s altered landscape. This
led to the SCAR project, a series focusing on women ages 18 to 35
as they go from diagnosis through the various forms of available
treatment. Jay’s initial instinct was to use makeup and favorable
lighting to make the subjects feel better about themselves, but he gradually changed his
approach to something simpler and more direct. The individuals featured in filmmaker
Patricia Zagarella’s Baring It All hail from varied backgrounds, with different stories to
tell, and their own reasons for choosing to participate (their only real common ground
is cancer). Yet, together they help contribute to our understanding of the ways that
cancer can affect lives—sometimes subtly but more often severely—and we see how
each woman retains her dignity and beauty through those changes, from the purchase
of a new wig to mastectomies. It’s shocking to see the ridges and valleys of scar tissue on
some, but much more surprising to hear such lovely women talk about how unattractive
they now feel. DVD extras include a featurette with Jay. Packing an emotional wallop,
this powerful documentary is highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (H. Seggel)
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less exercise; and ignorance of the essentials
of good nutrition. Eat Less! attempts to educate viewers about these important issues at
a basic level, combining graphics and animation with suggestions for healthier eating and
living, such as serving food on smaller plates
and reading nutrition labels. The program
also includes a discussion of the USDA’s new
MyPlate guidelines for daily eating. Although
much of the information here will be obvious to anyone with a general understanding
of nutrition, this straightforward primer
is recommended for those without similar
fare. [Note: also newly available is Eat Smart!:
MyPlate & 2010 Dietary Guidelines.] Aud: I, J,
H, P. (F. Gardner)

The Tapping Solution HH1/2

(2011) 90 min. DVD: $29.95. Passion River (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

The premise behind The Tapping Solution
is that tapping gently and rapidly on several
key points on the hands, head, and torso
will align the body’s vibrations and—combined with affirmative statements and some
psychological prodding—help individuals
overcome bad habits, illnesses, addictions,
and grief. Filmmakers Nicolas Ortner, Jessica
Ortner, and Nicholas Polizzi gathered 10
people with varying issues and ailments for
a four-day seminar using Emotional Freedom
Techniques (EFT), the so-called tapping solution that combines Chinese acupressure with
psychology. The result will be familiar to
anyone who watches daytime TV talk shows,
as people in pain tearfully acknowledge the
wounds inflicted by their past behavior and
feel a great “transformative” release. The
technique apparently works in the short term;
back pain recedes for one man, a woman’s
insomnia improves, migraines lessen, and
smoking ceases (although only for one day).
Several experts and authors who are familiar
with EFT add their endorsements of the practice. Six months later, seven of the original 10
return to report that the relief they achieved
from the experience still holds. DVD extras
include a how-to on tapping points and a
panel discussion before an audience of 200
“avid tappers” at a workshop. Given that the
evidence for EFT remains anecdotal, this is an
optional purchase for larger alternative health
collections. Aud: C, P. (F. Gardner)

Younger Next Year: The New Science of
Aging HHH

(2011) 58 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.95 w/PPR).
PBS Video. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-60883475-4.

While not everyone may want to live
forever, most would like to see the quality
of their lives sustained or even improved as
they get older. Presented in a lecture format,
this PBS production features Dr. Henry Lodge
(co-author of the titular New York Times
bestseller), who argues that advancing age
doesn’t have to mean a declining quality
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DVD Picks

Sponsored by BayView Entertainment

Outside In HHH

(2009) 61 min. DVD: $298. Icarus Films. PPR.

Katherine Deutch Tatlock’s nine-year-project documents one
woman’s unique approach to receiving a cancer diagnosis. With
an astrophysicist for a father and a schizophrenic for a sister, it
isn’t a complete surprise that Katherine “Kasia” Clark became a
doctor. The family practitioner was 42 when she found out she
had advanced ovarian cancer, a disease more common in women
over 60. Prior to that point, three gynecologists told her she
had fibroids and didn’t need surgery, but she knew something
more serious was going on. Although she would beat the odds,
her oncologist initially gave her one to two years. In telling Clark’s story, Tatlock also
includes comments from Clark’s doctors, parents, and partner. Not one to take things
easy or slow, Clark underwent surgery, chemotherapy, and psychotherapy, while also
ramping up exercise (running, swimming, skiing, and rock climbing). Over the years,
two additional surgeries would follow, although she experienced a six-year remission in
between. The interdisciplinary exercise regimen would lead her to become a triathlete,
and she also followed a strict diet and pursued a variety of artistic endeavors, ranging
from violin playing to experimental filmmaking. She’s especially forthcoming about
some of her unusual treatments and unexpected reactions, like a primal scream-type
process and an attraction to a male doctor, despite her 11-year relationship with a woman
(Clark identifies herself as bisexual). She also successfully sued the doctors who misdiagnosed her. Clark’s take-no-prisoners attitude will surely inspire some viewers, while
putting off others, especially since she let her partnership suffer in her quest for new
experiences. But who’s to say how one should react when given such a dire prognosis?
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)
of life, explaining how taking charge of
our biology and making different lifestyle
choices can add years. Lodge calls the human body a machine constantly running
a gauntlet between growth and decay. Not
surprisingly, his advice involves exercise,
portion control in dieting, and limiting
snacking between meals. In addition to
covering topics such as aerobic exercise
and strength training, Lodge also emphasizes the more psychological aspects of the
subject, including the power of emotions,
the value of touch, and the importance of
forming connections at work, in church,
and with the community. Bonus features
include a Q&A session with Lodge and a
featurette on “The New Longevity.” Recommended. Aud: P. (S. Rees)

CHILDBIRTH & PARENTING
Made in India HHH

(2010) 97 min. In Hindi & English w/English
subtitles. DVD: $89: public libraries & high
schools; $295: colleges & universities. Women
Make Movies. PPR.

Filmmakers Rebecca Haimowitz and
Vaishali Sinha’s Made in India considers
the rise of medical tourism through the
experiences of one couple: San Antoniobased Lisa and Brian Switzer, who have
tried everything to conceive and failed,
so the couple look into the possibilities of
a surrogate mother, except the costs turn
out to be beyond their means. Although
not opposed to adoption, the Switzers’ see
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it as a last resort. Then they find out about
Planet Hospital, which offers lower prices
by drawing on Indian resources, including
surrogates: instead of $50,000-$100,000,
the pair are looking at $12,000. The directors travel to Mumbai to present both sides
of the story, the Switzers’ and that of Aasia
Khan, their surrogate, although the parties
don’t meet until much later. Muslim housecleaner Khan, who has three children of her
own, learned about surrogacy opportunities
from her sister-in-law (only married women
can participate). Although she doesn’t disclose the payment, Aasia says she’s getting
$2,000-$3,000 (the film elsewhere cites
higher surrogacy estimates—in the range of
$4,000-$7,000). In addition to lower costs,
Dr. Kadam, a fertility specialist, points out
India offers shorter waiting periods. And,
indeed, four months later, Aasia is carrying
twins…and expecting more money. After
the Switzers return to the States, the media’s
interest in third-party reproduction kicks
into high gear, and they end up on NBC’s
Today Show, where viewers voice worries
about the ethical ramifications. Along the
way, other medical and legal complications
arise, with consulate and hospital representatives speaking to the various issues. While
the filmmakers withhold judgment, it’s hard
not to at least cast a skeptical eye on the
proceedings. Sure to spark discussion, this is
recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Resilience HHH

(2010) 75 min. DVD: $59: public libraries; $229:
colleges & universities. Seventh Art Releasing. PPR.

Tammy Chu’s emotionally involving
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PRANAMAYA
INSIGHT YOGA: EARTH
BV9258, $24.99

Insight yoga recognizes that our health and vitality
depends on a free flow of energy in both our
lower body, the earthly 'yin' region, and our upper
body, the heavenly 'yang' region. The practices on
this DVD cultivate a balance of these two vital
forces by enhancing the Earthly grounding
aspects of our nature, using a combination of yoga
movement, held postures and skillfully guided
mo
meditations. This is a perfect addition to your
fitness & wellness DVD catalog. Also Available –
Pranamaya Insight Heaven (BV9259, $24.99).

PROGRESSIVE POWER YOGA V.1
BAY180, $14.99

Hollywood’s hottest yoga trainer to the stars,
Mark Blanchard, leads a dynamic and powerful
workout guaranteed to change your body and
your perception of yoga. This upbeat,
make-you-sweat DVD series is divided into
three separate volumes that will help you lose
weight, increase energy and longevity, and
firm
up your body. Each DVD showcases a
fi
different, invigorating workout, containing 60
minutes of high energy, flowing, standing
postures followed by 30 minutes of abdominal
training, balance poses and deep cool down
stretches. Also available: Volume 2 (BAY181)
and Volume 3 (BAY182) - $14.99 each.

Order from your distributor or
call BayView at 201-488-6110
W W W . BAY VIE WENTERTAINMENT . COM
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documentary centers on a mother in South
Korea and a son in South Dakota. A father
of two, Brent (born Sungwook) grew up
with adoptive parents. Although his birth
mother, Myungja, would eventually also
have a daughter, she yearns to reconnect
with Brent. Thirty years before, her husband gambled the family’s money away,
and while she went to look for work, he
gave the boy up for adoption. Brent, who
enjoyed a happy childhood in the U.S., also
longs to see Myungja, tracking her down
after five years, and ultimately traveling to
meet her on the Korean show Beautiful Forgiveness, since he couldn’t otherwise afford
the trip. Mother and son bond during their
brief time together, despite the language
and cultural differences. On a follow-up
trip two years later, Brent brings his wife
and daughters, but not everything goes
as smoothly. Brent finds Myungja—who’s
been working extra hours to treat him like
a king—both generous and demanding, and
he meets the aunt who helped to arrange for
his adoption, making for a tense encounter.
Two more years pass, and his relationships
with his wife and adoptive parents have suffered, so he returns to Korea, since he’s been
having trouble finding a job. Unfortunately,
his visit is cut short by illness at home.
Although the narrative feels unfinished,
Chu’s central theme of dislocation comes
through, as we sense that Brent may never
feel completely at home in South Dakota
or South Korea. Recommended. Aud: C. P.
(K. Fennessy)

RE L A T ION S HIP S & S E X U A L I T Y
After Happily Ever After HH

(2010) 54 min. DVD: $169.95. Films Media Group.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-61733-945-5.

Kate Schermerhorn’s documentary has
a wonderful idea at its center: namely,
trying to understand why people want to
marry, especially when more than half of
all marriages in the U.S. end in divorce.
Schermerhorn brings in a slew of experts
(matchmakers, psychiatrists, a divorce
lawyer, even Elvis imitators who perform
in a Las Vegas chapel) who discuss the appeal of matrimony. She also gathers input
from long-married couples who reveal their
secrets for staying together—including
a lesbian pair and an Indian couple who
were wed in an arranged marriage 10 years
earlier—and interweaves a witty collection of vintage clips that offer yesteryear’s
cartoonish definition of wedded bliss.
Unfortunately, Schermerhorn also insists
on being the center of attention: a divorced
single mother when production began,
she married for the second time as filming progressed. But the relationship was
rocky, and when the arrival of a daughter
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Orchids: My Intersex Adventure HHH

(2010) 60 min. DVD: $89: public libraries & high schools; $295: colleges
& universities. Women Make Movies. PPR.

Australian filmmaker Phoebe Hart grew up with a nagging
sense of her own difference. Of course, many kids feel this way,
but Hart’s case was truly unusual: she learned as a teenager
that she was born with 46 XY (male) chromosomes, making
her an intersex person (once called hermaphrodites). To better
understand herself and her occasionally fraught relationship
with her family, Hart and her sister Bonnie—who is also
intersex—take a road trip across Australia to meet and talk to
others about how the condition has shaped their life journeys. Hart’s high school
photography teacher is among the people she meets with; his story of being brutally
bullied when he started growing breasts in an all-male school is harrowing (he had
a bilateral mastectomy out of concern that the abuse would only continue). Orchids
doesn’t explain the conditions that constitute intersex in great detail, as this is
more of a personal account. Hart’s mother’s initial reluctance to talk on camera
leads to a deeper relationship when she admits to feeling responsible for—and
guilty about—her children’s difference. By the end of the documentary, Hart seems
to have found what she was looking for, and it’s easy to share her hard-won joy.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (H. Seggel)
failed to provide much-needed stability,
the union ultimately ended in divorce. As a
result, After Happily Ever After feels like two
hopelessly entangled tales: one an intriguing overview of contemporary challenges
wedded couples face, the other a solipsistic
home movie in which Schermerhorn hams
it up for the camera with her kids and bickers with her soon-to-be ex-husband. The
result is disjointed and disappointing. Not
a necessary purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Kink Crusaders HH

(2012) 75 min. DVD: $24.99. Breaking Glass
Pictures (avail. from most distributors).

Mike Skiff’s documentary focuses on the
participants in the International Mr. Leather
(IML) contest, held annually in Chicago as a
macho riff on the traditional beauty pageant,
except that the contestants appear to be
judged more on their personalities and commitment to a leather-fetish lifestyle than on
physical attractiveness. Kink Crusaders takes
great pains to stress the inclusiveness of the
competition (this niche community has had
a history of racial segregation), and one of the
contestants, Mr. Leather Ottawa, calls himself
a role model because of his use of a wheelchair. Another participant openly identifies
himself as heterosexual, and various leatherclad women (both lesbian and straight) are
on hand to enjoy the proceedings. The IML
event also features an exhibit hall where
wispily-clad men voluntarily act like dogs for
their approving masters or allow themselves
to be imprisoned in sado-masochist contraptions. Unfortunately, despite all the posing
and vague talk of empowerment, what we
ultimately see are a bunch of fairly quotidian
guys with little in common except for their
taste in clothing and kinky sex. Viewers are
unlikely to gain much insight into the sadomasochistic lifestyle here. DVD extras include
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extended interviews and a featurette titled
“Top 20 Jockstrap Competition.” Optional.
Aud: P. (P. Hall)

The Sons of Tennessee Williams
HHH1/2

(2011) 80 min. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features
(avail. from most distributors).

The Sons of Tennessee Williams recounts
the history of the first gay “krewes” (organizations that put on parades or balls during
Mardi Gras) while showing the buildup to
the 40th anniversary event for the Krewe
of Armeinius. As director Tim Wolff makes
clear, New Orleans has always seemed to
have one foot in ancient tradition and the
other in the future, but during the 1950s
the city was as repressive as the rest of the
country as far as gay rights were concerned.
Laws against “public association” and
routine raids on bars where gays might
congregate forced a creative solution: using
the legal charter system to form a Mardi
Gras krewe not only allowed homosexual
men to associate in public, but to do so
in elaborate gowns and high heels at the
city’s signature celebration. Membership
in this sub-subculture was threatened by
AIDS, and then nearly wiped out by Hurricane Katrina. Told through interviews
and archival footage, The Sons of Tennessee
Williams brings to life an interesting slice
of history and features some truly amazing
costume design (it’s also sweet to see longtime members having their makeup applied
before the show goes on; they used to hire
the local undertaker to do the honors). DVD
extras include bonus footage of ball coronations, an extended clip of “the beignets”
(a troupe of humans dressed as the famed
French Quarter pastry), and a photo gallery.
Absolutely fabulous, this is highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (H. Seggel)
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FOOD & SPIRITS
Dare to Cook: Pastry Baking Basics with
Chef Tom Small HHH1/2

(2011) 112 min. DVD or Blu-ray: $24.95. BennettWatt HD Productions. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-60490061-3 (dvd).

Executive chef Tom Small instructs viewers in the preparation of 12 different forms
of pastry here, with recipes ranging from
simple to advanced, including an “everyday”
yeast bread and a s’more tart topped with
homemade marshmallows. Small breaks
each recipe down into manageable tasks and
points out ways to work with uncooperative
ingredients, such as an insufficiently chilled
pie crust. Pastry can be intimidating to
novice cooks, but Small is a reassuring, lowkey teacher whose recipes lend themselves
to variation and improvisation (raspberry
scones can easily be made with blueberries,
for example), and most require only a stand
mixer or food processor, range top, and
oven. Anyone who can turn out a “salted
caramel cheesecake with shortbread crust
and chocolate ganache topping” can fairly
be called fluent in the art of baking; thanks
to Chef Small, viewers can join that select
group. Also featuring printed recipes, this

straightforward and informative program is
highly recommended. Aud: P. (H. Seggel)

HOUSE & GARDEN
Year-Round Vegetable Production with
Eliot Coleman HHH

(2010) 2 discs. 192 min. DVD: $80. Chelsea Green
Publishing. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-60358-289-6.

Eliot Coleman—farmer, author, and organic entrepreneur—is the presenter on this
double-disc set filmed at the 2009 convention
of the Northeast Organic Farmers Association
of Vermont. The first disc contains an edited
version of a daylong intensive session with
Coleman, whose PowerPoint-enhanced talk
details how he farms year-round in snowy
Harborside, ME. Borrowing from the intensive practices of European farms—such as
harvesting one crop while another is beginning to grow alongside—Coleman has built
a thriving business, turning conventional
agriculture (at least as practiced in the U.S.)
on its head. Coleman says that experts who
visit his Four Seasons Farm marvel at what he
produces while simultaneously denying that
what he does is even possible: growing basil
in March, for instance, or Vidalia onions that
mature three days before the famous crop in

Georgia. Pests and diseases are kept at bay,
Coleman asserts, by healthy soil and good
practices. Coleman has even invented a number of hand tools to make some tasks easier,
such as a flamer that burns off weeds and
a transplant tool fashioned from a mason’s
trowel. The second disc includes Coleman’s
crowd-pleasing keynote speech at the conference, an interview that enlarges on his ideas,
and a PDF with detailed climate and USDA
zone maps. Although sporting rudimentary
production values, this is an intriguing and
inspiring look at an earth-friendly farming
renaissance that combines old techniques
with modern knowledge. Recommended.
[Note: also newly available is Fermentation
Workshop with Sandor Ellix Katz.] Aud: C, P.
(F. Gardner)

SPORTS, GAMES & RECRE ATION
The Women and the Waves HHH

(2011) 48 min. DVD: $19.98. FilmWorks
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).

Filmmaker Heather Hudson’s upbeat
documentary celebrates women’s involvement in surfing—from 1959, when Linda
Benson became the first woman to claim
the title of World Champion, to the present
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on how to number and sign an edition of a
print; and a downloadable PDF listing tools
and materials. Highly recommended. Aud:
P. (F. Gardner)

Under the Boardwalk: The Monopoly Story HHH

(2010) 88 min. DVD: $29.95. Docurama (avail. from most distributors).
ISBN: 1-4229-9525-9.

Serving up a relentless barrage of Monopoly trivia, filmmaker
Kevin Tostado’s Under the Boardwalk shares more than a few fascinating factoids about the perennially popular board game. For
instance, who knew there were Monopoly World Championships
held every four years? Or that the prototype for the game we know
today began in 1903 as a recreational way to teach people about
the evils of laissez-faire capitalism? What isn’t so surprising is
the awkwardly charming über-geekery of the Monopoly-crazed
interview subjects here, mainly gleaned from the ranks of the world’s most formidable
players. The documentary mixes together information about the game’s history and
immense global cultural impact with a steady and relatively dramatic run-up to the
Monopoly World Championship in Las Vegas, where the four best players square off for
a $20,000 paycheck (presumably in real money). Although Tostado does a decent job
of building nail-biting drama from an essentially drama-less scenario, a little too much
footage is dedicated to Monopoly-related quirkiness, such as a family’s Monopoly-themed
bathroom. DVD extras include an extended segment on one of the profiled Monopoly
players, an edited version of the 2009 championship final game, and an interactive
quiz. Recommended. Aud: P. (M. Sandlin)
day. Interviews with Benson (now 64) and
other female and male surfing personalities are interwoven with footage of each of
the featured subjects riding the waves to a
catchy soundtrack of contemporary indie surf
music. Shot in HD in California, Mexico, and
Hawaii, The Women and the Waves maintains
a casual beach vibe as interviewees describe
how the sport has changed over time to the
point where it is now commonplace to see
young women surfing, although even some
of the younger enthusiasts have had the experience of being dismissed or singled out for
their supposed novelty. Along the way, viewers witness plenty of action while learning
about the addictive nature of the sport and
the passion it evokes from these impressive
female surfing masters. DVD extras include
extended interviews, additional footage, and
a photo gallery. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(M. Puffer-Rothenberg)

CRAF T S, ART S & HOBBIES
Finders Keepers: The Heart of Collecting
HHH
(2011) 78 min. DVD: $19.95. Handcrafted
Productions.

Rather than a sweepingly general, whitelab-coat view of collecting mania and what
fires it, filmmaker Patrick Rosenkranz (himself
an authority and archivist of alt-underground
comix) profiles several different hobbyists
and their peculiar treasures. For generations,
the family of Canada’s Donald Walton have
maintained a collection focused on the history of telephones, which would eventually
form the basis for a book on the history of
communications. Ed Welter, determined to
collect something mostly overlooked, built
a private mini-museum of crayons. Chuck
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Palmer, meanwhile, accumulated prison gear
and corrections artifacts (a genuine electric
chair still eludes him). Diane Cazalet’s confectionery molds are not only rare but also
rugged and functional (and still used in her
kitchen). Some viewers may be reminded of
HBO’s Hoarders by artist Denis Wheary, a
curator of T-shirts, toy cars, hyper-sexualized superheroines, 1960s poster art, ski/surf
memorabilia, and apparently anything else
he can’t bear to discard (Wheary achieves a
breakthrough when he finally posts a nonessential item for sale on eBay). Likely to appeal
to fans of Antiques Roadshow, this is recommended. Aud: P. (C. Cassady)

Screen Printing: The 4 Basic Techniques
HHH1/2
(2011) 73 min. DVD: $16.95. On Air Video. PPR.

The crafty married filmmaking team of
Sharyn Pak and Larry Withers presents another solid entry in their series of instructional crafts programs here, teaching viewers how
to make screen prints. Pak serves as narrator
and guide, detailing four basic screen printing
processes that can be performed in a small
area—say, on a kitchen table. She discusses
types of screens, tools, paint and other emulsions, and printing media—paper, card stock,
and fabric. Pak starts with a stencil technique,
followed by its opposite approach—known
as the blackout method—in which the background takes the ink, leaving the design in
the original color of the paper. Self-adhesive
film is used for a more ambitious effort, printing in several colors on cloth for a tablecloth
and napkins. The most complex project uses
photo emulsion to make a four-color poster
and a three-color T-shirt. DVD extras include
galleries of prints from contemporary artists
known as Strawberryluna and vintage posters
from the Depression-era WPA; a primer on
how to replace the fabric in a screen; advice
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THE ARTS
Blank City HHH

(2011) 95 min. DVD: $29.95 ($189 w/PPR), Bluray: $34.95 ($189 w/PPR). Kino Lorber Edu.

Modern independent film can trace many
of its roots to New York’s East Village, circa
1977, where artists and musicians took up
Super 8 cameras to create gritty, grainy provocative productions at a time when rejection
of formal training was the norm. Of course,
it didn’t hurt that rents were dirt cheap and
drugs were easy to come by. John Lurie of
the Lounge Lizards put his music on hold
to act in Jim Jarmusch’s movies, while Lydia
Lunch merged her punk and poetic talents
in Richard Kern’s “Cinema of Transgression”
movement, and graffiti artist and painter
Jean-Michel Basquiat crashed on everyone’s
floor when he wasn’t out honing his craft
by spray-painting on walls. Director Céline
Danhier’s Blank City mixes interviews of artists and observers with footage from many of
the films—which were often edgy, sometimes
violent, and frequently hilarious—backed by
the music of Television, Patti Smith, James
Chance, and others. An era like this obviously
couldn’t last; AIDS dealt the first blow, after
which gentrification scattered the survivors
to the four winds and varied careers. Blank
City captures a scene that was never pretty
but left its influential mark on much of what
came after. DVD extras include an interview
with Danhier, deleted and extended scenes,
and outtakes. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(H. Seggel)

Del Shores: My Sordid Life HHH

(2011) 99 min. DVD: $24.99. Breaking Glass
Pictures (avail. from most distributors).

The spotlight in this one-man show filmed
in Los Angeles in 2011 is on Texas-born
playwright/screenwriter Del Shores, who
may not be as infamous as transgressive
fave John Waters, but has a similar vibe,
having created the stage-to-screen productions Daddy’s Dyin? (Who’s Got the Will?),
Sordid Lives, and The Trials and Tribulations of
a Trailer Trash Housewife, as well as working
on the American adaptation of Queer as Folk,
and various sitcoms. Much of his work draws
upon his Southern Baptist relatives’ dramas
involving drinking, divorces, jail time, and
Jesus. Here he speaks candidly about his belated coming out—after he had married and
fathered two daughters—and the subsequent
reactions of certain family members. He also
dishes venomously on star actors he dislikes,
praises those with whom he’s worked with
successfully (Beau Bridges shows up in the live
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audience), and expresses much love for the
late gay icon Rue McClanahan. Although the
dramatist’s wit is abundant, so is his anger: he
closes with a monologue that he himself censored from his play Southern Baptist Sissies, a
Lenny Bruce–type rant equating homophobic
conservative Christianity with obesity and
then citing Gospel passages damning gluttony (let’s just say that his decision to cut the
speech was a good one). DVD extras include
behind-the-scenes featurettes, deleted scenes,
and a photo montage. Nicely fitting in both
LGBT and standup comedy collections, this
is recommended. Aud: P. (C. Cassady)

Most Valuable Players HHH

(2010) 95 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail.
from most distributors).

In Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley—where
sports usually dominate—school systems
now vie just as fiercely in the annual Freddy
Awards, a sort of junior Tony Awards (named
after a theater-ghost mascot) recognizing
excellence in high school stage-musical
performances. When regional TV personality-turned-theater-CEO Shelley Brown
produced the Freddys as a live broadcast extravaganza—with full-blown costumed musical numbers and solos at the historic State
Theater Center for the Arts—it became the
showbiz/school/media event of the year (and
a wellspring of scholarship money for winners). Aired on the Oprah Winfrey Network,
filmmaker Matthew D. Kallis’s Most Valuable
Players takes viewers behind-the-scenes for
one season when three schools mount coincident productions of Les Miserables (dig the
dueling Fantines), while other finalists bring
it on with Bye Bye Birdie, Guys and Dolls and
Camelot. Students interviewed even include a
few jocks who—whether sidelined by injury
or attracted by the footlights—discover a new
rush in live entertainment, despite some peer
accusations of homosexuality (brushed off as
more like good-natured macho ribbing than
bullying). A tragic health crisis for one of the
principle coordinators of the competition
eventually brings a note of gravitas to this
amped-up drama full of bubbly show-mustgo-on ambiance. Sure to appeal to fans of Glee
and the High School Musical franchise, this is
recommended. [Note: this is also available
for $95 w/PPR for high schools and public
libraries, and $295 w/PPR for colleges and
universities from Ro*co Films Educational
(www.rocoeducational.com).] Aud: H, C, P.
(C. Cassady)

Mrs. Miller, Deliverance, Five Easy Pieces, Close
Encounters of the Third Kind (which earned
Zsigmond his only Academy Award), The
Deer Hunter, Blow Out, and Ghostbusters,
among many others. Beginning with Easy
Rider (photographed by Kovács), the pair
helped redefine the way movies looked, from
grabbing shots on the fly for young directors
making personal films on low budgets to

using natural light to lend a heightened realism to studio productions. Their work alone
would justify this affectionate documentary
portrait of the two friends and fellow film
professionals, made by James Chressanthis
(a cinematographer himself who apprenticed
under both men), but their personal story
is also fascinating: both fled Hungary in
1956 after the Soviet crackdown (carrying

5, 6, 7, 8 HHH

(2009) 95 min. DVD: $19.98. FilmWorks Entertainment (avail. from most
distributors).

Director Andy Milkis’s documentary chronicles a year at Nova
Jazz, an elite girls dance company in Bedford Hills, NY. Owner
and choreographer Jenn is seen propped on a sofa in the studio
two days prior to giving birth to her second child, overseeing the
registration process. Although several people told her not to come,
Jenn’s determination is key to her leadership style, and during this
season it leads to dissent in the ranks when she pushes the students
to perform a piece they don’t like, with disastrous results. As the
narrative unfolds, the dancers’ personalities emerge, and for every overheated spat or
forced group-bonding session, there are genuine connections forged or strengthened.
Many of the young women are applying to college and looking forward, while Jenn is
essentially forced into being two places at once, helping to shepherd her charges along
while also trying to find new recruits to keep the business afloat. After several flubbed
performances and tearful rehearsals, the ensemble’s final live production is a testament
to the value of doggedly refusing to quit. DVD extras include audio commentary, bloopers, deleted scenes, and a photo gallery. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (H. Seggel)

No Subtitles Necessary: László & Vilmos
HHH

(2012) 86 min. DVD: $19.95. Cinema Libre Studio
(avail. from most distributors).

Cinematographers László Kovács and
Vilmos Zsigmond lensed several of the defining American films of the past 45 years,
boasting a combined filmography of 140
titles that include Paper Moon, McCabe &
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photographs that could have landed them
in the gulag), traveled to California, and
started working their way up the ladder
shooting exploitation fi lms and drive-in
quickies. Only in America… Chressanthis
profiles their efforts as educators and mentors to young filmmakers (including teaching classes back in post-Soviet Hungary),
as well as their contributions to the look
and style of American cinema in the ‘70s.
DVD extras include bonus interview clips.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Axmaker)

Pianomania HHH

(2010) 93 min. In English & German w/English
subtitles. DVD: $27.95. First Run Features (avail.
from most distributors).
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Steve Coogan: Live HHH

(2011) 2 discs. 239 min. DVD: $29.98. BBC
Worldwide Ltd. (avail. from most distributors).
ISBN: 0-7806-8255-6.

In movies such as Coffee and Cigarettes,
Our Idiot Brother and The Trip, Steve Coogan
has carved a niche for himself playing right
bastards. In his native Britain, Coogan is
something of comedy royalty, but best known
stateside for his narcissistic talk show host
Alan Partridge. However, Partridge is only one
of the indelible characters in Coogan’s wideranging repertoire, and this collection of live
comedy specials spanning 1994-2008 shows
us Yanks what we’ve been missing. The Man
Who Thinks He’s It, Live ‘N’ Lewd and As Alan
Partridge and Other Less Successful Characters
together showcase Coogan’s truly committed
character work (my favorite is the hopeless
aspiring comedian Duncan Thickett). Because
of the deep characterization, lines quoted out
of context here would do no one any favors
(and some of the funniest are not suitable
for print). DVD extras include previously
unreleased footage from Coogan’s 2009 appearance in Australia. Recommended. Aud:
P. (D. Liebenson)

Resurrect Dead: The Mystery of the Toynbee Tiles
HHHH

D

300020 $49.95 | DVD UPC#846742002151
23 Minutes, Closed Captioned, Grade 1 - 6

V I D E O

Although attendees at classical piano
recitals understandably focus their attention on the performing musicians, this
documentary reminds us of some unsung
heroes who are responsible for the instruments. The star of this engaging fi lm by
Lilian Franck and Robert Cibis is Stefan
Knüpfer—chief technician and master
tuner at the Vienna branch of Steinway
& Sons—an affable and energetic man
whose meticulous attention to detail extends to considering the effect of flecks
of dust and minute temperature changes
on a concert grand piano. But Knüpfer’s
skill also transcends the merely technical: he is expert in dealing with the needs
of perfectionist artists like Lang Lang,
Alfred Brendel, and Till Fellner, all of
whom make fleeting appearances choosing
pianos from the company’s showroom for
upcoming performances. Even more footage is devoted to Pierre-Laurent Aimard,
whose reach for near-ineffable nuances
in recording Bach’s Art of Fugue tests the
abilities of both Knüpfer and the recording

engineer. And Knüpfer’s work isn’t only in
the service of the classical repertory; he’s
equally dedicated to aiding a comic duo
whose raucous routines make Victor Borge
seem positively somnolent by comparison.
Anyone interested in classical performance
will be swept away by Knüpfer’s enthusiasm
and thankful that people like him are willing to put themselves so selflessly at the
disposal of noted artists. DVD extras include
a Q&A with Franck. A fine complement to
Note by Note: The Making of Steinway L1037
(VL-11/09), this is recommended. Aud: C,
P. (F. Swietek)

(2011) 87 min. DVD: $24.98. eOne Entertainment (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-4172-3585-3.

The only drawback to Resurrect Dead is where to file this true-life
who/why-dunit. Art documentary? Crime? Occult conspiracy?
In the 1990s, Philadelphia courier Justin Duerr began to notice
odd objects embedded in the city’s pavement: multi-colored,
homemade plaques hardened into the asphalt, with hand-carved
letters spelling “TOYNBEE IDEAS IN KUBRICK’S 2001 RESURRECT DEAD ON PLANET JUPITER.” Duerr finds that the cryptic
“Toynbee message” is not unique to Philadelphia; the tiles (along with extra notations
about persecution, the USSR, and the media) also lie on busy roads in many cities,
baffling passersby in areas across the United States and down into South America (the
culprit is never even glimpsed gluing them down). Duerr teams up with other tile-obsessed individuals in a years-long investigation, going down blind alleys and chasing
bizarre clues (one an obscure David Mamet play) to solve...what exactly? Publicity
stunt? Guerilla art project? Political manifesto? Even Duerr, an art-school dropout
and backer of “outsider artists,” starts to look like a suspect in this wild tale. While the
Toynbee message (and its creator) are ultimately deciphered, getting there makes for
one memorable yarn in this excellent example of stranger-than-fiction storytelling.
Highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)
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!Women Art Revolution HHHH

(2011) 83 min. DVD: $29.99. Zeitgeist Films (avail. from most
distributors).

Artist and filmmaker Lynn Hershman Leeson has been documenting the evolution of feminist art over the past four decades,
often interviewing the principal creators in her Berkeley apartment. !Women Art Revolution interweaves talks with notable figures
(including Miranda July, Judy Chicago, Yvonne Rainer, Hannah
Wilke, and Carolee Schneemann), commentary from curators and
critics, and excerpts from performance pieces. The overwhelming
rejection of the first wave of feminist art by established galleries
and others—Chicago’s The Dinner Party was decried in the U.S. House of Representatives
as “pornography”—meant much of the work existed only on bootlegged slides. Being
forced underground led to some brilliant protests by the Guerrilla Girls, an anonymous
group that compiled and publicized statistics on galleries, which mainly exhibited work
by white men. These high-spirited actions were a counterpoint to the infighting that occasionally pitted women against one another. When performance artist Ana Mendieta’s
husband was accused of pushing her to her death from a window, wealthy male artists
funded his defense; he was acquitted, and the lack of response from females further
divided the community against itself. !Women Art Revolution covers a significant, wideranging story that hasn’t been told before. DVD extras include additional interviews and
a featurette about the rawwar.org site, which features Leeson’s film footage in its entirety
and provides space for artists to upload their own work. Funny, feisty, educational, and
provocative, this is highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. Aud: C, P. (H. Seggel)

Valentino’s Ghost HHH

(2011) 93 min. DVD: $295. Michael Singh
Productions (dist. by Bullfrog Films). PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 1-59458-898-8.

Michael Singh’s provocative documentary examines Middle Eastern imagery in the
media and its effect on U.S. foreign policy,
starting with silent screen actor Rudolph
Valentino. In 1926, he played a heroic figure
in The Son of the Sheik, an adaptation of a
popular novel, but such romantic figures
turned much darker in the 1930s (drawing
on precedents in Christian art and literature
from previous centuries), with Arabs often
appearing as perpetrators of violence. The
writings and recordings of T.E. Lawrence
(aka Lawrence of Arabia) also contributed
to the English-speaking world’s conceptions regarding the region. The widespread
view of Arabs as the enemy would continue
throughout the ensuing decades, in movies
such as 1979’s The Late Great Planet Earth
and even 1981’s Raiders of the Lost Ark.
Comments from scholars and screenwriters
about specific political developments in the
area, such as the formation of Israel and the
fall of Iran’s Shah, are interwoven with relevant film clips, newsreel footage, archival
photographs, and political cartoons. With
more recent American misadventures in
Iraq and Afghanistan—depicted in documentaries like the Oscar-winning Taxi to
the Dark Side—the script has started to flip.
Historian Melani McAlister also praises
1999’s Three Kings for presenting a more
balanced viewpoint. Other speakers include
The Independent’s Robert Fisk, Harvard’s
Niall Ferguson, author Gore Vidal, and actor Tony Shalhoub, who regrets the sadistic
terrorist he played in 1986’s The Equalizer.
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While Singh takes his topic seriously, bits
from Arab-American standup comedians,
including Ahmed Ahmed, add some humor
to the mix. DVD extras include extended
interviews. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(K. Fennessy)

47 minutes | $24.99
Order Online and Watch Trailer

www.matchandmarry.com
661.799.3441

HI S T OR Y & C URRE N T E V E N T S
Defending the Realm: The Battle of
Britain HHH1/2

(2010) 48 min. DVD: $19.98. BFS Entertainment
& Multimedia (avail. from most distributors).

“It all depended on the mettle you took
to the enemy,” says one of the few surviving pilots of Britain’s crucial battle against
German bombers in 1940 in this moving
documentary that takes a fresh and comprehensive look at the concerted effort to thwart
the invasion of the country following a long
bombing campaign. Hosted by actor David
Jason, Defending the Realm interviews veteran
pilots, historians, and others who explore the
story of the young men (average age 22) who
ultimately won that battle in the sky despite
limited training and experience. Describing
the deadly work of scrambling and intercepting German aircraft for months on end, these
elderly gentlemen recall having no time
for fear, focusing on the task at hand and
depending mightily on ground and repair
crews to keep them aloft. Also covering the
ingenious intelligence network devised to
track the enemy (and accompanying Jason
on a flight in a still-operational Spitfire), this
rousing WWII documentary is highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)
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Elusive Justice: The Search for Nazi War
Criminals HHH
(2011) 120 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.95 w/PPR).
PBS Video. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-60883600-0.

At the close of WWII, the Allied powers
swore to bring Nazi criminals to justice, but
due to the Cold War and shifting postwar
priorities, only a fraction of these offenders were ever captured, prosecuted, and
punished. Candice Bergen narrates this PBS
documentary about the often frustrating
quest for justice, detailing faulty government
efforts to locate war criminals, as some Nazis
fled to South America, the U.S., and other
countries, while others simply hid in plain
sight for years. Jewish vigilantes filled the
void, even smuggling poisoned bread into
prisons housing SS and concentration camp
officers. Incredibly, some criminals found an
ally in the Vatican, which helped supply fake
documents and passports to fleeing Germans.
While there were significant victories and
moments of high drama (notably the capture, trial, and execution of Final Solution
architect Adolf Eichmann), there were major
failures, such as Dr. Josef Mengele’s ability to
stay one step ahead of his pursuers. While the
chances of any high profile captures are now
remote, Nazi investigators continue to haunt
the dusty archives, though with most of the
surviving men (and a few women) now in
their early to mid-90s, time is running out.
Recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

Goodbye Mubarak! HH1/2

(2011) 72 min. DVD: $348. Icarus Films. PPR.

The revolution that toppled Egypt’s longtime dictator during the “Arab Spring”
demonstrations appears to be suffering
major hiccups, with growing antagonism
between protestors and the military council
that supplanted him threatening more street
violence; but you’d never know that from
Katia Jarjoura’s documentary, which basically celebrates the end of former president
Hosni Mubarak’s rule without giving much
attention to what might follow in its wake.
The emphasis here is on the months preceding the demonstrations that led to the
leader’s forced resignation, during which
Jarjoura and her crew traveled about the
country, observing candidates of various
political stripes (a liberal, a feminist, and
members of the Muslim Brotherhood) who
were campaigning for election to parliament
against entrenched supporters of the regime,
many of them wealthy businessmen who
profited handsomely from the government’s
economic policies. But the filmmakers also
follow young activists as they make plans and
cultivate opposition to Mubarak’s draconian
rule, and they interview retired workers who
complain about inadequate pensions and the
lack of opportunities for their grandchildren.
Goodbye Mubarak! does offer a compelling
portrait of the widespread disaffection
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with the American-supported regime that
prevailed in Egypt prior to January 2011,
effectively employing news footage to capture the sense of anticipation that emerged
after the dictator’s fall. Unfortunately, the
emphasis here on common goals turned out
to be illusory, as the vast differences among
the various opposition forces are now becoming increasingly apparent. Although already
overtaken by current events, this snapshot
portrait of a contemporary revolution is
still a strong optional purchase. Aud: C, P.
(F. Swietek)

adds an episode about Buckminster Fuller’s
prototype for a super-efficient car, which was
banned from display because the powerful
automobile manufacturers (along with the
big oil companies) considered it a threat.
Using the focal point of the fair to touch
on some significant issues of 20th-century
American life, this is recommended. Aud:
C, P. (F. Swietek)

I Have Seen the Future HHH

Although the pitch “Last Great Untold
Story of WWII” is overused, it does seem to
fit this British docu-anthology compiling 13
cloak-and-dagger episodes, mostly concerning Churchill’s Special Operations Executive
(SOE) spy office. And even when the tales
are familiar—such as the thwarting of Nazi
nuclear-weapons development—Secret War
serves up a fresh angle or unlikely protagonist. Installments address a homosexual
fashion designer who directed intrigue and
assassinations for the Belgian resistance; a
team of German-speaking Jewish refugees
who undertook especially hazardous behind-enemy-lines missions in North Africa;
and a Yugoslav gambler and ladies man
double-agent who may have inspired Ian
Fleming’s 007. All of the stories are told from
a British POV, and not all are victories—the
Germans dealt SOE heartbreaking defeats in
Holland and France, under circumstances
still mysterious and top-secret. While it
sometimes suffers from stock-footage fatigue, the presentations here are consistently
compelling and edu-taining. Presented with
an accompanying booklet featuring historical background information, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

(2010) 35 min. DVD: $20 ($49 w/PPR). Miss
Muffett Films (dist. by Metro Video).

The 1939 New York World’s Fair is the
subject of Lisa Seidenberg’s rudimentary
documentary, which stitches together
archival footage with reminiscences from
aging attendees. The central theme here,
enunciated by futurist Watts Wacker, is
that the 1939 exhibition represented a shift
in tone, reflecting the era of consumerism
that would dominate American life for the
remainder of the century, a point illustrated
by a simple device—the pop-up toaster—as
well as by the introduction of television to
an amazed public. Seidenberg also finds
connections to the revival of the Depression-era Big Apple by city planner Robert
Moses, and to the threatening situation in
Europe: Germany was conspicuously absent,
and as the Nazi conquest of Eastern Europe
continued, Czechoslovakia and Poland
closed their pavilions. In addition, a bomb
found in the British exhibit took the lives of
two policemen (one interviewee here opines
that the English planted the explosive device
themselves to stoke U.S. public opinion
against Germany). As a footnote, Seidenberg

Secret War HHH

(2011) 4 discs. 656 min. DVD: $79.99. Athena
(avail. from most distributors). ISBN: 978-1-59828769-1.

History of the World in Two Hours HHH1/2

(2011) 88 min. DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $29.95. The History Channel (avail.
from most distributors). PPR. ISBN: 1-4229-3589-2 (dvd); 1-4229-9178-7
(blu-ray).

Although the actual running time on History of the World in Two
Hours is less than 120 minutes (due to commercials in the original TV broadcast), the documentary still stands as an impressive
achievement, taking viewers from the Big Bang to the Information
Age in a short period, while extrapolating larger resonant themes
along the way. The story begins 14 billion years ago with all of the
universe’s incredibly condensed matter and energy mysteriously
exploding in a fraction of a second into a cosmos with the tools for creating the building blocks of life on Earth. Viewers follow our world’s slow process of readying itself
for creatures in the ocean and on land, with the rise of mammals occurring almost by
accident following the destruction of dinosaurs after their 160-million-year reign. The
documentary summarizes the adaptability of early humans to natural changes (the spread
of grasslands, the Ice Age, the division of continents) that promoted migration and (eventually) the formation of societies. Humanity’s natural tendency to network—whether
for trade or conquest or sharing information via linked computers—would ultimately
spread everything from inventions to religions to diseases. Combining wonderful CGI
effects and substantial commentary from an array of scientists, this engaging overview
is highly recommended. Aud: J, H, C, P. (T. Keogh)
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The Story of Ireland HHH1/2

(2011) 2 discs. 294 min. DVD: $29.98. BBC
Worldwide Ltd. (avail. from most distributors).
ISBN: 0-7806-8444-3.

Ulster and Catholic sovereign Ireland in
1921. The ensemble cast of warlords, landowner-chiefs, folk heroes, and politicians
may overwhelm the casual viewer, but this
is a magisterial series, overall, serving up
a comprehensive political history of the
Emerald Isle. Highly recommended. Aud:
C, P. (C. Cassady)

Do not expect a travelogue or evocation
of quaint pubs and clover from the BBCaired series The Story of Ireland, which tells a
sharply political saga, beginning with host
Fergal Keane’s memories of growing up in
a 1970s Belfast war zone with relatives in
the IRA before laying out a chronicle of the
centuries of violence that shaped Ireland’s
terrible, lasting divisions. Some myths are
addressed; St. Patrick was not the first Christian missionary to Ireland, but he made
a convenient figurehead behind which
to unite the island’s clans under Catholicism. At one point, Irish high kings and
their literate culture outshone Dark Ages
Europe, but power struggles and conquest
by the Normans ended with Ireland being
subjugated by Britain, a situation some Irish
accommodated, while others fought (external imperial powers, such as France, Spain,
and Holland, also lent meddling assistance).
With chronic English civil wars, especially
after King Henry VIII cast off Catholicism
(and then Oliver Cromwell deposed the
royalty), Ireland’s heartbreaking fissures,
allegiances, revolts, and hatreds festered
until
Ireland partitioned
into Protestant
Project1:Layout
1 3/22/12
10:02 PM
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Vietnam in HD HHH1/2

(2011) 2 discs. 282 min. DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray:
$34.95. The History Channel (avail. from most
distributors). PPR. ISBN: 1-4229-7933-4 (dvd), 14229-7934-2 (blu-ray).

The History Channel follows up its earlier
WWII in HD (VL-3/10) with this six-part
series—narrated by Michael C. Hall—on

USS Franklin: Honor Restored HHH1/2

(2011) 72 min. DVD: $24.95. The Ardennes Group (dist. by Janson
Media). PPR. ISBN: 978-1-56839-413-6.

USS Franklin: Honor Restored tells the extraordinary story of a
hellish chapter in World War II naval history, centering on the
titular ship, an aircraft carrier so large it made many members
of its crew feel invulnerable. Known as “The Ship That Wouldn’t
Die,” the relatively new vessel was also a special target for Japanese
dive-bombers, who attacked it relentlessly while it was stationed
less than 100 miles off the enemy’s coast, busily launching air
strikes against the mainland. On March 19, 1945, a Japanese
plane slipped through Franklin gunfire and successfully dropped a bomb, setting off
the carrier’s own explosives and flammable fuel, turning the enormous craft into an
inferno, resulting in the deaths of hundreds of men. This account includes the stillshocking sidebar of the Franklin captain’s accusation of desertion aimed at the many
seamen and officers who were forced into the ocean by flames and smoke. Directed by
Robert Child, this compelling documentary—narrated by Capt. Dale Dye—deftly mixes
archival footage shot aboard the carrier and surrounding ships with recent interviews
of surviving veterans of the conflagration. DVD extras include a conversation with
Dye. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
Page 1
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New DVD/Blu-ray Series:
Discoveries... America

NATIONAL PARKS
Dual Personalities:
Summer & Winter

1 st

in
new
series!

Fort Jefferson &
The Florida Keys Eco-Discovery Center

the Vietnam War, presenting a chronological account from the initial introduction of
American advisors to South Vietnam in the
1950s through the fall of Saigon in 1975 and
beyond. Archival film provides historical
context, but the primary focus here is on
the personal, as home movies are combined
with interviews of veterans to portray what
it was like for soldiers on the ground, along
with recollections by reporters and family
members back home. Noteworthy engagements—including some dramatized in
Hollywood films such as Hamburger Hill and
We Were Soldiers—are covered, as well as the
fact that some of the same veterans joined
the antiwar movement after returning from
combat (their words carry special power).
Unfortunately, the presentation has one
distracting peculiarity: interviewees begin
their remarks in person, but after segueing to
footage, the voiceover morphs into an actor
repeating the same words. Even though such
well-known performers as Edward Burns,
Dean Cain, Adrian Grenier, Jennifer Love
Hewitt, Zachary Levi, and Blair Underwood
do a fine job, their presence seems wholly
unnecessary. Vietnam in HD won’t replace the
PBS classic Vietnam: A Television History (VL10/87) as the standard documentary reference
work, but the personal approach here makes
it a fine supplement. Highly recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

TRAVEL & GEOGRAPHY
Jean Lafitte, Creole Nature Trail,
Nachitoches & Rural Mardi Gras

Discoveries…America—Artist Profiles:
Wood Sculptors HHH1/2
(2010) 41 min. DVD: $24.95. Bennett-Watt HD
Productions. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-934682-56-2.

Canyonlands &
Natural Bridges

Yellowstone DVDDANP01
Dry Tortugas DVDDANP02
Arches DVDDANP03
N.O.Jazz & Acadian Culture DVDDANP04
Several dozen additional titles coming throughout 2012-2014
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This illuminating documentary from
Jim and Kelly Watt’s high-definition-filmed
Discoveries … America series takes viewers on
a trip across the U.S. to meet (or learn about)
a number of artists doing exquisite work
with woodcarving. Among the chapters is a
stop in Alaska to meet Native carver Duane
Bosch, who creates Northern Tlingit–style
art objects (boxes, masks, and other items);
a visit with Maryland’s Pat Vincenti, maker
of beautiful duck decoys (leading to a subsequent trip to the Havre de Grace Decoy
Museum); a breathtaking tour of the legacy
of Pennsylvania sculptor Wharton Esherick, who brought unique forms to wooden
furniture and all-wood environments;
and a glimpse of a Chattanooga factory
where gorgeous carousel animals are lovingly made under the guidance of Bud Ellis.
Other artists featured here include Vermont
chainsaw craftsman Max Osorio, Maine fish
carver Gene Bahr, and the Woody family of
North Carolina, representing seven generations of Early American handcrafted chair
makers. Highly recommended. Aud: P.
(T. Keogh)
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More Than Chocolate and Cheese
HHH
(2011) 28 min. DVD: $14.99. Campus für
Christus (dist. by Vision Video).

Swiss Army knives, chocolate, the Matterhorn, the Red Cross, precision timepieces
… Switzerland is known for many things, as
viewers will learn in this brief travelogue.
A land of natural wonders and stunning
beauty, the small, 700-year-old European nation with a population of 7.5 million boasts
gorgeous lakes and rivers, snow-capped
mountains, beautiful farmland, and pristine
valleys—magnificent sights showcased in
More Than Chocolate and Cheese, narrated
by Peter Darg and featuring a nice score by
Martin Villiger. More emphasis, however,
is placed on less familiar subjects such as
Switzerland’s unique traditions in sports
(wrestling and throwing large rocks are
beloved competitions), contributions to
technology and innovative transportation,
and history of international diplomacy.
Lest one think that Switzerland sounds like
utopia, the documentary is blunt about the
country’s problems with global warming, a
banking scandal, the devastating collapse
of airline company Swissair, and urban
drug use. But even with such downsides,
Switzerland still looks like an amazing place
to live, or at least visit. Recommended. Aud:
P. (T. Keogh)

Over Hawai’i HHH

(2011) 55 min. DVD: $14.99, Blu-ray: $19.99.
TOPICS Entertainment (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 978-1-60077-475-1 (dvd),
978-1-61894-144-2 (blu-ray).

“Hawaii is love…” claims one interviewee in this latest addition to the Over…
series that combines breathtaking aerial
footage with background historical and
cultural commentary. Set against an ethnic
soundtrack—including a nose flute demonstration by ranger Adrian Boone—the
program features trips to Volcanoes National
Park, Maui, Waimoku Falls, Honolulu, Lanai (“…where’s the volcano? You land on
it at the airport”), Halawa Valley, and the
memorials for the USS Missouri and USS Arizona. Featuring shots of orange molten lava,
beautiful beaches, rainforests, and examples
of underwater marine life, Over Hawai’i also
includes tidbits about the state’s mythology
(such as the goddess Pele). An aesthetically
pleasant slice of the pineapple for armchair
travelers, this is recommended. Aud: P.
(J. Williams-Wood)

BIOGRAPHY
Calder: Sculptor of Air HHH

(2009) 51 min. DVD: $19.99. Kultur International Films (avail. from most distributors). ISBN:
978-0-7697-9150-0.

Alexander Calder (1898–1976) may not
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receive as much respect from art critics nowadays, but this American pioneer of kinetic
art (mobiles), who later also became famous
for his massive public sculptures (stabiles),
still boasts many admirers, both among

art connoisseurs and within the general
public. François Lévy-Kuentz’s documentary
(combining biography with appreciation)
originated as a French production, but the
narration—as well as excerpts from Calder’s

Charlotte Rampling: The Look HHH

(2011) 98 min. In English, French & German w/English subtitles. DVD:
$29.95 ($249 w/PPR); Blu-ray: $34.95 ($249 w/PPR). Kino Lorber Edu.

Angelina Maccarone bills her profile of Charlotte Rampling as
“a self-portrait through others.” Maccarone begins with a closeup on the actress’s “look,” capturing her ability to stare into the
camera in an intimidating, yet Sphinx-like manner. Divided into
nine chapters, each illustrated with clips and photos, Charlotte
Rampling: The Look starts with “Exposure,” in which Rampling
talks with photographer Peter Lindbergh about her personal
appearance, noting that some have encouraged her to undergo
plastic surgery, which she has little interest in doing. Author Paul Auster, on the other
hand, seems to have more of a problem with “Age” than Rampling does, stating that
movies are “the medium for men to watch beautiful women on big screens and to
lust after them.” He congratulates Rampling for remaining employable after 40, but
it comes across as a backhanded compliment. Other topics include beauty, resonance,
taboo, desire, demons, death, and love, as Rampling converses with her director son,
Barnaby Southcombe, with whom she discusses acting; photographer Juergen Teller,
in a conversation about Rampling’s performance in the controversial 1974 film The
Night Porter; and poet Frederick Seidel, talking about Rampling in 1982’s The Verdict.
Maccarone references all of Rampling’s major films, although there’s little information
about her personal life, despite the participation of her son. The actress sums up her
envelope-pushing career best when she says, “The entertainment side of cinema didn’t
interest me.” Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)
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own memoirs read over a wide array of illustrative archival materials (footage, stills, and
drawings)—has been re-recorded in English.
With its emphasis on the miniature circus
in which Calder first attracted attention in
Paris (as well as shots of him cavorting for
the camera), the documentary manages to
capture the joyfulness that lay behind his
work while conveying his seriousness as an
artist. Given that Roger M. Sherman’s wellregarded profile of Calder for the PBS-aired
American Masters series has been long out-ofprint, Lévy-Kuentz’s profile is most welcome,
particularly for modern art collections. Recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (F. Swietek)

I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors
HHH

(2010) 15 min. DVD: $129. National Film Board
of Canada. PPR.

Bernice Eisenstein’s sardonic 2006 illustrated memoir—ranked by many alongside
Art Spiegelman’s classic Maus—is adapted
here by animator Ann Marie Fleming. In
an approach often darkly humorous (but
never transgressive or explicitly violent) and
rich with literary and cultural allusion, the
narrator of this near-monochromatic short
describes growing up with “the unbearable lightness of being a child of Holocaust
survivors”—the ever-present reminders that
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her Canadian-immigrant parents met in
Auschwitz and lost most of the rest of their
families in the death chambers. Household
and community gatherings brought crowds
of friends and relatives with concentrationcamp tattoo IDs, and her father’s addiction to
TV westerns makes Bernice re-imagine him as
a cowboy hero liberating the extermination
compounds. The narrator speaks of “H” (the
Holocaust) as conveying a strangely affirming sense of identity, albeit one laden with
tragedy and grief and a mission of remembrance. Presented in both English and French
versions, DVD extras include interviews with
Eisenstein and Fleming. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (C. Cassady)

Last Fast Ride: The Life, Love, and Death
of a Punk Goddess HHH
(2012) 86 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail.
from most distributors).

Henry Rollins narrates this look at the
turbulent life of punk singer Marian Anderson. Fleshing out the story are friends,
associates, and family members, such as
Anderson’s sister, Lolly, who recalls the fun
they had as kids in Monterey in the 1970s.
Unfortunately, Anderson became a suicidal
runaway in her teens, possibly due to the
abusive father their mother would eventually divorce. A diagnosis of depression and
bipolar disorder led to stints in psych wards
and group homes before she ended up on
the streets, but she did find some stability
with her grandparents in Modesto, where
she became involved with the punk scene,
citing Nina Hagen and Wendy O. Williams
as influences. Director Lilly Scourtis Ayers
presents archival clips of Anderson performing with Five Fingers and the Insaints,

while telling the story of Anderson, whose
problems continued with drugs, alcohol, and
an unplanned pregnancy (her grandparents
adopted her daughter Hannah). In 1990, she
moved to San Francisco, where she played
on a number of bills at her boyfriend Tim
Yohannon’s club with Rancid, leading to a
friendship with that band’s singer/guitarist Tim Armstrong, who remembers her as
both tough-minded and kindhearted. On
the side, Anderson worked as a dominatrix,
a vocation that found its way into her stage
act, leading to problems with the law. All the
while, she was constantly changing her image, borrowing ideas from Williams, Siouxsie
Sioux, and Bettie Page. In later years, she
moved to L.A. and formed a new band, but
her demons eventually caught up with her.
Although it may be downbeat, Last Fast Ride
is also a compelling documentary. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Monseñor: The Last Journey of Óscar
Romero HHH1/2

(2011) 88 min. DVD: $27.95. First Run Features
(avail. from most distributors).

Óscar Romero was the Nobel Peace Prize–
winning Archbishop of El Salvador who
was assassinated in 1980 after championing
the interests of the country’s impoverished
masses against its entrenched, corrupt, and
brutal power structure. This documentary by
Ana Carrigan and Juliet Weber does a superb
job of depicting the years of his episcopacy,
set against the backdrop of an anti-activist
campaign by government-backed right-wing
death squads that “disappeared” thousands of
civilians and eventually began killing priests
who aligned themselves with the suffering
masses. Romero, a modest figure who fit

Steve Jobs: One Last Thing HHH

(2011) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.95 w/PPR). PBS Video. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-60883-618-5.

When Steve Jobs died of cancer in October 2011, he was
hailed around the world as a visionary who changed the way we
communicate. An artist, innovator, and intellectual, as well as
a world-class salesman with a famed mantra (“think different”),
Jobs grew up in what would eventually become California’s
Silicon Valley. Chance brought him into contact with Steve
Wozniak—characterized here as the nerd to Jobs’s hippie—and
the duo worked on electronics in a garage, pursuing projects that
would eventually help spark the microcomputer revolution. Jobs, who had the ambition
and drive to make important advancements, was worth millions by the age of 23. A
techno-visionary obsessed with elegant design, Jobs studied Buddhism but could also
be prickly and arrogant in his personal relationships. In 1985, he bitterly resigned from
Apple (the company he helped found), but quickly moved on to the next big thing,
launching the hugely successful Pixar animation studio. Jobs returned to Apple in 1996,
ultimately spearheading a series of game-changing innovative technologies including
the iPod, iPhone, and iPad. While his refusal to sometimes share credit and profits
leads one subject here to brand him a “total street bully,” year by year Jobs continued
to roll out new products at his eagerly anticipated sales pitches, despite fighting cancer.
Although barely mentioning his early years or family life, One Last Thing does cover
Jobs’s sometimes stormy relationship with Microsoft guru Bill Gates, his cult-like status,
and his enduring legacy. Recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)
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no one’s image of a firebrand, courageously
took up the call for justice and resistance to
oppression in homilies at his masses that became rallying cries for the opposition. After a
military coup brought no significant change,
Romero redoubled his criticisms, leading to
his assassination—a crime that went unpunished. Carrigan and Weber meld sober narration, archival footage, powerful interviews,
and even audio clips from Romero’s own
tape-recorded diary to construct a deeply affecting portrait of a remarkable man. There
may be a touch of hagiography to Monseñor,
but that seems almost inevitable in telling
the story of a churchman who consciously
put his life on the line to fight for his flock.
DVD extras include text bios of the directors
and a PDF study guide. Highly recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Taking the Long View: The Life of Shiingshen Chern HHH
(2011) 54 min. DVD: $24.95 ($149 w/PPR). Zala
Films (dist. by Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute).

A biographical film about one of the
preeminent mathematicians of the 20th
century might sound forbidding, but George
Csicsery’s tribute to Shiing-shen Chern
(1911–2004)—a major figure in the field of
differential geometry—is quite accessible
despite occasional retreats into technical
jargon by the many colleagues and admirers interviewed here. Born in China in the
year imperial rule ended, Chern displayed
mathematical talent early on before leaving
his country, first for Europe and then for
positions in the U.S. at the University of
Chicago and UC Berkeley. Chern is perhaps
best known for his important revision to the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem on curvature, but for
the most part, the documentary concentrates
on Chern’s life, emphasizing his unassuming
personality, quiet encouragement he gave to
students, and his work in fashioning cultural
and educational ties between the West and
China as the latter emerged from Maoist insularity. As the title indicates, one of Chern’s
dominant traits was patience; he established
goals and worked toward them with great humility and honesty, earning the admiration
of peers, students, and even politicians. DVD
extras include six featurettes. Although this
will be of special interest to mathematicians,
it can also easily be recommended for general
viewers. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

The Woman with the Five Elephants
HHH1/2

(2012) 93 min. In German & Russian w/English
subtitles. DVD: $29.95. The Cinema Guild (avail.
from most distributors). ISBN: 0-7815-1362-6.

Filmmaker Vadim Jendreyko’s The Woman
with the Five Elephants is an entrancing
documentary that celebrates the power of
language and literature in a quietly moving
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The Trouble with Tolstoy HHHH

Series Update

(2011) 124 min. DVD: $19.99. Kultur International Films (avail. from
most distributors). ISBN: 978-0-7697-9160-9.

This remarkable documentary about the life of Leo Tolstoy
(1828-1910) is built around a train pilgrimage made by host Alan
Yentob, who explores the Russia immortalized by the author of
Anna Karenina and War and Peace. Divided into two parts, The
Trouble with Tolstoy looks at the writer’s early life as an orphan,
as well as a rebellious and preoccupied student, who also held
high standards for himself as a moralist and intellectual. As an
army officer and later a successful author, Tolstoy would grow
increasingly uncomfortable living a better life than that of the peasants laboring for
him on his land. In time, his views on class stratification in Russia—particularly the
cruelty of a system supporting a monarchy while poverty was rife everywhere—made
him a harsh and persistent critic of authority, albeit one who was beloved by the working poor. Also exploring his collisions with the Orthodox Church and his campaigns
supporting religious freedom for persecuted Christian sects, the documentary examines
parallels between Tolstoy’s life and fiction, including the dark and painful chapters
in his family life and the close relationship with Anton Chekhov that put a wedge in
his marriage. Drawing on amazingly plentiful archival footage that exists of Tolstoy
(including an incredible moment in which Tolstoy’s estranged wife is turned away at
the door as he lay dying), this fascinating and beautifully filmed portrait of a literary
master is highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)
fashion. This is the story of 85-year-old Svetlana Geier, the world’s foremost translator of
Russian literature into German. The titular
“five elephants” refers to Dostoyevsky’s five
greatest novels (including Crime and Punishment)—Geier’s translations of which have
won her global accolades. The film takes
the viewer into Geier’s routine at home in
Freiburg, Germany, illuminating the painstaking process of literary translation and her
often brilliant and unorthodox approach
to sorting out the syntactical barriers that
separate her native Russian from her adopted
language of German. But soon the film subtly
segues into a historical chronicle of Geier’s
past during the Nazi occupation of her Russian hometown of Kiev. While her neighbors
were being slaughtered by the Germans,
Geier used her knowledge of the enemy’s
language to protect both her and her mother.
Once the German menace was driven out,
however, another threat appeared in the
form of the Stalinist purges. Geier’s only
hope of salvation, ironically, appeared in the
form of a prestigious Humboldt scholarship
in Hitler’s Germany. Caught between two
murderous dictators, Geier’s moral dilemmas
were almost unimaginable, but her inspiring
commitment to language and the pure life of
the mind transcended all political ideology
and national boundaries. DVD extras include
deleted scenes. Highly recommended. Aud:
C, P. (M. Sandlin)

almost everything they ever wanted to know
about the famed workaholic writer-director.
For those familiar with the Allen who is compulsively protective of his privacy, it’s somewhat disarming to see the 76-year-old being
so open about his life on camera, but maybe
that’s because the film is more of a softball
celebration of the Woodman’s life and work
rather than some scandal-mongering tabloid
piece. Combining interview segments with
Allen, various film clips, and encomiums
from an A-list cavalcade of celebrity interviewees, Weide deftly traces Allen’s unlikely
progression from behind-the-scenes writer to
stand-up comedian to comedic filmmaker,
and finally, through the transformative experience of making Annie Hall, to becoming
a serious auteur influenced by Bergman and
Fellini as much as Bob Hope and Groucho
Marx. The notorious Soon-Yi scandal is only
touched upon, and the film all but drowns
in expected fawning (if also deserved) praise
from the likes of Sean Penn, Larry David,
John Cusak, Mariel Hemingway, and loads
of other Hollywood luminaries. Probably
the most insightful bit is critic F.X. Feeney’s
mini-dissertation on how Allen’s ear for music
and rhythm profoundly influences his comic
timing and onscreen work in general. DVD
extras include an interview with Weide, and
deleted scenes. Highly recommended. Aud:
H, C, P. (M. Sandlin)

Online

Woody Allen: A Documentary HHH1/2

(2011) 2 discs. 195 min. DVD: $29.95. Docurama
(avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.
ISBN: 1-4229-4887-0.

Clocking in at over three hours, Robert B. Weide’s PBS-aired American Masters
documentary profile tells Woody Allen fans
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Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews
during May and June, including: 3D Spies
of WWII, America in Primetime, Cafeteria
Man, Chogaflow, and much more!
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The following titles are new additions to series previously recommended. Titles are available from most
distributors unless otherwise noted.
Illustrator/songwriter Morgan Taylor’s Gustafer Yellowgold—an erstwhile
resident of the Sun
now living in a cottage in Minnesota—
explores holidays in
Gustafer Yellowgold’s Year in the
Day (120 min., DVD: $19.99), the latest compilation (bundled with a bonus
audio CD) from the acclaimed AppleEye Productions series. See review of
Gustafer Yellowgold’s Have You Never
Been Yellow? in VL-1/08.
Featuring eight stories, Arthur’s
Travel Adventures (104 min., DVD:
$12.99) is the latest compilation from
WGBH and PBS Distribution’s popular
PBS Kids-aired series based on Marc
Brown’s children’s books about the
friendly aardvark. See review of Arthur:
Big Brother Binky in VL-5/08.
Also newly available from PBS Distribution is the most recent program from
the vocabulary enrichment series from
Scholastic Entertainment, WordGirl:
The Rise of Miss Power (70 min., DVD:
$9.99), featuring two episodes starring
the titular superhero. See review of
WordGirl: Earth Day Girl in VL-5/10.
Newly available from Anchor Bay
Entertainment, Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!
A Wuzzleburg Tale (70 min., DVD:
$14.99)—the latest collection from
the Nick Jr. series—follows Wuzzleburg denizen Wubbzy on whimsical
adventures. See review of Wow! Wow!
Wubbzy! A Tale of Tails in VL-9/08.
Vision Video has
released the penultimate volume in a
six-part series, A History of Christian
Worship, Part 5: The
Expression (56 min.,
DVD: $19.99), which
explores the ways that visual arts and
media have impacted expressions of
faith. See review of A History of Christian Worship, Part 1: The Word in VL5/11. Available from: Vision Video (see
“Distributors Addresses” on pg. 90).
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Japanese Anime
Broken Blade: The
Complete Film Series
HHH

hard to stay engaged—except when Takumi
complains he doesn’t understand what’s going on, which will be the complaint of many
viewers, especially if they’re unfamiliar with
the source manga. Compiling all 12 episodes,
originally aired in 2008, in a dual-language
set, rated TV-14, this is a strong optional
purchase. (C. Cassady)

This six-part anime series, based on the
same-titled manga by Yonosuke Yoshinaga,
takes place in a dystopian future—specifically,
on the continent of Cruzon, where children
are born with the ability to control magical
quartz that enables both the power of levitation and the ability to guide oversized mobile
battle suits called Golems. As luck would have
it, a Golem built by the “ancients” (folks who
lived in the utopian past) is discovered just
as impending war threatens the stability of
the Kingdom of Krisna. King Hodr, acting on
the advice of his wife, Sigyn, seeks the help of
an old friend from their days at the military
academy—Rygart Arrow. Rygart is an “unsorcerer” and outcast who does not possess
the quartz-manipulating talent, but Sigyn
suspects he may be one of the few who would
know how to activate the outdated Golem
and thereby save Krisna. Some viewers will
need a scorecard to keep track of the various
parties and countless fights populating this
noisy, chaotic offering. However, Broken Blade
is ultimately redeemed by the brute force of
its visceral action sequences presented with
stylish animation and uncommon imagination. Presented in a dual-language set, rated
TV-14, this sheer adrenaline rush is recommended. (P. Hall)

ef—A Tale of Memories:
Complete Collection,
Season One HHH

(2010) 2 discs. 300 min. DVD:
$59.98, Blu-ray: $69.98. Sentai
Filmworks (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 978-16161-5195-9 (dvd), 978-1-61615196-6 (blu-ray).

Chäos; Head HH1/2

(2008) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102359-8.

Postmodern and puzzling, this tangled sci-fi
mindbender has an offbeat
hero in Takumi, a 17-year-old “otaku” schoolboy and frequent truant who submerges so
deeply in manga, anime, online chats, and
gaming that he’s lost touch with reality, disdaining “3D girls” in favor of busty female
action-figure characters. But he finds himself
in an anime-fantasy-come-to-life when he
becomes a suspect in a series of mysterious
serial killings, and various comely Slayers and
Sailor Moon lookalike classmates materialize
to either flirt, investigate him, or enlist his
aid in fighting ominous forces assailing
the city. Apparently, a high-tech, cult-like
corporation/political party is manipulating
human perception with projected mass delusions, and only a small group of psychically
gifted individuals (most being long-legged
schoolgirls with power swords) can resist
the threat. But with the rug of reality repeatedly yanked out from under everything, it’s
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(2007) 2 discs. 300 min. DVD:
$59.98, Blu-ray: $69.98. Sentai
Filmworks (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 978-1-61615136-2 (dvd), 978-1-6161-51911 (blu-ray).

Vibrant multimedia imagery produced by a
joint Japanese-Vietnamese team of animators
brings exquisite graphical splendor to this
hyper-romantic anime series, even if some
viewers may wonder what the “ef” is going on
exactly. In ef, two separate against-the-odds
romance stories unreel in alternating narratives, and while there are common characters
and settings the tales barely intersect. Hiro is
only a teenager but has already carved out an
independent lifestyle as a workaholic manga
writer/artist. Even with all the time spent
drawing comics (and largely skipping school),
Hiro still manages to fall for Miyako, a young
vagabond he meets at Christmas, who is
fleeing her broken home. This newcomer
raises the ire of Hiro’s controlling childhood
sweetheart, class athlete Kei, who assumed
she’d always have Hiro to herself. In the
second narrative, Kei’s sister Chihiro suffered
an accident at age 12, losing an eye and her
short-term memory; for the last four years she
can only remember the final 13 hours of any
given day, forgetting everything by sunrise.
A boy named Renji stumbles into Chihiro’s
time-frozen daily routine and tries to help
with her wish of writing a novel. We’re told
that Hiro creates “shojo” (girls’) comics, so
viewers might reasonably expect a finale in
which one or both stories is revealed as his
fiction (or Chihiro’s), but apparently that’s
not the case. Presented in a dual-language
set, rated TV-MA, this entertaining and
handsomely animated production is recommended, overall. [Note: ef—A Tale of Melodies:
Complete Collection, Season Two is also newly
available.] (C. Cassady)

Emma: A Victorian
Romance—Season One /
Season Two HHH1/2
(2005) 8 discs. 625 min.
DVD: $69.99. The Right Stuf
International (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-57032658-4.

Based on the popular manga by Mori
Kaoru, this well-crafted period romance, set
in London circa 1895, explores the gulf that
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separates a pair of would-be lovers: Emma,
a house maid, and William Jones, scion of
a wealthy merchant clan. The two meet
when William visits his old governess, Mrs.
Stowner, Emma’s upright but sympathetic
employer. He’s a dreamer, largely uninterested in the family business, and romance with
a commoner would threaten the Jones’ intentions of marrying into nobility. Furthermore,
his father has been busy arranging a marriage
with sweet, young Eleanor Campbell, who
can’t hold a candle to Emma in William’s
eyes. For her part, Emma’s sense of responsibility doesn’t allow her to consider bringing
ruin upon William, despite her feelings for
him. After Mrs. Stowner’s death, Emma flees
London, and William spends much of the
second season striving to become worthy of
her while she attempts to find employment
in a new home. Nicely mixing drama and romance, Emma also serves up comic relief from
its solid supporting characters, including Mrs.
Stowner, William’s assorted relatives, and the
Indian prince Hakim, who also sets his sights
on Emma. Presenting all 24 episodes from the
2005 and 2007 first and second seasons (plus
a special segment recapping season one) in
Japanese with English subtitles, suitable for 7up, DVD extras include a booklet in the style
of a Victorian newspaper, a picture book with
line art, and character biographies. Highly
recommended. (L. Martincik)

Gasaraki: Complete
Series Collection HHH
(1999) 5 discs. 625 min.
DVD: $49.99. The Right Stuf
International (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-57032711-4.

This ambitious, handsome anime serial bids to
raise the bar on the whole “mecha” genre,
with megadoses of Shinto myth and the Gulf
War (an Eastern take on it, anyway) added to
the mix. A U.N. invasion of a desert dictatorship reveals the existence of a “TA” (tactical
armor) squad, giant humanoid war machines
inserted into the conflict by a multinational
called Symbol (who, it turns out, also manipulates the White House). Japan responds
by sending their own secretly-developed TA
unit. Ace Japanese TA pilot Yushiro has a psychic/mystic mojo that binds him to Symbol’s
equally adept, genetically engineered rival
operator, a girl named Miharu: centuries
ago in feudal Nippon their previous incarnations also faced off ritualistically in similarly
monstrous “Kugai” bio-organic battle armor
as literal avatars of the gods. Serving up
extremely tangled and literate intrigue, sometimes sober to the point of lugubriousness,
Gasaraki touches on Japan’s imperial destiny,
philosophy, economic flux and global trade
wars, Tom Clancy-esque weaponry fetishes,
family relationships, soldierly honor, and
a scenario in which a U.S. President edges
towards a military first strike against a sup-
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posed ally. And, of course, we have big robos
whaling on each other, although not as much
as action fans might expect. Presented in a
dual-language set, rated 13-up, extras include
a behind-the-scenes featurette. Recommended. (C. Cassady)

Glass Maiden: Complete
Collection HH

(2008) 2 discs. 300 min. DVD:
$49.98. Maiden Japan (avail.
from most distributors). ISBN:
978-1-6161-5125-6.

Part film noir, part science fiction, this anime
series is set in a place called Rags Town, but
the odd place name is the least peculiar thing
going on here. The central character is a
private investigator named Shu, a brooding
tough guy with an eye for the ladies and a
penchant for finding trouble, who runs his
detective agency with his humorless brother
Akira, the boisterous Manami, and the sedate
Ayaka. Shu and his crew are tasked with
protecting Sara, a mysterious young lady
possessing some very unusual talents who
is in desperate need of security because a
secret organization is trying to kidnap her.
Saying too much more about the storyline
will spoil the secret behind Sara and her
would-be abductors, and the bizarre plot is
the one aspect that Glass Maiden has going
for it. Otherwise, this series is never quite
clear about what it wants to be; sometimes
it feels like a broad spoof of the private-eye
genre, but then it abruptly changes and takes
itself extremely seriously when an excessive
mad-scientist theme begins to seep in. Shu
lacks the charisma required for a successful P.I. story, while some of the supporting
characters (including a doctor with a taste for
kinky games) are simply obnoxious. Compiling all 12 episodes from 2008, in Japanese
with English subtitles, rated 14-plus, this is
not a necessary purchase. (P. Hall)

.hack//Quantum: The
Complete 3 OVA Series
HH1/2

(2011) 2 discs. 75 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $29.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102346-6.

This three-episode OVA from a longestablished anime series is set in the year
2222, a time when people are routinely
implanted with microchips that not only
simplify and secure (in theory) personal
data and identification, but also permit easy
brain-supercomputer interfaces. Inside a vast
virtual-reality medieval-fantasy simulation
of the quantum mainframes, “The World”
(think World of Warcraft) holds sway as a
popular game. Tobias, Mary, and Sakuya are
inseparable World quest-adventurers, but in
real life are mere Japanese schoolgirls faced
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with exam drudgery and career-goal surveys.
Venturing inside the World to escape, the
trio encounter a cute, cat-like humanoid
avatar called the Hermit, who not only has
mysterious powers that enable it to control
the game environment—more so than the
programmers ever intended—but is also
connected to a creeping malady that sends
gamers into indefinite-length comas while
their avatars/souls wander in the World as
shadowy “lost ones.” Presented on a duallanguage disc, rated TV-14, extras include
bonus mini-episodes. A decent diversion,
this is recommended for those collecting
the original series, but optional elsewhere.
(C. Cassady)

Heaven’s Lost Property
HH

(2010) 5 discs. 350 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $69.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102387-3.

This anime import recycles one of the genre’s most
overused concepts: an extraterrestrial shaped
like a gorgeous pubescent girl drops out of
the sky and into the world of a geeky male
teen. In this case, the outer space visitor is the
buxom, winged Ikaros, who visits obnoxious,
sex-obsessed Tomoki. Ikaros functions as the
anime equivalent of a lamp-residing genie,
and Tomoki’s wishes tend to revolve around
panty displays and other puerile fantasies.
The plots occasionally edge toward inspired
ridiculousness, as when Tomoki’s wish to
become ruler of the world results in a mass
vanishing, because no one will accept him as
the planetary chieftain. In another chapter,
a giant robot created by Tomoki to guard his
porn collection turns violent and destroys
Tomoki’s entire home, much to the surprise
of his neighbors. But most of Heaven’s Lost
Property is forgettable, while the constant
lapse into Benny Hill–style humor is all too
predictable. Compiling all 14 episodes from
the 2010 series in a dual-language set, rated
TV-MA, this is an optional purchase. [Note:
Heaven’s Lost Property: Forte is also newly
available.] (P. Hall)

Hetalia: Axis Powers—
Paint It, White! HH

(2010) 80 min. DVD: $24.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102390-3.

This 2010 feature-length
film is spun-off from one of
the most peculiar anime series ever (even by
the surreal standards of the genre): Hetalia:
Axis Powers, which presents young male
characters as anthropomorphic representations of the main nations involved in World
War II—America, England (representing the
United Kingdom), France, Russia, and China
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on the Allied side; and Axis powers Italy,
Germany, and Japan. Although the series
barely followed the wartime trajectory and
included deliberate distortions—such as the
addition of the fictitious postwar micro-nation of Sealand—the show built enough of an
audience to warrant this follow-up, in which
the Hetalia characters (including Sealand)
temporarily put their conflict on hold and
team up to face the Pictonians, a bunch of
weird-looking extraterrestrials who abruptly
arrive from outer space. The Pictonians are
seeking to pursue their own version of Lebensraum by turning people into grayish-white,
faceless beings. Unfortunately, the narrative
quickly degenerates into standard-issue sci-fi,
with a fairly predictable save-the-Earth-fromaliens storyline recalling countless 1950s
B-movies—a terrible fit for the idiosyncratic
antics of the Hetalia crew. Presented on a
dual-language disc, rated TV-MA, DVD extras
include an audio commentary, outtakes, and
the original theatrical ending. Not a necessary purchase. (P. Hall)

ICE H

(2007) 103 min. DVD: $14.95.
Music Video Distributors
(avail. from most distributors).

This 2007 three-episode
anime deserves credit for
an interesting concept: in
2012, an unexplained catastrophe has wiped out all the
men on Earth and left Japan with approximately 20,000 women. The majority of the
remaining female population has created a
militia under the leadership of Guardswoman
Commander Julia, who is focused on recovering a mysterious substance called ICE that
may hold the key to saving the last remnants
of the human race. Unfortunately, the story
suffers from gaping logic holes, not the least
being how any of the characters can survive
in a post-apocalyptic world without starving
to death. Sapphic possibilities meet graphic
violence here, with the women undergoing
the ICE treatment turning into grotesque
monsters if the base material is contaminated
in any way. ICE might have worked better as
a tongue-in-cheek satire, but there’s nary a
shred of humor (intended or otherwise) to
be found here. Presented on a dual-language
disc, rated TV-14, this is not recommended.
(P. Hall)

Loups = Garous HH1/2

(2011) 98 min. DVD: 2 discs,
$29.98; Blu-ray: $39.98. Sentai
Filmworks (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 978-1-61615183-6 (dvd), 978-1-61615184-3 (blu-ray).

Junichi Fujisaku’s featurelength 2010 anime film
takes place in the future after a deadly virus
has killed off most of the global population.
As a result of the devastation, the survivors
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are only able to consume synthetic food and
must avoid all physical contact—in fact, the
dearth of person-to-person relations has
become so extreme that people are only
able to communicate online. However, a
group of raucous girls decide to brave the
elements and secretly engage in real-world
interactions—although, unfortunately, as
luck would have it, a child-killer is also on the
loose. While Loups = Garous, adapted from a
novel by Natsuhiko Kyogoku, certainly boasts
a fascinating concept, the film itself never
quite finds its groove: the pacing is frequently
off-kilter and the narrative lacks any genuine
sense of tension or horror (this might have
worked better as a live-action movie, where
genuinely human reactions may have carried
a more visceral punch). To its credit, however,
the animation is very well done and the females are not portrayed as underage sexpots.
A dual-language release, rated TV-14, extras
include a pilot movie, and interviews (with
Kyogoku, Fujisaku, and the Japanese cast). A
strong optional purchase. (P. Hall)

Princess Jellyfish: The
Complete Series HHH
(2010) 4 discs. 275 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $69.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102463-2.

In this daffy sitcom anime, provincial girl Tsukimi—a virginal, shy,
aspiring artist fixated on jellyfish—moves
to Tokyo and finds subsistence lodgings in
an all-women-boardinghouse threatened by
neighborhood development. Misfit residents
range from a never-seen manga artist to an
afro-wearing trainspotter, but all share a
disdain for males, dating, and “stylish” girls.
Tsukimi dares to bring home a glamorous Barbie-doll lookalike who aided her purchase of a
pet jellyfish. But unbeknownst to the others,
newcomer “Kuroko” is really a young man in
drag, a former lady-killer now cross-dressing
partially to avoid female drama, partially to
indulge his fashion crazes, and partially to
spite his wealthy, politically connected family
(who are tied to the development scheme). But
his incipient attraction to Tsukimi grows even
more complicated when she starts falling for
his dull half-brother, a rising bureaucrat who
is also a virgin. Compiling all 11 episodes
aired in 2010 in a dual-language set, rated TV14, extras include audio commentaries and a
Princess Jellyfish field guide to the characters. A
consistently amusing romantic comedy, this
is recommended. (C. Cassady)

Rosario + Vampire H

(2008) 2 discs. 325 min. DVD: $59.98.
Funimation (avail. from most distributors). ISBN:
1-4210-2296-6.

This anime series focuses on incompetent
student Tsukune, who is unable to gain acceptance to any high-quality educational
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institution but manages to
enroll in Yokai Academy,
a mysterious high school
with an unusual student
body: everyone is a vampire,
witch, or monster. As the
sole human, Tsukune’s life
is in danger. His distinctive
scent quickly attracts the interest of beautiful teenage vampire Moka (the “Rosario”
in the title refers to the rosary she wears to
keep her worst instincts under control), but
rather than head for the nearest exit, Tsukune
stays, only to find himself being courted by
a number of excessively sexy—albeit lifethreatening—creatures, whom he joins in
creating a student newspaper. The underlying problem here is that the single joke is
stretched to the fraying point. Tsukune is a
dull character; it’s hard to understand why
anyone pays him any heed, aside from his
being the most convenient source of liquid
refreshment. Compiling all 13 episodes from
the 2008 first season in a dual-language set,
rated TV-MA, this disappointing series that
substitutes panty shots for solid storytelling
is not recommended. [Note: Rosario + Vampire:
Capu2 is also newly available.] (P. Hall)

Sekirei: Pure
Engagement HH1/2

(2010) 5 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102441-1.

Imagine Pokemon with jiggling, huge-breasted girls instead of creatures
and you’ve got the point (two points really,
wink-wink) of this action-fantasy TV series,
derived from a comic serial. A major city is the
secret home to more than a hundred confined
“Sekirei,” super-powered beings—mostly
buxom females—recovered as embryos from
a crashed alien ship. After bonding with an
“Ashikabi” (a genetically matched human in
a loving servant/master relationship), each
Sekirei gains his or her full powers. Decenthearted 19-year-old Minato appears to be a
lucky guy, serving as Ashikabi to several sexy
Sekirei living with him in a boardinghouse,
but thanks to their disciplinarian Sekirei
landlady, the harem dwells in amusing
forced celibacy (despite plenty of communal-bathing/face-in-cleavage incidents). On
a more tragic note, the mad tycoon who
discovered and profited off the spaceship has
dictated a cruel elimination contest by which
Sekirei must duel each other to the point of
“ceasing function” until only the strongest
remain, with the climax literally morphing
into a video game. It’s up to individual taste
whether the violence, nudity, panty flashes,
and mammary mania are successfully offset
by the comedy and themes about loyalty,
love, sacrifice, and friendship, along with
some genuine narrative surprises. Present-
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ing all 14 episodes originally aired in 2010
in a dual-language set, rated TV-MA, extras
include audio commentaries and a bonus
OVA. Optional. [Note: Sekirei: The Complete
Series (which compiles the original series) is
also newly available.] (C. Cassady)

Sengoku Basara:
Samurai Kings 2 HHH
(2010) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 1-42102448-9.

This anime series is set
in feudal Japan, where young rival warlords
Sanada Yukimura and Data Masamune are
forced to become unsteady allies in the fight
to dethrone the powerful Oda Nobunaga. The
second season picks up where the first ended,
with the main characters in a fierce battle
against the Nobunaga forces; but adding to
the confusion is the arrival of an army under
the leadership of Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who’s
seeking to transform Japan from a chaotic
collection of rival states into a single unified
nation. Sengoku Basara is inspired by historic
events, and the screenplay spends a serious
amount of time on military planning while
also detailing the shaky roots of the various
alliances that come and go. If the story sometimes seem overly-complicated, the series
compensates with richly detailed animation
(the battle sequences are extremely violent),
vigorous editing, and stirring music. Presenting all 12 episodes originally aired in 2010
(plus an OVA) in a dual-language set, rated
TV-14, extras include audio commentaries
and mini-episodes. Recommended. (P. Hall)

New to Blu-ray
Black Butler: The Complete 1st Season (Funimation, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
7 discs, $69.98). Set in 19thcentury London, this dark
2008 anime series follows
aristocrat Ciel, who traded
his soul to the demon Sebastian in order to enact vengeance on his
parents’ murderers. Also newly available
is Black Butler II (Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 5
discs, $69.98).
The Legend of the Legendary Heroes (Funimation, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 4
discs, $69.98). Cursed Ryner
Lute and his partner Ferris
embark on a quest for the
Hero Relics as the neighboring realms of Roland
and Estabul lock horns in battle in this 2010
series. Also newly available is The Legend of
the Legendary Heroes, Part 2 (Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: 4 discs, $64.98).
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Music Dance
Composing Outside the
Beatles: Lennon and
McCartney, 1973-1980
HH1/2

(2011) 139 min. DVD: $19.95.
Music Video Distributors (avail.
from most distributors).

If you’re one of those who
contend that very little any ex-Beatle did
on his own measures up to what they did
together, then slogging through a two-hoursplus documentary about John Lennon and
Paul McCartney’s solo work in the 1970s will
seem a daunting prospect. Still, this isn’t half
bad, partly due to the stature of the artists and
their music, but also because of the presence
of musicians who actually played with Lennon (bassist Klaus Voormann, a Beatle insider
since their Hamburg days in the very early
‘60s) and McCartney (Wings guitarist-singer
Denny Laine and drummer Denny Seiwell),
along with veteran journalists like Robert
Christgau, Anthony DeCurtis, and Paul
Gambaccini. As the tale picks up in ’73, the
consensus is that Lennon’s early work, including the classic Plastic Ono Band and Imagine
albums, was far superior to Macca trifles like
McCartney and Ram. But then Lennon fell in
with the radical left, which led to Sometime in
New York City (arguably the worst album any
Beatle ever made), while McCartney and his
band Wings, after early misfires like Wild Life
and Red Rose Speedway, hit their stride with
the gigantic hit Band on the Run. And so it
goes, as every release—including obscurities
like McCartney’s Back to the Egg and Lennon’s
Rock ‘n’ Roll, along with various singles—is
dissected here in sometimes numbing detail,
coupled with some live footage, plus videos
for songs like Lennon’s “Inspiration” and
McCartney’s “Mull of Kintyre.” Although
there are surprising opinions doled out (McCartney II is generally praised for its electronic
innovations), this is not hagiography; the
critics agree, for instance, that had John not
died the week it was released, Double Fantasy
would have been regarded as uninspired and
pedestrian. And when the doc ends with “I
Want to Hold Your Hand,” it’s obvious that
all agree on one point: it’s the whole Beatles,
not the sum of their parts, who will endure.
A strong optional purchase. (S. Graham)

Diana Ross: Live in
Central Park HHH1/2

(1983) 108 min. DVD: $16.98.
Shout! Factory (avail. from
most distributors). ISBN: 978-160399-733-1.

A night to remember: on
July 21, 1983, Diana Ross
took the stage to perform
in NYC’s Central Park before an estimated
audience of 400,000, only to be met by heavy
wind and torrential rain. Adopting a “show
must go on” attitude, lady Ross sang the blues
and more in the downpour until it became
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evident that safety was an issue. She left
the stage but vowed to return the following
night, ultimately serving up a 20-plus song
set of hits and medleys in front of an adoring
capacity crowd. Diana Ross: Live in Central
Park captures this magical two-night event,
offering the complete storm-shortened concert as a bonus feature while the main show
recaps the first night before launching into
the full-length second appearance. Backed by
a tucked-away band, the performance is all
Ross, with the singer—dressed in a skintight
purple jumpsuit (costume changes would
follow)—commanding the stage with an
equal mix of talent and ego, shifting between
sexy strutting (with a rather strange set of
Mae West jokes) and kitten-ish innocence
as she delivers solo hits (“Family,” “Home,”
“Mirror, Mirror,” “Theme from Mahogany
(Do You Know Where You’re Going To),”
“Endless Love,” and “Ain’t No Mountain
High Enough”), a too-brief Supremes medley (with “Reflections,” “Baby Love,” and
others), and one-offs (such as “Maniac,”
in which Ross channels her inner Jennifer
Beals). Often, Ross appears to be wiping
away tears—whether real, manufactured,
chemically-induced (from false eyelash glue),
or a physiological response to the wind is
anybody’s guess—but there are some genuine highlights here, including her moving
rendition of “God Bless the Child” and her
playful “Muscles” (forgettable song, but she
turns it into a great crowd-pleasing interactive
production, asking the men to take off their
shirts and show her their muscles). Although
this shot-on-video production looks only soso (presented in its original 4:3 aspect ratio),
the Dolby Digital stereo sound is surprisingly
good, all things considered. Also featuring an
audio commentary track by director Steve
Binder, this sure-to-be-popular concert is
highly recommended. (R. Pitman)

Die Rote Zora HH1/2

(2011) 114 min. In German w/
English subtitles. DVD: $19.99.
Arthaus Musik (dist. by Naxos
of America).

Kurt Held’s titular children’s book is the inspiration for Elisabeth Naske’s
“opera for families,” filmed here in a 2009
performance conducted by Catherine LarsenMaguire at the Komische Oper Berlin. Die
Rote Zora’s celebration of the triumph of the
downtrodden against their exploiters reflects
the composer’s political views (Held was a
socialist who fled into Swiss exile during the
Nazi era). The title character, not coincidentally nicknamed for her red hair, is a fiery
tomboy who leads a gang of four other orphans against their enemies—the town’s rich,
well-fed, fashionably dressed schoolboys. The
poor kids are also mistreated by the wealthy
townspeople and targeted by the bumbling
local police, while some of the fishermen
and less affluent shopkeepers come to their
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defense. A subplot finds the mayor’s daughter
falling for the most recent addition to Zora’s
band. Unfortunately, much of the piece
consists of long swaths of spoken dialogue
in German, and while some of the tunes are
catchy facsimiles of folk melodies from the
Balkans (where the story is set), most are forgettable, and none of the orchestral playing
or singing, including that of Olivia Vermeulen as Zora, rises above adequate. In fact, the
only scenes boasting any visual magic are
a couple of short interludes set underwater
and populated by choristers costumed as
fish and other aquatic creatures. Zora may
be a popular child heroine in Europe, but
this opera is unlikely to win her many North
American fans. Presented in PCM stereo, this
is an optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Dinosaur Jr. Live at 9:30
Club: In the Hands of the
Fans HHH
(2011) 62 min. DVD: $16.95,
Blu-ray: $19.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most
distributors).

The result of an online
contest—six fans film and interview the
members of Dinosaur Jr.—this concert
features the band playing the album Bug
in its entirety at Washington, D.C.’s 9:30
Club in June 2011. What the group lacks
in theatrics—drummer Murph and bassist
Lou Barlow are all business, while guitarist/singer J. Mascis often hides behind his
long, platinum-dyed hair—they make up
for with ear-splitting sound. “Freak Scene,”
“No Bones,” “They Always Come,” “Yeah We
Know,” “Let It Ride,” “Pond Song,” “Budge,”
and “The Post” all wind through several
phases, with Mascis working his whammy
bar and effects pedals to pull extraordinary
reverberations from his guitar. Barlow invites
one of the fans on stage to sing the album’s
last track, “Don’t,” after explaining that he
blew his own voice out on the first night of
touring attempting to perform it himself. Two
encores—“Sludgefeast” and “Raisans”—treat
the crowd to favorite selections from the
album You’re Living All Over Me. Dinosaur Jr.
weathered separations and bouts of animosity
before coming together again, so its nice to
witness their spirited playing and hear how
well their psychedelic punk assault has aged.
DVD extras include an interview with the
band conducted by Henry Rollins, a backstage
chat with the contest winners, and two bonus
live tracks. Featuring both a 5.1 surround
sound mix and a stereo soundtrack, this is
recommended. (H. Seggel)

Doors—Mr. Mojo Risin’: The Story of
L.A. Woman HHH

(2011) 103 min. DVD: $14.98, Blu-ray: $19.98.
Eagle Rock Entertainment (avail. from most
distributors).

In this hour-long documentary, band
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members and music business
personalities recall the making of the Doors’ 1971 swan
song album, L.A. Woman.
Keyboard player Ray Manzarek says he thought of
the group as a jazz quartet,
which isn’t as farfetched as
it sounds when you consider that the Doors
had no bass player (although Elvis sideman
Jerry Scheff added bass to “Love Her Madly”).
Manzarek and the others proceed through
the album track by track, citing lyrical references to Los Angeles, Vietnam, and singer
Jim Morrison’s legal woes, which cut short
the band’s last tour. The record also featured
“Crawling King Snake,” a John Lee Hooker
cover, which Elektra Records founder Jac
Holzman describes as “a wonderful costume
for Jim to wear,” although there’s no mention of “L’America,” an original composition.
While discussing particular instrumental passages, Manzarek fingers the keyboards, Robby
Krieger plays guitar, and manager Bill Siddons
cues up isolated tracks from the soundboard,
such as Manzarek’s piano parts in “Riders
on the Storm” and John Densmore’s drum
track on “L.A. Woman” (Krieger also sings
along to “Love Her Madly,” the first single).
After recording vocals, Morrison moved to
Paris, where he died months later. Krieger
laments losing the best writing partner he
ever had, while Densmore misses the pleasure of playing along to his singing. Other
speakers include producer Bruce Botnick, DJ
Jim Ladd, and music critics Ben Fong-Torres
and David Fricke. Presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby
Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD
5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1, and LPCM stereo on
Blu-ray, extras include 35 minutes of additional interviews and performances, and
the unreleased track “She Smells So Nice.”
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Emerson, Lake & Palmer:
40th Anniversary
Reunion Concert HHH
(2010) 120 min. DVD: $19.95,
Blu-ray: $24.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most
distributors).

Dinosaurs walk the earth
once again as Keith Emerson, Greg Lake, and
Carl Palmer take the stage for this July 2010
reunion concert at the High Voltage Festival
in London. “Welcome back, my friends, to
the show that never ends,” sings Lake in the
opening number (an excerpt from “Karn
Evil 9”), but while haters may indeed find
the 90-minute performance interminable
(an additional half hour is devoted to interviews with the musicians and others who
made the one-off gig possible), fans of ELP’s
pompous prog rock will no doubt think it’s
entirely too short. The trio makes its way
through highlights from the various albums
that made them a commercial force in the
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1970s, with keyboardist Emerson’s classical
leanings (compositions by Bartók, Janáĉek,
and Copland, along with a full rendering
of Mussorgsky’s “Pictures at an Exhibition,”
blend with the group’s own ideas) balanced
by bassist-guitarist Lake’s more melodic pop
instincts (“Take a Pebble,” “From the Beginning,” and the still-appealing “Lucky Man”).
Though all three were into their 60s at the
time, they still bring serious chops to this
complex, challenging music. Lake plays a
more supporting role, while Emerson attacks
his keyboards (including his unwieldy Moog
synthesizer from days of yore) with the fierce
gusto of a mad scientist, and Palmer negotiates an enormous drum kit to impressive
effect. The stage show also shines, as the band
that put the “bomb” in “bombast” delights
a capacity festival crowd with fancy lighting
effects and even a double cannon blast at the
conclusion of “Pictures.” Presented in Dolby
Digital 5.1 and stereo, this is recommended.
(S. Graham)

Everyday Sunshine: The
Story of Fishbone HHH
(2011) 108 min. DVD: $24.95
($195 w/PPR). The Cinema
Guild (avail. from most
distributors). ISBN: 0-78151393-6.

High-profile fan Laurence
Fishburne serves as narrator
for this revealing profile of L.A. ska-punk
band Fishbone from filmmakers Lev Anderson and Chris Metzler, who try to figure out
why the sextet—even though they recorded
for a major label and played worldwide—
never found mainstream success. Founding
members Norwood Fisher (bass) and Angelo
Moore (vocals) point to the group’s hyperdemocratic nature as the reason behind
both its difficulties and its unique sound
(interviewee Gwen Stefani notes, “It wasn’t
black, it wasn’t white,” and Ice-T adds, “It
wasn’t rock, it wasn’t metal, it wasn’t hip-hop,
it wasn’t funk”). A variety of animation styles
depict the members’ background, beginning
when the black South Central high school
students were bused to San Fernando Valley
(except for Moore, who grew up in suburbia).
Contemporary and archival footage, concert
clips, and commentary from assorted figures
from the music realm round out the account
of Fishbone’s emergence on the 1980s punk
scene, which led to a contract with Columbia
Records. But minor hits never became major,
and then guitarist Kendall Jones developed
extreme religious views and turned against
his friends. By the 1990s, the two mainstays
had lost their deal and their band, and while
they eventually found new players, today the
duo live—in the words of Fisher—“a hand-tomouth existence.” Everyday Sunshine serves up
a fascinating look at creative and uncompromising individuals who, for various reasons,
never quite lived up to their promise. DVD
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extras include audio commentaries, behindthe-scenes featurettes, deleted scenes, and
more. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

H.M.S. Pinafore H1/2

(2011) 128 min. DVD: $24.99
($54.95 w/PPR). PBS Video.
Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-160883-599-7.

In this 2011 PBS-aired
production from the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis,
Gilbert and Sullivan’s first huge success—
their 1878 operetta H.M.S. Pinafore, satirizing
the British navy—is subjected to extensive
revisions. Textual changes are attributed to
Jeffrey Hatcher (who’s credited with “additional material,” presumably including the
lame jokes and a misguided introduction of
Queen Victoria into the last act), while musical alterations are the work of Andrew Cooke
(who not only re-orchestrates everything
for a tinny ensemble but crudely alters the
rhythms to “modern” taste). Choreographer
David Bolger’s insertion of dances in styles
totally foreign to the piece is an additional
insult, while director Joe Dowling’s decision
to stage the action in lowbrow slapstick style
(with Robert O. Berdahl’s mincing Captain
Corcoran especially offensive) is disastrous.
The performance works best when it most
approximates a traditional approach—Sir
Joseph Porter’s “When I Was a Lad” is still
amusing despite the fact that Peter Thomson’s
vocal capabilities are below even the modest
standard expected in Gilbert and Sullivan,
and “Never Mind the Why or Wherefore” also
comes across fairly well. But such moments
are few and far between in a production that
anyone who loves the piece will consider a
travesty. Presented in Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound, DVD extras include a behindthe-scenes intermission and a featurette on
the Minnesota arts scene. Not recommended.
(F. Swietek)

La Forza del Destino
HH1/2

(2008) 161 min. In Italian
w/English subtitles. DVD: 2
discs, $39.99; Blu-ray: $39.99.
Unitel Classica (dist. by Naxos
of America).

In this 2008 mounting
from the Vienna Staatsoper, Zubin Mehta
conducts a propulsive but smooth rendition of Verdi’s 1862 tragedy, working from
the 1869 revised score. In a libretto that
is farfetched even by operatic standards,
Alvaro accidentally kills the father of his
lover, Leonora, after which the two flee but
become separated. Disguising herself as a
man, Leonora happens upon her brother
Carlo, who vows vengeance on his father’s
killers—which prompts her to become a
hermit. Meanwhile, Alvaro joins the army
and winds up saving Carlo, but when the
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latter discovers the former’s identity, Alvaro
enters a monastery that just happens to be
next to Leonora’s hermitage. Carlo returns to
challenge Alvaro, who fatally wounds Carlo
and seeks absolution from Leonora. As Carlo
is dying, he kills Leonora, who has come to
console him, and Alvaro is left despondent.
While not elegant, the vocalism by Nina
Stemme (Leonora), Salvatore Licitra (Alvaro),
and Carlos Álvarez (Carlo) is emotionally
engaged, and the supporting cast and chorus
are strong. But this is poorly and incoherently
staged by director David Pountney, with sets
that are sparse and shabby, and costuming
that makes it impossible to tell where and
when the action is supposed to be happening—some men wear modern suits, others
are in period garb, and the crowd at the local
inn are dressed as cowboys and cowgirls! Presented in DTS 5.0 (DTS-HD 5.0 on the Blu-ray
release) and PCM stereo, this is inferior to the
more traditional 2007 Florence staging also
conducted by Mehta (VL-5/09). Optional.
(F. Swietek)

La Virtù de’ Strali
d’Amore HHH

(2008) 2 discs. 150 min. In
Italian w/English subtitles.
DVD: $39.99. Naxos of
America (avail. from most
distributors).

Francesco Cavalli (1602–
76) was one of the most
prolific opera composers of his day. La Virtù
de’ Strali d’Amore—the first work Cavalli
wrote to librettos by Giovanni Faustini during the 1640s—is characteristic, following
directly from Monteverdi. Reams of recitative are interrupted by relatively short solos
and ensembles, more declamatory than
melodic, while the plot is a tangle of romantic relationships that demonstrates—as the
title indicates—the power of Cupid’s arrows,
which are stolen and misused by a mortal.
At the human level, two couples are kept
apart by longings for others, while among
the gods, Cupid frets over his mother’s
philandering and his wife’s independence.
Meanwhile, a sorceress tortures a prince
who refuses to submit to her advances. In
the end, all turns out well thanks to divine
intervention and dramatic revelations. In
this nicely mounted 2008 production from
the Teatro Malibran in Venice, Fabio Biondi
leads his original-instrument group Europa
Galante in a vigorous reading of the score
(performing the violin solos himself), while
the large cast—including Giacinta Nicotra,
Gemma Bertagnolli, and Juan Sancho—
serves up uniformly good vocals. The sets
are sparse, but the vaguely 19th-century
costumes are interesting, the staging is
adequate, and this rarely performed piece
does have historical interest. Presented in
DTS 5.0, Dolby Digital 5.0, and PCM stereo,
this is recommended. (F. Swietek)
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Lindsey Buckingham:
Songs from the Small
Machine, Live in L.A.
HHHH

(2011) 142 min. DVD: $14.98,
Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle Rock
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

It’s easy to think of the headliner merely
as “Lindsey Buckingham of Fleetwood Mac,”
but while he’s certainly the band’s creative
driving force, the guitarist-singer has also
had a fruitful solo career that spans a full
three decades, from 1981’s Law and Order to
2011’s Seeds We Sow. It’s his output from these
half dozen side projects—what Buckingham
refers to as “the small machine”—that
forms the core of this 19-song 2011 concert.
The first five numbers, drawn from both
solo and group catalogues, are performed
solo, with most significantly re-imagined
(“Trouble” and “Go Insane” are slower and
more dramatic than the recorded versions,
while “Never Going Back Again” has a Baroque-sounding intro), and all showcase the
guitarist’s bravura acoustic playing. A second
guitarist, bass player, and drummer-percussionist are on hand for the remainder of the
show, which again balances Buckingham’s
solo material with some very familiar Mac
hits. Buckingham compares his solo work
to the more adventurous indie films that
blockbusters make possible, and songs like
“All My Sorrows” (an ancient Kingston Trio
standard with gorgeous vocal harmonies),
“Under the Skin,” “Illumination,” and the
breathtaking “Stars Are Crazy” have nuances
that Fleetwood Mac records—as good as they
are—tend to lack. And yet, “small machine”
notwithstanding, there’s always room for
“Go Your Own Way,” “Second Hand News,” a
rocking “Tusk,” and the electric guitar tour de
force “I’m So Afraid,” all of which are greeted
rapturously by the crowd in L.A.’s Saban Theatre. Presented in DTS-5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1
and stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1, Dolby
Digital 5.1, and LPCM stereo on DVD, extras
include a typically candid bonus interview
with Buckingham. Highly recommended.
Editor’s Choice. (S. Graham)

The Love We Make
HHH

(2011) 94 min. DVD: $14.98,
Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle Rock
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

Director/cinematographer Albert Maysles and
co-director Bradley Kaplan take a fly-onthe-wall approach for this chronicle of
Paul McCartney’s participation in 2001’s
Concert for New York. As McCartney himself
explains, he was visiting the city when the
Twin Towers fell. Since “humor and music”
helped his parents get through World War
II, he felt inspired to offer the same. Dur-
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ing the shoot, he meets with Dan Rather,
Howard Stern, and other media personalities
(these sequences are in color; the rest are in
black-and-white), while several musicians also
put in appearances, including Eric Clapton,
James Taylor, and Pete Townshend. Between
interviews, McCartney rehearses old and new
material, including Beatles classics such as
“Let It Be” (the filmmakers also work in clips
of David Bowie, Elton John, and the Rolling
Stones from the eventual televised concert).
The camera follows McCartney around the
city, where fans accost him at every turn,
and while that must get old, he’s more patient
than not. “I can talk to anyone,” he tells Stern,
but when he decides he needs a break from all
the autograph seekers, it’s hard not to blame
him. Made for Showtime, The Love We Make
doesn’t rank among the classic music films,
like Maysles’s own Gimme Shelter, but it’s an
effective snapshot of a beloved superstar at a
particular moment in time. Presented in DTS
5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and
DTS-HD 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1, and LPCM
stereo on Blu-ray, this is recommended.
(K. Fennessy)

Lulu HHHH

(2010) 182 min. In German w/
English subtitles. DVD: 2 discs,
$29.99; Blu-ray: $39.99. Kultur
International Films (avail. from
most distributors). ISBN: 978-07697-9183-8.

Over the years, both performers and audiences have
become more comfortable with the combination of the astringently atonal and the lushly
romantic in Alban Berg’s unfinished 1937
opera Lulu, although the plot—revolving
around the titular amoral seductress who
leads a succession of men to their doom
before descending into prostitution and
being killed by Jack the Ripper—will always
remain deeply unsettling. In this 2010 Salzburg Festival mounting, the full version of
the work (with the third act orchestrated by
Friedrich Cerha) is presented in a stunning
performance, with the Vienna Philharmonic
playing with incredible power and finesse
under conductor Marc Albrecht, and the cast
uniformly first-rate. Patricia Petibon sings
and acts the part of Lulu to near perfection,
matched at every turn by Michael Volle,
who assumes the joint role of her longtime
lover/third husband Dr. Schön, and the
Ripper. Similarly fine in the supporting
slots are Pavol Breslik (The Painter), Tanja
Ariane Baumgartner (Countess Geschwitz),
Thomas Piffka (Alwa), and Franz Grundheber (Schigolch). Happily, the music is
complemented by an equally impressive
physical production, with imaginative sets
by Daniel Richter and smart staging by Vera
Nemirova. Presented on DVD and Blu-ray
with Dolby Digital 5.0 and LPCM stereo options, this is highly recommended. Editor’s
Choice. (F. Swietek)
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Magifique HHH1/2

(2011) 80 min. In French w/
English subtitles. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Arthaus Musik
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Although set to a suite
selected from Tchaikovsky’s
best-known ballets (The Nutcracker, Swan Lake, and Sleeping Beauty) that
is only occasionally interrupted by droning
synthesizer noises “composed” by Nicolas
Dupéroir, Thierry Malandain’s thoroughly
abstract ballet borrows nothing from Tchaikovsky’s plots beyond a few references to mice
and swans. Dancers from the choreographer’s
Biarritz company, wearing mostly skin-colored leotards (or sometimes black plastic coats
and headgear) engage in a series of athletic
routines ranging from a mass foot-race to an
extended pas de deux. The dancers also wheel
barres, poles, and large rectangular boxes
outfitted with mirrors around the stage to create a simple but ever-changing environment
for the episodes, while Jean-Claude Asquié’s
subtle lighting effects add a further element
to the visual mix. As Malandain explains in
the 25-minute “making-of” featurette that
is the sole extra, the title simply comes from
his childhood mispronunciation of “magnifique” and can mean “magic-maker.” He
also admits that Magifique has no story per
se, but—as some of the dancers also point out
in their remarks—simply expresses the varied
experiences of human existence in music
and motion. And if that sounds either a bit
arrogant or somewhat fuzzy-headed, the work
itself—by turns exhilarating and evocative,
as well as dazzlingly performed—will silence
most criticism. Presented on DVD and Blu-ray
in PCM stereo, this is highly recommended.
(F. Swietek)

Memphis HHH

(2011) 131 min. DVD: $17.98,
Blu-ray: $24.98. Shout! Factory
(avail. from most distributors).
ISBN: 978-1-60399-702-7
(dvd), 978-1-60399-703-4
(blu-ray).

This Tony Award-winning musical celebrates the pop and soul music coming out
of Memphis during the 1950s in a central
storyline that mixes elements of A Star Is Born
and West Side Story as the action alternates
between a radio station and Delray’s, a Beale
Street club catering to an African-American
clientele. As club patron Bobby Dupree (James
Monroe Iglehart) sings in the opening number, “Ain’t no white folks here, ‘cause they’re
too damn scared.” But then Huey Calhoun
(Chad Kimball), a white stock boy, drops in
to check out the scene after hearing Delray’s
sister, Felicia Farrell (Montego Glover). Huey
proceeds to introduce “race records” to the
store customers, who love the music, but it
costs him his job, so he becomes a disc jockey
at a station where Dupree sweeps the floors.
Huey looks forward to playing Felicia’s first
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single on the air, but his mother breaks it,
so he arranges for her to sing it live. When
his radio show becomes a hit, Huey buys his
Mama (Cass Morgan) a house, and proposes
to Felicia, but a racial scuffle threatens their
future (not to mention Tennessee’s ban on
mixed marriage). As time passes, Huey turns
to television, while also continuing to try to
make things legal with Felicia, but matters
become even more complicated when big
money enters the picture. This filmed version of the acclaimed production featuring
the original cast was aired in theaters and on
PBS’s Great Performances. Presented in DTS-5.1
(DTS-HD 5.1 on Blu-ray), Dolby Digital 5.1
and stereo, extras include a behind-the-scenes
featurette. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Michael Feinstein: The
Sinatra Legacy HHH

(2011) 86 min. DVD: $19.98,
Blu-ray: $24.98. Image
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

This entertaining showcase for pianist-vocalist
Michael Feinstein finds the entertainer—
backed by a full big-band orchestra—in
splendid form for a 2011 concert filmed at
the Palladium in Carmel, IN, serving up a
dozen tunes from the American songbook
made famous by Frank Sinatra. Feinstein
reminisces about a private gig he performed
for Sinatra himself (and an intimidating,
star-studded entourage), but most of the
program here centers on the material—songs
indelibly associated with Sinatra. Feinstein’s
spin is to perform them in either their original or alternative arrangements (for example,
the slow, ballad-like “In Other Words” that
would become “Fly Me to the Moon,” or a
rousing all-instrumental “Brazil”). Fans and
music buffs in fact might consider this a curious sort of tribute, but in a way it works; when
we hear these Sinatra standards channeled by
Feinstein (who is himself sometimes channeling Liberace or someone else) we realize
how much the iconic Frances Albert Sinatra
made the rich source material his very own.
Presented in DTS 5.1 and Dolby Digital 5.1
on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM stereo
on Blu-ray, extras exclusive to the Blu-ray
version include the bonus song “Sway,” and
a featurette on the Palladium. Recommended.
(C. Cassady)

Peter Gabriel: New
Blood, Live in London
HHH1/2

(2011) 162 min. DVD: $14.98,
Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle Rock
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

The fact that New Blood
might just as easily be entitled Old Wine
in New Bottles doesn’t diminish what Peter
Gabriel has accomplished with this 21-song
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concert extravaganza: namely, a thorough
re-casting of material from his substantial
catalogue, performed by a full orchestra—
around 50 musicians, plus backup singers,
including his daughter, Melanie—while
eliminating the standard rock rhythm
section, meaning there’s no bass, guitar, or
drum kit (as opposed to orchestral percussion). Gabriel’s music has a strong rhythmic
element that’s most obvious in songs like
“Biko” and “The Rhythm of the Heat” but
it permeates his entire repertoire; minus a
drummer, the strings propel the proceedings, adding vital energy to material both
familiar (“Red Rain,” “In Your Eyes,” “San Jacinto,” “Solsbury Hill,” etc.) and new (the set
list includes several selections from Scratch
My Back, Gabriel’s 2010 album of covers).
The new arrangements tend to follow the
same form, starting slowly and quietly and
then building toward a dramatic crescendo,
and while there’s plenty of power in this
sound, one wishes the music would swing
or rock from time to time, instead of simply
trudging forward like some relentless army,
with furious battles followed by periods of
listless mourning (Gabriel himself admits
that in adapting Paul Simon’s “The Boy in
the Bubble” that “we stripped all the African
blood out of it, and we’re left with another
miserable white man’s song”). Still, there’s
no doubt that this is a beautiful, heartfelt
performance, with stunningly theatrical
technical elements (lighting, visual effects,
art direction, and stage design) coupled
with superb sound. Presented in DTS 5.1,
Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and
DTS-HD 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and LPCM
stereo on Blu-ray, extras include a behindthe-scenes featurette. Highly recommended.
(S. Graham)

Phil Collins: Live at
Montreux 2004 HHH

(2004) 137 min. DVD: 2 discs,
$19.98; Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle
Rock Entertainment (avail.
from most distributors).

Solo superstar Phil Collins serves up a 23-song set
in this 2004 Montreux concert that finds
the former Genesis frontman/drummer taking the stage with a strong band and handful of backup singers to crank out one hit
after another, including “Against All Odds,”
“One More Night,” “Don’t Lose My Number,” “In the Air Tonight” (one of the few
times that Collins gets behind a drum kit),
and “Another Day in Paradise.” Dressed in
black, Collins—who addresses the audience
in French—initially seems vocally subdued
(obviously backing away from high and
sustained notes), a problem compounded by
the fact that he’s sometimes drowned out by
the music. But Collins improves as the night
rolls on and even shines on some of the
quieter numbers, such as “Two Hearts,” and
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the popular cover “True Colors,” closing
with a fun trio of tunes that feature some
entertaining stage business: Paul Simon’s
“Wear My Hat” (with Collins donning a
colorful succession of wacky hats), “Easy
Lover” (a love triangle played out with two
of the backup singers), and “Sussudio” (with
Collins interacting with the crowd, urging
individuals to “say the word”). Returning
with a brief encore, Collins cleverly introduces the band and sends each member
home during the finale “Take Me Home.”
As a bonus, the disc also features a 13-song
mostly instrumental 1996 performance by
the Phil Collins Big Band—conducted by
Quincy Jones—with guest stars including
David Sanborn (playing blistering sax on
“In the Air Tonight”) and Tony Bennett
(singing “There’ll Be Some Changes Made”).
Presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and
stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1, Dolby
Digital 5.1, and LPCM stereo on Blu-ray,
this is recommended with one caveat: for
better or worse, viewers will be stuck with
a Collins mixtape playing in their heads for
weeks after watching. (R. Pitman)

Public Image Limited:
Live at Rockpalast 1983
HHH

(1983) 72 min. DVD: $19.95.
Music Video Distributors (avail.
from most distributors).

Recorded for the German television show Rockpalast on Halloween in 1983, this Public
Image Limited concert features a relatively
staid first half followed by a raucous, crowdpleasing second half. As the band—formed
by vocalist John Lydon (aka Johnny Rotten)
in 1978 after the dissolution of the Sex
Pistols—powers through “Public Image,”
“Annalisa,” “Religion,” “Memories,” “Flowers of Romance,” “Solitaire,” and “Chant,”
the keyboard player chain-smokes, the
guitarist chews gum, the bass player looks
out of place in his pressed pants and tidy
vest, and the drummer hunkers low while
Lydon paces the stage, telling the crowd,
“I’m bored and I’m going home.” Right
when this begins to sound like a good idea,
the band launches into the Sex Pistols’
“Anarchy in the U.K.,” quickly putting the
audience in the palm of their hand (never
underestimate the power of a hit single).
“(This Is Not a) Love Song” shows off the
band’s strange punk/disco hybridization,
and Lydon jumps into the crowd for “Under the House,” urging them to sing along
while everyone on stage plays drums. “Bad
Life” and a second take on “Public Image”
round things out, by which time both the
musicians and fans alike are grinning and
drenched in sweat. Presented in PCM stereo,
DVD extras include rehearsal footage and a
brief interview of Lydon by Rockpalast host
Alan Bangs. Recommended. (H. Seggel)
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Queen: Days of Our Lives
HHH1/2
(2011) 221 min. DVD: $14.98,
Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle Rock
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

This two-part BBC documentary takes an oral history approach to the story of Queen, drawing
on interviews both old and new. Guitarist
Brian May starts things off by talking about
Smile, the band he formed with drummer
Roger Taylor. When their vocalist left, Freddie
Mercury stepped in, and Queen was born.
Bass player John Deacon, who doesn’t participate in the present-day commentary, joined
two years later, but their big breakthrough
wouldn’t arrive until 1974’s Sheer Heart Attack.
Unfortunately, Queen was mired in debt due
to a bad record deal, but the combination of
new manager John Reid and the hit album A
Night at the Opera (which included “Bohemian
Rhapsody”) reversed their fortunes. In part
because Reid was openly gay, Mercury actually came out to him before he did with his
band mates. Even though critics remained
skeptical and punk became the new rock
darling, Queen’s fame increased during the
1970s with concerts in Hyde Park and Madison Square Garden, but there were disagreements along the way. Taylor wasn’t thrilled
with the disco leanings of “Another One Bites
the Dust,” which remained on the Hot 100 for
months, but it proved the group’s flexibility
and staying power. After “Under Pressure,”
their hit with David Bowie, it all started to go
downhill due to a variety of excesses. As the
band splintered, members released solo projects, but a performance at Live Aid helped to
bring them together again. Mercury became
HIV-positive sometime afterward, but worked
until the end, and his colleagues here testify
to his dedication. Bonus features include additional interviews and performances. Highly
recommended. (K. Fennessy)

The Rake’s Progress
HHH1/2

(2010) 140 min. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Igor Stravinsky’s 1951
opera is set to a libretto—cowritten by W.H. Auden,
based on a famed series of 18th-century
engravings by William Hogarth—that follows
a wastrel who strikes it rich with demonic
help but loses his wealth and ends up in a
madhouse, even though he saves his soul by
gambling with the devil. Written in a cool
neoclassical style, The Rake’s Progress is more
admirable than lovable, but very enjoyable
in this fine 2010 Glyndebourne Festival
performance that revives the exquisite designs (modeled after Hogarth) that David
Hockney fashioned in 1961 (later used for
a 1975 Glyndebourne mounting). Vladimir
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Jurowski leads the London Philharmonic
in an ebullient yet refined reading of the
score; Topi Lehtipuu looks the part of Tom
Rakewell and sings beautifully; Miah Persson
shines in the role of Anne Trulove, the local
lass Tom unwisely abandons; and Matthew
Rose cuts a darkly humorous figure as the
Mephistophelean Nick Shadow. Only Elena
Manistina, as Baba the Bearded Lady, whom
Tom weds, falls a bit below the high vocal
standard. Aiming more for the brain than
the heart—but almost irresistible in a version
this elegant—The Rake’s Progress is presented
in DTS 5.1 and Dolby Digital stereo on DVD,
and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on Blu-ray.
Extras include a behind-the-scenes featurette,
an introduction to the opera, and a cast
gallery. As a more traditional alternative to
the Brussels mounting (VL-7/08)—which
relocates the action to 1950s Las Vegas—this
is highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

Ray Charles: Live in
France 1961 HHH1/2

(1961) 111 min. DVD: $14.98.
Eagle Rock Entertainment
(avail. from most distributors).

Unseen since it was first
broadcast in France some 50
years ago, this extraordinary
set of performances (26 in all, including
bonus tracks) finds one of America’s greatest
artists at a creative and financial peak. When
he embarked on his first-ever trip abroad for a
series of concerts at the Antibes Jazz Festival,
Ray Charles had recently signed a deal with
the ABC-Paramount label that gave him 75%
of all profits and ownership of his own master
recordings (both utterly unprecedented at the
time). But Charles had made his name in the
previous decade with Atlantic Records, where
he perfected the blend of jazz, R&B, gospel,
blues, and other flavors that not only defined
his sound but laid the groundwork for soul
music in general, and that is the repertoire
that he and his band (eight musicians, plus
the four Raelettes on backing vocals) favor
here. The three straight instrumentals that
open the first set showcase the chops of all
the players, especially saxophonists Hank
Crawford (on alto) and David “Fathead” Newman (on tenor and flute). But it’s when Ray
sings the classics—“What’d I Say,” “Let the
Good Times Roll,” “Hallelujah, I Love Her So,”
and “Georgia on My Mind”—that the audience comes alive. Some of the music sounds
made by, if not for, junkies—Charles’s heroin
addiction was a serious problem in 1961 (he
would be arrested on narcotics charges later
the same year)—with tempos of several songs
so impossibly slow (almost somnambulant)
that it’s a wonder the musicians aren’t nodding out onstage. No matter, the raw power
of the music is simply undeniable, presented
here with digitally restored and remastered
black-and-white video and mono audio.
Highly recommended. (S. Graham)
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Salome HH

(2011) 112 min. In German w/
English subtitles. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Arthaus Musik
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Richard Strauss’s voluptuously decadent 1905 opera, based on the biblical
story of the beheading of
John the Baptist due to the machinations of
King Herod’s seductive stepdaughter, receives
a curiously flat reading in this 2011 mounting from the Baden-Baden Festival. Nikolaus
Lehnhoff’s production showcases a vaguely
abstract set, modern costumes, and contemporary props (including automatic rifles for
the tetrarch’s guards); but the more serious
weakness is musical. Stefan Soltesz’s conducting is overly restrained, and the Deutsches
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin sounds bland,
although some of the problem might lie in
the recording, as the music is too often kept
in the background. While Kim Begley makes
a fine Herodes, Doris Soffel an impressive
Herodias, and Alan Held an imposing Jochanaan, Angela Denoke disappoints as the
title character, with singing that alternates
between shrill and pallid (she also looks too
old for the role and her pale pink cocktail
dress and pixie haircut seem out of place).
The combination of a weak orchestra and
a miscast Salome—along with Lehnhoff’s
mediocre staging—makes even the Dance
of the Seven Veils, usually a show-stopper,
a letdown. Presented in Dolby Digital 5.0
(DTS-HD 5.0 on the Blu-ray release) and PCM
stereo, this production pales in comparison
to other versions (see VL-5/06 and VL-3/09).
Not a necessary purchase. (F. Swietek)

Santana: Greatest
Hits—Live at Montreux
2011 HHH1/2

(2011) 167 min. DVD: 2 discs,
$24.98; Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle
Rock Entertainment (avail.
from most distributors).

Did the last 40 years even
happen? You wouldn’t think so watching
Carlos Santana finger the first guitar riff from
1970’s “Black Magic Woman” (which was
actually written by Fleetwood Mac): the man
looks and sounds exactly the same. Playing
for nearly three full hours, Santana and his
smooth backing band perform some two
dozen songs (more in medleys) during this
fine 2011 concert from Montreux. You can
fast forward through the WTF-opening—a
freeform jazz cacophony followed by an
equally head-scratching rap cover of AC/DC’s
“Back in Black”—to find the familiar LatinAfrican tinged rhythms of early Santana
classics such as “Oye Como Va,” “Jingo,” “No
One to Depend On,” and “Evil Ways,” among
others. Although the audience comes alive
for the axe-master’s contemporary hits off the
1999 bestseller Supernatural, lead singers Tony
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Lindsay and Andy Vargas are no match for
the distinctive stylings of the originals—Rob
Thomas on “Smooth” and The Product G&B
on “Maria, Maria.” Guest stars Derek Trucks
and Susan Tedeschi bring their blues-based
guitars to the mix on “Make Somebody
Happy/Right On Be Free,” while Santana’s
new bride, Cindy Blackman Santana, displays her drumming chops on “Corazon
Espinado/Guajira.” Aside from a few wacky
choices (“Sunshine of Your Love”?), this
“greatest hits” show generally lives up to its
name as the dressed-in-white Santana—one
of the original guitar heroes—takes viewers
on a sultry trip down memory lane while
having fun (check the multiple references in
“Soul Sacrifice”—including the James Bond
theme, The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, and
“Light My Fire”). Presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby
Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD
5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1, and LPCM stereo on
Blu-ray, extras include separate interviews
with Santana and his wife, as well as a brief
behind-the-scenes montage. Highly recommended. (R. Pitman)

Strange Fruit: The
Beatles’ Apple Records
HHH

(2011) 162 min. DVD: $19.95.
Music Video Distributors (avail.
from most distributors).

Although unsanctioned
by the Beatles or Apple Records, this profile nonetheless offers an illuminating look at the band’s famous label,
which they established in 1967 with the aim
of providing a haven for artists to forge careers
outside the strictures of a major record company. Paul McCartney dubbed it Apple, and
the band ran the company with a variety of
trusted associates, including Mal Evans and
Peter Asher (brother of Jane Asher, formerly
of Peter and Gordon). Singer/songwriter Jackie
Lomax talks about publishing with Apple,
an enterprise that also encompassed film
and fashion, including an ill-fated boutique.
After Lomax, Apple searched for new artists, finding Mary Hopkin, the Iveys (who
became Badfinger), and James Taylor (their
first American signing), but Lomax believes
they released too much too soon and his
first single, “Sour Milk Sea,” which features a
glittering array of guest stars, was lost in the
shuffle. Though Hopkin’s “Those Were the
Days” sold eight million copies, many others
suffered Lomax’s fate, and the label passed
on future superstars like David Bowie and
Fleetwood Mac (McCartney guided Hopkin’s
career, while George Harrison took Lomax
under his wing). When John Lennon associate Allen Klein arrived to stop the bleeding,
there were layoffs and losses, including Asher
and Taylor. More hits from Badfinger and Billy
Preston would ensue, but the breakup of the
Beatles further hastened the end. Authors and
critics provide most of the commentary here,
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backed with relevant archival clips. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

The Swell Season HH1/2
(2011) 88 min. DVD: $29.95.
Docurama (avail. from most
distributors). Closed captioned.
ISBN: 1-4229-9552-6.

After toiling in obscurity
(“17 years of 40 people”),
Irish musician Glen Hansard—who became a busker at the age of 13 and dropped out of
school—suddenly rocketed to fame, winning an Oscar for the song “Falling Slowly,”
which he co-wrote with his decade-younger
girlfriend, Czech singer Markéta Irglová, for
their indie autobiographical 2006 film Once.
In this intimate profile from filmmakers Nick
August-Perna, Chris Dapkins, and Carlo Mirabella-Davis, viewers go behind-the-scenes,
following romantic couple Hansard and
Irglová on tour as they perform with a backup
band as The Swell Season. Although Once was
a charming love story, only the most dewyeyed fan could watch this portrait and not
see the duo’s relationship careening towards
the rocks thanks to a familiar combination
of fame-related stress, copious liquor, and
the surefire bad formula of an older man
trying to control a younger, independent
woman. Since neither Hansard nor Irglová
are overwhelmingly charismatic (a long,
tedious, slow-burn argument outside a café
near film’s end seems to signal the ensuing
break-up), the highlights here are mostly
musical, as the furiously guitar-strumming
Hansard and reserved Irglová play favorites
including “When Your Mind’s Made Up” and
“Leave.” Also memorable are the brief scenes
with Hansard’s mom, who is rightfully proud
of her son’s Oscar. Although we are left with
the notion that the relationship ended on an
amiable note and the pair would continue to
work together musically, both are now releasing solo albums and touring individually.
DVD extras include deleted scenes. A strong
optional purchase. (R. Pitman)

New to Blu-Ray
X: The Unheard Music
(Music Video Distributors,
Blu-ray: $19.99). Popular
West Coast punk band X
is captured at the peak of
their success in this newly
remastered 1985 music
documentary (VL-5/05 HHH1/2) bowing on
high-definition Blu-ray with a 5.1 surround
soundtrack and a slew of bonus materials,
including archival interviews with the filmmakers, new interviews with band members
John Doe and Exene Cervenka, a never-before-seen live performance of “Some Other
Time,” and more.
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Washington, DC 20016
Tel: (202) 321-0570
Web: artobet.com

Third World Newsreel
545 Eighth Ave., 5th Fl., Ste. 550
New York, NY 10018
Tel: (212) 947-9277
Web: twn.org

The Cinema Guild
115 W. 30th St., Ste. 800
New York, NY 10001
Tel: (800) 723-5522
Web: cinemaguild.com

Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
17 Gauss Way
Berkeley, CA 94720
Tel: (510) 642-0143
Web: msri.org

TM Books & Video
P.O. Box 9228
Michigan City, IN 46361
Tel: (800) 892-2822
Web: tmbv.com

eOne Entertainment
22 Harbor Park Dr.
Port Washington, NY 11050
Tel: (516) 484-1000
Web: e1homevideo.com

Media Education Foundation
60 Masonic St.
Northampton, MA 01060
Tel: (800) 897-0089
Web: mediaed.org

Transit Media
190 Route 17 M, Ste. D
Harriman, NY 10926
Tel: (800) 343-5540
Web: transitmedia.net

Films Media Group
132 West 31st St., 17th Fl.
New York, NY 10001
Tel: (800) 257-5126
Web: films.com

Metro Video
5 Pond Rd.
Westport, CT 06880
Tel: (203) 226-8313
Web: missmuffett.com

VEA
6902 Hawthorn Park Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Tel: (866) 727-0840
Web: veavideo.com

First Run Features
630 Ninth Ave., Ste. 1213
New York, NY 10036
Tel: (800) 229-8575
Web: firstrunfeatures.com

National Film Board of Canada
927 Stanford St.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Tel (718) 855-1702
Web: nfb.ca

The Video Project
P.O. Box 411376
San Francisco, CA 94141
Tel: (800) 475-2638
Web: videoproject.com

Green Planet Films
P.O. Box 247
Corte Madera, CA 94976
Tel: (415) 377-5471
Web: greenplanetfilms.org

Naxos of America
1810 Columbia Ave., Ste. 28
Franklin, TN 37064
Tel: (615) 771-9393
Web: naxos.com

Vision Video
P.O. Box 540
Worcester, PA 19490
Tel: (800) 523-0226
Web: visionvideo.com

Handcrafted Productions
1211 SW 58th
Portland, OR 97221
Tel: (503) 241-8317
Web: patrickrosenkranz.com

Nutmeg Media
218 Murray Ln.
Guilford, CT 06437
Tel: (877) 262-3690
Web: nutmegmedia.com

Visual Learning Systems
25 Union St.
Brandon, VT 05733
Tel: (800) 453-8481
Web: visuallearningsys.com
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Official Selection

PALM SPRINGS
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

WINNER
Audience Award

Official Selection

ST. LOUIS
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

CHICAGO
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

“ TOTALLY CAPTIVATING”
–FILM JOURNAL INTERNATIONAL

“MASTERFUL”

2012
U.S. THEATRICAL
RELEASE

–NEW YORK PRESS

“TERRIFIC”

–ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

“NOT-TO-BE MISSED”
–THEATERMANIA

Carol Channing’s life is as colorful as the lipstick
on her big, bright smile. This film captures the
magic and vivacity of the 90-year-old icon
both onstage and off...past and present.
FEATURING INTERVIEWS WITH:

Carol Channing, Harry Kullijian,
Lily Tomlin, Chita Rivera,
Barbara Walters, Tyne Daly,
Debbie Reynolds, Phyllis Diller,
Loni Anderson, JoAnne Worley
and Bruce Vilanch

EOE-DV-7075•UPC: 7-41952-70759-2•ISBN: 1-4172-3609-4•$24.98 SRP • 88 minutes•16x9 (1.78:1)
5.1 Dolby Digital•English with SDH Subtitles•Documentary•Production Year: 2011

DIRECTED BY THREE-TIME TONY AWARD-WINNING
BROADWAY PRODUCER DORI BERINSTEIN

NATIONAL MARKETING & PUBLICITY

TV

PRINT & ONLINE
RADIO Top 40-market radio giveaway

ORDER NOW!

STREET DATE: 5/22/12

BONUS
Creating Dolly
“Hello, Dolly!” Opening Night
Crew Stories
Barbara Walters on Carol
Joan Crawford’s Wedding
and more...

For more information visit www.eoneb2b.com

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: twitter.com/eOneHomeVideo
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CURRENTLY REIGNS
AS THE #2 RATED
SHOW ON AMC*
(Series premiere was the second highest
rated AMC debut of all time)
STARRING

Anson Mount

(Straw Dogs, In Her Shoes)

Common

(Smokin’ Aces, Wanted, Date Night)

Colm Meaney

(Get Him to the Greek, Law Abiding Citizen)

In search of the Union soldiers who murdered
his wife, a former Confederate officer travels west
to the dangerous, raucous town that follows the
construction of the transcontinental railroad.

SEASON 2 ARRIVES
FALL 2012

DVD: EOE-DV-7128 • UPC: 7-41952-71289-3 • ISBN: 1-4172-3662-0 • SRP: $39.98
BLU-RAY: EOE-BD-7217 • UPC: 7-41952-72179-6 • ISBN: 1-4172-3751-1 • SRP: $44.98
450 minutes • 16x9 (1.78:1) for DVD/1080p High Deﬁnition 1.78:1 for Blu-ray
5.1 Surround Sound for DVD/DTS-HD Master Audio for Blu-ray
English SDH subtitles • Production Year: 2011 • 10 Episodes/3 Discs

Loaded with bonus Features
Including over 25 Featurettes

BLAZING MARKETING AND PUBLICITY
TELEVISION
Strong network support including website promotion,
fan newsletter and social media integration

RADIO
Top Market Radio Campaigns
Promotions including
Giveaways and Sponsorships

ORDER NOW

© 2012 American Movie Classics Company LLC. All rights reserved.

street-date: 5/15/12

PRINT & INTERNET

*averaging 3 million viewers per episode
For more information visit www.eoneb2b.com

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: twitter.com/eOneHomeVideo

Final Frame

End of an Era
On February 4th, VideoLib listserv subscribers received a message that began:
“Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys and Girls,
It is with a mix of melancholy, ebullience,
slight trepidation, and vast relief that I announce my forthcoming retirement from
the University of California Berkeley and the
Media Resources Center on June 28, 2012.
…I’ve been director of the Media Center
for…28 years, and there hasn’t been a week,
good or bad, that has gone by without my
murmuring a little thanks for the cosmic
hiccups that allowed me to stumble into
such a cool and personally rewarding gig.
I simply cannot think of anywhere that I
would have been happier professionally,
or another position in which I would have
grown and learned and contributed as
much.”
Gary Handman, the original Big Man
on Campus in the world of video librarianship, was hanging up his remote. Elvis was
leaving the building. Mister Rogers was
signing off.
It is with a mix of deep gratitude, profes-

sional awe, bittersweet envy (retirement!),
and more than a touch of sadness that I
would like to “murmur a little thanks” to a
colleague, mentor, and friend—a man upon
whose shoulders so many contemporary
video librarians stand.
Listing Gary’s achievements and contributions would easily turn this into a threepart editorial (he’d be long gone sipping
piña coladas and watching indie films while
I was still blubbering into my sleeve), so I
will just stick to the highlights.
While developing one of the largest and
best academic video collections in the U.S.
at Berkeley, Gary also created two of the
most important online resources available
to video librarians: the Media Resource
Center website (home to the finest collection—bar none—of video librarian related
resources, including links, videographies,
and bibliographies), and the VideoLib listserv—which is simply the greatest video
reference resource in the known universe.
Drum roll, please: Gary is a founding
member of ALA’s Video Round Table,
the author/editor of two editions of the
seminal book Video Collection Development
in Multi-type Libraries: A Handbook (1994,
2002, Greenwood), a contributor to numerous professional publications (including a
much-appreciated longtime stint as a Video

Librarian reviewer), a teacher of film and
media studies (and most recently sociology), a career-long fighter for the interests
of video librarians everywhere (including
playing an instrumental role in getting the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act exemptions changed), a…dang it, I knew I’d run
out of space.
Let me close with an apt tribute. Right
after Gary posted his retirement notice, the
VideoLib listserv lit up with protestations,
lamentations, and loads of well-deserved
praise. One of my favorites came from
longtime videolibber deg farrelly (Arizona
State University), who simply said: “Now I
know I’ve got a heart, cause it’s breaking,”
and included a YouTube link to the classic
scene in The Wizard of Oz when the Tin Man
says goodbye to Dorothy.
Like Dorothy, Gary has been our fearless
leader, guiding video librarians through
an often bewildering media landscape
while championing the cause, standing up
to enemies, assuaging fears, and always,
always encouraging each and every one of
us to believe in the critical importance of
our work in building excellent visual media
collections. His leaving truly signals the
end of an era.
Kleenex, please.
Randy Pitman

aS Seen On
Featuring eXCLuSiVe
COnStruCtiOn ZOne aCCeSS and
inCredibLe behind-the-SCeneS FOOtage
Put on your hard hat for an inside
look at some of the biggest,
most complex and undeniably
dangerous construction projects
being tackled around the globe.
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Mega MaChineS – FrOM OiL rigS tO natiOnaL raiLWayS
Mega bridgeS – FrOM neW yOrk tO SaigOn
Mega earth – FrOM Man-Made iSLandS tO iCe hOteLS
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ORDER NOW!
Street Date
5/22/12
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VIDEO MUSIC LESSONS
BEST-SELLING, MUST-HAVE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS FROM THE PIONEERS IN MUSIC INSTRUCTION VIDEO!

GREAT HANDS FOR A
LIFETIME

DRUM LEGACY
5 hours | MSRP: $39.95 $31.96
Item: HL320709

4 hours | MSRP: $24.95 $19.96
Item: HL320951

Great Hands for a Lifetime offers
a realistic, practical approach to
drumming that was developed to
improve the strength, speed,
stamina, comfort and control of
every drummer.

Studying the drum giants who
came before is one of the keys to
developing one’s own voice on the
drums. This highly educational
DVD set presents a musical
analysis and discussion of some of
the most important jazz drumming
greats in history

CLASSIC ROCK DRUM
SOLOS

GETTING STARTED ON
DRUMS

This videos traces the history of
rock soloing with vintage footage
of pioneers from the 1940s & 50s,
rare film from the golden age of
the 60s and awe-inspiring video of
the pyrotechnic players of the 70s
& 80s. Hosted by Carmine Appice.

Featuring world-renowned drum
educator, Tommy Igoe, this video
is an entertaining and educational
way for beginning drummers to
learn the right way to play‚ right
from the start!

GROOVE ESSENTIALS

GROOVE WORKSHOP

4 hours | MSRP: $24.95 $19.96
Item: HL320446

5 hours | MSRP: $39.95 $31.99
Item: HL320804

120 minutes | MSRP: $29.95 $23.99
Item: HL320665

140 minutes | MSRP: $19.95 $15.99
Item: HL320288

The undisputed king of drum
instruction videos!
Presents 47 must-know grooves,
step-by-step, from basic elements
to performances with full-band
rhythm tracks at multiple tempos!

There’s much more to making
music than just playing the right
notes. Vic Wooten redefines the
essential elements of music and
demonstrates how to apply them
in fresh, creative, musically
relevant ways.
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Order Today @
- free shipping on all US
Plus

To Order: DrumTeacherStore.com/VL, or call (212) 643-1028

HUDSON MUSIC

®

P.O. Box 270 | Briarcliff, NY | 10510

